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Mikhail Piotrovsky  
and Neil MacGregor,  
director The British Museum,
at the opening of an exhibition 
of marble sculpture —  
fragment of a frieze  
of Parthenon Phidias's  
works from the collection  
of the British Museum
December 2014

After the 
CelebrAtions
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The Hermitage celebrated its 250th anniversary 
with a salvo of various functions and events which 
were intended to, and we feel, succeeded in dem-
onstrating the key areas of the museum’s devel-
opment over the last few years. Our museum, fol-
lowing the conception of the ‘Large Hermitage’, 
was transformed into a genuinely global museum, 
in the process of which we originated many new 
approaches, novel both for Russia and the wider 
world. Our appraisal, held in front of many friends 
and guests, lasted several days and its main ele-
ments took the form of balls. The ball on Palace 
Square was held for the benefit of all residents of 
St Petersburg and comprised a combination of 3D 
images, poetry and music with thematic links to the 
history of the museum. The ball for the participants 
of the Cultural Forum, and also the ball for the 
Society of Friends and Partners of the Hermitage 
took place in the General Staff Building and served 
also as the opening ceremony of its new permanent 
exhibitions. The ball for the official delegations was 
held in the Winter Palace and its high point was 
the presentation of gifts. The festivities continued 
throughout the whole year, on the Hermitage Days, 
between St Catherine’s day and St George’s day, 
and were crowned with a grand ball for the em-
ployees of the Hermitage which embraced the en-
tire space of the Winter Palace.

Over the course of the 250th jubilee year the 
Hermitage hosted various international forums — 
media, cultural, judicial and, in part, economical. 
On the Hermitage Days in the St George Hall of 
our museum, the Presidential Council on Science 
and Education held a session, presided over by 
the President of the Russian Federation. After 
this the President congratulated the employees 
and friends of the museum and gave the museum 
two masterpieces of the work of Faberge, which 
brought our collection of valuables up to the 
highest standard.  This year our museum opened 
up new exhibition spaces –the East Wing of the 
General Staff Building, the exhibition halls of the 
Small Hermitage, the Reserve and finally the Res-
toration and Preservation Centre in Staraya Der-
evnya. In honour of the jubilee these spaces were 
filled with new objects, exhibitions and laborato-
ries. The anniversary year also saw the addition 
of the Stock Exchange Building on St Basil’s Is-
land to the Hermitage’s space. Beyond St Peters-
burg our satellite-centres in Amsterdam, Kazan, 

Venice and Vyborg are already in full operation 
and new museum spaces in Omsk, Moscow, Bar-
celona, Ekaterinburg and Vladivostok are in the 
stages of preparation.

We live in a complex and turbulent world, 
and this celebration and all that we have done 
both before and after it, has been aimed at pre-
serving cultural ties which are small islands, or 
more precisely, bridges of stability in the contem-
porary world. In this sense we are very happy with 
the festival of contemporary art “Manifesta 10”, 
which was held in the Hermitage and showed that 
the most trenchant issues of modern culture and 
cultural politics can be presented without scan-
dal, acts of provocation or opprobrium.

This celebration witnessed at the Hermit-
age must become a celebration that is constantly 
with us. To achieve this we will continue with the 
same expansion into the same spheres — archi-
tecture, contemporary art, historical performanc-
es, festivals around world masterpieces, virtual 
reconstructions, digital collections and to other 
dimensions yet unknown. We face an abundance 
of current difficulties in terms of innovation that 
we propose to overcome with our relentless ac-
tivity, together with our friends — the museums 
of Russia and the entire world.

We wish to show through our own example 
precisely how a museum is nearer in spirit to a 
church than it is to a Disneyland theme park, to 
what degree it can be both accessible and closed, 
how much it possesses its own autonomous terri-
tory with its own aesthetic laws. We will show and 
tell that a museum is a luxury, but a luxury that 
is accessible to everyone; that a museum is both 
democratic and aristocratic at the same time; that 
a museum is the best measure of what constitutes 
blasphemy and “non-blasphemy”. We are making 
the museum with its dialogue of cultures a dam 
against the intolerance that is flooding the world.

 We are educating and taking care of people 
in all their complexity, who are capable of taking 
decisions that are beyond the capacity of com-
puters, decisions on which the fate of humanity 
rests. In a world which is tearing itself to pieces, 
the museum shows us the way forward in econom-
ics, politics, in interfaith and interethnic dialogue 
and in all those things that make humanity what it 
is, and are the reasons why we can be proud that 
we are people.
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THe  
HeRMiTaGe  

oF HeR  
iMPeRial MajeSTy

the hermitage of her imperial majesty prepared for the museum’s  
250th birthday, was launched in the nicholas and adjacent halls  
on 9 december 2014.the exhibition runs until 10 may 2015.



 

it has become the fashion these days to create 
virtual museums, and this takes on a special, 
particularly striking significance when, with the 
help of advanced technology, we reconstruct 
collections and exhibitions that have disappeared.
writing can be done not only on a computer, 
however, but also by hand, and many people 
continue to do this. the past can be adequately 
recreated even without virtual illusions, using 
authentic objects that help people create images. 
this is exactly what the hermitage is doing over 
the year of its 250th birthday, using the famous 
‘description of saint petersburg, the capital  
city of the russian empire, and landmarks  
on its outskirts’ by academician georgi published  
in 1794. the book gives a detailed account of that  
marvel of the capital: the imperial hermitage.  
this description and the items that have survived 
since then have helped somewhat to recreate  
the hermitage of those days in the nicholas  
and adjacent halls. mikhail piotrovsky

1 |   Yuri Velten
Architectural plan 
with design for the  
furnace of the White Hall  
in the Winter Palace, 1770
Russian State Historical  
archive, Saint Petersburg



T

  Catherine ii’s letters to Grimm (1774–1796), published 

with notes by y. Grot // Collection of the Russian 

imperial Historical Society. 1878. V. 23.

My collection of engraved gems is so 
large that yesterday four people struggled 
to carry two baskets full of boxes contain-
ing about half of it; to avoid any misunder 
standing, they were baskets that we normally 
use in winter for carrying firewood.

 he history of the Hermitage begins in 1764 when Em-
press Catherine the Great purchased the first large collection 
of paintings. The items had been acquired in the 1750s by an 
entrepreneur from Berlin, Johann Ernst Gotzkowsky, on the 
instruction of Frederick II of Prussia. The Seven Years’ War 
depleted the Prussian economy, which prevented the king from 
buying the paintings in time whereas Gotzkowsky found himself 
owing a considerable amount of money to the Russian treasury 
as a result of unsuccessful financial operations related to or-
ders of bread supplies placed by the Russian army in Prussia 
and Poland; the paintings were offered to Catherine II to cover 
the debt. This is how 317 works by European masters of the 16-
18th centuries ended up in St. Petersburg. Seemingly acciden-
tal, this acquisition is closely tied to the logic of Catherine II’s 
political and social reforms in the spirit of the Enlightenment. 
A large collection of fine art would promote the idea of Rus-
sia’s inclination towards Europe sewn by Peter the Great.

At the time there were no special premises for such artis-
tic collections in Saint Petersburg. To begin with, it was a few 
small rooms on the mezzanine floor over the Empress’s private 
quarters in the south-eastern risalit of the Winter Palace that 
were referred to as the Imperial Museum. This is where her 
collection of precious and exotic items, mostly from the Orient, 
as well as engraved gems was stored.

Even according to the Winter Palace project created 
by F.B. Rastrelli, there was a household facilities complex to be 
constructed to the east of the palace, which would contain sta-
bles, a manege, a coach house and a woodshed. Yuri Velten 
(Georg Veldten), who became court architect in 1762, prepared 
a development plan for this territory at the beginning of the fol-
lowing year. On 5 May 1763 the approved design was brought to 
St. Petersburg. It involved the construction of a hanging garden 
under the arches of the household building, and in the southern 
part of the garden a pavilion for the Empress’s favourite, G. Orlov: 
in the 18th century this pavilion was long known as the ‘newly-built 
chambers in the garden’. During the same period, the covered 
gallery between the pavilion and the garden was built where pas-
sages from the Winter Palace and the annex of the manege led. 
The garden was surrounded with a treillage fence decorated with 
painted leaves and flowers made of metal. A system of passages 
connected the palace with the southern pavilion, palace cham-
bers in the annex of the manege, the Shepelev house and a hall 
for Jeu de paume on the roof of the manege which covered this 
territory. Here lived the people closest to the Empress. The first 
stage of the construction was completed in 1766.
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  V.F. Levinson-Lessing. The History of the Hermitage 

Picture Gallery (1764–1917). leningrad, 1985.

Catherine herself admitted on several occa-
sions that she did not understand anything 
about the fine arts or music. With all her ap-
petite for paintings she was truly fascinated 
and passionate as a collector about engraved 
gems, to the extent that she could spend 
hours playing with and poring over them.

In the following year, 1767, work resumed. The construc-
tion of an Orchard House started on the Neva embankment 
in parallel with the palace to which the Hanging Garden was 
extended. The new pavilion was to accommodate a green-
house for exotic plants, a hall and several offices. In Sep-
tember 1768 a decree followed, ‘… to have in the newly built 
Orchard house next to the Winter Palace a system such as at 
the Palace at Tsarskoe Selo, so that two tables could exit one 
by one and when not needed the floor could be pulled over’. 
Such mechanical tables that allowed a dinner to be held in 
privacy had been made earlier, in the first half of the 18th cen-
tury, in certain pavilions or inside palaces at Peterhof, Tsar-
skoe Selo, the Summer Palace and previous Winter Palaces. 
The first dinner in the chambers was held in February 1769. 
Such assemblies in the Northern pavilion became known 
as hermitages, the name which was later transferred to the 
entire architectural complex near the Winter Palace. It was 
only the people closest to the Empress who were invited to 
these intimate dinners. Ranks and hierarchy were to be left 
outside the Hermitage and the guests were asked to follow 
the humorous “rules” made up by Catherine and displayed 
at the entrance.

The idea of the galleries surrounding the hanging gar-
dens was mentioned as early as 1768 but construction and 
completion took a long time and were done in stages, starting 
with the Western (Romanoff) one. They were finished in 1775 
and were designated for the Empress’s painting collection. By 
that point, apart from the initial acquisition of canvasses from 
J. Gotzkowski it included 655 more works from the Dresden 
collection of Count Heinrich von Brühl, 100 works from a col-
lector from Geneva, F. Tronchin, and 566 paintings from the 
Parisian gallery of L-A. Crozat, Baron de Thiers: these are just 
the largest acquisitions of the first decade of collecting. The 
purchases were managed by both the Empress herself and the 
Russian ambassador in Paris and later Prince Dmitry Alex-
eevich Golitzin at The Hague, who contributed considerably 
towards the expansion of the Hermitage collection and was 
one of the remarkable figures of the Enlightenment. A person 
of varied knowledge, energetic, a connoisseur of fine art with 
vast connections in Parisian society and among encyclopae-
dists, the Prince enthusiastically sought out and purchased 
old and contemporary artworks for St. Petersburg, consulting 
recognised experts in the Parisian antiques market. Catherine 
wrote to Voltaire, who was amazed at this lavish expendi-
ture, “You are surprised at my purchasing such numbers of 
paintings; indeed perhaps I should not procure this many at 
present, but missed opportunities never return and my state 
is able to cope with all costs”.

While the building was not yet finished, the construc-
tion of the Great Hermitage (that became known as the Old 

2 |  View of the exhibition 
"The Hermitage  
of Her Imperial Majesty"
Nicholas Hall of the  
Winter Palace, 2014
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3 |   Yuri Velten
Plan of the facade of the South  
pavilion, 1765. The State Museum 
of the History of St. Petersburg

4 |  Yuri Velten
Plan of the facade  
of the front wing of the Manege  
from Millionnaya Street, 1765
The State Museum of the History  
of St. Petersburg

5 |   Yuri Velten 
Plan of the extended facade  
of the Manege and the western  
facade of the front wing, 1765
Russian State Historical archive,  
St. Petersburg

Hermitage from the middle of the 19th century) to the east 
of it commenced in 1771, and it was connected to the Small 
Hermitage with a passage the following year. The first stage 
involved a three-storey building with ten windows along 
the façade being built. It had a large oval hall and three pal-
ace rooms overlooking the Neva: a billiards room, a lounge 
and a bedchamber. The design of the halls, except for 
the oval one, was understated and implied a tactful accom-
paniment to the collections they contained. The decoration 
works lasted until 1775 and the building was practically dou-
bled in size and extended to the Winter Canal, construction 
finishing in 1779. The Hermitage grew with its collections and 
developed erratically.

Apart from the initial collections of paintings which con-
stituted the basis of the Imperial museum, the Hermitage 
was gradually supplemented with other collections. It stored 
valuable works of applied art by both European and Russian 
masters, collections of drawings, etchings, coins, and the 
largest collection of engraved gems in the world, which was, 
as has been mentioned above, a particular passion of the 
Empress. The Hermitage had separate rooms for the court 
carver and portrait medallist Karl Leberecht and the chemist 
and glazier Georg Heinrich König who made pastes, copies 
of cameos from the Imperial collection; the Empress herself 
and her confidants could also took part in the process.

A part of the Hermitage of utmost importance was the 
library, which was built as a universal encyclopaedic collec-
tion and for which books in a whole range of subjects were 
bought. Major acquisitions for the Imperial book collection 
include the libraries belonging to Marquis Galliani, Voltaire 
and Diderot, a collection of books and manuscripts from the 
Russian historian, Prince M.M. Shcherbatov.

The first historiographer of the Hermitage, Johann Gott-
lieb Georgi, gave the following description of its halls empha-

  From Diderot’s letter to Catherine ii (1757) 

(quoted from: Levinson-Lessing, V.F. 

istorija Kartinnoy Galerei ermitazha 

(1764–1917). leningrad, 1985).

…It is impossible that there are 
ever enough paintings accumulated 
in Russia so as to encourage a true 
interest in the arts. I believe that etch-
ing should help alleviate this distress. 
An engraver is like an apostle or 
a missionary: one should read trans-
lations in the absence of originals. 

3 |

5 |

4 |
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  empress Catherine ii’s papers 

from the State archive of the Foreign 

Ministry. V. 3 // Collection of the Russian 

imperial Historical Society. 1874. V. 13.

I evoke genuine public hatred and 
do you know why? Because I send 
you paintings. Lovers cry out, art-
ists cry out, rich people cry out; <…> 
the Empress is about to purchase 
Baron Thier’s collection during 
a wasteful war: this is what frustrates 
and perplexes them. 

sizing the royal splendour of the interiors: “A suite of rooms 
along the bank of the Neva is decorated in a most exquisite 
manner, with parquet works, painted ceilings, large arched 
windows with mirrored glass panes, crystal chandeliers, silk 
curtains with trusses, sumptuous fireplaces or stoves; doors 
with mirrors, corner tables, lustrous clocks, chairs, sofas 
etc. All rooms also have paintings and magnificent vases, 
urns, groups, statues, portrait sculptures of Russian heroes 
and other distinguished figures; pillars and other artworks 
of plaster, marble, jasper, sapphire, emerald, crystal, por-
phyry and other stones, as well as other jewels, clockworks 
etc., namely the most exquisite works by Roentgen, Meyer 
and other fine masters of this art”. The finished complex was 
essentially a palace but more intimate, devoid of official and 
formal function and filled with artworks. The Empress lived 
in the Great Hermitage in the second half of 1784 — early 
1785, after A.L. Lanskoy passed away; the names of the rooms 
(Valet Room, Dressing Room, Bedroom) were reminiscent 
of that period long after.

6 |   Giacomo Quarenghi
Cross-section of the 
Central hall housing 
the Raphael Loggias  
on the second floor, 1787
The State Hermitage Museum



Dinners at the Hermitage would normally include 
theatrical performances, such as operas, plays (includ-
ing those written by the Empress herself), ballets and con-
certs. The Hermitage then resonated; the stage became the 
throbbing heart of this evening event. During the construc-
tion of  the new Hermitage building, the mezzanine of the 
ground floor, under the Oval Hall, was turned into a theatre. 
This room, however, was soon found to be unsuitable, and 
Velten commissioned a project for organising a theatre in the 
second stage of construction of the Great Hermitage (around 
the area where the Leonardo Hall is now). When in 1778 the 
Empress began to entertain the idea of having another sec-
tion of the Hermitage built, namely the Raphael Loggias, a si-
multaneous construction started: of the Loggias designed by 
Quarenghi and of a new theatre building behind the Winter 
Canal, at the former location of Peter’s Winter Palace. Velten 
created another passage between the buildings, the gallery 
on arches, the splendid foyer of the Hermitage Theatre, which 
was a complex architectural construction at the time. The 
theatre was finished in the rough by the winter season of 
1785, whereas the façade overlooking the Neva took much 
longer. The unique hall, designed as an amphitheatre, left 
a great impression on its contemporaries and added the best 
example of the Palladian style in Russia to the wonders of the 

 Mikhail Piotrovsky

Catherine’s Hermitage was rather 
similar to a modern encyclopaedic 
world museum, and even at the time 
the Hermitage had almost all of its 
typical features, both positive and 
less so. Well-known and half-forgotten 
objects, paintings and portraits are 
placed into their historical context 
and come back to life in a new way. 
We recall that atmosphere of festive 
intimacy and royal simplicity, intrinsic 
to Catherine’s creation. We immerse 
ourselves in the “paradise” borne out 
of her genius that appeared in the 
atmosphere of almost feverish and 
passionate collecting; an unabashed 

desire to take pride in it before the 
whole world. We get a better idea of 
what the famous receptions at the 
Hermitage looked like and once again 
remember what used to be, where the 
Peacock Clock currently is. The Imperial 
Theatre, the Raphael Loggias and other 
architectural elements of the Hermitage 
space combined with the celebrated rules 
of etiquette create a unique dramatic 
composition, where the Enlightenment 
and absolute monarchy put on a splendid 
performance in the setting of either 
a palace or an exotic greenhouse 
with extraordinary birds and a garden 
with a path lined with birch trees.

8 |  Yuri Velten
Plan of the Manege  
with the superstructure  
“Jeu de paume”, 1765
Russian State Historical  
archive, St. Petersburg

7 |  View of the exhibition 
"The Hermitage of Her  
Imperial Majesty"
The Nicholas Hall of the  
Winter Palace, 2014

8 |
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9 |   Giacomo Quarenghi
Cross-section  
of the auditorium, 1780s
The State Hermitage Museum

10 |  Giacomo Quarenghi
Longitudinal section  
of the second floor rooms  
housing the Raphael  
Loggias, 1787 
The State Hermitage Museum

11 |  Giacomo Quarenghi
Longitudinal section  
of the hall. Plan, 1783 
The State Museum of the History  
of St. Petersburg
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Hermitage. The theatre embodied Catherine’s aspirations as 
a playwright: among many other things she managed to find 
time for writing, which played an important role in her life. 
Catherine II was a prolific writer: she loved plays, especially 
comic ones, and wrote librettos for productions in her own 
theatre.

The construction of the Loggias, essentially the first 
purely museum building, extended for nearly ten years and 
was finished by 1792. Apart from the Loggias, three halls of 
the state floor of the new building were used to display a min-
eralogical collection, acquired in 1786 from scientist Peter 
Simon Pallas, as well as oriental items and other precious 
objects previously stored on the mezzanine floor above the 
Empress’s private quarters in the Winter Palace. The Dia-
mond Room, the predecessor of the Treasure Gallery, made 
a striking impression with a fantastic combination of splen-
dour and exquisite taste, and gems from the East and West. 
The Hermitage went through considerable change over this 
period. From the early 1780s onwards Catherine no longer 
acquired large collections of paintings; the Hermitage was 
full of them and this abundant collection required analysis 
as it had completely covered the walls of the newly con-
structed buildings. Cataloguing of a considerable part of 
this collection was also finished about the same time. Apart 

  Mikhail Piotrovsky

From the very early years, engraved 
gems, jewellery, painted etchings, 
Voltaire’s books and portraits of military 
commanders have been an essential 
part of the world built around acquired 
collections of paintings. Having 
learnt where and how visitors entered 
Catherine’s Hermitage, we are inspired 
by that unique spirit that was brought 
here by the great monarch. We strive 
to preserve this spirit of “a reclusive 
spot” in today’s enormous museum, 
and this exhibition is an attempt 
to check our ambitions against 
reality; the way we imagine it.

18 19
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12 |  View of the exhibition 
"The Hermitage of  
Her Imperial Majesty"
Nicholas Hall of the Winter Palace, 2014

13 |  Giacomo Quarenghi
The final draft of the facade  
of the Hermitage Theatre, 1786
The State Hermitage Museum

from the collections of paintings, inventories were also made 
for engraved gems, precious items, parts of the numismatic 
collection and the large library. As the Loggias building 
is joined to the Hermitage, the museum element starts to pre-
vail in this newly formed complex. For the first time in Rus-
sia special museum furniture is ordered for the halls of the 
Great Hermitage that would allow for more convenient stor-
age and display of collections. Modern furniture was also 
planned for the library, which now occupied a more spacious 
and convenient room on the ground floor of the Loggias.

From then and until the very opening of the museum 
in the New Hermitage, guests would come into the Hermitage 
up the Theatre Staircase, through the room before the Foyer 
with a valet de chambre on duty. Visits to the museum were 
allowed during the daytime and in the company of a court 

valet. The main restriction for visiting was the Empress’s pres-
ence. A French traveller Fortia de Piles recalled, “In order to 
visit the Hermitage one needs to make it known in advance 
and do it while the Empress is not there. When she is in Saint 
Petersburg it is rather difficult, virtually impossible, to enter, 
as Her Majesty attends the Hermitage at any time of day and 
entrance is permanently prohibited”.

Catherine II wrote in 1790, “My museum in the Hermit-
age comprises, bar the paintings and Raphael’s Loggias, 
38,000 books, four rooms filled with books and etchings, 
10,000 engraved gems, approximately 10,000 drawings and 
scientific objects that take up two large halls”. 1 This was quite 
an accurate estimate of a collection acquired over record 
short period. In just thirty years she achieved what normally 
takes centuries.

1  Catherine the Great’s letters to Grimm (1774–1796) published with notes by Y. Grot // Collection of the Russian Imperial 

Historical Society. 1878. V. 23.

13 |



§ 750.  
The Hermitage of HER IMPERIAL 
MAJESTY is named after Catherine 
II’s reclusive entertainment 
and exercises. The Hermitage was 
virtually created by HER in full, 
as everything, including its foundation, 
location, variety and diversity of objects 
stored there, exterior and interior 
delicacy and grandeur, was done 
following HER instructions. <…>

§ 753.  
The Hermitage was founded soon after 
HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY ascended the 
throne. Apart from occasional souvenirs 
and gifts, the EMPRESS acquired whole 
collections that immediately filled all 
categories. Major acquisitions (which I 
would not be able to list chronologically) 
included the Duke of Orleans collection 
which mostly comprised of gems 
(i.e. precious stones with images 
carved in them), St. Mauritius collection 
of about 800 gems; the Natter collection 
of gems and pastes (i.e. such images 
on pastes); the Tassie collection 
of pastes and a collection of pastes 
produced here under HER MAJESTY’S 
strict supervision.

§ 754. 
Collections that belonged to 
Count Brühl, the Berlin merchant 
Gotzkowsky, a part of the Dutch 
Braamcamp’s collection and Lord 
Houghton’s collection were bought 
for the gallery, and the so-called 
Raphael’s Loggias were constructed.

§ 755. 
HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY’S book 
collection was mostly expanded 
through purchasing libraries: 
Voltaire’s in 1779, Marquis 
Galliani’s and Diderot’s in 1785, 
a collection from 1783-1786 built 
by a bookseller from Berlin, Nicolai, 
and Prince Shcherbatov’s; it was 
also supplemented by the library 
from Oranienbaum, and transferred 
here in 1792.

§ 756. 
The Collection of Russian coins  
and medals has grown and keeps 
growing periodically through the 
addition of entire collections of coins 
and medals of foreign states and 
republics, as well as of occasional 
acquired, excavated or discovered items.

§ 757. 
There were few natural wonders 
at the Hermitage; but apart 
from the greenhouse and an 
aviary in the hanging garden, 
in 1786 HER MAJESTY also bought 
an extraordinary collection from 
the famous scientist Pallas; various 
curiosities were also delivered 
from all corners of Russia.

§ 758. 
The Hermitage would be packed 
if items offered did not pass 
a rigorous selection process 
before acquisition and display; as 
HER MAJESTY’S taste disregards 
a lot, most natural curiosities, such 
as animals and fossils, physical, 
mathematical and other amazing 
precious items, numerous books 
and other objects are donated by 
HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY to the 
Academy of Sciences to expand the 
natural history collection, the cabinet 
of curiosities and the library.

14 |    Antonio Rinaldi 
Plan of the ceiling for the 
Oval ceremonial rooms 
of the Winter Palace, 1770
The State Hermitage Museum

J.G. Georgi. Description of Saint Petersburg, 
the Capital City of the Russian Empire, and Landmarks  
on its outskirts. St. Petersburg, 1794. Part 2. Chapter. 4.
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THe HeRMiTaGe ReFleCTeD  
iN iTS SHoWCaSeS

The idea to arrange an exhibition on 
the basis of the museum showcases 
was suggested by Rem Koolhaas, the 
famous Dutch architect, and the ex-
ceptional Hermitage collection allowed 
the curators of the exhibition to turn it 
into reality in the form of a large-scale 
panorama of the museum’s life through-
out its long history.
More than fifty showcases, as well as 
photos and drawings from the collec-
tion of one of the oldest museums in 
Europe, the State Hermitage Museum, 
demonstrate the evolution from Cath-
erine the Great’s time to the beginning 
of the twenty first century. The earliest 
and the rarest showcases presented 
at the exhibition date from the time  
of Catherine II and Alexander I. They 
were created by Christian Meyer and 
Heinrich Gambs, the best furniture 
makers of St. Petersburg and the main 
executors of the Imperial Court orders. 
Leo von Klenze, as an architect, in-
cluded in the architectural project  
of the New Hermitage, executed under 

the order of Nicholas I, an unprece-
dented amount of museum equipment, 
through which was emphasised the 
idea of harmony between the exhibits 
and the surrounding space. 
The modest appearance of the museum 
of the late 19th — early 20th centuries 
bore witness to the increased role of 
the exhibition in comparison with the 
museum space and means of exposure.  
In the search for rational forms, muse-
um showcases became more adapted  
to perform their main function, that is, 
to provide the most convenient overview  
of the collection. This trend continued 
during the Soviet period, when the mu-
seum equipment used stylistic features 
of constructivism, decorative minimal-
ism and accentuated functionality al-
lowing the attention of visitors to be 
directed to the viewing of the exhibits.
In addition to specialised museum 
showcases, the exhibition demonstrates 
showcases from private collections that 
were brought to the Hermitage after the 
nationalisation of the 1920s–1930s. 

 Photo: Rustam Zagidullin

in the year of its 250th anniversary the hermitage opened the doors  
of one of  its least known spaces for the first time — the former imperial  
Manege, located under the terraced Garden of the small hermitage  
and serving as a storeroom during the soviet years. it was no accident  
that the first exhibition organized in this enormous hall, hidden away  
in the depths of the Museum was ‘the hermitage reflected in its showcases’.
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15 |  Leo von Klenze
 Plans for showcases for halls
New Hermitage, 1848 
Russian State 
Historical archive, St. Petersburg 
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16 |  Leo von Klenze
 Plans for showcases for halls
New Hermitage, 1848
Russian State 
Historical archive, St. Petersburg
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17 |  The exhibition is held 
in the new exhibition space, 
designed by Rem Koolhaas 
for the 250th anniversary 
of the State Hermitage 
Museum in the Shuvalovsky 
passage, between the Small 
and New Hermitage — connecting 
Millionaya street with  
the Palace Embankment 
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18 |   Jianping He (China)
The author of the poster for the 250th 
anniversary The Hermitage which features  
as the cover of this issue of the magazine





‘AS AN ARCHITECT I AM ATTRACTED TO THE HERMITAGE 
NOT BY ITS ARCHITECTURE BUT BY THE FREEDOM 
AND OPPORTUNITY TO THINK JUST BY BEING NEAR  
TO IT, AS FAR AS THIS IS POSSIBLE. SOMETIMES IN ORDER  
TO HAVE A GOOD IDEA YOU HAVE TO HAVE SOME BAD  
ONES. I PUT FORWARD AS MANY BAD IDEAS AS NECESSARY  
FOR PIOTROVSKY TO HAVE GOOD IDEAS, I’M VERY PROUD  
OF THAT! THE COMPLEXITY OF THE HERMITAGE CHARMS ME. 
THE CULTURES REPRESENTED IN IT, BE THEY RUSSIAN,  
AMERICAN, OR EUROPEAN, EACH CONTAIN COMPLEX 
INVERSIONS, WHICH ENCOUNTER ONE ANOTHER 
IN THE HERMITAGE AND IT WOULD BE RIGHT TO DEVELOP 
IT AS A MUSEUM IN A CLEARER AND SCRUPULOUS MANNER 
IN REGARDS TO ARCHITECTURE. BUT ALL OF THE RICHES 
OF THE HERMITAGE, ALL OF ITS WONDERFUL EXHIBITS 
ARE ALSO WARNINGS, THAT YOU ARE ONLY FAMILIAR 
WITH ONE SIDE OF THE HERMITAGE, THAT YOU HAVE ONLY 
ONE KIND OF EXPERIENCE OF IT. THE ENTIRE COLLECTION 
OF THE MUSEUM HAS ONE VECTOR OR FLOW, WE SEE 
THIS AND LOSE SIGHT OF THE TRAITS AND CHARACTERISTICS  
OF THE INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS OF THE HERMITAGE.  
MY MAIN INTEREST IS IN SEEING IF THERE WOULD BE A TRUER 
EXPERIENCE IF THE FLOW WAS INTERRUPTED AND IF THIS 
IS INDEED POSSIBLE. TO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT EACH PART 
OF THE HERMITAGE REPRESENTS A TOTALITY OF THE SYMBOLS  
AND THE IDEOLOGIES OF MOVEMENTS, TO ACKNOWLEDGE 
THIS AS A TOTALITY OF HISTORIES AND SOURCES. TO STOP 
AND SWITCH THIS FLOW IS THE AIM OF THE NEW KUNSTHALLE 
PROJECT IN THE FORMER COURT STABLES THAT HAVE NEVER 
BEEN A PART OF THE HERMITAGE’.

Rem Koolhaas, architect, at a press conference at the General Staff Building (October 2014) 
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Masks of Terror

1 |  Exhibit of Musée 
de la Grande Guerre  
du Pays de Meaux
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the museum in the french town of Meaux, not far from 
the battlefield on the Marne, tells the story of the war that 
started 100 years ago and lasted for four years. we call 
it the first world war. 

here they call it the “Great war”, but in russia it 
is not considered as such. the Great war for us is the 
Patriotic war. the first world war was taught in soviet 
schools as one of the factors that led to the great octo-
ber socialist revolution. the single blank of the “avrora” 
is more important for us than “Big Bertha’s” entire four-
year cannonade. 

there are war museums all over the world, and they 
are generally designed for two groups of visitors: veterans 
and boys. there are no more living veterans of the Great 
war. two years ago its last participant, the englishwoman 
florence Green, died; she had served in the royal air force 
canteen in 1918. five years ago, Briton harry Patch, the 
last soldier who had been to the trenches of the western 
front died. known as “the last fighting tommy”, he was 
“the last soldier” for a long time and set the record for 
living to 111 years, 1 month, 1 week and 1 day, but finally 
joined his comrades-in-arms, resting in france. But even 
aside from the soldiers, those who did not fight died as 
well; those who hid in the rear or followed the battles 
in the newspapers of neutral switzerland, spain or the 
netherlands. there is no one left alive, neither those who 
attacked nor those who defended themselves, nor those 
who stayed on the side.

today’s boys and girls arrive at the museum in huge 
buses and wander around the exhibitions with their entire 
class. they are closely watched by their teachers and par-
ents, and young guides, who look like they just left school 
themselves and explain the history of the war to them. 
and they speak to them about some rather strange things. 

in the time of my childhood it was considered that 
military museums should tell stories of heroes and acts 
of bravery, and, so to speak, contribute to the patriotic 
education of youngsters. the Meaux museum tour indeed 
starts with a patriotic education: before all the tragedies 
of war you see an ordinary school desk (which has hardly 

changed since the 19th century) and a boy sitting at it 
with a dreamy look on his face. the inscription reads: 
“from the classroom to the barracks”.

this was the common path of a european schoolboy 
of the late nineteenth to early twentieth century. this 
path goes past a school cupboard which stands nearby, 
where you can find a fencing suit, weights and a special 
“school gun”, used during boys’ initial training. after hold-
ing a “school gun”, a young man found himself in the 
barracks, with a real gun; the barracks became his new 
classroom and university. 

But why were french children trained to carry a 
“school gun”? the exhibition explains that it is because in 
1870 france was shamefully defeated by Prussia and lost 
its emperor, several armies, fortresses, and a major part 
of its territory, including alsace and lorraine. the french 
people lived in hope that this shame would be washed 
away with German blood, sooner or later. the Germans 
lived with another hope: to preserve the fruits of their 
victory and to put the french off fighting them ever again. 

the first lesson of the Meaux museum is thus that 
even the most glorious victory does not really end a war. 
every victory carries a new war and, likely, a future defeat, 
which neither the Germans in the beginning of the century, 
nor the french in the middle, could understand. the idea 
of revenge whips up france: the fear of revenge unifies 
Germany. austria settles accounts with serbia; russia be-
gins mobilisation. all over europe jubilant crowds take to 
the streets; people dream of fighting. and in the Meaux 
museum you can even walk among such a crowd, or, rather, 
take a picture with it, and imagine yourself going to crush 
the haters of russia, for example the German embassy in 
saint isaac’s square, as it happened on 5 april 1914. 

there is only one exit from this crowd — into the 
main hall of the museum, passing by a range of glass win-
dows. Behind them you see marching mannequins wearing 
military uniforms from all participating countries. now you 
can join in their movement and watch them closely. there 
are scotts marching in kilts, turks in fezzes, russians in 
Cossack hats, Germans in pickelhauben, french in kepis, 
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v the Museum of the Great war, Pays de Meaux (Musée de la Grande Guerre du Pays de Meaux) 
is one hour’s drive from Paris. it is located on the Periphery of the town, not far from 
the area where the two Battles of the Marne (in 1914 and 1918) took Place. in front 
of the Museum is a somewhat emotional Monument, with a nude liberty defending her sons, 
Created By the american sculptor frederick william Macmonnies (1863–1937) and  erected 
in 1932 By american subscription, which is why it is Commonly referred to in Meaux 
as the “american Monument”. the Museum Began in 2005, with the Purchase of the histo-
rian jean-Pierre verney’s Collection, and was first opened to the Public in november 2011. 
the Building, with a floor space of seven thousand square Meters (3,300 M2 of which 
are used for the exhibition), was designed By the Parisian architect Cristophe lab.



soldiers of different regiments and different armies, peo-
ple of different nationalities. what is curious is that they 
are not marching towards each other; they are all going 
in the same direction, they all follow one common path. 

the mannequins were made by sculptors: each of 
them has distinct features, special traits; but the fact that 
the bodies are not coloured makes the march of colour-
ful uniforms a rather scary sight. it is an army of dead 
men. their white plaster faces look like death masks; like 
medical casts from military hospitals. we will see such 
casts later, in the hall with the exhibition about wartime 
medicine. But there they are mutilated, as the masks were 
created from the faces of young men with maxillofacial 
wounds who turned into miserable beasts, like Gwyn-
plaine from victor hugo’s “the Man who laughs”. 

school excursions stay in the hospital hall for a long 
time. Children are told about the life of these people, who 
in france were somewhat crudely called gueules cassées, 
“broken faces”. this is how they were referred to by Colo-
nel yves Picot, who lost a part of his face himself and who 
founded the association of gueules cassées which helped 
people with broken faces and lives; this is why the expres-
sion gueules cassées also came to be used figuratively, 
meaning “the lost generation”.

the main hall of the museum quite naturally hous-
es weapons and military equipment. the most advanced 
fighter aircraft — the french sPad s.xiii, the best tank — 
the  french renault ft-17; and the famous taxis which, 
upon the order of Paris commanding general Gallieni, re-
deployed the french troops to the Marne and saved france 
from von schlieffen’s blitzkrieg. you can also see a proto-
type of a field radio station here — a pigeon house truck 
for pigeon post. everything that boys want to see. But the 
longest part of schoolchildren’s tours is focused on two 
trenches, a french one and a German one, with a neutral 
strip of “no man’s land”. those are showpiece trenches, 
without any mud, rats, corpses or filth, but even with this 
well-conditioned aspect they still look more like burial ar-
chitecture than a place where people could subsist.

it is quite surprising that almost the entire Musée 
de la Grande Guerre du Pays de Meaux was created by 
one man. its base is the private collection of the historian 
jean-Pierre verney which he had been enriching since his 
youth: no fewer than 50 thousand items. verney is one 
of the major french specialists on the first world war; 
he is the man to ask about how one or other army acted, 
what soldiers of a certain regiment wore, who judged them 
for self-inflicted wounds or desertion and who led them 
to attack the enemy’s trenches. it was he who consulted 
the artist tardi, famous for his philosophical comics on the 
Great war, and jean-Pierre jeunet when he was shooting 
“a very long engagement”. when verney is asked what is 
the most interesting item for him in his collection, which 
object or relic, he always replies that he was not interested 
in the items themselves, but in the people who used them, 
their way of thinking, and not how hand grenades function. 

as well, there are cases filled with hand grenades, 
stands with rifles and pistols, models of battleships, sub-
marines and sea mines. the creators of the exhibition did 

not forget the fact that war moved civilisation forward, 
although it mainly focused on murder weapons. one of the 
best examples here is the inventor of chemical weaponry, 
the renowned German chemist fritz haber, who killed 
more people than some generals, and still received the 
nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1918, the year of the end of 
the war and the defeat of Germany. 

next to his deadly gas bombs the first gas helmets 
are exhibited — masks with elephant-like trunks and pig-
like snouts — that saved soldiers from German science. 
they are empty, with no faces behind them; the canvas is 
tainted and the rubber is dried, and it makes them look 
like dried alien heads from horror films. the museum col-
lection also features other masks, which look like primitive 
african ones and which hide the features of the face and 
make those wearing them look like characters of an eth-
nographic, not a war museum, although they were made 
for pilots (to protect their faces from cold in the open 
cockpits), or for tankers (to protect their eyes from spall 
attack), or for intelligence men (so as not to give them-
selves away in a neutral zone). it somehow leads one to 
imagine that their use was purely theatrical. this primitive 
ingenuity looks quite miserable next to the triumphant 
military equipment and machinery, but this is precisely 
how destructive civilisation came in contact with the hu-
man body. the protective mask is a lifesaving thin layer 
of material, with a live face on one side and poisoned air 
or shrapnel on the other. 

2
 |
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in the adjacent halls are extraordinary examples 
of  military uniform which would create a sensation at 
fashion shows. it is even strange that modern designers 
do not come here to look for inspiration; maybe these 
clothes are too evocative of death and burial. But here, 
after a sparkling clean cuirass and helmet of a horse-
guardsman, a costume which could easily have aristo-
cratic knights’ ribbons adorn it, we see the primitive ar-
mour of intelligence men, their knives and clubs, which are 
indistinguishable from the weapons of the middle ages. 
these ugly breastplates and gardbraces belonged to spe-
cial detachments who worked on clearing the trenches or 
went for “tongues” behind the front line. their weapons 
comprised not guns or tanks or planes, but the most vul-
gar wooden clubs and knuckles, looking as if they had not 
come from europe but rather from the indigenous peoples 
of the solomon islands. 

france won the Great war, and it would not be 
surprising if the museum were to sing of the exploits of 
french weaponry with drums beating; instead it speaks 
of soldiers’ suffering, whichever side they fought on. eu-
ropean civilisation turns out to be tantamount simply to 
primitive sticks and stones for murder. this transition from 
a parade dress coat to the costume of a ripper of the 
trenches is a metaphor for what happened to people dur-
ing the war perhaps quite imprudently called “Great”. Can 
there be any great wars at all? this is a question that the 
Meaux museum leaves open. 

2–4 |  Exhibit and exhibition 
view of Musée  
de la Grande Guerre  
du Pays de Meaux P
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the numerous polemicists on “is it art or not” often do not even realise that not only the 
subject of their discussions, but also the discussions themselves have quite a notable 
history in our country. the “Garage” exhibition directs the emotions towards academic 
study presented as a captivating installation — a labyrinth designed by the forM ar-
chitecture bureau in such a way that every epoch has a visual metaphor of itself, be it 
a transforming stage for the 1920s, a grand entrance with banners flying above one’s 
head — photographs from stalin’s time, claustrophobic flats from the era of stagnation, 
or the police van bars, from behind which visitors can watch videos of protest demon-
strations of recent years. 

the word “escapade”, by the way, is in this case just another term for the genre 
the exhibition is dedicated to. this is what the members of the Moscow group “Mukho-
mor” called their actions in the late 1970s. in the 1910s, where the exhibition starts. 
the word “performance” was not used either: the futurists who painted their faces to the 
amusement of the bourgeois public called it “colourings”. the first hall (“avant-garde”) 
is filled with various definitions of experimental events: “live newspaper”, “mass stag-
ing”, “machine dance”, “biomechanics”… or simply “presentation” — probably the closest 
analogue to the english term “performance”. all of these phenomena have already been 
studied by historians of the avant-garde, but to the present day no one has tried to 
connect them to the history of russian actionism in recent decades, the unofficial life 
of soviet art, the bright performances of the 1990s or modern activism. 

the exhibition organisers admit that they would hardly dare to try to deal with 
such a vast topic (there are about a hundred artists, groups and communities in the 
catalogue) without the context of certain previous events. it is, first and foremost, the 
retrospective of a star of world performance Marina arbamovic, “the artist is Present”, 
which took place in “Garage” in 2011, which was followed by a partnership with the 
new york festival “Performa” run by the major world performance specialist roselee 
Goldberg. all of this made russian researchers study the russian contribution to the 
performance process internationally, and after two scientific conferences curators sasha 
obukhova (head of the russian contemporary art archive at “Garage”) and yulia akse-
nova presented a “cartography” of performance in russia to the public. 

Besides evidently being of interest to the general public, the exhibition is of special 
interest to museum professionals, because it radically changes the traditional notion 
of what is an original, and provides an answer to the question of how to exhibit such 
an ephemeral genre as performance. what do you exhibit? in the case of the Marina 
abramovic exhibition the solution was found thanks to volunteers who repeated her 
most famous performances live — and this was the key to the success of the exhibition 
with the public. this time curators used a different method. Many of the original archive 

R u s s i a n  P e R f o R m a n c e :  
a  c a R t o g R a P h y  o f  i t s  h i s t o R y

M O S C O W

the timeliness of the exhibition dedicated  
to a 100-year history of Russian performance  
is self-evident: one has only to consider  
the furious reaction of our entire society to the news  
of the radical saint Petersburg activist severing  
his earlobe as a sign of protest, or to remember  
the unprecedented resonance of the incident  
of the girls in coloured balaclavas in a certain  
cathedral. Milena orlova, chief editor at the Art 
newspaper Russia

G a r a G e  M u s e u M  o f  C o n t e M P o r a r y  a r t 

1 7  o C t o b e r  —  5  D e C e M b e r  2 0 1 4 

5 |    ZIP Group
BIP (Booth of Individual  
Picketing), 2013
objects
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and museum documents were replaced with audacious reconstructions or spectacular 
reproductions. “what can be the original here?” sasha obukhova explains, “we consider 
the event in itself, the action as the original, and what you can see here is only a trace 
of it”. there were many real works of art exhibited too, though: stage props from various 
performances, photographs and videos which, for the artists, were often not a random 
documentation, but rather the final result of their project (as, for example, the artefacts 
of francisco infante or the films shot in timur novikov’s new academy). 

the exhibition appears innovative not only in its concept, but also in its implemen-
tation. every exhibit is marked (or “tagged”, as they say on the internet) with word tags. 
visitors can borrow a tablet or download an application for the exhibition and choose 
one of 12 itineraries, following these tags like flags in a forest: “body”, “costume”, “city”, 
“slogan”, “scenography” etc., and thus look at the history of russian performance from 
different angles. and this is no doubt a step forward in greeting the new museum public, 
which sees the screens of their tablets as the actual and true reality. 

6–8 |  Exhibition views 
‘Russian Performance:  
A Cartography  
of its History’  
in the Garage Museum  
of Contemporary art
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egon schiele (1890–1918) is a central figure of austrian expressionism. schiele arrived 
in vienna in 1906, aged just fifteen, to train as an artist. he quickly proved his preco-
cious talent and the following year sought out klimt, the leader of vienna’s secessionist 
group of avant-garde artists and designers, who mentored schiele and helped estab-
lish his reputation. 

schiele charges his nudes with such gestural and expressive body language, that 
they have a psychological effect on the viewer. this was soon to became a hallmark 
of his art. Many of these works affronted contemporary standards of morality and were 
considered pornographic. in 1912 schiele was imprisoned for two months for exhibiting 
his ‘offensive’ nudes. at the trial the judge is alleged to have burned some of the artist’s 
drawings in open court with a candle flame. 

the exhibition displayed, amongst others, works from the final productive years 
of schiele’s short life before his untimely death in 1918 from spanish influenza, aged 
just 28. his later nudes suggest a more classical solidity and sometimes lyricism, whilst 
retaining their unflinching rawness as naked bodies. 

e g o n  s c h i e l e :  
t h e  R a d i c a l  n u d e 

L o n D o n

In the turbulent years around the First World War 
egon schiele, alongside Gustav Klimt and oskar 
Kokoschka, rose to prominence in Vienna. schiele 
produced some of the most radical depictions 
of the human figure created in modern times. 

C o u r t a u L D  I n s t I t u t e  G a L L e r I e s 

2 3  o C t o b e r  2 0 1 4  —  1 8  J a n u a r y  2 0 1 5

9 |   Egon Schiele 
Crouching Woman  
with Green Kerchief, 1914 
Pencil and gouache, 47 × 31 cm
The leopold Museum, Vienna

10 |  Egon Schiele
Squatting Female Nude, 1910 
Black chalk, gouache and opaque  
white, 44.7 × 31 cm 
The leopold Museum, Vienna

11 |   Egon Schiele 
Erwin Dominik Osen, Nude  
with Crossed Arms, 1910 
Black chalk, watercolour  
and gouache, 44.7 × 31.5 cm 
The leopold Museum, Vienna9
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'a painting is not a picture of an experience;  
it is an experience'. 
Mark rothko

the works created by the american abstract expressionist Mark rothko (1903–1970) 
are both impressive in dimension and astonishingly soulful and intimate in sensitivity. 
Painted layer upon layer, his colour fields are of unprecedented intensity and sen-
suality and communicate universal human emotions such as fear, ecstasy, grief and 
euphoria. rothko was an intensely committed painter who invested his whole being 
in his art and, like many other great artists, led a difficult life. deeply disillusioned by 
the two world wars and plagued by depression, he was a tormented soul, yet capable 
of producing great art with an enduring capacity to comfort and enthral. 

exhibitions of his work still attract huge crowds and his paintings now fetch 
record sums at auction. that's why the Gemeentemuseum den haag is proud to present 
rothko’s work, forty years after the last such show in the netherlands. the sixty works 
in this exhibition, which will not travel, all come from the national Gallery in washing-
ton, dC, whose troves boast an astounding 296 paintings on canvas and paper by the 
artist, along with 'a study collection of more than 600 drawings and watercolors.'

of jewish russian descent, rothko (born Marcus rothkowitz) grew up in america 
from the age of ten and did not discover his talent as a painter until late in life. nothing 
in his background or family seems to have predestined him to become an artist. indeed, 
he discovered his bent for painting only relatively late and more or less accidentally. 
he took some courses but always regarded himself as essentially self-taught. rising 
to prominence in new york in the 1930s along with other future abstract celebrities 
such as Pollack, de kooning and Gorky, his signature 'multiforms' and use of colour to 
express pure emotion solidified his influence on the art world. using rectangular blocks 
and a masterful control of colour transition, the clash evokes feeling and drama with 
no determined image. Mental health issues eclipsed the last years of Mark rothko’s 
life. his color palette became darker and more somber as time went on. in 1970, the 
painter, Mark rothko took his own life. 

Mark rothko is famous for the ‘classic style’ he used from the 1950s onward. 
By painting large colour fields on outsize canvases, he aimed to use colour to evoke 
emotion: from jubilant yellow and pink to sombre blue and black. the vast square 
or rectangular monochromes seem to overflow their canvases and were intended by 
rothko to overwhelm and engulf the viewer. interaction with the viewer was of great 
importance to rothko. he felt that, for both the artist and the public, an overwhelm-
ing emotional experience was the most sublime form of inspiration, bordering on the 
spiritual. ‘the people who weep before my pictures are having the same religious 
experience i had when i painted them.’ rothko was not the first abstract artist to at-
tach importance to the spiritual aspect of art; artists like Mondrian and kandinsky had 

m a R K  R o t h K o  i n  t h e  h a g u eh a G u e

even the Dutch — known for being very  
down-to-the-earth — are overwhelmed. From rosy  
pink and jubilant yellow to bright blue to sombre  
black — face one of the vast canvases created  
by Mark Rothko and you feel yourself being sucked  
into his magical world of emotions. By Anja Frenkel, 
editor-in-chief tableau Fine Arts Magazine

G e M e e n t e M u s e u M  D e n  h a a G

2 0  s e P t e M b e r  2 0 1 4  —  1  M a r C h  2 0 1 5

12 |   Mark Rothko
Untitled, 1968
acrylic on paper mounted  
on hardboard panel
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also seen their work as a spiritual exercise. But he was the first to give pride of place 
to emotion, at a time when abstract art was still fairly impersonal. 

in addition to a host of rothko’s ‘classic style’ paintings, this exhibition in-
cludes examples of the rather less frequently exhibited early work. recent research 
on rothko’s transitional period shows that he moved towards full abstraction via 
a kind of fauve-like realism and a highly personal form of surrealism. 

as home to the world’s greatest collection of work by Mondrian — an artist renowned 
for the unequalled lucidity of his own path towards abstraction — the Gemeentemuseum 
den haag is the ideal place to show the development in rothko’s work. although rothko 
was dismayed when one art critic called his work ‘blurry Mondrians’, he was indeed to some 
extent influenced by the dutch artist. speaking with his use of colour in mind, rothko 
went so far as to say that Mondrian was the most sensual artist he knew. the exhibition 
considers both the similarities and the differences in the artistic development of the two 
leading first and second generation pioneers of abstract art. it also throws light on the dif-
ferences between european and american abstract art, in particular in terms of format and 
composition. in the exhibition rothko’s final painting, a bright, almost electric-red-orange 
canvas, is shown alongside Mondrian’s famous victory Boogie woogie. the visual connec-
tion between the dutch artist’s early works and rothko’s classic paintings is intriguing. 

13 |   Mark Rothko
Orange and Tan, 1954 
National Gallery  
of art, Washington

14 |   Mark Rothko
Untitled (man and two women  
in a pastoral setting), 1940
National Gallery of art, Washington

the Gemeentemuseum, built right into h.P. Berlage’s (1856-1934) inspired architecture, is the ideal setting to experience 
rothko at his best. rothko often remarked that his paintings would best come into their own in a chapel; and in the chapel-like 
spaces of cabinet-rooms outside the main galleries, they do. here, with one work in each cabinet, the installation (deliberately) 
parallels the monastic cells of fra angelico which so influenced rothko at the Museo di san Marco in firenze. you cannot look 
at them simply by standing outside the space, in the museum hallway: to experience them rightly you must enter the cabinet and 
sit — which is part of the architectural intent of these spaces. and in this moment, the paintings become meditative experiences, 
the focus of a moment in art.



8 t h  B e R l i n  B i e n n a l e  
o f  c o n t e m P o R a R y  a R t

b e r L I n

t h e  I n s t I t u t e  o f  C o n t e M P o r a r y  a r t  —  K u n s t W e r K e

t h e  e t h n o L o G I C a L  M u s e u M  a t  D a h L e M

2 9  М a y  —  3  a u G u s t  2 0 1 4

15–20 |  Artists' works at the 8th Berlin 
Biennale of Contemporary Art, 2014

Discourse or spectacle, mainstream or marginal, a territory for modern art or museum collections, Antiquity or the east? these are questions 
that were initially posed by Biesenbach in 1966 and again are raised at three locations in Berlin, substantially remote from each other 
and the centre of the city — the Kunst Werke (KW), the Dahlem Museum (Museen Dahlem) and the House on the Waldsee (Haus am Waldsee). 
the answers of the participants of the main programme of the biennale lie in the sweep of the excursus project. everything is possible. 
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L o n D o n

n a t I o n a L  G a L L e r y

1 5  o C t o b e r  2 0 1 4  —  1 8  J a n u a r y  2 0 1 5

from the 1650s until his death, rembrandt (1606-–1669) consciously searched for a new 
style that was even more expressive and profound. he freely manipulated printing and 
painting techniques in order to give traditional subjects new and original interpretations. 
the exhibition illuminates his versatile mastery by dividing paintings, drawings and prints 
thematically in order to examine the ideas that preoccupied him during these final years: 
experimental technique, the use of light, the observation of everyday life, inspiration from 
other artists and responses to artistic convention, as well as expressions of intimacy, 
contemplation, conflict and reconciliation. 

“rembrandt had never before been so fascinated or intoxicated by the gold that 
he  no longer possessed, but which he continued to hallucinate; by the play of light, 
as wondrous as scattered treasure sparkling by torchlight or by the rich streams of colour 
with which he played. he worked on them with all the means at his disposal, starting with 
his fingers, a knife and even the handle of his brush, in this way giving depth and relief 
to the depicted jewelry and fine ornamentation” (emile verhaeren, ‘rembrandt’, 1905).

the exhibition gives visitors new insight into some of rembrandt’s most iconic 
works such as, 'the sampling officials of the amsterdam drapers’ Guild' (rijksmuseum, 
amsterdam) better known as 'the syndics', revealing his brilliance in combining light and 
shadow, and colour and texture, to give a radical visual impact to a traditional portrait. 
numerous examples of rembrandt’s finest etchings demonstrate his skilful development 
of printing techniques to achieve unique effects. 

R e m B R a n d t :  t h e  l a t e  W o R K s

the national Gallery, London, presented the first 
ever, in-depth exploration of Rembrandt’s final years 
in paintings, drawings and prints. Far from diminishing 
as he aged, Rembrandt's creativity gathered new 
energy in the closing years of his life. 

21 |   Rembrandt
Syndics of the Drapers'  
Guild, 1662 
oil on canvas, 191.5 × 279 cm 
Rijksmuseum, amsterdam21

 |
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22 |   Rembrandt
Self Portrait with Two Circles, circa 1661
oil on canvas, 114.3 cm × 94 cm 
Kenwood House, london

23 |    Rembrandt
Titus at His Desk, 1655 
oil on canvas, 77 × 63 cm
Museum Boijmans  
Van Beuningen, Rotterdam

a highlight of the exhibition is the juxtaposition of a number self portraits includ-
ing 'self Portrait as the apostle Paul' (rijksmuseum, amsterdam), 'self Portrait with two 
Circles' (english heritage, the iveagh Bequest (kenwood)), 'self Portrait wearing a tur-
ban' (royal Picture Gallery Mauritshuis, the hague), and 'self Portrait at the age of 63' 
(national Gallery). the latter two, painted in the final years of his life, show rembrandt’s 
exceptional honesty in recording his own features as he aged.

“‘the sampling officials of the amsterdam drapers’ Guild’ is superb, it is the 
finest of rembrandt’s works, but also what an intimate, endlessly delightful painting, 
‘the jewish Bride’ is — created d’une main de feu (with a burning hand), but which 
is not as highly celebrated. Can you see how in ‘the syndics’…rembrandt is faithful 
to nature, although even in this fidelity he, as always, soars high, in the heavens, in 
the realms of the eternal? rembrandt was, however, able to do something else when 
he didn’t need to keep to the literal accuracy required, for instance, in a portrait. he 
could be a poet, that is to say an innovator. this is the rembrandt of ‘the jewish 
Bride’. how right delacroix was, how well he understood this painting. what sensitiv-
ity, what unfathomable depth! you have to die many times over to able to paint like 
that”. vincent van Gogh (from a letter).

“…what would happen if some or other of rembrandts collected paintings or por-
traits were to disappear? which of these losses would diminish the glory of rembrandt 
and from what, as a consequence, would later generations most suffer? finally, do those 
who saw rembrandt in Paris, london and dresden, know how to follow him?” (eugene 
fromentin ‘the old Masters’ 1876).

22
 |

23
 |



the fourteen most important points on the route from ‘Berlin to Petrograd’ and from 
‘Brussels to verdun’ have been taken by the curators as individual examples of the global 
position in regard to the catastrophe of the first world war and the German empire, which 
was already infected by nationalistic ideology. 

the shooting speed of the military machine gun that greets visitors to the exhibi-
tion is four hundred and fifty bullets a minute. it has a range of four thousand metres. 
it  is  a  symbol of meaningless, immeasurable slaughter, an almost physically palpable 
aggression. visitors are thus prepared for the exhibits that detail how in verdun in 1916, 
twenty six million missiles and one hundred thousand missiles containing chlorine gas 
were fired.

1 9 1 4 – 1 9 1 8 .  t h e  f i R s t  W o R l d  W a Rb e r L I n

A porthole from the ‘Avrora’ battleship, a kitchen 
like the one Angel Merkel’s Grandmother would 
have used, ‘patriotic’ toys, skis, toilet paper, letters, 
weapons, uniforms, drawings; everything that it was 
possible to gather from thirteen countries over two 
years of preparation can be viewed, literally from under 
the barrel of a gun: at the exit of the narrow tunnel, 
through which visitors gain access to the exhibition 
space, stands a machine gun. Marta Zdroba

t h e  G e r M a n  h I s t o r y  M u s e u M

2 5  M a y  —  3 0  n o v e M b e r  2 0 1 4 

24 |    Hand puppet “Death”
German eastern Front. around 1915

25 |  Foyer of the German 
History Museum 
Berlin, 2014
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26 |  Refugees evacuated 
from Kovel 
Ukraine, 1916

27 |  Arm Prosthesis
after 1918

28 |  Heavy machine gun 
with gun carriage
Germany, 1914
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P a r I s

P o M P I D o u  C e n t r e

2 4  s e P t e M b e r  2 0 1 4  —  5  J a n u a r y  2 0 1 5

it is ready-made (from the Bicycle wheel, created in 1913 “just for himself”, to the famous 
fountain which sometimes provokes from modern audience a reaction no less violent than 
that almost 100 years ago when in 1917 this wholly controversial object appeared at the 
exhibition of the independent artists society in new york); iconoclastic gestures (drawing 
a moustache on the Mona lisa and an insolent name for an iconic lady); experimentation 
with gender (the famous alter-ego of the artist — rrose sélavy); and, finally, a protocon-
ceptual rejection of traditional forms of art and study of language, which was essentially 
the focus of duchamp’s work during his entire life. But painting… Painting is the last thing 
duchamp is associated with, although his official artistic biography starts with the paint-
ing nude descending a staircase which caused a scandal in france in 1912 and brought 
fame to its author in america in 1913. it is emphasised that by the late 1910s duchamp 
had already given up painting and later on became famous for his fierce rejection of this 
type of art. he called painters “brainless neurotic fanatics”, oil painting “old hat”, and 
rembrandt’s paintings “good only for use as ironing board”.

this story of giving up possible and probable success has no doubt intrigued art 
historians, more so that the painting heritage of duchamp is quite large (the Pompidou 
Centre exhibition showed dozens of duchamp’s paintings and drawings created within 
a period of less than 10 years from the early 1910s, and also works by painters that in-
spired him, such as odilon redon). duchamp turned out to be a virtuosic painter, equally 
interested in technique and the history of painting, as well as its present (duchamp 
thoroughly and meticulously worked within all the contemporary styles from symbolism 
to cubism), and its past (in 1912 in Munich, for example, duchamp carefully studied the 
art of lucas Cranach the elder). duchamp’s paintings have everything enjoyed by ama-
teurs and connoisseurs of painting alike: thorough preparatory drawing, work on detail 
and faultless performance, which has already been compared to the virtuosic technique 
of the dutch masters of the Golden age. and still at some point duchamp, entirely con-
sciously, preferred the unpredictable future of an outsider to the career of a “successful” 
artist, thereby subjected to the expectations of the public and the market. duchamp’s 
paradox is that, being a notorious painter (at least that is what Cécile debray, the ex-
hibition curator, believes), he still did not become a notorious painter. and this is why 
it is even more interesting to look at him evolving from a promising salon painter to 
a genius ahead of his time.

m a R c e l  d u c h a m P.  P a i n t i n g ,  e v e n

Marcel Duchamp (1887–1968) is for contemporary  
art something akin to Mitochondrial eve for 
humanity. His name is connected with everything 
that nowadays composes the arsenal of an artist  
who considers himself part of the progressive  
contemporary art camp. Maria Kravtsova, 
Chief editor, artguide.com web portal

29 |  Marcel Duchamp
L.H.O.O.Q, 1919
Readymade rectifié 
Collection particulière

30 |    Marcel Duchamp
À propos de jeune soeur, 1911
oil on canvas, 73 × 60 cm
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,  
New york
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a M s t e r D a M

s t e D e L I J K  M u s e u M

6  s e P t e M b e r  2 0 1 4  —  4  J a n u a r y  2 0 1 5

a special place as well as particular attention are dedicated to her latest work, including 
the watercolour series “Great Men”, part of which was housed in the state hermitage 
in the main exhibition of the european biennale of contemporary art Manifesta 10, and was 
repeated for the stedelijk exhibition. 

Paper; grey, black, blue, red watercolours and ink; newspaper and magazine clip-
pings; Polaroid photographs and collages — sources of inspiration and images: everything 
is about love, grief and death, the main motives of dumas’ work. the most important works 
are the ones from 1976–1982, when she began her amsterdam career. 

studying the nature of evil or creating an atmosphere of evil, reflecting complex 
conflicts or an assault on frayed nerves whatever her goal, she achieves it with just wa-
tercolours and a little ink; what can be more conservative? Modern dutch realism, minus 
the trees. But Marlene dumas did not draw trees, even in her childhood. 

m a R l e n e  d u m a s  —  t h e  i m a g e  a s  B u R d e n

31 |  Exhibition view 
'Marlene Dumas —  
The Image as Burden'
Stedelijk Museum, amsterdam

the netherlands is organising the largest Dumas 
exhibition after a 20-year pause: more than  
100 works from the late 1970s onwards. Included  
are many important works, as well as many  
little-known ones, including some which have  
never been shown in the netherlands before.  
Zorina Myskova
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t h e  1 4 t h  i n t e R n a t i o n a l  
a R c h i t e c t u R e  e x h i B i t i o n

v e n I C e

a r s e n a L e ,  t h e  G I a r D I n I

7  J u n e  —  2 3  n o v e M b e r  2 0 1 4

the 2014 russian pavilion exhibition, fair enough, is a provocation, an intrigue, a fair 
and a post-modernist game. there were stands manned by fictional corporations, “sell-
ing” ideas of russian architecture, and their promoters. 

the “Golden lion” went to korea, which took the risk of displaying an analyti-
cal exhibition, which is actually akin to a civil undertaking. the “silver lion” went 
to Chile. they had a very touching pavilion: the reconstructed atmosphere of a typical 
flat in a panel apartment building — wallpaper, a cabinet, a dresser, a table, a lamp-
shade, photographs on the walls. they also showed a block panel itself — a symbol 
of the 1970s, and next to it some scale models, as a reminder of the social mission 
of architecture. 

the french pavilion was very elegant — with a feeling of nostalgia, of 1950s 
romanticism. the french always stage spectacular exhibitions. to tell the truth it was 
quite pleasant to be in such good company. i think it is important for russia, in a difficult 
international situation, to get recognition at an international biennale, a prestigious 
architecture exhibition. 

the main exhibition of the biennale, elements,  
was prepared in the Arsenale by Rem Koolhaas: 
he prepared it not only as an architect, but also  
as an analyst. He has no equal in the areas  
of the compilation of information from different  
fields, its systematisation and its effective presentation.  
At the biennale he mainly fulfilled this role, saying 
that now is not the time for architecture. He gave 
the space where expensive works by world-class 
architects were once displayed to staircases, doors, 
roofs, walls, chimneys etc., each element in a separate 
hall, even door handles. semyon Mikhailovsky, 
Russian pavilion commissar, rector of saint Petersburg  
Academy of Fine Arts (I.e. Repin Institute)

the year 2014 marked the 100th 
anniversary of the russian pavilion. what 
next? what has always interested me 
in architecture is the architect’s personal-
ity. who are they, these people with a train 
of clients, fans, whom they managed to-
captivate with their costly, if not ruinous, 
ideas? there are some surprising stories 
of those who dreamt of learning this pro-
fession. remember a young man coming 
to the vienna academy of fine arts with 
a pile of watercolours, trying to show them 
to a professor? the latter does not receive 
the young man. Coming out into the street 
the frustrated student decides to become 
an architect… of the universe. so started 
adolf hitler’s political career. 

in the russian pavilion in venice 
it would be very interesting to stage an 
exhibition on alexey shchusev. shchusev 
is an incredible figure in russian archi-
tecture: he began his work before the 
revolution, from neo-russian style church 
buildings. later on he created the mauso-
leum on red square and the nkvd head-
quarters building on lubyanka square. he 
managed to work in different styles and 
to stay in demand as a professional with 
every government. But at what price?..
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32–36 |  The Russian pavilion 
and other pavilions  
in the Giardini
Venice, 2014
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you do not simply come to such an exhibition first and leave last: there is constantly 
someone there, constantly something that has already happened and promises to hap-
pen again. these exhibitions cannot be “seen” and “understood”; you visit and bear 
witness to them. such projects are always a process, co-created by the viewer, who 
faultlessly hits the bull’s eye on the target that the artist has drawn. 

i have seen here the brilliant french Philippe Parreno, the amazing japanese hi-
roshi sugimoto, the swiss thomas hirschhorn who has no peer and whom many people 
in russia remember for his participation in Manifesta. 1 

in the Palais de tokyo hirschhorn sellotaped everything he could, made walls from 
tires, organised a workshop on making sculptures from foam plastic, made fires in tin fire-
pits and covered all the space in unfinished slogans like “all power must belong to…” 2 
the squat he created had a library, organised concerts and published a daily newspaper. 
the exhibition space was reminiscent of a dwelling of an alternative community with 
an undetermined aim. despite the external shabbiness of its existence and intentional 
primitivism of its aspirations, this invisible community seemed inclined towards the future 
and was working on issues of universal importance. But who are its participants? every 
viewer could become one, having been given various possibilities to express himself and, 
by doing so, realise that it is we who have to answer the questions of our own existence. 
and the society we will live in tomorrow depends on what we are doing today, be it read-
ing philosophy and creating new laws or carelessly chopping up foam plastic just for fun. 

the subject of society was also present in the exhibition by sugimoto who is widely 
known as an important japanese photographer, a lover of horizons. Many people re-
member the exhibition rothko/sugimoto, 3 where the abstractions of the great american 

e x P e R i e n c e  a n d  P R o c e s s
n e W  e x h i B i t i o n s  a t  t h e  P a l a i s  d e  t o K y o

P a r I s

 P a L a I s  D e  t o K y o

the team of curators has changed recently at Palais 
de tokyo, and under the direction of its new president 
Jean de Loisy they have begun to exhibit important 
and completely new projects. Innovations are to be found 
in the relationship between the artist and the 
curator: the artist has been given maximum freedom 
and participates actively in the process. A new status 
has been given to new technologies as well: they have 
stopped simply being media coyly hidden in a corner, 
and have become an independent and active art medium. 
Finally, the exhibitions themselves have metamorphosed 
from a report-like presentation of a final result into 
a process experience with no beginning and no end.  
Dimitri ozerkov

1  
Manifesta 10. The State 
Hermitage, June — 
October 2014.

2  
Thomas Hirschhorn. 
“Flamme éternelle”. Palais 
de Tokyo, April — June 2014.

3  
Rothko/Sugimoto. Dark 
Paintings and Seascapes. 
Pace London, October — 
November 2012.

4  
Hiroshi Sugimoto. “Lost 
Human Genetic Archive”. 
Palais de Tokyo, July — 
September 2014.

were reflected in the no less abstract horizons of the Black and red seas. sugimoto 
is the only photographer who has been allowed to take pictures in the ten thousand 
Buddhas Monastery. But it was not really a photo exhibition that a Palais de tokyo visitor 
got to see. there was no society there, only the remains of one; traces of its existence. 
one man’s lifespan, indeed the life of humanity are evanescent in comparison to the 
geological history of the earth and other planets. there was no human at the exhibition, 
but you could feel its organising will everywhere. sugimoto’s exhibition, lost human 
Genetic archive 4 displayed what could at first seem an arbitrary set of objects. sugi-
moto made a strange, random-looking labyrinth of rusty iron sheets: the same method 
as the one used by hirschhorn, but with a different status. for hirschhorn it was a cave 
of lumpens living in a perfect future, whereas for sugimoto it was an archive of human 
civilisation represented in its key fragments: a working model of a mine, an erotic doll, 
a piece of valentina tereshkova’s parachute, an authentic collection of meteorites and 
photographs of american cars beaten by the celestial rain, petrified images of birds, fish 
and crabs. and next to them — black and white photographs of lightning strikes. a mil-
lenary fossil and a momentary flash: this is how man records nature. this is what it will 
look like, recorded and conquered by him. this is how he himself will stay part of his-
tory beyond humanity, which he can imagine only hypothetically, through the images 
of natural diversity he sees. But the artist goes further, trying to localise this possible 
history in geology, cosmography, meteoritics, astronomy. to localise it within the context 
of human means, which seem to translate into something bigger. the parallels emerging 
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38 |  Hiroshi Sugimoto 
Lost Human  
Genetic Archive 
exposition view,  
Palais de Tokyo. 2014

37 |  Thomas Hirschhorn 
Flamme éternelle 
exposition view, Palais  
de Tokyo. 2014
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from these perspectives are stunning and show us, for example, that a fossilised tree 
leaf has been preserved from the ancient past thanks to a chemical process comparable 
in strength and intensity to the one used today for creating black and white photographs. 
and still it is unthinkable to compare the temporal aspect of these processes: millions 
of years of fossilisation and the fleeting moment of a photograph. 

the third exhibition — anywhere, anywhere out of the world, by Philippe Par-
reno 5 — an utterly fantastic one, was devoted to the tactile experience of time: it oc-
cupied the entire gigantic inner space of the Palais de tokyo and was controlled 
by a powerful computer, which the visitor only saw at the end of his voyage through the 
exhibition. the computer controlled the artworks and the labels that were in fact little 
screens twinkling in the half light. the artworks themselves looked genuinely strange. 
a screen of  thousands of light bulbs, as if taken down from a skyscraper, depicted 
an old machine — an ingeniously created boy carefully writing words with an ink pen 
on paper. a piano on a podium suddenly started playing “Petrushka”, and at times ashes 
were poured on it from the ceiling. further away, after the rooms with videos, there 
was a huge dark hall with lots of light constructions of various shapes and forms just 
beneath the ceiling, which went on and off in turn in each corner. they lit up in stripes, 
squares, twinkled like scrolling text, then went off — and on again, as brightly as before. 
their rhythmic, intermittent humming was like a dialogue of dumb creatures: enthusiastic 
and screaming and then morose and indifferent. the live mechanisms seemed to play 
the role of narrators of an unknown history of humanity, after man had disappeared. 
But did he ever exist at all, and if he did, what did it mean exactly? 

the above is just a very general description of my impressions of these exhibition 
experiences and processes. of course, much of what is now shown at Palais de tokyo has 
already been shown elsewhere, or partly told by other curators. i just wanted to empha-
sise the remarkable level of this renewed Parisian institution and to give it the deserved 
attention of recognised art specialists. 

5  
Philippe Parreno. 
“Anywhere, Anywhere 
Out of the World”. Palais 
de Tokyo, October 2014 — 
January 2015.

39 |   Philippe Parreno 
Anywhere, Anywhere, Out of The World
exposition view with works Fleurs (1987) 
at Palais de Tokyo. 2014. Courtesy of the
Pilar Corrias Gallery and the artist.
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Three months after the opening of the pavilion, 
Russia as well as the majority of  European 
nations were in a state of war. The exhibition 
however stayed open until the 8th of Novem-
ber — the planned closure date — because Italy 
initially maintained neutrality. The Russian pa-
vilion closed having made a significant profit 
(of 124 artworks 7 were sold and after the clos-
ing of the exhibition were sent to their buyers). 2 
The commissar of the pavilion and member of the 
Imperial Academy of Fine Arts, Fedor Berensh-
tam was not able to come to Venice to take away 
the works because of the war. As an alternative 
he suggested temporarily keeping the works in 
the Russian pavilion, but as far away from the 
walls as possible as they suffered from damp. In 
the case of the Exhibition being commandeered 
for war needs there was an agreement to act in 
the same way as ‘our allies, the French, English 
and Belgians’. 3 The works were relocated to the 
Central Exhibition Palace 4 and were kept in good 
condition by the Biennale administration. 5 
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Later in spring 1915 by request of the Imperial 
Academy of Fine Arts the works were transported 
to a more secure place, the Russian Embassy in 
Rome. 6 One hundred and eight works (among 
them ninety two paintings, three sculptures and 
thirteen graphic works) were put into a van set 
for Rome, further away from the approaching 
front. 7 Declaring war against the Austro-Hungar-
ian Empire on May 23 1915, Italy joined the world 
conflict on the side of the Triple Entente. The sec-
retary of the Venice Biennale was disposed to col-
laborate with Russian authorities not only as an 
alliance member but because of  the  necessity 
of evacuating the Gardens. Just three days after 
the declaration of the war the Austro-Hungarian 
air force began to bomb Venice. Within a couple of 
months the situation became so poor that the Bien-
nale administration, afraid of the military occupa-
tion of the city, considered the option of moving 
the entire organisation to Rome. 8 

This was indeed the fate of the Russian ex-
hibition, all traces of which were completely lost 

the Russian empire’s Presence At the International Art exhibition 
In Venice Reached Its Zenith on April 29th 1914, With the opening 
of the national Pavilion Constructed According to Plans Made 
By Aleksei shchusev. A sumptuous opening Ceremony With 
the Participation of the tsar’s Family Members took Place A Week 
After the Inauguration of the exhibition Palace And other national 
Pavilions, Going Down In the Biennale’s History As ‘the Most Important 
event of the Pre-War Period’. 1 this Was A turning Point In the Fate 
of the exhibited Works, However their Location now Is unknown. 

The fate of Russian works of art exhibited  
at the Venice Biennale in 1914 



1  Enzo Di Martino, Paolo Rizzi, Storia della Biennale 1895-1982, Milano, 1982, p. 31. 
2  The complete list of sales is missing so we can only follow the fate of the works found 

in documents confirming the negotiations for sale. They are the following works: ‘Peasant Woman in a Blue 
Kerchief’ by Aleksandr Buchkuri, ‘Silence’ by Richard Berggoltz, ‘Spring Rain’ by Arnold Lakhovsky.

3  A letter from Fedor Berenshtam to Romolo Bazzoni, Petrograd, [14] — 27 October, ASAC [Historical Archive 
of Contemporary Arts, The Biennale of Venice] f. storico, scatole nere 39, fasc.varie, 39sh34). 

4  Vladimir Beklemishev, presiding commissioner of the Russian pavilion at the exhibition in 1914 in Venice, 
to Sofia Pervukhina, Petrograd 28 February, 1915, RGALI [Russian State Archive of Literature and Art, 
Moscow], f. 826, op. 1, d. 81, p. 1.

5  A letter from Fedor Berenshtam to the Administration of the Exhibition, [8] — 21 may 1915, Petrograd, ASAC, 
f. storico, scatole nere padiglioni 18, XI Biennale 1914. 

6  A letter from Petr Bezrodny to Antonio Fradeletto, Venezia, 18 June 1915, ibid. 
7  The list of the Russian works contained in the van, Venezia, undated, ibid. 
8  Jan Andreas May. La Biennale di Venezia: Kontinuität und Wandel in der venezianischen Ausstellungspolitik 

1895–1948, Berlin 2009, p. 91. 
9  The International Art Exhibition of Venice to the Ministry of Finance, Venice, 22 October 1921, ASAC, 

f. storico, scatole nere padiglioni 18, XIII Biennale 1922. 
10  A letter from Mark Sheftel (Red Cross, Russian representative) to Kaplan (Committee for Assistance 

Abroad), 23 February 1924, GARF [State Archive of the Russian Federation], f. 5283, op.11, d. 7, p. 45.  
Olga Kameneva was Lev Trotsky's sister and the first wife of Lev Kamenev, while Petr Kogan was 
the president of the Russian Academy of Arts and Science [RAKhN] and commissioner of the Soviet 
pavilion at the Biennial of Venice in 1924. 

11  A letter to Filippo Grimani from Sergei Botkin, Rome, 25 June 1919, ASAC, f. storico, scatole nere padiglioni 
19, XI Biennale 1914. 

12  A letter to Sofia Pervukhina from the Committee of the Russian department of the RAKhN, 15 January 1925, 
RGALI, f. 826, op.1, d. 82, p.1.

13  The manuscript by Sofia Pervukhina, 1926, RGALI, f. 826, op.1, d. 81, p. 2.

later in the years of the First World War. During 
the civil war in Russia and the decentralization 
of power little thought was given to the Rus-
sian representatives abroad, including Rome, 
where no one was coordinating the activities 
of the diplomatic, cultural and voluntary insti-
tutions. The only testimonial of that time which 
mentions the Russian works was found in an 
Italian archive. In a communication dated 1921, 
in response to a request dated 1915, the Venice 
Exhibition requested the Ministry of Finance in 
Rome ‘to extend for an indefinite period the fi-
nancing of the temporary importation of the Rus-
sian works on Italian territory. 9

 Diplomatic relationships between Italy 
and Russia were normalised only in February 
1924 when the Italian Government recognized the 
Soviet Union. Here is a wire from Rome, where 
a  Soviet diplomatic mission was established: 
‘There are some works by Russian painters in the 
Embassy that we are going to take which have been 
kept there since 1914. Whether it is desirable to ex-
hibit them in Venice or not — this is for comrade 
Kogan to decide when he comes here. Now I ask 
you to inform Comrade O.D. Kameneva and com-
rade Kogan of this fact. There are about seventy 
works. So we should also discuss how to transport 

them to Venice. The works are in good frames. They 
also have the artists’ names on them’. 10 

However the works were not exhibited at 
the Bien nale in 1924. The Soviet pavilion was 
instead represented by a new array of artists, 
most of  them from the avant-garde movement. 
It is worthy of note that the number of declared 
works had decreased from one hundred and 
seven registered in 1915 to about seventy (even 
if this number only counts paintings). The single 
officially missing work is attributed to a non-Rus-
sian artist. The work mentioned is a landscape 
by Giuseppe De Nittis (from the private Collection 
of the diplomat Sergei Botkin). 11 It is likely that the 
rest of the paintings that were kept at that time in 
the  Embassy in Rome (or at least part of them) 
were there at that fateful moment, since this was 
at a time when the young Soviet government was 
feeling the necessity to increase its funds. Bear-
ing witness to this new course, was the fate of the 
works by Konstantin Pervukhin, one of the few art-
ists exhibited in Venice in 1914 and in 1924, which 
means both before the First World War and after 
the October Revolution. The works on display in 
1924 were immediately returned to the artist’s wid-
ow, 12 while the works exhibited ten years before 
were declared in 1926 to be missing. 13 
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41–43 |  Inside spreads 
of the catalogue  
of the XI International  
Art Exhibition  
in Venice with the  
works of the artists  
exhibited in the  
Russian pavilion
Venice, 1914



44 |  Hiroshi Sugimoto 
Lost Human  
Genetic Archive 
exposition view, 
Palais de Tokyo. 2014
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‘NOTHING RENDERS CRITICISM AND 
THEORETICAL EVALUATION MORE REDUNDANT 
THAN THE IMAGINARY NECESSITY OF DEFINING 
THE TYPE AND CHARACTER OF BEAUTY. 
TO ASK THE QUESTION, UPON VIEWING  
A WORK OF ART, WHETHER IT IS A RELIGIOUS 
PAINTING OR A PORTRAIT, A SERIOUS PLAY 
OR A MELODRAMA, A POST-CUBIST OR PRE-
FUTURIST PAINTING IS JUST AS CLEAR A PROOF 
OF A LACK OF AESTHETIC SUBSTANCE AS THE 
NEED TO INFORM US OF ITS TITLE OR THEME’. 

Edgar F. Carritt. The Theory of Beauty (London, 1914)
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SOME EXHIBITIONS  
OF MODERN GERMAN ART HELD  
AT THE HERMITAGE MUSEUM

exhibition of artworks brought 
from Germany to the soviet 
union after the war and re-
turned to the Gdr. the exhi-
bition included 900 master-
pieces ranging from antique 
to modern art, watercolors 
and drawings by artists such 
as M. Beckmann, e. l. kirch-
ner, o. kokoschka, M. Pech-
stein, f. Marc, a. Macke, 
e. nolde, and l. feininger.

“German Graphic art 
1880–1957” from  
the collection of the German 
academy of arts.

exhibition of artworks 
by hans and lea Grundig 
(1920s–1950s).

exhibition of German graphic 
art from the mid 19th cen-
tury through the first 
third of the 20th cen-
tury. the exhibition featured 
100 works by 30 German 
artists from the hermitage’s 
Prints department.

“Max Beckmann. Prints 
from the lufthansa 
Collection”. engravings 
cycles and famous collage 
novels and books.

“Man in the Middle. from 
the deutsche Bank Col-
lection.” an excursion into 
the 100-year history of Ger-
man fine art from expres-
sionism of the 1910s–1920s 
to the newest trends of the 
end of the last century.

1958 1959–1960 1995 2002

                          Mikhail Piotrovsky

The State Hermitage, being an encyclopedic and universal museum, has a habit 
of making discoveries and writing new pages in the history of world culture. Usually 
these discoveries concern bygone eras and distant countries. In this case, however, 
we are presenting virtually unknown material about an incredible collection of German 
graphic art of the twentieth century and the history behind it. The fine artists in this 
collection, some famous, others obscure, felt the political and class essence of their 
work very strongly. This greatly increased the artistic tension and intensity of the 
artworks they created. Friedrich Brass, the founder of the Cooperative for Proletarian 
Art, struck an original figure as an art dealer and communist. All of his work and his 
circle of friends look quite exotic today. The atmosphere of proletarian artistic life 
in Petrograd was no less exotic. It was thanks to figures of the Petrograd arts scene that 
the first collection of Western art appeared in Soviet Russia. Ilya Ionov, Nikolay Punin, 
Anatoly Lunacharsky, Alexander Blok, and Grigory Zinoviev were all prime movers 
in this community. They and others created the publishing and art exhibition industries 
of a new country. The Petrograd arts scene lived on hungry enthusiasm and the insights 
of intellectuals. Interaction between the German and Soviet arts scenes following 
World War I made for an interesting and important episode in Russian-German cultural 
interaction that was enlightened not by dynastic links, but rather by the pathos of 
proletarian solidarity and the national idea of the Communist International. Today we 
can take our time and pick apart all the twists of fate in the human and artistic history 
of this period, doing so with great pleasure. 
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SOME EXHIBITIONS  
OF MODERN GERMAN ART HELD  
AT THE HERMITAGE MUSEUM

three paintings by Max ernst 
from the arts Collection of 
the state of north rhine- 
westphalia (düsseldorf): 
“Carmognole of love” (1926), 
“after us — Motherhood” 
(1927) and “landscape with 
sprouting Grain” (1936).

“Max Beckmann. artworks 
from museums and private 
collections of hamburg and 
lübeck.” about 100 paint-
ings, sculptures and prints 
from both the kunsthalle 
collection as well as from 
museums and private collec-
tions of hamburg and lübeck. 
the exhibition included 
a wide range of Beckmann’s 
works, from the first experi-
ments of the young master 
to graphic art created in the 
post-war years in america. 

"'the Cooperative for Proletar-
ian art' of friedrich Brass: 
a collection of German avant-
garde art in soviet russia"

“Paula Modersohn-Becker 
and the artists’ circle 
of worpswede. drawings and 
engravings 1895–1906.” 
this exhibition was organ-
ized by the state hermitage 
together with the Goethe-
institut in st. Petersburg and 
the institute for foreign rela-
tions. the exhibition, which 
featured more than 60 draw-
ings and prints of Paula 
Modersohn-Becker and her 
colleagues from worpswede, 
along with documental photo-
graphs telling about their life, 
familiarized museum-goers 
with one of the brightest pag-
es of German art at the turn 
of the 20th century. 

“against the light. Ger-
man art of the 20th century 
from the collection of George 
economou.” the state 
hermitage Museum presents 
the best works of German 
artists of the 20th century 
from the collection of George 
economou (athens). the col-
lection was begun in the 
1990s. the artworks were 
acquired at major interna-
tional auctions and in gal-
leries in Germany, austria 
and the uk. 

2013–2014 (october–
january) — “Masterpieces 
of 20th century art from the 
albertina Batliner collection” 
2014 — “Markus lüpertz. 
symbols and Metamorpho-
sis.” jointly with the Michael 
werner Gallery. the exhibition 
included sculptures, paint-
ings and drawings, including 
bronze sculptures created 
by the artist in recent years 
especially for the exhibition 
in the hermitage. 

“world war i in russian 
and German artist graphics 
in the hermitage collection”

2007–2008 2013–20142005 2009 2012

1 |  Hospital chamber 
at the Nicholas Hall  
of the Winter Palace 
october 1915. 23.2 × 28.9 cm
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. oRDF oP 3-3
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THEy  
PRovIDE  
No SoLACE  
foR THE  
SouL When one thinks of unfulfilled Dreams, one should Look Lively 

And Do something to Make them Come true. the spirit of expressionism 
And neo-expressionism Is Largely Contained In Many unresolved Matters 
And the Idea of Much of What Has Already taken Place, empty And 
Horrible, Being Present Inside us And teaching us In the same Way that 
Beauty Does. this Is one of the Lessons Given By Art — And A Central 
Lesson of expressionism. the Hermitage Is Able show It In Many Forms. 

another interesting story about objects stored in museums finding their way out. expressionism did not do very well in Germany, but in the Soviet 
Union exhibiting an artist such as Karl liebknecht was equally difficult. each attempt required a new loophole. The tenth anniversary of the 
GDR came ** around and a distinguished connoisseur of graphics, one of the legendary Hermitage keepers, Boris Zernov, organised an exhibi-
tion which displayed this and other lithographs for the first time ever. once again German expessionism resonated with the Soviet intelligentsia 
of St. Petersburg.

** German Democratic Republic (east Germany) existed from 7 october 1949 to 3 December 1990

* The article uses materials from Piotrovsky’s programme ‘Hermitage — 250’ 
(episode ‘German Expressionism at the Hermitage’).

Hermitage.  
Expressionism. 1914*



 ussian history, most of which is represented 
at  the Hermitage, contains a lot of expressionism. Bloody 
Sun day happened only a few steps away, one of the most 
dreadful episodes in our history. So did the assault on the 
Winter Palace, symbolic in itself, but it is in its symbolism 
that it represents acute expression, when, following the as-
sailants, a mob broke into the beautiful palace. The Siege of 
Leningrad, which transgressed the boundaries of everything 
normal and human, is what Expressionism was about. 

Four empires perished in the First World War: the Russian, 
Ottoman, German and Austro-Hungarian. The people of Ger-
many were destined to experience another catastrophe in the 
twentieth century. Interpretation of the tragic past of their country 
has always been an important subject for German artists.

Expressionism, as a form of art, vital for understanding 
the twentieth century, is seemingly not present at the Hermitage. 
It is a great shame that the art borne out of the horrors of the 
First World War that were witnessed and anticipated by artists, 
primarily German (many of whom would later die), is barely 
represented, although for Russia this exacerbation of the senses 
that was reflected in Expressionism is particularly important.

What does a museum do if its collection has a gap? It 
organises exhibitions. In 2013 we brought over a large exhi-
bition from the Albertina. 1 This is one of the major European 
museums located in Vienna, a city that resembles St. Peters-
burg more than any other city in the world. The museum that 
until recently was a very snobbish museum of drawings has 
now become a highly significant museum of new art, having 
acquired a large collection. Our friends brought over, and 
we accepted, an amazing exhibition of Expressionism.

"The starting point of the show is provided by two of 
the most important groups of artists of Expressionism: "Die 
Brücke (The Bridge)" with works by Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, 
Erich Heckel, Karl Schmidt-Rottluff, Emil Nolde and Max 
Pechstein, as well as a first-class selection of works of the 
"Blauer Reiter (Blue Rider)", including Alexej Jawlensky, Au-
gust Macke, Gabriele Münter and Heinrich Campendonk.  

The Albertina owes these works to the art collection of Her-
bert and Rita Batliner, which has been incorporated into a foun-
dation. This collection spans an impressive arc from French Im-
pressionism to the most recent contemporary painting.

A special area of importance in the exhibition in the 
Hermitage is on Austrian Expressionism. The focus here is 
on Rudolf Wacker, Herbert Boeckl, and especially Oskar 
Kokoschka's urban and rural landscapes, considered unique 
in the context of art in the 20th century. The Albertina is able 
to supplement the paintings of the Batliner Collection with 
high-quality works on paper in the form of drawings and 
watercolours by Oskar Kokoschka and Emil Nolde." 2

R

3 |   The exhibition ‘Masterpieces 
of 20th century art from  
the Albertina Batliner collection’, 2013
The Nicholas Hall of the Winter Palace 
in the photo: Painting by Max Pechstein «Sea Story»
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mikhail PiotRovsky
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for most visitors the hermitage as a museum is, above 
all, a collection of masterpieces of world culture. not many 
people know that the permanent exposition is the main 
but by no means only aspect of the museum. while 
we admire the architecture of the hall of twelve Columns, 
on its second floor, research associates from the drawing 
department are working hard, and their job is sometimes 
reminiscent of a real detective story.

a recent discovery in the history of the Graphic 
collection of German expressionists at the hermitage 
was made by Mikhail dedinkin. 3

this story is extremely fascinating. the year is 1920. 
Zinoviev 4 goes to Germany to attend a conference 
of social democrats 5 accompanied by ilia ionov, one 
of the distinguished cultural figures of Petrograd. 6 
he was one of the organisers of a whole exhibition 
of contemporary soviet artists in the halls of the winter 
Palace. at the conference Zinoviev makes a seditious 
speech about a world revolution and terror. he is told 
that he should immediately get out of Germany but he cannot 
do so immediately as he has to wait for a ship, and must 
therefore stay under house arrest. Meanwhile, ionov 
meets up with representatives of proletarian art, acquires 
a collection and brings it to the soviet union. 7

on the back of each of these works is a stamp of the artists’ 
union: fellowship of proletarian art, friedrich Brass, Berlin; 
district: north-west; and address: Paulstrasse, 6. one would 
expect that it would be very easy to assemble everything 
into one picture. But it turned out that no one in the world 
knew anything of this fellowship of artists and finding any 
traces of this friedrich Brass and his work was very difficult. 

everything was destroyed during the war against degenerative 
art waged by Goebbels and his Propaganda Ministry between 
1936–1938. when i was studying inventory books of German 
museums, i was astounded to see that page after page of vari-
ous works were marked as destroyed due to ‘degeneracy’. 

so i basically had to pursue an investigation, search-
ing for any references, connecting facts separated by time 
but forming one logical chain. it would seem that relatively 
little time has passed — less than a century — but the search 
was so difficult that one would think we were studying pre-
historic or ancient times.

this job took 15 years. 

MIKHAIL DeDInKIn, deputy manager 
of the Western european Fine Arts  
department of the Hermitage:

4 |  The exhibition ‘Masterpieces of 20th century art 
from the Albertina Batliner collection’, 2013
The State Hermitage Museum, Nicholas Hall 
in the photo: The painting by alexej von jawlensky ‘Girl in a Hat with Flowers’
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As soon as the Expressionists started displaying their 
works (and many of them did not begin as professional art-
ists; some of them were architects), they were, more than 
anyone else perhaps, subjected to verbal attacks, pursued 
and oppressed. 

It is reported that in 1911 Archduke Franz Ferdinand, later 
killed in Sarajevo, had visited Kokoschka’s exhibition and maybe 
even opened it, going on to say that this artist should be beaten up.

All these paintings were created before the First World 
War; they presage both world wars, Nazism and the many hor-
rors of neglecting human life typical of the twentieth century.

The Hermitage is a museum of everything in the world, 
and among other things, a military museum, that tells stories 
of fortitude, dignity and war. The wars before the twentieth 
century were grotesque and also caused the death of im-
mense numbers of people, both from injury and from disease. 
There was an element of knighthood in them, though, gallantry 
could be witnessed on both sides. There is practically none 
of that in the twentieth century: wars are very different, and 
this is what expressionist painters speak about. It may well 
be that all the art of the twentieth century, disliked by many 
for its tragic nature, was borne out of these wars. 

on the name day of the heir to the throne alexey  
nikolaevich, whose name was given to the hospital.
when we were talking about the war looking  
at the expressionist paintings in the nicholas hall of the 
winter Palace during the exhibition from the albertina,  
we remembered the events that were then taking place 
within these walls. here, in the nicholas hall  
and in all the great halls of the winter Palace there  
was a hospital during the first world war. 
that the tsar’s main residence was turned into a hospital 
is greatly symbolic. the hospital was partly dedicated to 
maxillofacial traumas; many people lay here with band-
aged faces. they were lying next to the room where the 
russian Provisional Government had its sessions. the 
assault of the winter Palace was essentially a military as-
sault of a hospital. red Guards were looking for members  
of the Provisional Government, found bandaged faces 
very suspicious and tried to tear the bandages off.  
if someone is wounded in the face, they often have 
healthy arms and legs, so the assailant were kicked  
out of the hospital. the hospital was later closed, 
of course, but this expressionist image remained. 
thomas Mann, who welcomed the first world war, later 
said with regard to cultural interactions between russia 
and Germany, “what we call expressionism is actually 
just a late form of sentimental idealism, heavily saturated 
with the russian apocalyptic mentality”.

the gunshot in sarajevo became the starting point of rus-
sia’s participation in the first world war. it was soon decided 
to evacuate the hermitage collections from there. the evacua-
tion of the exhibits was stopped, however, to ‘avoid  
unnecessary alarm and even panic in society’. Meanwhile,  
train after train delivered wounded soldiers to Petrograd.
on the emperor’s decree, premises in imperial residen ces, 
including one hall in the winter Palace, were let out  
to be used as hospitals. the opening ceremony of the  
one in the winter Palace took place on 10 october 1915,  

5 |  Wounded in the  Field Marshal’s 
Hall of the Winter Palace, 1915–1917
22.8 × 29.5 cm. The State Hermitage Museum
inv. oRDF oP 3-5

1  On 8 October 2013 the ‘Masterpieces of 20th century art from the Albertina Batliner collection was launched in the Nicholas Hall 
of the State Hermitage which presented 55 paintings and graphic works by major Western European expressionists of the 20th century.  
This exposition started the Russo-Austrian cultural seasons of 2013–2015. An excerpt from Albertina’s official website

2 An excerpt from Albertina’s official website.
3  Friedrich Brass’s ‘Fellowship of proletarian art’. German Avant-Garde collection in Soviet Russia exhibition took place 

in the Hall of Twelve Columns of the New Hermitage in March 2009. It included about 170 graphic works and was prepared  
by the State Hermitage in cooperation with the Scientific Research Museum of the Russian Academy of Arts  
and the Research library of the Russian Academy of Arts.

4  Grigory Zinoviev (1883–1936), a Russian revolutionary, chairman of the executive committee for Comintern 
over 1919–1926 (The chief of Comintern).

5  At the conference of the Independent Social Democratic party in Halle, Germany, in October 1920 it was decided 
by a majority vote to join Comintern, and in December later that year the USPD joined the German Communist party.

6  Ilia Ionov (1887–1942), a Russian revolutionary, head of the Petrograd branch of the State Publishing House 
(Petrogosizdat) between 1919–1923.

7  For more information on the Fellowship of Proletarian Artists collection see Mikhail Dedinkin’s article on page 86.

5
 |
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edvard Munch is a distinguished Norwegian artist. 
His famous ‘Scream’ has a three-fold fame; it was sto-
len and then sold for preposterous amounts of money. 
We have here an exceptionally powerful snowy Norwe-
gian landscape. it is very difficult to paint snow, all the 
more so to paint it expressively. Munch’s landscape 
is harsh in its manner; challenging, although it seems 
very tranquil. Remember The Scream — this landscape 
screams just as loudly if you look at it carefully. 

6 |  The exhibition ‘Masterpieces of 20th century 
art from the Albertina Batliner collection’, 2013
The State Hermitage Museum, Nicholas Hall  
in the photo: Painting by edward Munch ‘Winter landscape’

7 |  The exhibition ‘Masterpieces of 20th century 
art from the Albertina Batliner collection’, 2013
The State Hermitage Museum, Nicholas Hall 
in the photo: a painting by oskar Kokoschka 
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The highlight of the exhibition, oskar Kokoschka, 
undoubtedly the main austrian expressionist, is very 
powerful. The landscape is depicted by a very nervous 
person, who reacts to everything with his naked heart 
and paints it. all his landscapes are tense. Both this 
tension and the work of expressionists in general, 
disturb; they provide no solace for the soul. 



The whole of Human History Is, To Some extent,  
a State of Permanent Crisis. This Crisis Is based 
on The Fact That development (which Is usually 
Mistakenly understood as a Cohesive Progressive 
Movement) Is a Process of “de-velopment”; un-Folding, 
Separation, differentiation… development Is really  
a “de-velopment”; The loss of The original, Primitive 
Childhood wholesomeness, The loss of The Meaning 
of life. only a wholesome life Can Have Meaning;  
no Set of details Can be Meaningful… a life deprived 
of The Most Important Thing, deprived of a Sense 
of whole, Starts destroying Itself.
Grigory Pomerants. A dialogue Of Cultural Worlds // 
Social Sciences And Modernity. 1994, #5.

aRkadiy iZvekov

to put it in modern terms, the philosophy 
of life articulated the loss, at the end of 
the 19th and the beginning of the 20th 
centuries, of a core principle — which 
combines different parts of culture to form 
a whole. this loss was felt by many people.
in the course of this crisis, as a result of the 
transformation of european rationality, a 
completely new type of personality emerged. 
what were its characteristics? a nihilist 
trying to escape nihilism. he loves freedom, 
but is not ready to cope with his freedom. he 
is confident about being superior to people 
of all previous eras, yet cannot define the 
essence of his superiority. he does not 
believe in anything, yet longs for faith. 
he trusts only technology, but is morally 
disappointed by it. he feels and struggles 
with his own forlornness and loneliness in 
the God-less space of civilization — and tries 

to drown his sorrow by any available means. he is ready to succumb to every illusion, but dispels each 
of them. he runs away from the idea of humanity's unclear future into everyday life, into the constant 
preoccupations of self-fulfillment and comfort — and is tired of the rhythm of the race. he is looking for 
others who are like him in this subjective inner turmoil — and rarely finds them. a citizen of the world, 
he has the ability to choose from countless perceptions of the world, and, as a rule, does not make any 
concrete choice. in a word, he is a man who, asked about the point of life, will say that the point is just to 
live it, including all the constituents of life, from profession to family, in a circle which guarantees growth 
of consumption. 
Moreover, the features of this new personality were recognized to be spreading everywhere. at the 
end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries the adjective “world” started being used, 
almost in its modern sense. the completely unprecedented process which we now call globalization, 
however, began to cause particular anxiety. one of the first tragic accounts of globalization comes 
from the scope of the catastrophe of world war i. the pessimistic irrationalism of world perception 
and fear of the forthcoming downfall of culture became a sort of presentiment of the tragedy. and the 
tragedy of the war itself seemed to confirm this rather straightforwardly. the new man — deprived 
of and denying the world any meaning — who appeared from the crisis of culture, immediately had 
to face the striking anti-humanism of the historical perspective. this perspective has filtered down 
to us today, and we are inheritors of the structural changes of personality which occurred a century 
earlier. these inescapable circumstances oblige us not to bury our gaze in pragmatic concerns 
of the present day. sometimes we have to look back. 

DE vELoPMENT
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In september 1914 In Petrograd, 
the Prometheus Publishing House  
Printed the Book “Berlin. Its Customs 
And Practices, sights And surroundings”. 
the 400-Page Book Described Berlin’s 
Past And Present In Detail. Who Would 
Have needed this Berlin Guidebook 
on september 16, 1914?

world war I in russian  
and german artist graphics  
in the Hermitage Collection* 

* the exhibition "world war i in russian and german artist graphics  
in the hermitage collection" was shown from july–september, 2014.

8 |  Otto Engelhardt-Kyffhäuser (1884–1965)
January 24, 1916. In the Trench  
Before an Attack, 1916
ink by pen, 31.7 × 21 cm
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. GR-19520

mikhail dedinkin
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Red snow is falling from the West 
Like big juicy pieces of human flesh.
Vladimir Mayakovsky. “War has been Declared”

T he guidebook provided a tremendous amount of detail about Berlin’s history, transportation 
system, technological progress and community life, including particular features of the city’s legal 
system, urban economy, and much more. Readers could learn the cost of customs fees and train tick-
ets from any part of Russia, even Vladivostok (300 rubles in first class, while a first class ticket from 
St. Petersburg cost 50 rubles). The book even advised how much to tip in the cloakroom on Museum 
Island (10 pfennigs). More than 100,000 Russians visited the German capital in the years before the 
war, so the book devoted a whole chapter to “Russian Berlin”. The guidebook describes the procedure 
for obtaining a passport: one should begin by sending one’s courtyard sweeper to the police station 
(the sweeper should be given a ruble for this). The book was written with an impressive thoroughness, 
in great detail with a firm sense of the well-established, rational world. In my opinion, it’s the best, 
most high-quality guidebook to be written about Berlin in Russian to this day. 

But it would be interesting to know, who would have needed this book on September 16, 
1914 (September 29 in the new style)? Maybe this progressive publishing house expected the war, 
which by that point had been going on for six weeks, to end soon? But, as we know, history had 
already dealt the cards to the players in this game. The Schlieffen Plan, the German blitzkrieg, 
which had been so carefully planned for decades, had failed. The war broke out on two fronts, 

9 |   Otto Engelhardt-Kyffhäuser (1884–1965)
December 21, 1915. An Observer at the Front, 1915 
Pastel, gouache on colored paper, 23.6 × 32.7 cm 
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. GR-18858
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from the Marne to the Baltic and the Carpathian Mountains, and, growing into a world war, had al-
ready claimed a million lives by the end of September.

It was hard to believe that the previous world, the familiar and open Europe of the 19th cen-
tury, would disappear so quickly, and that the war would go on for years. The atmosphere in 
European capitals was electrified with expectations of war. Everything flared up suddenly, crowds 
demonstrated on the streets and emotions ran high. It was hard for art to keep up with the front 
pages of  the newspapers. Magazines published the first patriotic poems, and military posters 
appeared on the streets.

Russian Futurists took aim at the current events in their art immediately, unlike the German ex-
pressionists, whose art was largely indifferent to the war. Vladimir Mayakovsky published the poem 
“War has been Declared” in the first days of World War I. Later he would write in his autobiography: 
“War broke out. I reacted to it excitedly. At first only to its superficial, noisy side. I made posters to or-
der, and they were of course for the military…” The first months of the war were filled with intense 
work for the poet. Mayakovsky printed articles devoted to the war and the place of Futurism in the 
battle, and worked for the newly established Moscow publishing house Sevodnyashniy Lubok (Today’s 
Print). Mayakovsky felt that the task of the day was to “Write up war, that rosy-faced beauty in a dress 
as bright as blood, as the desire to beat the Germans, with the suns of the searchlights’ eyes.” But 
this wasn’t enough for a 21 year-old poet in war time, and in October he requested to join the army 
as a volunteer. He was rejected on account of his political unreliability. 

The Sevodnyashniy Lubok publishing house printed chromolithographs on military topics from Au-
gust to October, 1914. These were traditional art prints aimed at as broad a mass of people as possible. 
Having blossomed in Russia in the 18th-19th centuries, this art form often turned to portraits of the Tsar’s 
family, and subjects of folklore and contemporary politics, typically — military subjects. These prints 
spoke about events that interested people in the most accessible, simple way possible. In Moscow, the 
Futurist artists K. Malevich, D. Burlyuk, A Lentulov, and V. Chekrygin all tried to revive this art form. These 

10 |   Otto Engelhardt-Kyffhäuser (1884–1965)
January 1917. Zlaté Hory. Skirmish by Barbed 
Wire, 1917. Pencil, watercolor, 21.6 × 30.5 cm
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. GR-19580
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artists mocked the enemy in a crude manner using rude language, while foreseeing an imminent and 
inevitable victory. The texts that went with the images were an important and necessary element for the 
popular print. All of the poetry texts for the 22 engravings and 32 postcards were written by Mayakovsky. 
It’s also known that Mayakovsky himself drew the pictures for at least six of the prints. 

The Futurist woodcuts are characterized by vivid imagery combining current events with coarse 
graphic language that was stylized, just like the poetry, towards popular folk art. This format was com-
mon for the whole series of prints, thereby creating problems for modern researchers of the Russian 
avant-garde, since many of these works don’t have confirmed authorship. 

The Futurists attempted to create a similar kind of art in Petrograd at the same time. The anony-
mous publishing house V.F.T. published four color lithographs. These prints were similar to their Mos-
cow counterparts in terms of their subjects and stylistics. The poetic captions to the Petrograd prints 
are every bit as good as Mayakovsky’s work. It’s strange that the authorship of the Petrograd prints is 
unknown to this day. Most of the prints were exhibited at the “War and Print” show which opened in 
Petrograd on November 20, 1914. This exhibition was both the first and the last of its kind to feature 

11 |  Vladimir Varzhansky. Buy a 5 1/2% military 
loan. An abundance of shells is the key  
to victory, 1916. Watercolor, ink brush 
on the outline with a pencil, 100 × 65.5 cm
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. op. 19/1999–38
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the prints. The Futurists’ prints did not receive a wide following, and later researchers valued the 
Futurists’ work much higher than the Futurists’ contemporaries did. 

Artists were called on to once again address the masses by taking part in the war loan contest 
announced by the Ministry of Finance in 1916. The government’s economic situation had become 
catastrophic by this time. Foreign loan sources had dried up by the second year of the war, and it was 
decided to turn to the people of Russia. Posters and postcards were designed for the loan campaign. 
These works used an accessible, clear format to appeal to people’s patriotic feelings (using images 
of St. George or the Monument to Minin and Pozharsky), or reminded people of the harsh conditions 
at the front (soldiers in the snow, by their weapons) and the needs at the front (“hunger for shells”). 
The posters were made by artists in various styles, but perhaps the main thing they have in common 
is the influence of the “World of Art” graphic design school on the majority of works approved for 
printing. Several artists who are forgotten today worked on this project, including V. Varzhansky, G. 
Yankovsky, and V. Vereshchagin. The history of this contest and the fate of the artists who took part 
are still waiting to be studied. The drawings from which the color loan posters were printed became 
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13 |  Vladimir Mayakovsky (1893–1930). Oh, so German, 
you’re on a roll, / But you won’t roll into Paris / For brother,  
we’ll fight fire with fire / You to Paris and we to Berlin! 1914
Publishing house ‘Contemporary lubok’ Moscow. Chromolithograph  
37.5 × 56 cm. The State Hermitage Museum. inv. KP 6а. 28327

12 |    Vladimir Mayakovsky (1893–1930). Oh the Sultan wants 
to take the port, / Don’t bloody your snout in the scuffle, 1914
Publishing house ‘Contemporary lubok’ Moscow. Chromolithograph  
38 × 56 cm. The State Hermitage Museum. inv. КР 6а. 28311
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part of the Hermitage collection after the revolution. These drawings are being exhibited for the first 
time ever, as are all the exhibits on display.

Following World War II, another large group of drawings was brought to the Hermitage from 
Germany. These drawings were made in 1914–1918 by German frontline artists. They were previously 
held in the collection of the Zeughaus Museum of German Military History in Berlin. 

One part of this collection is made up of gouache paintings by the German General Staff art-
ist Ernst Vollbehr. Once famous in Germany, Vollbehr is now largely forgotten in his native country, 
and is completely unknown outside of Germany. He was born in 1876 in Kiel. He studied theater and 
decorative art, starting in 1892 in Schwerin. After 1897 he continued his studies in art studios in Berlin, 
Munich, and Paris. He was an illustrator in the magazine Jugend starting from 1902. He made numer-
ous trips to South America and the German colonies in Africa in 1904–1914. The works he completed 
during his travels were exhibited successfully in 1910–1913 in Berlin, Frankfurt, and Munich. He was 
an artist on the Western Front in 1914–1918. Vollbehr held numerous exhibitions in various German 
cities during the war. He received several military awards (including the Iron Cross). Vollbehr’s military 
works were published in separate editions in 1915, 1917 and 1930. Excerpts from his diaries from the 
war years were published on several occasions as well. His brush panoramas were especially popular 
(including air-brush). Vollbehr, a member of the National Socialist Party, enjoyed wide popularity in 
the 1930s, and participated in all exhibitions of Aryan art. He made large drawings on the theme of 
party congresses, the Olympic Games, autobahn construction, and so on. His works from the front 
were shown at a monographic exhibition in the Zeughaus. He made several trips to Asia and Africa 
in the 1920–1930s. He worked as an artist on the front again in 1939–1942 (Poland, France, Greece, 
Norway, and the USSR); three exhibitions of his new works were held in the Zeughaus. Vollbehr lived 
from 1944 in Schleswig. About 800 of his works were purchased by the Geographic Museum in Leipzig 
from 1955–1957. The master passed away in 1960 in Austria.

14 |    Otto Engelhardt-Kyffhäuser (1884–1965)
Autumn 1917. Military Cemetery, 1917
Gouache, 34.5 × 26 cm
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. GR-19102
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The Hermitage has 817 works by Vollbehr. These works vary by their subject: drawings of the 
frontline, occupied lands, ruins, scenes of daily life in the trenches and the rear, hospitals, air fields, 
battle scenes, the wounded and dead, portraits of soldiers, officers, the main command, etc. These 
items are highly professional and are executed with scrupulous documentary accuracy. The gouaches 
are grouped by subject matter and are numbered chronologically. 

Many of Vollbehr’s pages have the stamp “Kriegsgeschichtlich richtig” (“Militarily historically сorrect”) 
on the back, and the signature of a certain Lieutenant General. This phrase accurately describes the value 
of the artist’s art. Vollbehr didn’t make propaganda, but rather recorded historical events. And he did 
so more reliably and expressively than the photographs of those years could. Vollbehr’s panoramic paint-
ings of the frontline make a particularly strong impression. The landscapes themselves aren’t so unique, 
with valleys extending for many kilometers. Battles were fought for every little piece of turf here for months 
at a time. The soil is full of shrapnel, and saturated with blood. Tens of thousands of soldiers were killed 
on these spots. That’s why every little hill, building, or ravine was so important to those who fought on this 
land. Folber’s panoramas are speckled with notes featuring names and the coordinates of landmarks. 
Forgotten today, these toponyms once held a cruel meaning for every person who had been to them. 

The same remarks about accurate portrayal can be repeated for the 925 artworks created by Otto 
Engelhardt-Kyffhaüser, another German artist less well known than Vollbehr. Engelhardt-Kyffhaüser was 
born in Sachsen-Anhalt in 1884, and studied in the Academies of Arts of Kassel, Berlin, and Weimar 
in 1901–1907. Then, in 1914, the 20 year-old Engelhardt-Kyffhaüser was mobilized and fought in the rank 
of field officer of an infantry battalion on the Western and Eastern fronts. Directly from his positions 
in the trenches Engelhardt-Kyffhaüser made pencil and ink sketches of battles, the front line, various 
moments of soldiers’ lives, portraits of fellow soldiers, local residents, prisoners, and much more. These 
are pencil, watercolor and gouache pictures. Usually these works are dated precisely (with even the time 
of day they were made in some cases), and have an inscription explaining the events, names, and place 
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15 |    Otto Engelhardt-Kyffhäuser (1884–1965)
Death of a Comrade, 1918
Gouache, 47.2 × 57 cm
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. GR-19692
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of the scene. These drawings are valuable for their absolute documentary nature: they were not touched 
up in any studio. Every image is true in these works. Among these drawings one can easily find pictures 
which could illustrate Erich Maria Remarque’s “Three Comrades”: Engelhardt-Kyffhaüser’s works fea-
ture the young faces of the same war generation, the same bloody battles, and the usual everyday life 
of a soldier, including the trenches, shell craters, corpses, and faces of the enemy which evoke sympathy.

Engelhardt-Kyffhaüser ended the war in 1918 on the western front. Later he lived in Görlitz and 
taught drawing, and exhibited his works at regional art exhibitions. He published his books of remi-
niscences from the front in 1935. He was a member of the National Socialist Party in the 1930s, and 
worked on artistic propaganda. He took part in covering the process of repatriation, and later took 
part in the Arianization of the eastern provinces of the Reich. Engelhardt-Kyffhaüser was a military 
artist starting from 1939. He held several personal exhibitions during the war years. He lived in Göt-
tingen after World War II and died there in 1965.

The artwork created by Vollbehr and Engelhardt-Kyffhaüser covers very specific material. Incor-
porating this art in the long-established canon of European art, remains problematic. Twentieth-century 
history was tragic, and these sad chronicles by both masters thus have their place. The value of these 
artworks is in the accuracy of transmission of events by their direct participants. These works speak 
as much about the people of that time as do the numerous works of later historians. It makes sense 
to look at them more attentively today. 

It’s no accident that this exhibit was displayed in the Field Marshal’s Hall of the Winter Palace. And 
not only because it is here, surrounded by portraits of famous generals, that the Hermitage tradition-
ally celebrates events connected to Russian military history. For this exhibition, perhaps something else 
is more important. During World War I this room, just like all adjacent state rooms of the palace, housed 
a soldier's hospital. The hospital was created by the initiative of the Empress Alexandra Feodorovna, and 
was supported at the expense of the Ministry of the Imperial Court. The hospital included the Antechamber 
and the Nicholas, Field Marshal’s, Petrovsky, Picket, and Alexander Halls, and the East Gallery of the 
Winter Palace. It took a tremendous amount of work to adapt the palace rooms into wards, operating 
rooms, and showers. The walls of the rooms were hung with white calico, and linoleum was used to cover 
the parquet floors. Hospital beds were placed in the halls. A total of 200 beds were placed in the Nicholas 
Hall, in 4 rows. The Petrovsky Hall was used to house patients after especially difficult operations. The 
1812 Gallery contained an X-ray machine. The Field Marshal’s Hall was mainly filled with beds, while 
a small part of it was used as a bandaging room. There were 35 doctors working in the hospital, mostly 
surgeons. The hospital opened on October 10, 1915. Thousands of soldiers were treated here during the 
2 years of its operation. The hospital was closed by the Bolsheviks 3 days after the October Revolution. 

Once I got the chance to hold the guidebook to Berlin in 1914 with which I started this article. 
The guidebook was an echo of a world so frivolously and quickly destroyed by serious and important 
people. The politicians and generals, industrialists and financiers of powerful nations kindled the 
flames of a war that killed 10 million soldiers and just as many civilians. The war destroyed the ancient 
empires of Europe, redrew the map of the world, and gave rise to the revolution and Civil War in Rus-
sia. The war was ruthless, brutal and completely senseless. It seems that people didn’t understand 
what forces moved nations against one another. It’s no coincidence that there were no confrontations 
between Germans and Russians in the 1920s in Berlin, a city which had become the largest center 
of Russia emigration. These were the same people who had desperately been fighting each other just 
a few years before. And it looks like there’s only one copy left of the book that invited people in Sep-
tember, 1914 to go on a journey to Berlin that never happened. At any rate you won’t find this book 
in any of Russia’s major domestic libraries. Apparently, this was the only surviving volume, and that 
quite by chance. That’s how the “real, non-calendar Twentieth Century” started in 1914.

Mikhail Piotrovsky

They were not very famous artists, and were purely Arian, later painting whilst 
in the National Socialist Party (one was in the SS) during the Second World War. 
But their works impart the horror of war which they sketched so simply. Bodies 
of French and German soldiers lie on the ground and the horrible detail of the in-
scription of the names of the dead German corpses. Documentary works with wild 
expressionism: hand amputations, attacks and trenches. On the one hand these aren’t 
illustrations, but simply the spirit of Remarque’s “Three Comrades”, Remarque’s 
entire oeuvre in fact, while on the other hand these works give the terrible feeling 
of war as seen by artists who drew exactly what they saw. Three such German pictures 
are much stronger than anything the cinema can create. 
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16 |    Ernst Vollbehr (1876–1960)
10 October 1914. Amputation in the Cabin  
of a Wagon, 1914. Gouache, 26 × 36.2 cm
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. GR-18808

17 |  Ernst Vollbehr (1876–1960)
28 February 1916. The Corpses  
of French Soldiers, 1916. Gouache, 36.6 × 47 cm
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. GR-18172
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18 |  Erich Godal (1899–1969) 
The Title Page of the Series 'Revolution'  
with the Composition 'Attack' (angriff; Vi sheet series; Cat. 7)
lithograph, pencil on wove paper, 49.8 × 54.5 cm; 49.8 × 59 cm
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. oG-353022
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THE COOPERATIVE FOR PROLETARIAN  
ART OF FRIEDRICH BRASS  
IN GERMANY AND RUSSIA

the Hermitage Collection Contains 134 Prints And 11 Drawings Done By German expressionists 
Between 1918 And 1920. these Works All Bear the stamp of the Berlin-Based Cooperative 
For Proletarian Art, Led By Friedrich Brass, on the Reverse side. the stamps Contain the text: 
“Genossenschaft / F. Proletar. Kunst / Friedrich Brass / Berlin n.W. 52 / Paul-strasse 6, G.-H.” 
there Is no Information About such An organization either In Published Works Devoted to the 
symbols of Graphic Arts Collections or In Competent Reference editions on 20th Century Art. 

mikhail dedinkin

Nobody in Berlin knew anything about this cooperative ei-
ther. The majority of the works were purchased by the Hermit-
age from Leningrad art collectors between 1927 and 1980, 
while  20 prints came to the Hermitage from the Academy 
of Arts Museum in 1931. During the next stage of the search, 
another 9  drawings were found in the Scientific-Research 
Museum of the Academy of Arts, along with 95 more prints 
in the Scientific Library of the Academy of Arts. Documents 
from the Academy archives, the Central State Archive of Lit-
erature and Art, and old newspapers and magazines helped 
uncover the history of the emergence of the German expres-
sionist collection in Russia.

The Cooperative for Proletarian Art of Friedrich Brass, 
which existed for a short time in Berlin in 1920, had the goal 
of linking masters of modern art with the German communist 
party, and connecting avant-garde art to the working masses. 
The Cooperative collection that was brought to Petrograd at 
the end of the 1920s became the first collection of modern 
Western art to appear in Russia after the Revolution. 

The Cooperative for Proletarian Art was not officially regis-
tered in Berlin as a functioning gallery, and Berlin city ad-
dress books from 1920 and future years don’t contain any 
listings for Friedrich Brass. The founder of the Cooperative 
didn’t live at the address given on the stamp, and there were 
no art institutions at the address given on the stamp either. 
The letters G.-H. on the Cooperative’s stamp stand for Gar-
tenhaus. Within the city, this was likely to be a small building 
in the courtyard, a back wing of a building, or a side wing. 
No information on Brass was found in the Berlin city archives. 
Help came from the document collections of the Berlin Acad-
emy of Arts, the Deutscher Werkbund, and the archive of the 
Social Democratic Party of Germany, kept in Amsterdam. 
These documents, in turn, led researchers to the archives of 
the cities of Krefeld and Hagen. In addition, artworks pur-
chased from Brass were found in the Städel in Frankfurt and 
the State Gallery of Stuttgart. 

Artistic organizations appeared in Berlin in March 1919 
that were aimed at addressing the proletariat directly. For 



example, the Cooperative Society of Socialist Artists was or-
ganized. This cooperative was led by Adolf Behne and Bruno 
Taut, and among its members were Käthe Kollwitz and Hein-
rich Vogeler. All of these artists were members of socialist 
parties. Their goal was to “socialize the art market”. The co-
operative’s commercial activity was managed by F. Natterot. 1

The choice of a name for Brass’ organization is entirely 
explainable. In combination with the words “proletarian art”, 
the word Genossenschaft (“cooperative”), apparently, should 
be understood correctly as a “cooperative of comrades” since 
Genosse means comrade, and in 1920s Germany the word 
“Genosse” meant precisely “communist”. Thus, to be exact, 
Brass established a communist cooperative for proletarian 
art. Evidently, Brass had enough money at the beginning of 
his venture to collect artworks and show them at the Leip-
zig Fair. Brass managed to print the “Revolution” series by 
Erich Godal and portraits of Liebknecht by Arnold Schmidt-
Niechciol. The Georg Grosz archives in the Berlin Academy 
of Arts contain a note written from Brass to Grosz with the 
Cooperative’s stamp dated February 18, 1920. 2 This short let-
ter speaks in strong language about the failed meeting with 
Wieland Herzfelde in the Malik Publishing House. 

In 1920, Brass managed to work together with such well-
known masters of the time as Erich Heckel and Karl Schmidt-
Rottluff, as well as with young and up-and-coming artists. 
Evidently, Brass met with the expressionist artists in Krefeld. 
The First Exhibition of Modern German Art took place there 
in May 1920 in the Museum of Kaiser-Wilhelm 3. Besides the 
works of the “Bridge” group, the exhibition also displayed 
works of Oskar Kokoschka and Christian Rohlfs, and the al-
ready deceased Franz Marc, August Macke and Paula Mod-
ersohn-Becker. Krefeld natives were represented by Heinrich 
Campendonk and Heinrich Nauen. A poster made by Heckel 
was published for the exhibition. 4 Most likely the exhibition 
in Krefeld brought Heckel and Brass together (they were 
both still registered as inhabitants of Krefeld in 1919). There 
are many works by Heckel in the Cooperative’s collection 
(12 color prints). Brass, a person of the flamboyant proletar-
ian type, was interesting to artists. Three portraits of Brass 
are known, done by Ludwig Meidner, Rudiger Berlit, and 
Schmidt-Niechiol. It meant a lot to be among the individuals 
whose portrait was done by Meidner, a portraitist of left-wing 
Berlin, who made Brass’ portrait twice (in 1920 and 1922). 5 It 
seems that Brass, with his patriarchal appearance, energetic 
rough speech, and communist beliefs, stood out in the circles 
of bohemian revolutionary Berlin in the 1920s. If we suppose 
that Brass was able to attract Heckel’s cooperation during 
the exhibition, then Heckel’s connections lead to his friends 
in the “Bridge” group: Otto Mueller and Karl Schmidt-Rottluff. 
Both of the latter artists were socialists who took part in the 
Workers’ Council for Art and the Novembergruppe. Max Kaus 
was a student of Heckel’s. Heckel had a strong influence in the 
post-war years on Walter Gramatté and Gustav Heinrich Wolf. 

Yet another group of artists may have been attracted to 
the Cooperative through Meidner. His friends included the 
Berliners Grosz, Godal, Karl Holtz, and Jakob Steinhardt, 
as well as Conrad Felixmuller of Dresden, Franz Seiwert of 
Cologne, and Max Burchartz from Hagen. The connections 
from Felixmüller go to the Saxons Berlit, Walter Jacob, and 

Siegfried Berndt. Furthermore, the Cooperative included the 
young Krefeld artists Hohnen and Reinhard Hilker. Arnold 
Schmidt-Niechciol, from the artists’ colony in Worswede, was 
close to Hohnen in these years. It’s known that he often went to 
Krefeld during this time. 6 Hohnen made a portrait of Schmidt-
Niechciol in Krefeld in 1920.

Diplomatic relations between Soviet Russia and Ger-
many were established soon after the signing of the Brest-
Litovsk Treaty (March 1918), one of the points of which called 
for the cessation of revolutionary propaganda. The German 
government allowed a delegation of the Comintern to come 
to a meeting of the Independent Social Democratic Party of 
Germany (USPD) for the first time in October 1920. The del-
egation was limited to spending 10 days in Germany. The 
Comintern delegation, led by its chairman Grigory Zinoviev, 
left Petrograd for Germany on October 8. He was joined by 
Ilya Ionov, someone named Gordon, and the Bulgarian com-
munist Nikolai Shablin.

The USPD Congress opened on October 12 in Halle. The 
main topic of the congress was the question of joining the 
Third International. After Zinoviev gave his speech, he was 
told to leave Germany immediately — for calling for revolu-
tionary terror. However, since there were no regular transpor-
tation links between the two countries, Zinoviev was allowed 
to stay in Berlin until October 23, under house arrest. 

Obviously, the house arrest did not apply to the rest of the 
delegates accompanying Zinoviev. They were free to meet with 
local communists, and explore the city, about which Zinoviev 
wrote: “It’s like I came to a different planet. Loafers, drunks, 
incredibly rude people… you can’t help but think how good it is 
that this time is over at home!” 7 This view of the German capital 
was shared by Ionov, who described the “fireworks of debility" 
and the rampant exploiters in his poem Berlin. 8

Ionov didn’t play any independent political role in the 
Comintern group that was sent to Germany, thus in Berlin he 
made the purchases necessary for Petrograd while his patron 
was sitting under house arrest. The archives of the State Pub-
lishing House in the Central State Archive of Literature and 
Art contains bills in Ionov’s name from the Reichskrone Hotel 
in Berlin, as well as for purchasing the annual collections of 
the “Poster” publication for the years 1914–1920 in the Soci-
ety of Friends of the Poster in Charlottenburg (for a sum of 
9,000 marks). 9 In addition, there is an invoice addressed in 

Ilya Ionovich Ionov (1887–1942) 
was a professional revolutionary and poet1, and a new 
soviet bureaucrat. forgotten today, ionov was the founder 
of the first state Publishing house, and was a very powerful 
figure for almost 10 years after the revolution. the Petrograd 
printing industry kept working and retained its qualified staff 
during the russian Civil war years, being almost the only 
industry to do so. a system of specialized editorial offices was 
created in the state Publishing house. these editorial offices 
went on to become independent publishing houses with time. 

1. see russian writers. 1800–1917: Biographic dictionary. G–k /  
head editor P. a. nikolaev. v. 2. Moscow, 1992. 
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commentary on these pieces. the book could 
also include the portraits of party leaders, 
sportspeople, and pictures of technologi-
cal inventions. Brass recommends himself 
as a person who is interested in questions 
of the artistic development of the daily life 
of the working public, in which he sees 
a medium that can be leveraged for spiritual 
self-affirmation of the proletariat. nothing 
came of Brass’ effort in the letter. that said, 
the letter provides a detailed description 
of Brass’ action plan, which Brass would 
continue to adhere to in a varying degree 
for the rest of his life: he strives to create 
and head an organization devoted to the 
spiritual development of the working class. 
some other details can be gleaned from the 
krefeld address books of the beginning of the 
20th century. friedrich wilhelm Brass is first 
mentioned in the address book of 1901–1902 
as a travelling salesman. he is then listed in 
1905–1906 as the owner of an art gallery, 
but the 1907–1908 address book gives his 
gallery a different address: rheinstrasse 
99, with a branch at westphal 73, which 
is also given as Brass’ home address. that 
said, this same address book doesn’t list 
friedrich Brass’ company in its list of busi-
nesses, and gives rheinstrasse 99 as the 
address of the typographic and lithographic 
firm of M. Bucher. the westphal 73 address 
is given for the bookstore belonging to Brass. 
Brass’ business ventures failed completely in 
1908, and Brass moved to switzerland. from 
there he returned to Germany shortly before 
the start of world war i, getting a job in the 
furniture factory of karl schmidt in hellerau, 
a suburb of dresden. schmidt was the first 
to start producing standardized ready-to-as-
semble furniture as per designs of the leading 
architects and designers. these furniture kits 
were meant to target low-income consum-
ers. the first “city-garden” was also built in 
hellerau for blue-collar workers, implementing 
the most advanced social ideas of the time.
Brass was mobilized at the start of world 
war i, and was taken prisoner on the eastern 
front in 1915. the russian revolution 
of 1917 found Brass being held prisoner 
in saratov. Brass returned to Germany at the 
beginning of 1919. several of Brass’ post-
cards from russia to his wife have been saved 
to this day. apparently, the russian revolu-
tion, being an event that Brass witnessed 
firsthand, significantly radicalized Brass’ politi-
cal views. Brass thereby became a communist. 

1. stadtarchiv. krefeld. Geburts-urkunde,  
nr. 382 / 20. März 1873.
2. stadtarchiv. krefeld. Personenstandskarte  
fr. wilh. Brass.
3. stadtarchiv. krefeld. Bestand 4. nr. 2172.
4. internationaal instituut voor sociale Geschiedenis 
(amsterdam). Georg von vollmar Papers (1846–)1857–
1922(–1929) C. korrespondenz (no. 84-2891) /  
i. Briefe an Georg von vollmar (no. 84-2363) / 306.

19 |   Ludwig Meidner 
(1884–1966) 
Brass Kommunist, 1920
Drypoint, etching print on paper 
19.5 × 17 cm; 45 × 31.2 cm 
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. oG-353065

FRIeDRICH WILHeLM BRAss 
was born on february 20, 1873 in krefeld 
to a weaver’s family. 1 the krefeld city archive 
holds Brass’ personal registration card 2 
and entries on Brass in the city registration 
book. 3 Brass described himself as a Prus-
sian, an atheist and an artisan or dealer 
in works of art. he lived in nuremberg in 1896, 
and in dresden in 1899. apparently these 
were his student years. Brass’ addresses 
in krefeld are recorded starting from 1893. 
the form contains a note: Brass was expelled 
from Bavaria by the police on august 7, 1899. 
Brass’ grandson told the author that his 
grandfather was an educated furniture maker 
and created furniture of his own design.
an important letter 4 written on november 5 
1903 by Brass to Georg von vollmar, a reich-
stag member and leader of the German social 
democrats, helps one to get to know Brass’ 
personality. in the letter Brass introduces 
himself as an art dealer. he offers his services 
to publish a literary and artistic collection 
of works for members of the social democratic 
Party. such a publication, according to Brass, 
will be in high demand and can be distrib-
uted through the party’s organizations. the 
collection of works will include masterpieces 
of classic and modern fine arts, and contain 
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Ionov’s name for sending cargo on November 9, 1920 from 
Stettin to Petrograd on the Princess Sophia Charlotte steam-
ship. The invoice document lists printing paper, products for 
lithography and cinematography, zinc boards, typewriters, 
books, “industrial films”, and pharmaceutical goods, as well 
as “a package from Brass in 4 crates, a roll, and wrapped 
books”. Thus did the works of the Cooperative for Proletarian 
Art of Friedrich Brass make their way to Soviet Russia. 

The Cooperative collection that arrived from Germany 
ended up in the Leningrad State Publishing House in No-
vember 1920, and remained there until the summer of 1926. 
No inventory of the artworks was made. We can judge the 
works contained in the original collection only by what was 
later purchased by the Hermitage (from 1927 to 1980), and 
by the artworks that were transferred in 1926 from the State 
Publishing House to the Museum of the Academy of Fine Arts. 
Altogether there were 260 works. 

Of course, this was far from all of the works sent to 
Petrograd in the “four crates, a roll, and wrapped books”. 
Ionov managed the collection in an entirely businesslike 
fashion. The fact that the Hermitage later bought works from 
the Cooperative collection from such famous Leningrad art 
connoisseurs and collectors as Y.M. Kaplan, I.I. Rybakov, 
V.V. Voinov, and even from Yu. E. Kustodieva, the widow of 
the famous artist, testifies to the free movement of art pieces 
from the State Publishing House.

A few facts must be taken into account when trying to 
reconstruct the collection’s contents. In 1931, a folder of prints 
by Grosz entitled “God With Us” was transferred to the Her-
mitage’s Graphic Arts Department from the museum’s West 
European Art sector, as well as a notebook with photo-me-
chanical reproductions of M. Beckmann’s lithographs “Hell”. 
Both of the publications have the stamp of the Cooperative: 
on the folder and on the notebook cover, respectively. There 
are no stamps on the actual prints themselves. 

Together with these works, the Hermitage also received 
the full set of issues of Der Bildermann periodical for 1916, 
including 48 prints, and eight issues of the engraved edition 
Die Schaffenden from 1919 and 1920. Later, on May 23 1936, 
the Hermitage’s Graphic Arts Department received the full 
set of issues of Kriegszeit periodicals for 1914–1916 from the 
Hermitage’s Publications Department. This Kriegszeit collec-
tion contains 267 prints. 

Naturally, there were many personal connections be-
tween the Hermitage and the State Publishing House in the 
1920s. The circle of people of the intelligentsia that could 
take an interest in the works of German expressionists was 
relatively small in Leningrad in the 1920s–1930s. First off, one 
must mention the names of the Hermitage employees G.S. 
Vereysky and M.V. Dobroklonsky, but special attention must 
also be paid to the name of F.F. Notthaft. It was in 1929 that 
G.S. Vereysky, who headed the Hermitage’s Prints Depart-

20 |   Cover of the catalog of the First 
General German Art Exhibition, 1924

21 |   The exhibition of German 
art at the Academy of Fine Arts 
leningrad, 1925

21
 |



ment in 1921–1930, gave the museum the litho-
graph by Kaus entitled “Landscape with Canal 
I” from the Brass collection. There's no doubt 
that if Vereysky's collection had contained other 
works of German expressionists, those pieces 
would also have gone to the Hermitage collec-
tion. Notthaft worked as the assistant curator 
of the Hermitage's Painting Gallery in 1919–1929, 
and he headed the artistic department of the 
State Publishing House starting from 1925. Such 
an expert's attention could not pass over the only 
collection of modern German art in the city.

Most likely it was thanks to Notthaft that part 
of the Brass collection ended up in the Hermit-
age. The editions of Kriegszeit, Der Bildermann 
and Die Schaffenden were all published in 1914–
1920. There were almost no artistic or personal 
contacts between Russia and Germany during 
this period. It's impossible that such rare peri-
odicals could have appeared in Petrograd in any 
other way than together with the Brass collection. 
Overall, the collection sent by Brass to Petrograd 
contained at least 621 works. Of that amount, the 
Hermitage currently owns 516 works (11 drawings 
and 505 prints).

In the summer of 1926 the print works from 
the Cooperative collection were transferred 
from  the State Publishing House to the recon-
structed Academy of Arts Museum. The exhibi-
tion of  the Print Department of the Academy 
Museum, which was opened to commemorate 
the 10-year anniversary of the Revolution, was 
located in the former spaces of the Kushelev Gal-
lery. There Dobroklonsky, the curator of the Her-
mitage's Western European drawings, displayed 
1,237 European and Russian etchings and litho-
graphs from the 15th to the 20th centuries. Mod-
ern  European art was presented at the exhibition 
using works from the Cooperative’s collection. 
The exhibition of German expressionism could 
not have come at a better time, since it came as 
an example of the most modern art in Europe. 
By the end of  1929, the board of Narkompros 
(People's Commissariat for Education) deemed 

the Academy of Arts Museum to be a “dead storage place for 
miscellaneous things”. The museum was soon closed. 

More than 7,000 artworks were transferred from the 
Academy of Arts Museum to the Hermitage. Among them were 
the works from the Cooperative for Proletarian Art’s collec-
tion. In 1931, Soviet critics declared expressionism “the style 
of decaying capitalism”. 10 Exhibiting such artworks during 
the Stalin years was entirely out of the question. However, in 
1936, half of all the Cooperative works currently held in the 
Hermitage collection were purchased from V.N. Nikiforov, edi-
tor of the “Smena” (“Change”) newspaper. 

It wasn’t until 1956 that the Hermitage started exhibit-
ing modern European art again. Expressionist works were 
displayed in 1958 at an exhibition of trophy art transmitted 
through the GDR. At the same time, there were no expression-

Kriegszeit. Kunstlerflugblätter were artistic 
leaflets published by Paul Cassirer  
in Berlin from august 1914 through March 1916. 

Der Bildermann: steinzeichnungen  
für deutsche Volk was an artistic leaflet which 
replaced the kriegszeit publication. the leaflet 
was published by Paul Cassirer in Berlin 
from april to december, 1916. 

Die schaffenden: eine Zeitschrift in Mappenformen 
was an engraved publication issued by Paul westheim  
in Berlin in 1919–1923. the publication included 
the engravings of the leading masters of modern art.

22 |  R. Heinisch
‘1918 and I. 6 Graphic 
Works. R. Heinisch.’ 
Cover. Circa 1918–1919
etching, 43.5 × 32 cm; 50.5 × 78 cm 
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. oG-353046
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1  See: Kutschera J. Aufbruch und Engagement. Aspekte 
deutscher Kunst nach dem Ersten Weltkrieg 1918–1920. 
Frankfurt am Main, 1994.  

2  Stiftung Archiv der Akademie der Künste (Berlin). 
Grosz-Archiv. Nr. 183.

3  Erste Ausstellung zeitgenössischer deutscher Kunst: 
Veranstaltet vom Crefelder Museumverein. Mitte 
Mai bis Mitte Juni 1920. Krefeld, 1920.

4  See Dube A., Dube W.-D. Erich Heckel: Das graphische 
Werk. Bd. 2. Berlin, 1974.

5  See Flammann W. Ludwig Meidner. 1884–1966. 
Das druckgraphische Werk. Ein Überblick. Hofheim 
am Taunus, 1991.

6  See Vatsella K. Arnold Schmidt-Niechiol. 1893–1960 / 
Monographie und Katalog der heute bekannten Werke. 
Bremen, 1990.

7 Op. cit.: Ibid.  
8 See Ionov I. Spike. Poems. Petrograd, 1921..
9  See Central State Archive of Literature and Art. F. 35. Оp. 1. 

Ed. ch. 642.
10  Zivelchinskaya L. Ya. Expressionism. Moscow; 

Leningrad, 1931.
11  See Reports of the State Hermitage. [Issue.] XIX. 

Leningrad, 1960.
12 Ibid.

ist works displayed at the exhibition “German Graphic Art 
1880–1957”, prepared by the efforts of the German Acad-
emy of Arts, and shown in the same year of 1958 in the 
Hermitage. 11 This became one of the reasons that impelled 
B.A. Zernov, the young curator of the Hermitage’s Graphic 
Arts Department, to show an exhibition of German graphic 
art ranging from Mentsel to Grundig. The exhibition opened 
on October 10, 1959, and was held under the pretext of the 
tenth anniversary of the GDR. A total of 100 artworks from 
the Graphic Arts Department were chosen for this exhibition. 
“The most complete impression at the exhibition was pro-
duced by the section devoted to expressionist graphic arts... 
The greatest artists of the 20th century, such as G. Grosz 
in his lithograph series “God with us” and M. Beckmann 
in his lithographic series “Hell”... reveal the plagues of the 
surrounding capitalist world. As is known, the exhibition 
“German Graphic Art 1880–1957” was shown in the summer 
of 1958 in Leningrad, featuring artworks brought from the 
GDR. But, first of all, that exhibition didn’t match the current 
one chronologically, and secondly, such absolute masters 
as Liebermann, Slevogt, Heckel and Schmidt-Rottluff were 
completely missing from that exhibition. The Hermitage exhi-
bition gave a more or less complete picture of the develop-
ment of German graphic art over a certain period.” 12 Thus 
German masters who were part of Brass’ Cooperative for 
Proletarian Art were shown for the first time in Russia.

Graphic arts are commonly treated as a rather mar-
ginal art form in the museum world. Graphic arts exhibitions 
are easy to compile, are very mobile, and don’t take up large 
amounts of exhibition space. They appear for a short time on 
exhibition hall walls, and then the drawings and prints are 
hidden away for long periods in storage. In this specific field 
of graphic art, even in the face of fierce ideological control, 
there are more opportunities to present “alternative” art. 

Existing works from the Brass collection were shown 
completely in the Hermitage for the first time in March-June 
2009 at the exhibition "'The Cooperative for Proletarian Art" 
of Friedrich Brass: a collection of German Avant-garde Art 
in Soviet Russia". The history of the Cooperative and its collec-
tion in Russia was reconstructed in the exhibition catalogue. 

Georg von Vollmar (1850–1922) was one of the leaders 
of the social democrat Party in Germany. he was severely 
wounded during the franco-Prussian war of 1870–1871, 
which led to him being disabled. editor of the newspaper 
dresdner volkszeitung from 1877 (the newspaper was 
renamed dresdner abendzeitung from december, 1878) 
and editor of the Zurich newspaper der sozialdemokrat 
in 1879–1880. Member of the reichstag in 1881–1887 
and 1890–1918, respectively. leader of the Bavarian 
social democrats starting from the 1880s. 

nikolai shablin (Ivan nedelkov; 1881–1925) was a leader 
of the Bulgarian Communist movement, a participant 
of the 1st and 2nd Congresses of the Comintern, 
and a member of the southern Bureau of the Comintern. 
he was captured and burned alive during the time  
of repressions against Communists after an explosion 
in the st. alexander nevsky Cathedral in sofia.

Fyodor Fyorovich notthaft (Ger. Friedrich notthaft) 
(1886–1942) was an art historian, modern art col-
lector, and bibliophile. secretary of the “world of art” 
in 1919–1923. led the artistic direction of the state  
Publishing house starting from 1925, and later worked 
in the isskustvo (art) Publishing house. director 
of the hermitage Publishing house from 1938. 

Mikhail Vasilyevich Dobroklonsky (1886–1964) was 
a historian of art and one of the world’s foremost experts 
on european drawing. worked as an employee of the her-
mitage’s drawings department from 1919–1930, and was 
head of the Graphic arts department in 1930–1948. Chief 
Curator and acting director of the hermitage during the 
siege of leningrad. lecturer and professor at the acad-
emy of arts and leningrad state university. 

23 |   G. Gross and B. Herzfeld 
at the first Dada Fair. Berlin, 1920



  28 june 1914 archduke franz ferdinand and his wife, 
sophie, were assassinated in sarajevo. 2 on 1 august, thirty-four days later, 
Germany declared war on russia, and on 3 august, on france. the war, 
started with such apparent insouciance, later spread throughout europe 
and indeed further afield. 

 why this war became the most important historic event of the last 
100 years has been the subject of thousands of books, each attempting 
to identify the reasons why war occurred on this occasion with the death 
of the archduke, when it hadn’t done so during earlier, and arguably more 
sensitive crises, for instance, over Morocco in 1905 and 1911, 3 and during 
the Balkan crises of 1908 and 1912/13. 4 

indeed, so unanticipated was the progression towards war that 
sazonov, 5 the russian foreign Minister, together with General danilov, 6 
the quartermaster General, spent a week away from their desks in the mid-
dle of july, and the russian ambassadors to Paris, vienna, and Berlin were 
similarly absent from their posts until the delivery of the austrian ultimatum 
to serbia on 23 july. 7 furthermore, the kaiser 8 spent a large part of the 
month on his yacht in the Baltic, while the french President, Poincaré 9 
and his Prime Minister viviani, 10 spent over a week, virtually incommuni-
cado, between 16 and 29 july travelling to st. Petersburg on a warship 11 
for an official visit to the tsar. 

reality, like truth, doesn’t travel too well, even at that time each 
country had constructed a reality based on its own interpretation of events. 
and now, a hundred years later, it is still impossible to establish the truth 
based on documentation or ascertain the intentions of those involved — 
largely because of the paucity of relevant papers. there are, for instance, 
no state papers covering the french President’s visit to st. Petersburg and 
much fewer minutes, diaries, and telegrams than one might have expected. 
so the national narratives, the ‘realities’ get subjected to further scrutiny 
with new insights, but with no substantive modification. so what was the 
russian narrative? what was happening in st. Petersburg during the last 
days of july 1914?

 on 20 july, to celebrate his arrival, the tsar gave a state din-
ner for the french President in the empress elizabeth room at Peterhof. 
Maurice Paléologue, the french ambassador, 12 recorded in his diaries the 
‘brilliance of the uniforms…..the dazzling display of jewels…..a fantastic 
shower of diamonds…..the whole panoply of pomp and power, the specta-
cle was such that no court in the world could rival’. early the next morning, 
as he arrived back in st. Petersburg from the dinner, he heard that ‘this 
afternoon the principal factories went on strike’ and that there had been 
‘collisions with the police at several points’, notably in the vyborg district. 

the tsar and Poincaré later ‘discussed point by point all the diplomatic 
questions of the moment: the strained relations between Greece and tur-
key; the intrigues of the Bulgarian Government in the Balkans; the Prince 
of wied’s arrival in albania; 13 the application of the anglo-russian agree-
ments in Persia; the political orientation of the scandinavian states etc’, 
however it was only towards the end of their review that they addressed 
‘the problem of the austro-serbian dispute’ which they agreed was becom-
ing ‘more worrying every day owing to the arrogant and mysterious attitude 
of austria’. there was no mention of the internal situation in the country, 
notably the risk of the soviet of soldiers’ and workers’ deputies, last seen 
in 1905, being reconvened.

austria had presented an ultimatum to serbia the previous 
evening  — this changed everything. sazonov, the russian foreign 
Minister, called a meeting with Paléologue and sir George Buchanan, 
the British ambassador, 14 at which they agreed, reflecting the conclu-
sions reached earlier by the tsar and Poincaré, that they must confront 
austro-hungary with ‘firmness’. for sazonov was in no doubt that the 
terms of the ultimatum had been constructed so as to ensure its dis-
missal; indeed when Count szapáry, the austro-hungarian ambassador, 15 
had, following the customary practice in such cases, read aloud to him 
the text of the austrian note, sazonov had exclaimed: ‘you want war and 
you’ve burned your bridges.’

that afternoon there was a meeting of the Council of Ministers. after 
two hours of deliberation, during which both sukhomlinov, the war Minister, 16 
and Grigorovich, the naval Minister, 17 agreed that despite the moderniza-
tion of neither service being complete, they saw ‘no objection to a display 
of greater firmness’, Goremykin, the Chairman, 18 concluded that it was the 
‘imperial Government’s duty to decide immediately in favour of serbia’; and 
that among a list of other measures, the tsar should be requested to approve 
‘in principle’ the mobilization of certain military districts. 

the following day, 25 july, there was a further meeting of the 
Council of Ministers at which it was decided to authorize a complex set 
of regulations known as the ‘Period Preparatory to war’ — and it is 
this matter of mobilization which is the fundamental issue affecting the 
descent into war. Germany required thirteen days to mobilize its forces, 
austria-hungary sixteen days — but russia twenty-six days. so to have 
any chance of an effective military capability in the event of a war, russia 
had to start implementing its mobilization plans well before its enemies — 
indeed it had to do so in advance of their intentions being apparent; and 
of course such actions were not neutral — they did themselves suggest 
a declaration of war. however it is by no means certain that sazonov, 
yanushkevich, 19 the Chief of staff, or anybody else around the table that 
day quite understood the wider implications of their actions — or that 
they were irreversible. they were in fact correct in their assumptions that 
Germany and austria-hungary had determined on an invasion of serbia 
as long ago as 18 july — in full knowledge of the likely russian reaction. 
thus it was that the country embarked on the road which led to tannen-
berg, 20 the Masurian lakes, 21 Brest-litovsk 22 — and beyond.

ST. PETERSBURG 
IN 1914 

on
ChaRles vyvyan 1
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1  Major General Charles Vyvyan became a soldier in the British armed forces after studying modern history at Oxford. He served 
in Germany, Cyprus, Northern Ireland, Kenya and spent two years in Oman. Before his retirement in 2000 he served as Defence  
Attaché of the British Embassy in Washington.

2  In June 28, 1914 the heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne, Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife Duchess Sofia House of Hohenberg 
were killed in Sarajevo by the Serbian grammar school pupil, Gavrilo Princip. The political motivation behind the killing was  
the separation of the South Slavic territories from Austria-Hungary and their subsequent accession to Greater Serbia or Yugoslavia.

3  The Morocco (Tangier) crisis of 1905–1906 was an acute international conflict which arose on the basis of the dispute between France 
and Germany over control of the Sultanate of Morocco. The Morocco (Agadir) crisis was the aggravation of international relations  
caused by the French occupation of the Moroccan city of Fez in April 1911.

4  The Bosnian crisis of 1908–1909 was an international conflict caused by the fact that Austria-Hungary annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina 
in October 1908. As a result of the Balkan Wars of 1912–1913 and 1913 the Balkan countries forced the Turks out of European territory.

5 Sergey Dmitrievich Sazonov (1860–1927), Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Empire from 1910–1916.
6 Yuri Nikiforovich Danilov (Danilov-Cherny) (1866–1937), Russian military leader, General of Infantry (1914).
7 Austria-Hungary issued an ultimatum to Serbia, which was partially rejected; Austria-Hungary consequently declared war on Serbia.
8 Wilhelm II (1859–1941), German Emperor and King of Prussia from 15 June 1888 to 9 November 1918.
9 Raymond Poincaré (1860–1934), President of France (Third Republic) from 1913–1920.
10 Jean Rafael Adrien René Viviani (1863–1925), Prime Minister of the Third Republic from 1914–1915.
11 The Admiral Battleship "France".
12 George Maurice Paléologue (1859–1944), a French diplomat; from January 1914 served as ambassador of France in Russia.
13  Prince Wilhelm Friedrich Heinz Wied (1876–1945), the first internationally recognized sovereign of Albania,who ruled the country 

in the first half of 1914.
14 Sir George William Buchanan (1854–1924), a British diplomat, British Ambassador to Russia from 1910–1918.
15 Frigyes Szapáry (1869–1935), the last Austro-Hungarian Ambassador to Russia (1913–1914).
16 Vladimir Aleksandrovich Sukhomlinov (1848–1926), Adjutant General, the Minister of War of the Russian Empire from 1909–1915.
17  Ivan Konstantinovich Grigorovich (1853–1930), Adjutant General, Admiral, the last Minister of the Navy of the Russian Empire (1911–1917).
18 Ivan Logginovich Goremykin (1839–1917), Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Russian Empire in 1906 and 1914–1916.
19 Nikolai Nikolaevich Yanushkevich (1868–1918), General of Infantry, Chief of the Russian General Staff in 1914.
20  Battle of Tannenberg (17 August — 2 September 1914) — a great battle between the Russian and German troops in the East 

Prussian operation.
21  Territory in East Prussia, where Russian troops suffered heavy losses (1st Army — in September 1914, the 10th Army — in February 1915) 

as a result of the offensive of German units.
22  The Brest-Litovsk peace treaty of 1918, signed at Brest-Litovsk (Poland), was signed between Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey. 

The purpose of the talks that began in December 1917, was to end Russia's involvement in the First World War.
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24 |   Emperor Nicholas II reads the declaration 
of war from the balcony  
of the Winter Palace, 2 august 1914



25 |    The Great War 
Ruins of a Church  
Berry-au-Bac, Picardy, april 1917
Postcard





‘THE FIRST WORLD WAR STARTED IN RUSSIA 
WHEN NICHOLAS II PROCLAIMED FROM 
THE BALCONY OF THE WINTER PALACE 
THAT RUSSIA HAD ENTERED THE WAR.  
I DON’T ALLOW ANYONE THERE AND 
WE DON’T GO THERE OURSELVES, THAT 
BALCONY IS OUT OF BOUNDS. THE WAR 
ALSO ENDED HERE, THE EMPEROR HAS LONG 
SINCE GONE AND THE FIELD MARSHAL’S 
HALL WAS PART OF A MILITARY HOSPITAL.* 
THE STORMING OF THE WINTER PALACE  
WAS IN FACT THE STORMING OF A HOSPITAL.’

* FROM 1915 ALL THE MAIN HALLS OF THE WINTER PALACE WERE  
USED AS A MILITARY HOSPITAL. 

Mikhail Piotrovsky. ‘My Hermitage’
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THe aRCHiTeCTURal liBRaRy 
oF CaTHeRiNe ii *

dimitRi oZeRkov

the Creation of the summer Pavilions At tsarskoe selo Was Preceded 
By Long Hours At the Winter Palace Leafing through Illustrated Volumes 

on Architecture And emblems, As Well As ornamental Books, And A thorough 
study of Architectural Plans. It Was Here, through Discussion And 
Argument, that Future Projects Were Born, Analysed And Approved. 

the elaborate Ceremonial Pleasure Gardens Were only the Beginning, 
And their Basis Was A Complex of Ideas Born In the empress’s Architectural 

Library, Diligently Assembled And Constantly enriched. Moreover, 
the Hermitage Itself Was seen By Its Creator, Catherine, As A Developing 

universal Collection, A Complete Library of the Arts. 

* The article was originally published in French: Ozerkov D. 
La bibliothèque d’architecture de Catherine II. Premières 
observations // Bibliothèques d’architecture / Architectural 
libraries / Sous la direction de O. Medvedkova. Paris, 2009. It was 
translated into Russian and updated by its author for the “Hermitage 
magazine”, taking into account the most recent research.

BOOKS

 Photo: Rustam Zagidullin 

1 |  J acobus Bos
View of Rome, 1561. Fragment
Print from “Roma antiqua” of former 
Heinrich von Brühl collection 
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. oG-70787



What is usually meant by “architectural collec-
tion” is first of all the set of buildings surround-
ing the owner, usually a monarch, during his 
life and reign. In the case of Catherine II it is a 
collection of architectural genres and styles in 
the  ensemble of Tsarskoye Selo: the view from 
the Cameron Gallery opening onto the Mount 
Parnassus, the  Chinese village, the Palladian 
bridge, the  Egyptian pyramid, the Tower Ruin, 
the Roman triumphal columns, the Dutch Gothic 
Admiralty and the French Grotto. Playing with her 
collection, Catherine brought geographical and 
political allusions into its scope. The small lake 
became the Black sea, with Turkey to be found on 

its far shore, a real war against whom was being 
waged at the time in the South of Russia. Newly 
erected landmarks — marble columns dedicated 
to the glory of Russian weapons — would mark the 
victories on this imaginary map. Going beyond 
political intentions, travelling ‘north’ of “Turkey” 
Catherine founded a new city, Sophia — a sym-
bol of  the future unification of Christians in the 
Balkans. The street axes of the town planned by 
Cameron were also oriented towards the Gallery. 
The cathedral in the city’s centre according to the 
first draft of the plans really was reminiscent of the 
Hagia Sophia of Constantinople. “Architectural li-
brary” is a wider notion including both real and 

2 |  Nicolaus van Aelst
Column of Marcus Aurelius, 1589
Print from “Roma antiqua” album 
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. № oG-70811

3 |    Doric Frieze from Diocletian’s Baths
Print from “The Baths of the Romans”  
by Charles Cameron. london, 1772
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. oG-U-317/24
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Russian Empress wanted to see the Raphael Log-
gias in their full size, and ordered them to be con-
structed at the Hermitage. Upon receiving this or-
der Reiffenstein set to work and decided to develop 
Catherine’s idea, rightfully highlighting the place 
that the Vatican Raphael Loggias have in the Euro-
pean system of values. He spoke about her idea to 
his friend, the artist Anton Raphael Mengs. Mengs 
was already very sick at the time; he had only sev-
eral months to live. In support of Catherine’s desire 
to acquire the Loggias, the two friends proposed 
a much more ambitious project: “[Mengs] perfectly 
understood your idea, sir [Reiffenstein addresses 
his letter to Grimm, although he knows it will be 
forwarded to Catherine], that this wonderful gallery 
or portico [Raphael Loggias] should only be a pas-
sage to halls even more beautiful, and contain-
ing the most precious artworks. Developing your 
idea, sir, this portico could not be used in a better 
way than as a passage from the library to a gallery 
of paintings or other precious works of fine art. 
Since it would be difficult to add such a portico 
to the already existing palace, its proportions not 
being suitable for the great Raphael Loggias, your 
idea, sir, could be for the Empress to have a palace 
where this portico would be appropriate <…>. This 
idea of building a new palace made us consider 
other relevant works by Raphael which could be 
taken into consideration by Her Imperial Majesty. 
The Raphael Loggias here [in the Vatican] lead, 
mainly, to the halls where these great works are 
kept. It may please Her Imperial Majesty to pass 
through this gallery into a hall where exact copies 
of these great originals would be presented. Most 
probably there is no necessity in keeping the layout 
and shape of the Vatican halls <…>. We think it 
would be sufficient to have one or two halls where 
these paintings could be comfortably presented, 
according to their size and symmetry. What hall 
could be more suitable for these paintings than 
the library? The most suitable for it, I think, would 
be the paintings from the hall where the “School 
of Athens” was painted. This painting depicts phi-
losophy, mathematics and some of the fine arts; 
each of the other paintings in this hall relates to 
Theology, Civil and Ecclesiastic Law, Morality and 
Poetry, and so corresponds exactly to the subjects 
of most books in any library. Copies of other Rap-
hael paintings could be presented in other halls 
at the palace <…>. The Cupid and Psyche story 
painted on the plafond and the vaults of the small 
Farnese palace with the Galatea painting, which is 
also kept there, could be suitable for the plafond of 
the library or some other adjacent hall. I think that 
the depth of the aforementioned Raphael works 
makes them so close to the sciences presented in 
books that these works could not be in a better 
place, as they constitute a sort of a library of the 
arts in themselves”. 1

theoretical buildings, the images of which origi-
nate from the idea of perfection in the unity of 
form and meaning. The origins of this ensemble’s 
ideology should be looked for in the royal library. 

The idea of the library 
On October 27, 1778 the Roman councillor of the 
Russian court Johann Friedrich Reiffenstein wrote 
a reply to the letter from Baron Friedrich Melchior 
von Grimm, in which Grimm spoke about the de-
sire of the Russian Empress to order a copy of the 
Raphael Loggias. “Upon admiring the beautiful 
coloured reproductions of the Raphael Loggias [by 
Volpato and Ottaviani] on a cold autumn day”, the 
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So Reiffenstein proposes to Catherine that 
a new palace be built next to the Winter Palace 
and copies of Raphael’s works placed there, 
which would not only decorate its central halls, 
but also the gallery leading from the library to the 
pinakotheca. The whole ensemble would consti-
tute a “complete library of the arts” inspired by 
Raphael. According to Reiffenstein and Mengs, 
the Empress’ vast collections should be organised 
and classified in accordance with the principles 
of a universal library that includes complete diver-
sity of motives, forms, subjects and situations. The 
reference to the Vatican should be seen here not 
only as a link to the place where Raphael’s origi-
nals are kept, but also as a reference to the idea 
of a palace library, which dates back to the Bib-
lioteca Apostolica Vaticana, and in a broader 
sense — to the humanistic concept of a library as 
a centre of intellectual life: a place where people 
exchange books, read aloud, discuss and, under 
the symbol of Christian piety, study the Jewish Old 
Testament, as well as Hermes Trismegistus and 
Greek and Latin authors. It was the concept of a 
universal library that allowed High Renaissance 
art to combine Greek and Roman antiquity with 
biblical history. The subject of the frescos Stanza 
della Segnatura — the hall destined for the library 
of Pope Julius II — corresponded to four main 
sections of the ideal library: theology, philosophy, 
poetry and law. 2 Reiffenstein’s project refers to 
this prototype. It is important to note that Mengs 
himself artistically re-imagined this prototype in 
the Vatican museum library in the 1770s by paint-
ing the museum’s allegory on the vaults of the 
Stanza dei Papiri. 3

In order to realise their project, the two 
friends recommended to Catherine, via Grimm, 
an architect whose work was also closely related 
to the idea of the library: “Neither Mengs nor I can 
think of another architect who could meet your 
wishes and carry out any subsequent orders of 
Her Imperial Majesty than your good acquaint-
ance and Parisian neighbour Charles Clérisseau 
<…>. His style does not correspond to the one 
prevailing in Paris <…>. And for the last twenty 
years he has been solely studying and contemplat-
ing the beautiful ruins of the past and the most 
famous works by contemporary masters, which 
is reflected in his numerous folders [of drawings], 
making for a genuine architectural library, akin 
to  the library of Italian perspectives and situa-
tions compiled by Hackert <…>. He is a philoso-
pher artist”. 4 

It is remarkable that during the initial dis-
cussion about the new building the main ques-
tion was not the architectural style to be used for 
Catherine’s new palace library, but the intellec-
tual manifesto to be realised in the new northern 
Rome by this architect, philosopher and connois-
seur of  the complete diversity of architectural 
forms. The basis of the palace is not a formative 
style, but the quintessence of knowledge — phi-
losophy, which unifies all the sciences that are 
symbolically represented in the various sections 
of the library. 

As we know, this architectural fantasy was 
only partly realised. Only the Raphael Loggias 
were built. 5 “It looks like they think I am going 
to live for a hundred years, as after copying the 
Loggias, which alone will take many years, they 
plan on copying the other halls of the Vatican, 
the Farnese Gallery and God knows what else,” 
Catherine wrote to baron Grimm. 6 But the idea 
of a palace library somehow influenced the con-
cept behind all the collections of the Hermitage, 
this encyclopaedic museum, a genuine universal 
library of the arts. It is significant that for Cather-
ine herself the Hermitage books collection was 
always an integral part of “her Hermitage” In 
a letter to Grimm from September 18, 1790, she 
describes her collections as follows: “My [mu-
seum] in the Hermitage, besides paintings and 
the Raphael Loggias, consists of 38 000 books: 
four rooms filled with books and reproductions, 
10,000 gems, about 10,000 drawings and a suite 
of natural history in two large halls; all of this is 
completed by a nice theatre, where you can view 
and listen to wondrous spectacles, and where you 
can sit with no fear of draughts. My small prom-
enade measures three thousand steps, through 
a great many things I like and which give me joy. 
These winter promenades keep me on my feet and 
in good health”. 7

Architects and painters of the court were 
among the most passionate visitors of the Hermit-
age library. They only had the right to read books 
and look at the reproductions by royal decree. 
In his description of the Hermitage collection Flo-
rian Gille (1801–1864), who was later in charge of 
the library for a long period, wrote: “Before [until 
1805] the collection of prints was nothing more 
than a rich depository for imperial use, and the 
artists working at the court, such as Cameron, 
Gonzaga, Quarenghi and Reichel, were the only 
people to have access to it for work on the impe-
rial family’s orders”. 8 

Despite the great importance of the concep-
tion of the library for the history of the Hermit-
age and the city of Saint Petersburg, built by the 
court architects of the second half of the eight-
eenth century, its original location and contents 
remain a mystery. 

4 |  The Raphael Loggias 
in The Hermitage



location of the library and its catalogues 
The Raphael Loggias, which were built next to 
the Winter Palace and preserved, in a certain 
sense, the idea of an ideal “library of arts” at the 
time of Catherine, were located close to the Em-
press’ own library. Together with the paintings 
collection they formed the essence of the Her-
mitage as imagined in its original conception. 
The German traveller Johann Georgi locates the 
library in the rooms of the third floor of the Old 
Hermitage built by Yuri Velten (Georg Veldten): 
“On the upper floor Her Imperial Majesty’s Li-
brary is located, and there is also some accom-
modation for the courtiers”. 9

The Old Hermitage building was finished in 
the early 1780s, about the time when Quarenghi 
started to build another building nearby, which 
was specifically designated to house the Loggias. 
In the 1790s the main library was transferred to 

the first floor of the new building: it was located 
right below the gallery where copies of the Log-
gias were placed. There is very little information 
about this early period of the library’s history. 
Georgi was one of the first to describe it: “The 
Imperial book repository [i.e. library] in the Her-
mitage <…> occupies many of its rooms and con-
sists of different sections. They are kept in ma-
hogany cabinets with glass doors, lying on cases 
with moving drawers, three to four feet high, in 
which manuscripts, catalogues etc. are kept. The 
binding in this library is red morocco with yel-
low edging; the bindings of the books from pur-
chased libraries have not been replaced: thus, 
amongst books in beautiful French and English 
bindings one can often see very old books with 
a leather or parchment covering, and many of 
them are simply bound. The library, gradually 
compiled over time by Her Majesty herself, and 

5 |

6 |
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consisted mostly of books on architecture and 
engravings. The gallery was linked to the rooms 
of the upper floor of the Old Hermitage housing 
the part of the library that was called “Foreign” — 
to differentiate it from the Russian library (con-
sisting of about four thousand volumes in Rus-
sian and located on the lower floor of the same 
building). According to Georgi, the Foreign li-
brary was divided into five parts: Voltaire’s li-
brary (housed in the hall with a statue of Voltaire 
and a model of Ferney Castle); 12 Diderot’s library 
(kept near Voltaire’s); 13 Friedrich Nicolai’s col-
lection (in five rooms); 14 the knight Shcherbatov’s 
library 15 and finally the books transferred from 
Oranienbaum (also occupying several rooms). 16 
Combined with the Empress’ own library and 
Galiani’s library the seven parts of the library 
according to Georgi included almost 40 thou-
sand volumes. 17 The rooms described by Georgi 

enriched with works sent from abroad, is still 
located on the main floor of the Hermitage in the 
Oval Hall gallery in eleven cabinets”. 10 

The Oval Hall in the Old Hermitage was lat-
er replaced by the Soviet Staircase created by 
Stackenschneider. Only the painted plafond by 
Gabriel-François Doyen, allegorically depicting 
Catherine in the image of Minerva surrounded by 
the arts, remains from its original state as seen 
by Georgi. Should it be considered one of the 
main allegories of her collection like the afore-
mentioned work by Mengs, “The Triumph of His-
tory over Time” in the vaults of the Vatican? The 
Empress’ own library was located in the gallery 
of the Oval Hall, and according to Georgi con-
sisted of four thousand volumes. It included the 
collection of Marquis Bernardo Galiani, an anti-
quarian and one of the last great commentators 
and translators of Vitruvius. 11 Galiani’s collection 

5 |    Andrea Palladio
Traité des cinq ordres 
d’architecture. Translated  
by P. Le Muet. Paris, 1645
From former Galiani library 
ink number of Galiani library 
catalogue, sanguine number 
of luzhkov’s catalogue, and19th 
century ex-librises of imperial 
Hermitage inside front cover. 
The State Hermitage Museum  
inv. oG-U-624/1-64

6 |   Diocletian’s Baths
Print from “The Baths  
of the Romans” by Charles  
Cameron. london, 1772
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. oG-U-317/21
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Natural history 
History of Germany 
History of Poland 
General history 
Historia Germaniae [in Latin in original] 
History of England 
History of Italy 
History of Spain and Portugal 
History of the Netherlands and Switzerland 
History of Sweden 
History of Denmark 
History of Turkey 
Languages 
 Antiquities, Mythology, Monuments,  
Architecture etc. 
Belles-lettres, Poetry, Theatre 
Novels 
[Works by] academicians 
 Military science, Tactics, Fortifications,  
Artillery etc. 
Church books 

Within each class books are categorised 
according to their format: in-folio, in-4o, in-8o. 
Each format is subdivided according to subject, 
and within the subjects there is an alphabetical 
list of authors. In each format the numbers start 
from one. Comparing the numbers in the cata-
logue with those in the corresponding books 
from Catherine’s library preserved in the Hermit-
age, we can see that the entries in the catalogue 
correspond to the numbers written in sanguine 
(rarely in pencil) in the upper right corner on the 
inside front cover.

Three conclusions can be drawn from this 
new data. Firstly, we may assume that all the 
books that have a number in sanguine on the 
inside front cover come from the main collection 
of the Hermitage Imperial Foreign Library. To-
day they can be found in various Hermitage book 
collections including the Scientific Library, and 
Print-room, and in the book collections that have 
received books from the Hermitage — primari-
ly the Russian National Library. The discovery 
of the complete catalogue allows us to identify 
these books today. This work is currently being 
carried out. Secondly, the fact that the numbers 
in the catalogue start from one for every format 
explains the repetition of the sanguine numbers 
which had puzzled researchers. This element 
should be taken into account in the reconstruc-
tion of the library’s contents. 

were located on the third floor of the Old Hermit-
age, in the enfilade of rooms looking out onto 
the Neva river, where the Hermitage Print-room 
is now located. 

I was fortunate to discover that the first 
systematic catalogue of this library, which was 
thought to be lost, could be identified with sev-
eral bundles of papers without a title page, with 
a note on one of them in Russian and German: 
“Каталог книгам Императорской Эрмитажной 
Иностранной Библиотеки, замененный другим 
до 1804 года / Verzeichniße von alten Cata-
loguen der Bibliotheke der Kaiserin Catharina 
die sich im Jahre 1804 vorgefunden haben” (“A 
catalogue of the books of the Imperial Hermitage 
Foreign Library, replaced with another before 
1804”). This priceless document is preserved in 
the Hermitage Archive and consists of five large 
volumes of manuscript in-folio. Most of the cata-
logue is written in ink on white and blue paper, 
in eighteenth century handwriting. Numerous 
marks and endless corrections on the pages 
testify to many years of work. Some of the pages 
have fragments from other documents glued 
onto them. In 2012 the catalogue was shown at 
the exhibition dedicated to the anniversary of the 
Hermitage Library.

The catalogue was compiled by Alexan-
der Luzhkov (1754–1808), who in 1772 was ap-
pointed court librarian. 18 He started working 
on the library catalogues no later than 1775 and 
compiled two versions: an alphabetical and 
a  systematic one. The alphabetical one was 
later transferred to the Russian State Archive 
of Ancient Documents, where, according to the 
internal records, it is thought to be lost. It may 
be assumed that it was confiscated from the ar-
chive during the Bolsheviks’ museum sell-offs. 
The nature of the systematic catalogue was also 
a mystery until this recent discovery. Its struc-
ture is remarkable in its division into classes 
and sub-classes, their names written in French 
in the following order: 

 Mathematics, Astronomy, Chronology,  
Physics, Optics, Mechanics
Hydraulics and Navigation 
Voltaire’s [library] 
Theology 
Chemistry, Mineralogy and Metallurgy 
History of France 
 Philosophy  
Diplomacy (sub-chapters  
include Genealogy, and Heraldry) 
Law (Politics, Statistics, Trade) 
Geography (Atlases and Maps) 
Medicine, Surgery and Pharmaceutics 
Periodic publications 
Travel 

7 |  Capital and Cornice 
from Diocletian’s Baths 
Print from “The Baths of the Romans”  
by Charles Cameron. london, 1772
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. oG-U-317/23
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Thirdly, we have to reject the hypothesis 
by  O.E. Voltsenburg, repeated in a seminal 
work by Zh. Pavlova, according to which all the 
books with sanguine numbers come from Gal-
iani’s  library. 19 To put a book back in its place, 
the  librarian, it  seems, first had to identify the 
thematic section to which it belonged (there was 
often a corresponding note in pencil on the left 
side of the inside front cover), then identify the 
format of the book and look for its place accord-
ing to the sanguine number on the right side 
of its inside front cover.

Where were the books on architecture in 
this system?

The catalogue that I have discovered shows 
that books on architecture in the Hermitage were 
kept on the shelves of the section “Antiquities, My-
thology, Monuments, Architecture”. It consisted 
of three sections according to the format of the 
books, and within each section — of a whole 
range of sub-sections. Books on architecture 
were mixed with books on antiquities in general: 
on ancient sculpture, glyptics and hieroglyphics. 
The entire section consisted of 1361 books in total 
(424 books in-folio, 361 books in-4o and 576 books 
in-8o). It is difficult to isolate books on architecture 
because the subjects discussed in these books 
are indeed closely related to each other. It should 



be noted that it is not a professional library, but 
the book collection of an amateur: a lover of an-
tiquities who tried to create a universal museum 
which would include all the fields of knowledge 
and all the arts and would have a systematically 
organised library as its basis. Architecture in this 
context indeed fell into the category of antiquities, 
as most of the theoretical works were based on 
studies of great examples of architecture of the 
past. The sub-sections “Collections of architec-
tural monuments”, “Theory of architecture” etc. 
were included in the general section “Antiquities”. 
The classification of books by sections could be 
called random or inaccurate today, but it shows 
what the library creator was focused on. Thus, the 
famous edition “De Obelisco Vaticano” (Rome, 
1589) was placed among “Monographies”, while 
“The Antiquities of Aquileia” by Giandomenico 
Bertoli (Venice, 1739) was included in “Antiqui-
ties of different peoples of Italy”. 

Architectural drawings and print editions 
Because of its nature and historical location 
in  the Hermitage the architectural part of the 
library cannot be studied separately from Cath-
erine’s collections of drawings and engravings. 
Together these collections form what could right-
fully be called the Empress’ “architecture col-
lection”. 20 Coming back to this subject and to 
the contents of the collection itself, it should be 
noted that at the time of Catherine there was no 
separate room for the engravings in the Hermit-
age. The collection of prints was located near 
the library, on the third floor of the Old Hermit-
age, in the same rooms where the Print-room 
of the Hermitage Western European Art Depart-
ment is  located nowadays. Georgi writes: “In 
Her Imperial Majesty’s Hermitage there is also 
a collection of engravings which is notable for 
its space, number, historical scope, artists and 
objects, in part most artfully depicted. It is kept in 
the library, in a number of folders [portefeuilles] 
of various sizes and is mostly categorised by the 
subjects which are depicted, for example: por-
traits, landscapes, views, hunting scenes, battles 
on sea and land, antiquities, festivities, architec-
tural and other technical objects etc.”. 21

Florian Gille affirms that the first catalogue 
of the print collection was compiled only in the 
early nineteenth century. This is not quite correct. 

8 |  Israel Sylvestre
View of Rome with St. Peter’s Basilica 
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. oG-70876

9 |  Giovanni Battista Piranesi
Interior view of one of three sepulchral 
halls of the August Family 
Print from “Roman antiquities”. Rome, 1756
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. oG-U-652/87

8 |

9 |
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The first complete list of all prints with the names 
of their authors was indeed compiled from 1805 
onwards by Franz Labensky. But soon after the 
list was completed, an order came from the di-
rector of the Hermitage, count Tolstoy, to reor-
ganise the print collection using the Heinecken 
classification, a new system that was published 
in 1771 and rapidly became popular in Europe. 
Its idea was, firstly, to separate the work of the 
inventor from the work of the engraver, and sec-
ondly, to divide all the engravings into 12 “class-
es”, in which a universal print collection would 
hence be organised. The “classes” were as 
follows: “Galleries, cabinets and collections”, 
“Italian school”, “French school”, “Flemish and 
Dutch schools”, “English engravings”, “German 
school”, “Portraits in separate drawings and in 
books”, “Sculpture and architecture”, “Engrav-
ings and books on antiques”, “Engravings and 
books on ceremonies”, “Fine arts books collec-
tion”, “Drawings”. Heineсken insisted on paying 
attention not to the artists and inventors, the au-
thors of a print composition, but to the particular 
works of the engravers and craftsmen. Such an 
interest led directly to connoisseurship requir-
ing research in different print states. By the early 
nineteenth century a whole range of print collec-
tions in Europe had been reorganised according 
to the Heineсken system. 

The Hermitage collection was to be reor-
ganised too. It took a quarter of a century. New 
albums were made, the engravings were glued 
into them, and a new complete handwritten cata-
logue was compiled. It is traditionally called the 
“Noth Catalogue”, using the name of its creator, 
Antoine Noth, and is considered to be the major 
historical catalogue of the Hermitage print col-
lection. But in order to learn the contents of the 
print collection of Catherine’s time one should 
study the earliest “Inventory of the engravings 
by different authors, kept in the Imperial Her-
mitage”, which was compiled in early 1797 by 
members of the Imperial Academy of Fine Arts 
Vassili Rotchev and Mikhailo Voinov. This hand-
written list of the Hermitage collection includes 
about 700 print albums and 40 books on ar-
chitecture. 22 It is there that we can find views 
of  Rome and numerous volumes by Piranesi. 
At the end of the “Inventory” there is a list of ar-
chitectural drawings made for the most part by 
the court architects: Cameron, Neelov, Quareng-
hi, Rinaldi, Starov etc. Architectural drawings at 
the time of Catherine were thus apparently also 
kept in the library. This collection also included 
Clérisseau’s “architectural library” mentioned 
in Reiffenstein’s letter. After his “antique building 
project” was rejected, Catherine decided to pur-
chase “all of his numerous folders” of drawings 
by Clérisseau which are still preserved in the 



Hermitage and include 1200 wonderful drawings 
of ancient monuments. Together with the archi-
tecture books and illustrated editions as well as 
books on subjects related to architecture such 
as fortifications, hydraulics, and mechanics etc, 
they composed Catherine’s architectural library. 
How was this collection compiled? 

A brief history of the collection 
The aforementioned new archive documents al-
low us to reconstruct the history of Catherine II’s 
“architectural collection” and to identify its four 
main sources.

Firstly, it should be assumed that part 
of  the  books and illustrated editions were 
brought to Russia by Catherine herself in 1744. 
Apparently, the Carlo Fontana’s edition “Tem-
plum Vaticanum et ipsius origo” (Rome, 1694) 
with a dedication from Pope Clement XI to Chris-
tian August, Prince of Anhalt-Zerbst (1690–1747), 
Catherine’s father, belongs to this collection. 23 
As we know, the Pope was desperately trying to 
bring the young knight, who was interested in the 
fine arts, back into the Catholic Church. 

Secondly, some of the books were given 
to the Empress as diplomatic gifts. Thus, on the 
front page of the book “An Ancient Chronicle 
of Herculaneum” (Naples, 1762) there is a note 
in Russian: “Sent to Her Imperial Majesty from 
the King of Naples on 4 August 1763”. 24 As we 
know, this famous edition was only sent out via 
diplomatic channels and could not be found on 
sale openly. 

Thirdly, a whole range of books and prints 
was purchased, on Catherine’s orders, via nego-
tiators who were in touch with Saint Petersburg 
and European booksellers. Thus, in April 1773 
Catherine requested the “architectural books by 
Robert and James Adam”, 25 and one of her hand-
written notes received by the Empress’ cabinet 
read: “Raphael’s a[rabes]ques or Raphael Log-
gias in the Vatican. Rome, 1772, Marco Pagliarini. 
They say there are coloured [prints]. I would like 
to have both coloured and non-coloured ones”. 26 
This is in fact the famous series of engravings by 
Volpato and Ottaviani of the Raphael Loggias; 
numerous copies of them were later purchased 
for Catherine. Whether it was her first order for 
sending engravings or not, it could probably be 
related to one of the deliveries of artworks from 
Rome to Saint Petersburg. Reiffenstein wrote to 
Grimm: “Today, I saw with my own eyes all the 
coloured and non-coloured prints that Her Im-
perial Majesty ordered me to purchase which I 
found and which were ready [to be shipped]. In 
this box, which will be given tomorrow to Mr San-
tini for shipping to Saint Petersburg by land […] 
to the address of Mr General Bezbarodko, are 
the following pieces: […] 6 rolls containing, ac-

cording to the labels, 3 parts with 2 full copies 
of Raphael Loggias…” 27

And finally, the fourth point, just as she pur-
chased entire collections of paintings, Catherine 
gave orders to purchase collections of engrav-
ings and entire libraries. A whole range of ar-
chitectural prints was added to the collection in 
1769 after the purchase of the print collection 
of the Saxon prime minister Heinrich von Brühl 
which included over 30 thousand engravings. 28 
But the most precious purchase is undoubtedly 
the collection of rare books on architecture by 
Berardo Galiani who in 1758 compiled and pub-
lished an annotated edition of “Ten Books on 
Architecture” by Vitruvius, along with its transla-
tion into Italian. The discovery of this collection 
was a real detective story which should be re-
counted separately. I will only mention here that 
after the death of its owner, his brother, Abbot 
Ferdinando Galiani decided to sell the collection 
and published its catalogue in-8o, with prices for 
each volume. This publication is described in de-
tail in the historical and critical study of books 
on architecture by the bibliographer Angelo Co-
molli. 29 For some mysterious reason, however, 
there is not a single copy of this catalogue left, 
despite researchers searching for it in libraries 
all over the world. The search for this publica-
tion in Russian libraries continues, as it is known 
that Catherine received the catalogue and that 
it was after studying it that she decided to pur-
chase the Galiani collection for the Hermitage. 
A conspiratorial study of the ancient notes on 
the books of the Hermitage and Public libraries, 
as well as a lot of archive work was necessary 
to reconstitute the contents of this collection. 30

The study showed that the collection con-
sisted of at least 800 items. It is only natural 
that special attention should be paid to Vitru-
vius: there were various publications of the “Ten 
Books” in the collection, including crucial ones 
from the years 1511, 1521, 1522, 1524, 1536, 1547, 
1552, 1556, 1567, 1568, 1618 and 1629, as well 
as numerous translations and comments. The 
pages of newly rediscovered books are covered 
with notes and marginalia by previous owners. 
Among the important architectural editions there 
are the “Second Book on Architecture” by An-
drouet de Cerceau (1615), books by Sebastiano 
Serlio (1584), Leon Battista Alberti (1565, 1585), 

10 |    B. Pastorini after R. Adam
Design of ceiling in Japanese Hall  
in the King’s Palace, 1762
From “The Works in architecture of Robert  
and james adam”. london, 1778
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. oG-U-366/8
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Andrea Palladio (1616, 1645), Giovanni Battista 
Piranesi (1761), Philibert Delorme (1568) and 
Nicolaus Goldmann (1642). They are accompa-
nied by works on geometry, perspective, hydrau-
lics, fortifications and gardening. 

Catherine was eagerly awaiting the ship-
ping of the purchased library, which is reflected 
in her emotional letters to Grimm. “Abbot Gal-
iani’s letter is nice; receiving his books will be 
a great pleasure for me, as I love books on ar-
chitecture; my entire premises are full of them, 
and I still do not have enough. Piranesi is very 
popular now. It is a shame he only has fifteen 
volumes,” 31 she wrote to Paris. Finally on Octo-
ber 18, 1777 the “Kammer-Furier journal”, which 
is usually quite concise and rarely gives details, 
reads: “On Wednesday, in the early afternoon it 
was Her Imperial Majesty’s pleasure to come out 
from the inner rooms to the cavalry room; at the 
same time Their Imperial Highnesses deigned 
to arrive. Coming into the pavilion, it was Her 

1  Copies of Reifenstein’s letters, 1778–1793: Russian State Archive of Ancient Documents (RGADA), f. 30, op. 1, d. 10, part 3, fol. 56v — 58. 
Original in French. About these letters cf. Frank C. L’arte e l’architettura romane nella corrispondenza di Caterina II di Russia //  
Dal mito al progetto. La cultura architettonica dei maestri italiani e ticinesi nella Russia neoclassica. Mendrisio, 2004, pp. 66–77.

2  Cf. Rowland I. D. The Culture of the High Renaissance: Ancients and Moderns in Sixteenth-Century Rome. Cambridge, 1998, pp. 155–165.
3  Cf. Röttgen S. Das Papyruskabinett von Mengs in der Biblioteca Vaticana. Ein Beitrag zur Idee und Geschichte des Museo 

Pio-Clementino // Münchner Jahrbuch der bildenden Kunst. 1980. Bd. XXXI. S. 189–245.
4  Russian State Archive of Ancient Documents (RGADA), f. 30, op. 1, d. 10, part 3, fol. 58.
5  Cf. Ozerkov D. Catherine II et les Loges de Volpato // Giovanni Volpato: Les Loges de Raphaël et la Galerie du Palais Farnèse. 

Milano, 2007, pp. 75–85.
6 Empress Catherine’s letters to Grimm (1774–1796) // SIRIO. 1878. V. 23, p. 120.
7 Ibid, pp. 499–500.
8 [Gille F.] Musée de l’Ermitage Impérial. Saint-Pétersbourg, 1860, p. 151.
9  Georgi I. Description of Russian Imperial Capital City of Saint Petersburg and the landmarks in its suburbs, with a plan. St Petersburg, 

1996, § 110, p. 89 (in Russian).
10 Ibid. § 700–701, pp. 315–316.
11  Cf.: Villari S. La traduzione di Vitruvio del marchese Berardo Galiani // Vitruvio nella cultura architettonica antica, medievale e moderna. 

Atti del Convegno internazionale di Genova 5–8 novembre 2001. Vol. II. Genova, 2003, pp. 696–705.
12 Cf.: Karp S. Quand Catherine II achetait la bibliothèque de Voltaire. Ferney-Voltaire, 1999. 
13 Cf.: Korolev S.V. La Bibliothèque de Diderot, vers une reconstitution. Ferney-Voltaire, 2014. 
14  Cf.: Knopper F. Les ambitions de l’éditeur berlinois Friedrich Nicolai (1733–1811): entre encyclopédie et patriotisme // Les Voyages, Rêves 

et Réalités: VIIes Entretiens de la Garenne Lemot (19–23 octobre 2000). Rennes, 2008. 
15  Cf.: Berelowitch W. La bibliothèque en langues occidentales de Michaïl Chtcherbatov: premières approches // Le Siècle des Lumières. 

I. Espace culturel de l’Europe à l’époque de Catherine II. Moscou, 2006, pp. 282–293. 
16 Cf.: Druzhinin P. A. On book marks of the palace libraries (Catherine II, Peter III, the Hermitage library). Мoscow, 2014 (in Russian). 
17 Cf.: Georgi I. Description of Russian Imperial Capital City of Saint Petersburg… § 701–710, pp. 316–319. 
18 Cf.: Russian State Archive of Ancient Documents (RGADA), f. 14, op 1, d. 244. 
19  Cf.: Voltsenburg O.E. The Hermitage library. A short historical description. Leningrad, 1940; Pavlova Zh. The Imperial library 

of the Hermitage, 1762–1917. Tenafly, 1987, p. 41 (both in Russian). 
20  Cf.: Medvedkova O. Collezionare l’architettura. Charles Cameron, Caterina II e le terme Romani // La cultura architettonica italiana 

in Russia da Caterina II a Alessandro I. Mendrisio, 2008, pp. 69–84.
21 Georgi I. Description of Russian Imperial Capital City of Saint Petersburg… § 720, p. 323.
22  Cf.: Hermitage Museum Archive (AGE), VI. G. 7. On the history of the “Inventory” cf: Petrov P.N. Source book on the history of the Saint 

Petersburg Imperial Academy of fine Arts during the 100 years of its existence. Vol. I. St Petersburg, 1864. P. 355 (in Russian). At present,  
a complete annotated edition of this document is in preparation. 

23 “Dedit Papa Clemens XI. / Christiano Augusto Pr. Anhaltino / Anno 1712 / die 29 Martzij” (NBGE. № 170158. Brunet II, 1329). 
24 NBGE. № 25873. Brunet I, 314. 
25 Grigory Vassilievich Kozitsky’s notes, 1768-1775: Russian State Archive of Ancient Documents (RGADA), f. 11, op. 1, d. 1039, fol. 267. 
26 Cabinet of Catherine II. Russian State Archive of Ancient Documents (RGADA), f. 10, op. 2, d. 206, fol. 1. Original in French. 
27  Reifenstein’s letters on paintings etc. 1779–1791: Russian State Archive of Ancient Documents (RGADA), f. 17, op. 1, 

ed. d. 281, fol. 28 v — 29. 
28  Cf.: Ozerkov D. Das Grafikkabinett Heinrich von Brühls // Bilder-Wechsel. Sächsisch-russischer Kulturtransfer im Zeitalter der Aufklärung. 

Köln; Weimar; Wien, 2009. S. 151–220. 
29 Cf.: Comolli A. Bibliografia storico-critica dell’architettura civile ed arti subalterne. Vol. I. Roma, 1788, pp. 77–78. 
30  Cf.: Ozerkov D.Y., Korolev S.V. On the contents of the Galiani library: Abstract of the speech delivered March 13, 2013 at the conference 

dedicated to the 250th anniversary of the State Hermitage library “Books have their own destiny”. St Petersburg, 2013 (in Russian).
31 Empress Catherine’s letters to Grimm, p. 53.
32 Kammer-Furier ceremonial journal, 1777. St Petersburg, 1880, p. 852. 
33 Empress Catherine’s letters to Grimm, p. 69.
34 Ibid, p. 70.

Majesty’s pleasure to order different plans to 
be brought from the inner rooms and to study 
them”. 32 On October 29, 1777 Catherine wrote 
to Grimm: “The Galiani library amuses me; you 
know how I love plans”, 33 and in the next letter, 
on November 17, she added: “The Abbot Galiani 
library often amuses me. I visit it an hour before 
dinner, and there, just like a child, I study the 
engraved pages to collect honey for my hive. As 
for the bindings, I never look at them; they do not 
matter to me”. 34

The Hermitage library is a source of infor-
mation and a place where knowledge is pre-
served. Its reconstruction project will allow us 
to analyse the corpus of data that Catherine was 
in possession of, and that was used by her court 
architects. This applies not only to separate ar-
chitectural elements, but also to global planning 
solutions, notions of the city, of the parks, and of 
the architectural philosophy of Saint Petersburg 
and its suburbs. 
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maRia elkina

the Hermitage’s exhibition Centre In Vyborg Has Been open  
since 2010. several times A year It Hosts exhibitions of Works  
From the Collections of the Country’s Main Museum. the Fact  
that Hermitage Vyborg occupies A Building Designed By uno Werner 
ulberg And Built In 1930 As An Arts school Is of symbolic Importance. 
Its Right Wing Housed the Arts school Itself, Whereas the Left  
Wing Was Home to A Museum of Western european And Finnish Art.

The building of the Arts School is traditionally 
considered the second most important monu-
ment to Finnish functionalism in Vyborg after 
the Alvar Aalto Library. This is true if we are re-
ferring to its importance in forming the local ar-
chitectural landscape. As for the terminology, the 
word ‘functionalism’ can even prevent us from 
understanding the work of Uno Ulberg, who was 
more of a poet than a creator of forms. The build-
ing has more individualism than style: it is more 
appropriate for a guide book than for an an-
thology. For a start, the architecture in this case 
is practically entirely determined by the location.

The main architect and the creator of the 
city’s general plan, Otto-Iivari Meurman, decid-
ed to place the school on the raised Pancerlaks 
Bastion. At some point it was a part of a large 
fortress built in the 16th century which served as 
a defence construction up until the end of the 
18th century and was dismantled in the middle 
of the 19th century. “These constructions, owing 
to their <…> height and profile, will soar above 
the city like the Acropolis,” said Meurman.

Uno Ulberg made brilliant use of the ar-
chitectural opportunity he was provided with. 
In the relatively small and restrained Vyborg he 
managed to create what several generations of 
architects had failed to — a marine façade for 
the city. At the same time he conceived the Arts 
School as a pagan temple and strove to give the 
space itself a sacred meaning.

Ulberg’s building comprises two wings 
that meet at an angle and are connected with 

bow-shaped passages on both sides. The wide 
curved façade opens on to the gulf with a clas-
sical colonnade and porthole windows above. 
The gable façade overlooks the city and is only 
a few hundred metres away from one of its 
main streets, Krepostnaya (Linnankattu), and 
the Transfiguration Cathedral. It is obvious that, 
contrary to representative logic, this is where 
the entrance should have been. The architect 
uses the idea of the walk-through passage 
to emphasize a sense of importance, turning the 
passage towards the doors of the school into 
a complete ceremony. A long staircase leads 
to a high and narrow arch cut into a white blank 
wall. Having walked through it, students would 
have found themselves in an open courtyard 
with a view across the sea. In the 1930s there 
was a round granite ‘spring’ (which was actually 
a basin for rain water) which gave the place an 
almost mystical halo.

While aspiring to grandeur Ulberg did not 
lose the connection with the living city and the com-
plexity of its perspectives and moods. He subtly 
played on asymmetry and adapted the building 
to the landscape. To begin with, the central axis 
of  the Arts School is not perpendicular to any 
of the streets. It is visible on the plan: one of the 
sides of the hill served as the point of reference 
for its composition and the wing occupied by the 
school runs parallel to it.

Owing to this, the main façade is partly 
turned to the southern rampart that lies along 
the shore (Etalavalli) and completes its perspec-

 Photo: elena laPshina
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The Architect of One city

some architects invent architecture itself. to an extent 
where they build is immaterial, all that matters is “what” 
and “how”. it is they who are later termed revolutionaries, 
authorities and establishers of the canon. there is, 
however, another category — those who spend all their 
lives working in the context of one city, developing  
and re-inventing it. as a rule, we know a lot less  
about the latter but they are just as important.
uno werner ulberg (1879–1944) studied at the 
Polytechnic institute in helsinki, the very same place 
where eliel saarinen studied a few years previously 
and alvar aalto 20 years later. following graduation, 
uno ulberg returned to his hometown where he worked 
for the next several decades. he also designed buildings 
for helsinki, käkisalmi (now Priozersk) and imatra, but his 
professional career is synonymous with a single place — 
vyborg, where he was city architect from 1932 to 1936. 
working in a partly-developed city had an effect on uno 
ulberg, and as a result he was always more of a creator 
than a pioneer. the style of ulberg’s buildings somehow 
evolved on its own with time, always matching the time 
and fashion. yevgeni levinson in leningrad was a similar 
figure: he designed both constructivist buildings and the 
residence for lensoveta employees, the style of which 
resembles european art deco, neo-Classicism and even 
the Modernist sovetskaya hotel. uno ulberg worked 
in an earlier period, however; his stylistic evolution 
starts with national romanticism in the 1900s and ends 
with the scanty functionalism of the 1930s.
the hackman and Co. headquarters designed 
in collaboration with axel hulden with its dark façade and 
awkward curves imitates traditional architecture. the Bank 
(1915) at 12 lenin avenue, granite-clad at its central 
part, is consonant with saarinen’s art deco in its austerity. 
the karjala hotel and Publishing house (1929) at 19 
leningradsky avenue, with its vertical rhythms created 
by a complex red bricklaying pattern, nearly exactly 
matches the main stockmann department store in helsinki 
(sigurd frosterus, 1930). the Pawnshop (1931) is an 
example of ‘distilled’ functionalism devoid of the slightest 
sign of ornament: the latter is replaced with geometrically 
cold rows of clerestories. the strict symmetry of the 
Provincial archives building (1933) is a reaction to the 
neoclassical trend in the european architecture of the 
1930s. the arts school is undoubtedly the pinnacle 
of uno ulberg’s career. it is unique because it does 
not fall into any stylistic pattern and subdues all the 
available architectural means for creating an image. 
in 1936 uno ulberg eventually left for helsinki where he 
became the main architect of the Medical department; 
however, the majority of his projects from that period 
remained on paper. after vyborg was taken by the finnish 
army in 1941 he started working on his projects again, 
but these were not destined to be realised.
uno ulberg died in helsinki in 1944. the tombstone 
on his grave was designed by alvar aalto.

12–13 |   Copies of antique sculptures 
in the ‘Hermitage-Vyborg’  
exhibition center



Border Architecture

vyborg is closer to europe than st. Petersburg, not 
only in terms of distance to the border but also in terms  
of architectural landscape. on the one hand, it is actually 
an old european city that ended up within russian borders. 
the first formal projects were made by the swedes as late 
as the 17th century, up to that point the city had developed 
chaotically; even today the way the central part is organised 
has more to do with expediency than architectural cohe-
sion. vyborg’s medieval legacy comprises a castle, remnants 
of a fortress, narrow streets, a residential house from 
the 16th century and later occasional inclusions of vari-
ous  architectural styles. Because vyborg often changed 
owners it has architecture not only from different periods 
but also from different countries: swedish Baroque rubs 
shoulders with russian Classicism and the national romanti-
cism of finland. in terms of the history of fine arts, however, 
the part of the city that was actively developed during the 
first third of the 20th century, including the short period of 
time when viipuri was part of independent finland and its 
second most populous city, is of even greater interest. finnish 
architectural tradition was at that time going through what 
is probably its most important and interesting period, giving 
the world such classics as eliel saarinen and alvar aalto. 
it is with saarinen that a new phase of development started 
in viipuri. soon after the construction of the famous Central 
railway station in helsinki was finished, he designed a simi-
lar but less imposing building in vyborg. the station was 
blown up by soviet troops in 1941, and later david Goldgor 
and sergey speransky constructed a new building in the impe-
rial style in its place. we can get an idea of what saarinen’s 
brutal décor was like from one of the two granite bears 

that decorated the building and now stands on  
Pionerskaya square, opposite Peter and Paul’s Cathedral.
the area around the station was a centre of business 
and construction activity at the beginning of the previous 
century. one can easily get an idea of how finnish architec-
ture changed from one decade to another walking around this 
district. it is not even functionalism itself that is important but 
the opportunity to trace its origins. unlike russian Construc-
tivism, finnish functionalism never strove, even on paper, 
to abandon traditions. indeed, it was not eliel saarinen’s  
daring art deco that was the decisive step on the way  
to Modernism. Before forgoing ornamentation the architec-
ture takes a conservative turn towards neo-Classicism. this 
can be seen in the Bank office at 14 leningradsky avenue, 
designed by Paavo uotila (1930), or in the Provincial archives 
by uno ulberg. in 1935 the legendary vyborg library, designed 
by alvar aalto, which incidentally was the earliest of the mas-
ter's famous constructions and the first manifesto of func-
tionalism declared by him, was completed. the austere style 
in which the granite-clad entrance is finished shows  
that aalto himself briefly belonged to neo-Classicism.
of the works of later functionalism in vyborg the most 
important ones are the bread-making complex by erkki hut-
tonen (1932), the residential and trade building at 20 lenina 
avenue, designed by oiva kallio (1938), and ‘the skyscraper’ 
at 7 leningrad Motorway, designed by olli Pöyry (1943).
having ended up on russian territory, the state of the finnish 
buildings deteriorated, of course. however, they do seem 
somewhat livelier; a certain unkemptness in the russian land-
scape lends them a sense of incongruity, giving them shades 
that finnish functionalism so lacks back home.

14 |    Curved facade with 
a classically  
regular colonnade  
and porthole windows
Fragment. ‘Hermitage-Vyborg’  
exhibition center
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tive. On the other hand, Ulberg saw the lateral 
facades partly as an entity independent from the 
composition as a whole, tailoring them to a great 
extent to the surroundings.

Today the Arts School would have found 
itself on the border of the central part of the 
city and the industrial area, and the architect, 
who was probably quite familiar with the plans 
for the city’s development, was able to foresee 
this situation.

The wall of the school with its multiple ir-
regularly spaced windows faces the residential 
districts. There are a lot fewer windows in the exhi-
bition halls, the architect confining himself to the 
skylight, which allowed him to add a functional 
extension from the museum side, which somewhat 
ruins the composition as a whole but is not vis-
ible from any other angle. A few years later Uno 
Ulberg himself constructed the Lutheran church 
opposite the school wing and an impressive in-
dustrial-looking bread-baking complex designed 
by Erkki Huttonen was finished opposite the ‘tech-
nical’ block.

In the Arts School Uno Ulberg managed 
to reconcile two opposites: representationism and 
functionality, the internal structure of the building 
and the logic of the city, the rigour of the com-
position and some deviations from the principles 
of symmetry.

The Arts School was not open for long after 
construction was finished. The museum collection 

was evacuated by the Finns during the Winter War. 
In 1941 the building suffered a fire, after which 
the school wing was converted to a  residential 
complex for shipyard workers. In the 1970s both 
parts were renovated to accommodate the Vyborg 
branch of the Lengrazhdanproekt Institute.

The end of the century found the fragile 
cement construction in quite a miserable state. 
Thanks to the fact that the left part was subsequent-
ly handed over to another arts school in 2003, 
and that four years later it was decided that a Her-
mitage exhibition centre should be opened in the 
right, the building was saved. Everything returned 
to its original position, or rather, the positions 
were swapped round: the school now occupies 
the wing that used to be occupied by the museum 
and vice versa. Uno Ulberg’s building was pre-
served and regained its status as a landmark and 
the cultural centre of the city.

the works of the classics of finnish design and architecture 
of the 1930–1960s — alvar aalto, eero aarnio, viljo revell  
and others — will be on display at an exhibition entitled ‘the Golden 
Generation. Modernism in finnish architecture and design’ hosted 
by the hermitage in november 2015.

16 |    ‘Hermitage-Vyborg’ 
exhibition center 
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Moscow
107031 Moscow, Russia
Floor 3, 10/4 Bolshaya Dmitrovka St.
Tel.: 007 (495) 647-00-46
Fax: 007 (495) 647-00-45
msk_office@iplf.ru

Saint Petersburg
119186, Saint Petersburg, Russia 
Office 21H, 11 — Moyka Embankment
Tel.: 007 (812) 647-00-46 
Fax: 007 (812) 647-00-45 
spb_office@iplf.ru

The Ivanyan and partners law firm was founded in 2006 and has 
earned recognition of the leading law firms’ rankings, including  
Chambers & Partners and The Legal500. More than 60 attorneys and 
lawyers are employed in the firm’s offices in Moscow and St. Petersburg.

We have represented our clients in implementation of projects  
in the fields of energy and oil and gas industry, mining, international 
trade, logistics and infrastructure construction, and agriculture.

Main practices:

• Issues related to interaction with state authorities
•  Corporate law / M&A transactions/ Investment projects
• International practice (international disputes and international law)  
• Real estate and construction
• Legal support of activity of non-profit organizations 
• Litigation
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THE STATE HERMITAGE MUSEUM INVITES ALL THOSE WHO CARE  
ABOUT THE FUTURE OF THIS GREAT MUSEUM TO BECOME ITS FRIENDS. 

The year 2014 marked the 250th anniversary of the Hermitage. 
The Museum celebrated this date with a burst of cultural events:  
exhibitions, festivals, ceremonies and receptions, and prepared 
a special present for all museum visitors, — the opening of new 
permanent displays and exhibition spaces in the Small Hermitage 
and the  General Staff Building.

Hermitage Friends all around the world participated in the celebra-
tion of the anniversary of the beloved museum with an array of gener-
ous donations, supporting restoration projects and exhibitions of art 
masterpieces, and organizing gala receptions which honored the 
great museum, its contribution to the world  
of culture, and the work of everyone involved in its activity.

Though the celebrations are over, the Hermitage continues  
to further cooperation with its patrons, partners and Friends.  
The number of new Friends continues to grow, and the geography 
of Hermitage branches and Friends’ organizations is steadily  
expanding, now including Italy and Israel.

THE INTERNATIONAL HERMITAGE FRIENDS’ CLUB — is a special 
program of the State Hermitage Museum that for the first time  
in Russia has united Friends around the museum. Over the years  
of its successful activity, the Hermitage Friends’ Club has already 
implemented and is carrying out numerous museum development 
projects with the support of its many Friends all around the world.

the internAtionAl 
herMitAge  
frienDs’ Club H

For the Hermitage every contribution is important. We are happy  
to introduce new programs and projects for museum develop-
ment to our Friends and look forward to their continued support. 
And  the new spaces and exhibitions at the General Staff Building  
open new exciting opportunities for interesting collaborations.
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HERMITAGE AND ITS TREASURES FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS!

Hermitage Friends’ Club
komendantsky entrance
to the winter palace,
palace square, st. petersburg
postal address:
the state hermitage museum
34 dvortsovaya emb.
190000  
st. petersburg, russia
tel. (+7 812) 710 9005
fax: (+7 812) 571 9528
www.hermitagemuseum.org 

Foundation Hermitage Friends 
in the Netherlands
p.o. box 11675, 
1001 gr amsterdam
the netherlands 
tel. (+31 20) 530 87 55
fax (+31 20) 530 87 50
www.hermitage.nl 

Hermitage Museum  
Foundation (USA)
505 park avenue, 20th floor
new york,
ny 10022 usa
tel. (+1 212) 826 3074
fax (+1 212) 888 4018
www.hermitagemuseumfoundation.org

The State Hermitage Museum 
Foundation of Canada Inc.
900 greenbank road
suit # 616

ottawa, ontario
canada k2j 4p6
tel. (+1 613) 489 0794
fax (+1 613) 489 0835
www.hermitagemuseum.ca 

Hermitage Foundation  
(UK)
pushkin house
5a bloomsbury sq.
london wc1a 2ta
tel. (+44 20) 7404 7780
fax (+44 20) 3116 0151
www.hermitagefoundation.co.uk

Association of the Friends 
of the Hermitage  
Museum (Italy)
amici del museo ermitage (italia)
via santo spirito n. 11
palazzo frescobaldi
50125 firenze. italia
tel. (+39 055) 5387819
fax (+39 055) 5387819
www.amiciermitage.it

Hermitage Museum  
Foundation Israel
65 derech menachem begin st.
4th floor
tel aviv 67138
israel
tel. +972 (0) 3 6526557
fax +972 (0) 3 6526546
www.hermitagefoundation.com
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kasPeR könig, CuRatoR of the euRoPean biennial  

of ContemPoRaRy aRt manifesta 10

MATISSE IS LIKE  
THE BuDDHA

The Transfer Of The Hermitage 
Collection Of Matisse (About 300 Works 
including The famous ‘The dance’ And 
‘Music’) To A Permanent location At The 
General Staff Building in The Summer 
Of 2014 Coincided With Manifesta And 
Was A Part Of The Biennial. Matisse 
left The Winter Palace forever. 
Gradually, All impressionist Works 
Will Move To The eastern Wing Of The 
General Staff Building. Starting With 
This issue The Magazine Will Publish 
Professional reviews Of The Most 
important event Of The year. 

17 |  Henri Matisse
Game of Bowls (detail), 1908
oil on canvas 
The State Hermitage Museum



I instinctively suggested Matisse 1 because he is very modern and at the same 
time reveals the nature of beauty. It remains a mystery what exactly the modern gen-
eration finds in music, poetry, colour etc. We had a discussion and I remember one 
of my colleagues asking why Matisse and not Picasso. Intuitively I replied (possibly 
impressed by the fact that the director of the Hermitage is an expert on Oriental art), 
“Because Matisse is like the Buddha. He’s very modern, very competitive and very 
generous. Picasso is more like Jesus and is very aggressive. Matisse brings East 
and West together”.

Our primary goal was to highlight the General Staff building, to address the  viewer — 
those millions of people who come to the Hermitage in the summer — and make them 
cross the square and meet some contemporary art that they had no prior interest in be-
cause they had come to see the works of the old masters.

I think that Albert Kostenevich, 2 curator and a distinguished expert not only on Mat-
isse but on all the art of that time, was not particularly happy with our choice. Nevertheless, 
he did a great job. He decided on the colours, on what needed to be changed and so on. 
We can now state without doubt that Matisse's soul has been captured here.

Matisse was commissioned to paint 'The Dance' and 'Music' for a private house 
in Moscow: one each side of a staircase leading upwards. It was the same in Philadelphia. 

1  
Henri Matisse’s works 
from the State Hermitage 
Collection became a part 
of the main exposition of 
Manifesta 10. They were 
moved from the main 
museum building to the 
General Staff building 
in June 2014.

2  
Albert Kostenevich, doctor 
of art history, principal 
research associate  
of the Western European  
Fine Art department  
of the Hermitage.
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These two motifs, dance and music, are the two foundations of culture. You only listen 
to music when it is being performed. Dance is movement and you watch this movement 
unfold. These are the primary elements of culture, they are collective and associated 
amongst others with Russia. Although they originated in France, they are closely tied 
to Russia, as well, and in Matisse’s works we also see dance and music. This is like the 
Atamira Dance Company. 3 This is the origin of civilization.

I have never thought of why 'The Dance' and 'Music' cannot be in the same hall. Two 
canvasses, very different and very similar at the same time. Both huge in size. Congratu-
lations, you have works the likes of which one can find nowhere else in the world. This 
is why we come here again and again. I am very happy with this juxtaposition We have 
five contemporary paintings in a punk style. The colour does not reflect everything; these 
paintings are awfully jarring. At some point I discovered that the colours on the canvasses 
are the same as those of Pussy Riot and the colours of the elemental materiality of the 
world. This is the phenomenon that Matisse used without knowing it. It was only later that 
he understood how the aforementioned colours work. They are not just red, blue and 
yellow; they are more like shades of aggression.

Next to that is 'Red Fish'. Matisse creates a line, develops it, adding expression 
as in traditional African painting.

3  
Atamira Dance Company — 
a modern Maori dance 
theatre in Aotearoa, New 
Zealand (Atamira means 
‘platform for the dead’).

18–19 |  Halls of paintings of Henri Matisse 
The General Staff Building
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20 |    Copy of an antique sculpture
in the ‘Hermitage-Vyborg’ 
exhibition center





‘…YOU DON’T WANT PEACE? CALM YOURSELF  — UP TO 
THIS POINT NO ONE HAS MENTIONED IT. I AGREE WITH 
YOU THAT PEACE IS A WONDERFUL THING, WHEN WE HAD 
IT I THOUGHT THAT IT WAS A HAPPINESS NON PLUS ULTRA*, 
AND YET I HAVE NOW BEEN AT WAR FOR TWO YEARS  
AND I SEE THAT ONE CAN GET USED TO ANYTHING. 
IN TRUTH, IT MUST BE SAID THAT WAR HAS ITS FINE MOMENTS. 
THE MAIN DRAWBACK OF IT IS THAT DURING IT YOU CANNOT 
LOVE THOSE CLOSE TO YOU AS YOU LOVE YOURSELF.  
I AM USED TO THINKING THAT IT IS NOT RIGHT TO HARM 
OTHERS, HOWEVER I CONSOLE MYSELF SOMEWHAT, SAYING 
TO MUSTAPHA: ‘THIS IS WHAT YOU WANTED GEORGE DANDIN!’** 
AFTER THIS THOUGHT I FEEL JUST AS GOOD AS I DID BEFORE.
I HAVE ALWAYS LIKED GREAT EVENTS BUT VICTORIES NEVER 
APPEALED TO ME. I ALSO DO NOT SEE THAT PEACE IS NEAR.  
IT’S FUNNY HOW THEY CALM THE TURKS, SAYING THAT WE 
CAN’T SUPPORT A PROLONGED WAR. IF THEIR FERVOUR 
HADN’T BLINDED THEM, THEY WOULDN’T HAVE FORGOTTEN 
THAT PETER THE GREAT FOUGHT FOR THIRTY YEARS, EITHER 
WITH THOSE VERY TURKS, OR WITH THE SWEDES, POLES 
AND PERSIANS. AND DID THIS BRING THE EMPIRE TO RUIN? 
QUITE THE OPPOSITE, OUT OF EVERY WAR IT EMERGED MORE 
DEVELOPED, AND THESE VERY WARS GAVE A BOOST TO 
INDUSTRY. EVERY SINGLE WAR HAS GIVEN BIRTH TO SOME NEW 
SOURCE WHICH HAS ANIMATED OUR TRADE AND INDUSTRY’. 

* And no further (Lat.), meaning the furthest limit, the highest level.
** Quotation from the Moliere comedy ‘George Dandin, or the Bamboozled  
husband’ (1668).

Catherine II. From a letter to Voltaire (9–20 August 1770)
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Middle asian archaeology has a long tradition in the hermitage. since 1946, together with the academy of sciences, 
the hermitage has Conducted archaeological work in Panjakent, resumed excavations in Paikend and has uncov-
ered a lot of Medieval sogdia. works of the twentieth Century for the study of Central asian Monuments of the an-
Cient nomads By M. P. Gryaznov and a. n. Bernshtam,  the fergana expedition of n. G. Gorbunova,  excavations of the Bud-
dhist religious Complex of karatepe near termez By e. G. Pchelina and B. B. Piotrovsky, the research By t. i. Zeymal 
of Buddhist artefacts of the second to eighth Centuries in tajikistan and the ancient irrigation of the vakhsh valley, 
developments in the history of the kushan empire from the first to the fourth Centuries By e. v. Zeymal are just some 
of the studies and archaeological finds. some of them were shown in amsterdam at the ‘silk road’ exhibition in 2014.
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sogdiana (or sogdia, assumed 
to mean ‘sacred’, ‘burning’ or ‘pure’) 
is a historical region in Middle asia, 
now divided between uzbekistan 
(where the center of sogdiana, 
the city of samarkand is located),  
part of tajikistan (the sughd province) 
and turkmenistan (the lebap region). 
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kiRa samosyuk

european expeditions Researching the  
"Western Regions" uncovered the Pre-Islamic  
Period In the History of eastern turkestan.  
At the end of the nineteenth Century Little  
Was Known About this era Political Interests  
on the one Hand And A Fin De siècle 1 Crisis In Culture 
on the other, turned the Attention of Both Rulers 
And the Intelligentsia to the east In the Late 19th 
And early 20th Centuries, As A Consequence,  
the state Interests of Russia, Great Britain, 
Germany And Japan Clashed In this Region. A series 
of expeditions Was organised By these And other 
Countries to the north-Western Parts of the  
Chinese empire one Hundred or so years Ago. 
 As Well As scientists, Artists, Poets And seekers  
of the exotic set off to the east In search  
of A new spirituality And new Cultural Values.

the 1880s and 1890s. the russian 
imperial geographical society and the 
russian academy of sciences organised 
several expeditions to central asia to 
study its geology, hydrology, meteorology 
and biology, and to compile maps of the 
region. archaeology, however, was almost 
totally ignored. then two participants 
in an expedition to the turfan oasis, 
conducted between 1893 and 1895, 
vsevolod roborovsky and pyotr kozlov, 
brought back to saint petersburg a bag 
of fragments of manuscripts in sanskrit, 
in turkic, chinese and uighur languages, 
which they had bought or simply picked 
up in various places around the oa-
sis. they caused a sensation. in 1898 
the academy of sciences despatched 
an expedition to turfan under dmitry 
klementz, keeper at the saint petersburg 
museum of anthropology and ethnogra-
phy. they worked at touyuk-mazar and 
ikidutshari (gaochang), from where they 
brought back several extremely interest-
ing wall paintings. 

1880–1890EUROPEAN EXPEDITIONS  
TO EAST TURKESTAN  
IN THE 19TH AND EARLY  
20TH CENTURIES

1
 |

2
 |

3
 |
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In 1899 a proposal was put forward 
at the xii international congress of ori-
entalists that an international committee 
be established for the study of central 
asia. the final decision to form such 
a committee was taken at the next 
congress in 1902, in hamburg, where an 
agreement was reached regarding the 
division between the interested countries 
of the territories to be studied. in 1903 
the russian committee for the historical, 
linguistic, archaeological and ethnograph-
ic study of middle and eastern asia was 
set up and was appointed the interna-
tional coordinating body. this committee 
was subordinate to the ministry of foreign 
affairs, a mark both of the considerable 

importance attached by the govern-
ment of the russian empire to the study 
of east turkestan and of the keen rivalry 
between the great powers in central 
asia. no money was provided for a major 
russian expedition, however, and russian 
scholars were pre-empted by europeans: 
an expedition was despatched from brit-
ish india to central asia under aurel stein, 
while the leader of the french expedition 
was paul pelliot; the swedish expedi-
tion was led by sven hedin, the german 
expedition by albert grünwedel and al-
bert von le coq; the japanese expedition 
leader was count Ōtani kōzui. all returned 
home with manuscripts, wall paintings 
and sculptures. 

1899

1905 to 1907. the russian commit-
tee for the study of middle and east-
ern asia was at last able to organise 
an expedition to the kucha oasis led 
by m.m. berezovsky, who had taken part 
in fourteen expeditions to central asia. 
the purpose of the expedition was simply 
preliminary assessment and description, 
the photographing and copying of the 
wall paintings at the oasis and the crea-
tion of a precise map. but it made valu-
able finds of fragments of manuscripts 
in turkic, tokharian and chinese languag-
es. the artist nikolay berezovsky copied 
some of the paintings remaining on the 
walls and made watercolour sketches 
in a number of albums. some of what 
he drew can be identified among the wall 
paintings now in the hermitage, such 
as buddha tempted by the demon mara. 
expedition photographs of the caves with 
scenes of ‘sermons’ from the kumutra, 
make clear their poor state of preserva-
tion. they were obviously approaching to-
tal collapse, with the precipice above the 
river crumbling, the façade wall before 
the caves almost entirely missing and 
the caves open to the winds and storms.

1905–19071–6 |  Ancient and medieval 
ceramic and metal 
items (From the beginning 
of Ce to the 12th century); 
fragments of skeletons  
of Afrasiab, 
Paikend in the museums 
of Uzbekistan

4
 |

5
 |

6
 |



In 1907 Pyotr kozlov (1863–1935) 
set off on an independent journey which 
made him famous: this was the Mongol-
sichuan expedition of 1907–1909, 
which led to the discovery of khara-khoto 
(the name means ‘Black city’ in Mon-
golian), described by Marco Polo under 
the name etzin. just three hundred  
metres from the north-western corner 
of the city wall he found a suburgan 
(a mound above a burial or beneath 
the stūpa), which was opened up 
by workers. it contained a multitude  

of artefacts, nearly all of artistic  
and historical value: paintings on silk, 
hemp and paper, sculpture of clay 
and wood, textiles, and manuscripts  
in tangut, Chinese, uighur and Mongol. 
kozlov’s name is also linked with the 
discovery of the burial mounds of noin-
ula in northern Mongolia during his 
last expedition, which continued over 
three seasons between 1923 and 1926. 
there he found fine silks, felt carpets 
of the northern xiongnu and near eastern 
textiles of the 1st century Ce.

In 1909 the russian Committee   financed 
the first russian turkestan expedition 
(1909–1910), which worked at kara-
shahr, turfan and the kucha oasis. it 
was led by academician sergey olden-
burg (1863–1934), outstanding scholar 
of hinduism and Buddhism. the first 
place he chose to study was kara-
shahr, where the expedition looked at 
Buddhist ground-level structures and 
cave complexes. at turfan oldenburg 
concentrated on the town on the yar, 
yarkhoto (jiaohe), which in his opinion 

1907 1909

7
 |

7 |
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required careful archaeological study, 
with the taking of plans and conserva-
tion of the architecture: all that has now 
been completed by Chinese specialists 
and the town itself is under the protec-
tion of unesCo. Many photographs 
and sketches were made at old turfan 
and oldenburg looked over the buildings 
at touyuk-Mazar and the caves of Bezek-
lik. in the kucha oasis oldenburg spent 
less than a month, with temperatures 
as low as –10 C, remaining more or less 
alone in the winter, since his companions 

had already returned to saint Peters-
burg. he lived in the town of kucha 
itself, travelling to the outlying regions 
and sometimes even spending a night 
in the caves to save time on travel. at 
Min-ten-ata he set about cleaning one 
of the stūpas, excavation of which had 
been begun by Berezovsky, and removed 
several sculptural heads. unfortunately 
it has not proved possible to link all the 
finds described in his notes with objects 
now in the hermitage collection. at kyzyl, 
the most important and today the best 

studied of all the monuments, olden-
burg spent just a few days: by the time 
he arrived, the caves had already 
been visited twice by German expedi-
tions and most of the wall paintings 
had been removed. 

7 |  The archaeologists; 
D. Mirzaakhmedov,  
B. Marshak, M. Kambarov,  
V. Raspopova, A. Belenitsky 
in the background — a wall painting 
from afrasiab

8 |  Brick tower   
Paikend, Uzbekistan

8
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1914–1915. the second russian 
turkestan expedition also organised 
by oldenburg set off for dunhuang. 
naturally oldenburg knew of the first 
russian travellers who had visited 
dunhuang in the late 19th century and 
who had described the Mogao Cave 
complex nearby, and of the sensational 
discovery of the ‘library’ in a walled-up 
cave, containing some 50,000 objects, 
and the expeditions of aurel stein and 
Paul Pelliot. yet oldenburg’s expedition 
made a significant contribution to the 
study of dunhuang: he had a detailed 
plan drawn up of all the caves and copies 
were made of some of the wall paint-
ings. a small group of works of art was 
brought back to saint Petersburg, along 
with some of the priceless, unique manu-
scripts from the ‘library’ cave. 

1914–1915

it was not only russian expeditions that 
studied the culture of east turkestan, 
russian diplomats also played their role. 
there were three russian consulates 
on Chinese territory, at kuldja, urumchi 
and kashgar. the consuls themselves 
were educated men who assembled 
their own collections which were later 
passed on to the Geographical society 
and the academy of sciences, and they 
provided support in the organisation 
of the official expeditions. Particularly 
important was the contribution made by 
the consul in kashgar, nikolay Petrovsky 
(1837–1908), whose collection is of the 
greatest value.
the fates of the great russian research-
ers of Central asia were varied. Pyotr 
kozlov, who had received numerous 
awards and honours, and under soviet 

rule was given the sum of one hundred 
thousand gold roubles for his expedition 
to northern Mongolia in 1923–1926, died 
in 1936. sergey oldenburg, one of the 
leading lights of the academy of sciences 
in the 1920s, died in 1935. in october 
1937 the founder of modern tangut 
studies, author of the first dictionary 
of the tangut language and first transla-
tor of the tangut texts brought back 
by kozlov from khara-khoto, nikolay 
nevsky, died in a stalinist prison cell. 

1   
Fin de siècle (Fr. ‘end of the century’) 
signifies the period of European culture 
from 1890 to 1910. In Russia this period 
is known as the Silver Age.

9
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Where there’s A Will, scientists Find A Way to Carry out 
Important Research In Any Ideological situation. the same 
Is true With the Archaeological study of Middle Asia, 
Be It the search For Aryan Roots or the Legacy of Alexander, 
Marxism or Marrism, nationalism or universal Human Values. 
Whatever Ideological Basis Is Laid Down By the Government 
or society, Archaeological excavations Continue.

THE ARCHAEOLOGY  
OF MIDDLE ASIA.  
iDeoloGy  
aND SCieNCe

Pavel boRisov

12 |
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Before the conquest of Middle Asia by Russia there was no 
study of the ancient civilisations of this region to talk of. His-
torians and orientalists studied ancient Muslim and Chinese 
documents in which the area of Middle Asia was described 
in detail, ancient Middle Asian coins would appear on the 
antiques market and travellers recounted inter alia 1 stories 
of hills and ruins. But that was mainly it.

 What drew the Russians into Turkestan? Talk of enlight-
ening and civilising the local inhabitants, in the main, were 
just words. It was, of course, an effort to expand territory, to 
secure the southern borders and acquire rich agricultural 
areas. There was also rivalry with the English, the so called 
‘Great game’ or the ‘Tournament of shadows’. However the 
main goal was to bring the regions of the ‘classical’ and 
‘fabulous’ Muslim East, with its rich culture and ancient his-
tory, under Russian sovereignty.

 ‘Alexander the Great was, according to legend, the first 
conqueror of Samarkand, 2 Alexander II was fated to subjugate 
it for the last time’, states the victory communique of 1868.

 Although the invaders did not seriously interfere with the 
local traditions of governance (the mere cessation of feudal 
strife tremendously improved the welfare of the population) in 
many places garrisons were stationed. In Tashkent, the capital 
of the Governorate General, a large new city appeared and 
European quarters appeared in many other cities. A detailed 
taxonomy of the new dominions was begun, including the ruins, 
archaeological sites and ethnography of the Turkestan adher-
ents of other faiths. New businesses appeared, new crops (cot-
ton) were introduced and a railway was built. Some large desert 
areas were irrigated, which later during the Stolypin reforms 
were populated with people from Central Russia. Tashkent ac-
quired all the signs of intelligent life common to major Russian 
cities: a grammar school, a library, a museum and a theater.

1  Inter alia — ‘amongst other things’ (lat.).
2  Amongst Ancient Greek writers (Ptolemy, Strabo) it was 

written as Marakanda, the capital of Sogdiana.

 Of course, clubs and societies were organised. A Turke-
stan circle of archaeological enthusiasts particularly stood 
out. The aficionados sketched monuments, collected and 
translated written sources of various cities and events, car-
ried out research and collected coins and antiquities. Gradu-
ally a numismatic and antique market was formed, however 
many did not go to Tashkent, but to British India, such as 
to the accidentally discovered famous Oxus treasure on the 
Bukhara-Afghan border.

 A lot was described and gathered by officials and em-
ployees not stationed in Tashkent but in other cities. A first-
class collection, now in the Hermitage, was collected by the 
communication engineer general B.N Kastalsky. To a lesser 

extent, local residents contributed to the gathering of arte-
facts, the Samarkand merchant Mirza Bukharin is worthy of 
note, bringing the Czar many antique gifts. Orientalists from 
St. Petersburg were sent to investigate the ancient world. 
V.A. Zhukovsky described the ruins of Merv, N.I. Veselovsky 
worked in Samarkand, V.V. Barthold travelled a great deal 
throughout Turkestan and K.A. Inostrantsev was perhaps the 
first to specifically investigate the pre-Islamic past of Middle 
Asia. A considerable part of the artefacts collected by them 
went to the Hermitage.

 Metropolitan and local intellectuals took a keen interest 
in the region’s past; everything associated with Alexander the 
Great; the traces of its Christian past, not very numerous, but 
confirmed by the discovery of the Syrian gravestones in the 
Semirechie; and of course the fabulous wealth of the East in 
the first centuries of Islam and the Timurid era. Archaeologi-
cal surveys refuted fables that a cat could get from Samar-
kand to Tashkent jumping from roof to roof, but the highest 
quality of glazed vessels, bronze objects, tiles, silver dirhams 
were commonplace, as well as a mass of other material prov-
ing the former prosperity of the country.

 In the intellectual life of Europe and Russia of the 
nineteenth century a special role was played by representa-
tions of the Aryans. At that time the similarity between the 
languages of India (primarily Sanskrit) and Iran to the lan-
guages of most of Europe was discovered. The relatedness 
of Indo-European languages was explained by the common 
origin of their speakers. The particular archaic nature of 
Sanskrit led to the original homeland of the Indo-Europeans 
being sought somewhere in India or its vicinity. Despite the 
inaccuracy of this localization being demonstrated from the 
end of the nineteenth century, the Aryan past of Middle Asia 
was of interest to many. Moreover, it was known that in an-

tiquity and the Middle Ages Iranians formed the basis of 
the population of this region, that is, Aryan peoples, and 
the Turks, now dominant in the linguistic map of the region, 
came later. Even today Iranian peoples, Tajiks and Pamirs, 
are an important component of ethnic diversity in Middle 
Asia. The  proven link between the languages suggested 
a  connection between the cultures of the Indo-European 
people (proof of this is more elusive) and a universal Aryan 

12 |  Restorers at work
Panjakent, 2011



racial type (which has no factual basis). In the blue-eyed 
and fair-haired inhabitants of Pamira, cut off from the rest 
of civilisation, were seen either Aryans, who had retained 
their original type, or descendants of Alexander’s warriors 
(modern science explains this peculiarity by the effects of 
solar radiation in highly mountainous regions).

Any form of nationalism engenders reactionary respons-
es amongst the ‘enemy’ population, and there was an Aryan 
backlash in Middle Asia (which remains to this day) directed 
primarily towards Turks on linguistic grounds and Mongol-
oids by racial type. The great linguist and turkologist Wilhelm 
Radloff called on the Czar’s administration to wholly support 
the nomadic Turkic population of the northern regions of Mid-
dle Asia and protect them from the influence of the Tajiks and 
Sarts settled there. He suggested that the nomadic and un-
educated population which had not been strongly influenced 
by Islam would be incorporated into the Russian imperial 
system more speedily and with greater ease than the long 
since Islamified and settled foreigners with their faqihs, ulems 
and qazis) 3 (the level of Russification of Kazakhstan and Kir-
gizia in comparison with the Russification of Tadzhikistan and 
Uzbekistan demonstrates that he was right). But this was the 
view of a German in the service of Russia, albeit the greatest 
expert on Turkic languages. However the Turkic peoples of 
Russia themselves sought unification on other grounds, these 
grounds acquired the name Pan-Turkism.

The newspaper ‘Terciman’ was published in a semi-ar-
tificial language comprehensible to all the Turkic Muslims of 
Russia; from the Crimean Tatars to the Kyrgyz Kazakhs the 
national identity of the Turk was complemented by his Muslim 
faith. Later Pan-Turkism spread to Turkey itself, however, there 
national identity tended to diminish the role of Islam, as a 
religion brought by foreigners; Arabs and Persians. It is not 

surprising that the founders of the Turkish national historical 
school (Zeki Velidi Togan) and the philological school (Rah-
meti Arat) came from the Russian Turkic population; Bashkiris 
and Kazan Tartars, whom the First World War and the Civil 
war had forced abroad. 

As for the archaeological excavations in Russian Turke-
stan, they were from the modern point of view, random, meth-
odologically imperfect and often amateurish in nature. V.L Vy-
atkin for many years conducted excavations in Samarkand, but 
they were concerned, primarily, with the layers of the Muslim 
era. It wasn’t just Russians carrying out archaeological work 
in Middle Asia; the early agricultural settlement Anau was ex-
cavated by an American expedition led by Raphael Pumpelly. 

The revolution of 1917, the Civil War and the fight 
against basmachs in Middle Asia that went on for many 
years, impeded the study of antiquity. Some scientists in 
Turkestan accepted the new authorities, others emigrated with 
what was left of the White army, often through Iran. Some 
Red commanders who fought with the White forces and the 
Basmachs were impassioned, had learnt the local languages 
and were convinced of the pre-eminence of the scientific ap-
proach. Over time they became the most serious Soviet schol-
ars of Middle Asia.

"Historical materialism", that is to say a multi-stage, 
according to Marx, understanding of the historical proc-
ess, and "internationalism" implying equality of the peoples 
of  the USSR, formed the basis of the new ideology. It is 
not surprising, therefore, that historical research, especial-
ly of ‘national minorities’, was given national importance. 
In addition to the introduction of new or radically simplified 
older written forms to the languages in the Soviet Union 
and the elimination of illiteracy, attention was also paid to 
the preparation of new national creative and scientific per-
sonnel (at the same time a significant part of the old Mus-
lim intelligentsia were liquidated). A university was created 
in Tashkent, the first scientists appeared, originating from 
the Middle Asian peoples who were now completely equal 
with Russians, and ancient monuments were taken under 
state control.

The theory of Marx and Engels was based almost ex-
clusively on the material of European history. Somewhere 
the phrase "Asiatic mode of production" slipped into their 
work, however with little further elaboration. A history of the 
peoples of the USSR, including the Middle Asian nations 
needed to be written into Marxist theory. The "Asiatic mode 
of production" was criticized in the 30s, and the pre-colonial 

past in Middle Asia had to be interpreted through the stages 
of savagery, slavery and feudalism. The time phases to which 
these stages were related, has been the subject of lively de-
bate. As a result, the view prevails that the border between 
savagery and slavery lies in the Achaemenid era, and between 
slavery and feudalism, somewhere in the middle of the first 

3  Faqih, Ulem are Islamic preachers and lawmakers; Qazi are 
judges, Koran scholars.
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of medieval ceramic 
architectural décor, 
carved glazed tiles   
Samarkand, Bukhara



millennium of the Common Era, roughly synchronous with 
the same boundary in Roman history. For all the fragility and 
artificiality of such a concept we must recognize that the tech-
nical terms "Antiquity" applied to Middle Asia from the sixth 
century BCE to the fourth century CE, and "early Middle Ages" 
for the fifth to the eighth century (until the Muslim conquest) 
were convenient and are still used today. In addition, Soviet 
historians were forced to seek evidence of popular uprisings, 
so favoured by Marx in Middle Asia before Islam, although 
the sources barely mention any.

 An important part of the ideological work in the Soviet 
Union was the struggle with religion, in the Middle Asian 
context with Islam. In the Soviet Union, especially in recent 
years, the same line was used, as that by Ataturk in Turkey 
and the Pahlavi dynasty in Iran: the glory of the ancient, 
pre-Islamic past was extolled to show the backwardness of 
Islam and its rigidity. Archaeological excavations of antiq-
uities were very useful for this. To this day there is a clear 
distinction among the local intelligentsia of adherents of 
religion and the supporters of a secular apparatus that make 
reference to pre-Islamic experience. In general, excavations, 
from an Islamic perspective, are reprehensible activities. To 
disturb the remains of a Muslim is considered sinful (accord-
ing to normative Islam, 30 years must have passed since the 
funeral before you can begin to cultivate the land, in folk 
Islam there is no stipulated time). It is also considered to be 
dangerous; there is still a widespread belief that the Great 
Patriotic War began as a result of the opening by archaeolo-
gists of the tomb of Tamerlane, the bloody conqueror and 
law-abiding Muslim.

 A product of early Soviet ideology was a "new theory 
of language", or the "Japhetic theory", by the Academic N.Y. 
Marr. According to this theory, the diversity of languages is 

not based on the genetic tree, but on the stages of develop-
ment related to the progress of society and human thinking. 
Indo-European languages, according to Marr, did not pos-
sess commonality, but were the stage, through which the 
Turkic and Caucasian languages had passed. The proto-
language, which was common to all mankind, had in its ar-
senal four words: SAL, BER, YON and ROSH, and for a long 
time, was the secret knowledge of priests, however, a revolu-
tion that occurred during the Neolithic period made it the 
property of mankind. For all the wildness of Marr’s theory, 
it paid considerable attention to the history of peoples, of 
things and of words, topics directly related to archaeologi-
cal explorations (Marr himself before the invention of the 
Japhetic theory was actively engaged in archaeology, and for 
many years had studied Ani in the Kars region). In 1950, in 
‘Pravda’ under Stalin’s signature an article was published, 
‘Marxism and the problems of linguistics’, which was a re-
buke to the theory of the long deceased Marr, proclaiming 
that a return to Indo-European linguistics and, more broadly, 
comparative and historical linguistics would be considered 
bourgeois. After that, of course, Japhetic theory was no 
longer referenced, but one of its postulates seems to have 
taken root in the notions of Soviet historians: migrations 
are nothing more than waves over the array of the native 
population, who in themselves do not change, and even if 
the language changes ‘the essence’ of the population of the 
territory remains the same. Based on this logic the present 
inhabitants of Egypt are the same ancient Egyptians and not 
Arabs, Armenians are none other than modern descendants 
of Urartu and the Ukrainians are the descendants of the 
Scythians and Sarmatians.

 In the 1920s and 1930s the Middle Asian national repub-
lics were formed and included as component parts of the So-

viet Union: Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan 
and Kyrgyzstan. It is clear that with the intermingling of the 
population of Middle Asia and the blurring of ethnic identity 
that resulted from this separation, many felt resentful. Nation-
al resentment for the time being was kept under wraps, but it 
manifested itself in historical claims to a particular heritage 
of antiquity: who were heirs to the Parthians and who were 
heirs to the Sogdians?

 Stalin's article in "Pravda" was an important step to-
wards a tacit revision of the Soviet ideology which had begun 
in the Great Patriotic War. In place of internationalism and 
planetary solidarity came chauvinism and the closure of the 
country in its present borders. ‘Cosmopolitanism’ and ‘grov-14
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elling before the West’ were declared terrible ideological 
crimes. Following Russian nationalism the national identity 
of other nations of the USSR was forged. They all wanted to 
prove their antiquity and former greatness. The method for 
providing such evidence was primarily archaeology. How-
ever, not everyone was allowed to do this. In 1951, there was a 
wave of accusations of Pan-Turkism; one of the ‘Pan-Turkists’ 
who had proved the progressive nature of the Hunnish pe-
riod in history, was the archaeologist Alexander Natanovich 
Bernshtam, another was the historian Zelik Iosifich Yampol-
sky. Although at this time official criticism did not mean the 
physical liquidation of the person criticized, Bernshtam was 
still removed from many posts.

 Aside from the theoretical background the surge in the 
development of archaeology of Middle Asia after World War 
II, also had a practical basis. All the agricultural economy 
of the region is based on artificial irrigation. It originated 
in the Neolithic period and the network of dams and canals 
has evolved throughout history, periodically decreasing un-
der the influence of natural disasters and wars or due to 
simple negligence. At the time of the Russian conquest it was 
clearly not in the best condition. In the desert regions of Xo-
razm, Bukhara and Merv many dried up canals and fields and 
deserted ancient or medieval riverside settlements could be 
seen. The extensive development of agriculture in the Soviet 
Union, especially strategically important cotton, required the 

14 |  Air and land fleet  
Xorazm archaeological 
and ethnographic 
expedition, 1950s

15 |  Aerial photo 
of the site  
of Panjakent, 1970s
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development of new land for crops. Consequently the prima-
rily archaeological study of the territories and structures of 
ancient irrigation networks proved to be important for eco-
nomic planning. The now flooded land on the right bank of 
Xorazm, for example, matches the reconstructed 1960s map 
of irrigation of the period of ‘slavery’.

 But it must not be forgotten that brilliant discoveries 
in any one single place buoy up archaeology in the region 
as a whole. The first such discovery was part of a sandstone 
frieze from a Buddhist monastery, discovered in 1932, in the 
riverbed of the Amu Darya; thanks to the excavations in Ayr-
tam, other details from this frieze were also uncovered. Then 
documents and artefacts were accidentally discovered in a 

small castle on Mount Mug in Tajikistan. This was followed 
by excavation of the castle (1932–1933). Sogdian documents 
from Mount Mug still form the most important collection 
of pre-Islamic texts from Middle Asia. Archaeological expedi-
tions in the region (Termez, Zarafshan, Ferghana and others) 
stopped in 1941. Many archaeologists went to the front, others 
were evacuated. 

The capital’s organizations, including academic institu-
tions, were evacuated to Tashkent and other cities of Middle 
Asia and operated from there until 1945–1946, but after their 
return to Leningrad and Moscow some elements of the in-
frastructure were left, which allowed local academies to be 
strengthened.  

16 |  Fragment of a wall painting 
from ‘The Blue Hall’ 
of Panjakent. Rustam  
The State Hermitage Museum

17 |   The lower part of a rhyton 
in the form of a bull 
Sogdia (?), 6th–8th century
Clay, 14 × 10.5 cm
Provenance: Middle asia, 1917
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. a-1120
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The post-war period in the archaeology of Middle 
Asia was an era of big expeditions, that achieved great 
and sensational results.

 Already in 1937, a Xorazm archeological and ethno-
graphic expedition was organized, led by S.P. Tolstov. This 
was preceded by research, which showed tremendous un-
touched ruins in the then lifeless vicinities of the Xorazm oa-
sis. The work of the Moscow Institute of Ethnography of the 
Academy of Sciences reached an unprecedented scale. It was 
the largest expedition of the USSR, with hundreds of workers, 
vehicles, boats, automated conveyors to remove excavated 
earth and a fleet of aircraft. Artefacts of all eras, from the 
Neolithic to the late Middle Ages, were studied and the results 
accurately and quickly published.

Particularly large-scale were the excavations of the sanc-
tuaries of Koi Krylgan Kala, a huge ancient mausoleum; the 
settlement of Toprak-Kala, the capital and the royal palace 
in Xorazm from the second to the third centuries, as well as 
studies into the cultures of the lower reaches of Syr-Darya 
and the study of Uzboi, the riverbed, on which during certain 
periods Amu Darya water was directed into the Caspian Sea.

The headquarters of the South Turkmen archaeological 
expedition under the direction of M. E. Masson was located at 
Tashkent University. Perhaps the most significant site among 
the many studied by it was the settlement of Old Nisa near 
Ashgabat, one of the capitals of the Parthian empire in the 
last centuries BCE, from where the Parthian archive of the 
wine depository and rhytons made from ivory originate. In the 
Semirechie, South Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan from the 1930s 
the Seven Rivers or Tien Shan expedition of A. N. Bernshtam 
(The Leningrad Institute of History of Material Culture), started 
work to investigate both the nomadic cultures and the towns 
of this border region.

A sogdian-tajik archaeological expedition was 
orga nized in 1946 under the direction of A. Y. Yakubovsky 
(state hermitage). 

The main object of the study was the ancient settle-
ment of Panjakent. The documents from the mountain Mug 
indicated that the file belonged to Devashtich, governor of 
Panch-Panjakent, who was executed in 722. No significant 
texts were found in Panjakent to speak of, but wall paint-
ings of outstanding quality and state of preservation were 
almost immediately found, following them carved wooden 
decor. Then the problem of the removal and restoration of 
the paintings and wooden decor was successfully resolved 
by the restorers of the State Hermitage.17
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In 1939, paintings were found in the settlement of Vara-
khsha in the Bukhara oasis (in excavations by the Samarkand 
archaeologist VA Shishkin), but only from 1949, did large-
scale archaeological and restoration work start, which led 
to the discovery of the Red Hall and other works of art.

Representative groups of artefacts from different expe-
ditions were brought to the Hermitage, as the main museum 
of the country, although the found material was divided be-
tween local and central museums. The Hermitage became the 
major restoration center.

After Stalin's death the renowned democratization even 
touched archaeological research. Numerous expeditions 
on a smaller scale were formed and units of centralized ex-
peditions became increasingly independent research units. 
Geography of research centers expanded. In the capitals of 
the republics, archaeological research units with their own 
programs were organized, in Samarkand the large Institute 
of Archeology of Academy of Sciences of the Uzbek SSR was 
created. A series of archaeological reports in the republics 
were launched and numerous conferences were held, includ-
ing international ones. New research centers actively com-
peted for the most important findings from their excavations.

A wave of excavations began related to the anniversary. 
In 1969 the 2500th anniversary of Samarkand was richly cel-
ebrated, witnessed by the discovery of the Achaemenid lay-
ers, then followed the anniversaries of Leninabad, Tashkent, 
Bukhara, Khiva and other cities. The further one goes, the 
more difficult to ascertain and the more obscure the dates 
become. In 2007 Samarkand celebrated its 2750 anniversary, 
in Afrasiab pottery was found dating back to the pre-Achae-
menid period.

The Hermitage (together with local organisations) contin-
ues its work in Panjakent and also in the Buddhist cave mon-

astery of Karatepe in old Termez, in the settlement of Paikend 
near Bukhara and in the monastery of Adjina-Tepe in southern 
Tadjikistan. From the 1980s onwards the study of Middle Asia 
stopped being the monopoly of Soviet archaeologists; the wors-
ening situation in Afganistan after the deployment of Russian 
troops and the beginning of the Jihad made the further activity 
of the French archaeological delegation in Afganistan impos-
sible and many of its colleagues started work in Samarkand. 
They brought with them new methods and ideas that gained 
success in tandem with the skills of mud-brick archaeology 
which the local specialists had no shortage of. 

 After the collapse of the Soviet Union longstanding 
scientific links were under threat. All together the worsen-

18 | ‘ Leader’s Kaftan’ 
of Adygee-Alan tribes. 
Moshchevaya Balka. Kaftan: local 
production, 9th century; Stitched: Syria, 
8th-9th century. Silk, linen cloth; 
Max. l 140 cm, W (along the bottom 
edge) 180 cm. Provenance: Partly 
found by local students, 1970; partially 
excavated by a Hermitage expedition  
(led by a. a. yerusalimskaya), 1974
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. Kz-6584

19 |   Dish with a deer
Sogdia, 8th–9th century
Silver engraved  
D 35 cm 
Provenance: Central Museum  
of the Tatar autonomous  
Soviet Republic, 1933; 
found in the Repjevka  
in Voronezh Province, 1900
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. S-304
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ing economical situation, the instability and the civil war in 
Tadjikistan did not allow funds to be spent on such a ‘luxury’ 
as archaeology. Many projects were frozen. But at the same 
time the gates were opened for researchers from the whole 
world wanting to work on the antiquities of the newly in-
dependent republics. Many expeditions from France, Italy, 
Germany, Britain, Japan and other countries work fruitfully 
on the archaeological sites of Middle Asia in partnership 
with local scientists. The Hermitage remains the only organi-
sation in Russia that regularly carries out excavations in 
Middle Asia; in Panjakent, Paikend and the settlements of 
the Seven Rivers.

 Surely now, in the absence of imposed ideologies, we 
can concentrate solely on science? Not entirely. In the archae-
ological circles of the Middle Asian republics there is a strong 
nationalist theme and a desire to prove the nation’s ancient 
roots and exclusiveness. History is a battleground between 
the Pan-Turkists and the Pan-Iranists. In Tajikistan, the year 
of Aryan civilization was celebrated, and the official ideology 
of Turkmenistan argues that the Turkmen invented wheat, the 
wheel, the wagon and metal casting! It is remarkable, and 
a shame, that this nationalist hysteria is supported by most 
of the population. The gala of jubilees continues. Karshi (Uz-
bekistan) celebrated 2750 years, Osh (Kyrgyzstan) — three 
thousand years, Panjakent (Tajikistan) — five and a half thou-
sand years in all. During anniversaries funds are allocated for 
the excavations of cities (which bring interesting results) for 
the construction and renovation of museums and on scientific 
conferences. Significant sums of money are being spent on 
the restoration of monuments of architecture and archaeol-
ogy. Newly-built constructions shining under the southern sun 

interculturality and interreligiosity as a means of advancing 
peace and understanding, taking into account the new logic 
of  international cooperation "and other high-sounding non-
sense. Of course, your humble servant immediately wrote a let-
ter of support. I know this colleague well and bunked with him 
in a hut in the mountains of Tajikistan, he is a renowned expert 
on Iran and Middle Asia, an excellent historian of religions and 
ethnographer and his team are first-class archaeologists. May 
the gentlefolk from UNESCO provide money for research, but 
the trained mind of a scholar could present the results as in-
terculturality and multilingualism.

So human values come and go, but we remain. What 
is next in the queue, Islamic fundamentalism? Initially, of 
course, fanatics commit indescribably horrific crimes with 
cultural heritage, it is impossible to look at the footage of the 
destruction of Assyrian sculpture in ISIS controlled Mosul, 
without a shudder (there’s not much consolation, even in 
the fact that the majority of the exhibits are reproductions, 
there are old exhibits among them). The same feelings were 
prompted by the destruction of the giant Buddhas of Bamiyan 
by the Taliban (by the way, because of this, previously hid-
den caves with paintings and manuscripts were disclosed). 
They are comparable to the colossal losses in the cultural 
heritage of Europe and the Soviet Union during World War 
II, which had no ideological or religious motives. With time 
the glow of fundamentalism cools and a more rational view 
of history comes to replace it. Fifteen years ago in Iran a slo-
gan hung over the cash register at the open-air museum in 
Persepolis: "The Islamic Revolution (1979 — Present day) is 
a continuation of the work of Cyrus and Darius." I suppose 
that in the new caliphate there will be archaeology by public 

order, and the research will be couched, for example, in 
empty words about the monotheism of the ancient inhabitants 
of the region.

 In the meantime, in conversations with archaeologists 
and intellectuals, and ordinary people in Middle Asia, we 
constantly hear regret voiced about the collapse of the Un-
ion, about the distancing of the republics from each other 
and from Russia, about the loss of cultural relations that 
have existed for decades and about the loss of centralized 
state research funding. "It was good in the Union" — what is 
this? Is this really what people think? Or simply a manifesta-
tion of Middle Asian hospitality, a desire to say something 
nice to guests?

with their modern materials and colors, do not feature heavily 
in most cities with a preserved historical centre.

 But these are the challenges that you face only within the 
region. Now what of foreign expedition organizers, maybe they 
are far from rigid axioms? Recently a decent Italian colleague 
asked me to write a letter in support of the establishing of a 
UNESCO faculty at his university, under the title "Intercultural-
ity and the preservation of material and non-material ethnic 
and cultural heritage." Following this gobbledygook came a 
research topic no less divorced from reality: "Multilingualism 
as a fundamental part of the protection and promotion of cul-
tural heritage, including the related protection of human rights, 
especially of ethnic, cultural and ethno-religious minorities ... 

21 |   Hisorak. A fragment 
of carved wood  
in the process  
of being cleaned
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THE ART OF SOGDIANA: 
MONUMENTAL PAINTINGS  
FROM PANJAKENT

laRisa kulakova

Panjakent’s Wall Paintings Have Brought 
It Worldwide Fame. Fragments of Monumental 
Wall Painting survive At Many sites of Ancient 
sogdiana, But It Is the Material From Panjakent 
that Gives the Fullest Picture of the sogdians’ 
View of the World And the Level Achieved 
By their Art. numerous Wall Paintings Were 
Discovered In Palaces And temples, But the Majority 
Were Found In the Homes of ordinary Citizens. 
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The abundance of images and the variety of their subjects 
make Panjakent comparable to Pompeii. One characteristic 
feature of the art of Panjakent is the predominance of secu-
lar subjects. 

Relatively few early paintings of the 5th and 6th centuries 
survive. The best known are two compositions showing female 
deities and donors from Temple II, the earliest of which (late 
5th century) includes Hellenistic devices alongside Kushan-
Sasanian elements. In the 6th century the influence of Indian 
art made itself felt, for instance in the iconography of a four-
armed goddess seated upon a fantastical sea monster known 
as a makara. Thereafter multi-figure mythological composi-
tions made their appearance. 

Most of the painted halls or reception rooms in the pri-
vate houses of Panjakent date from the period of the town’s 
greatest prosperity, the early 8th century, or the time of its res-
toration after being taken by the Arabs in 740. 

 The artists of Panjakent developed their own visual sys-
tem in which colour and contour and the interrelationship 
of  figures and objects unfolding on the flat suface played 
specific roles. There is no spatial depth and a sense of space 
is created by depicting figures and objects from different 
viewpoints. Boris Marshak, leading specialist in Sogdian 
culture and in the paintings of Panjakent in particular, noted 
“The world of Sogdian painting consists of two emphatically 
separate parts: the combined interaction of the figures and 
the totally unrelated background”.

 While the techniques used for Sogdian wall paintings 
are similar to those employed throughout East Turkestan, 
the ground was different. At Panjakent artists used plaster 
with an admixture of calcite, contrasing with the use of a loess 
ground in the cave temples of the Western Regions. Sogdi-
an painting used plenty of black and a white and was built 

up of  a combination of shades of red, brown, yellow and 
blue, but there was a notable and almost total lack of green. 
Marshak saw here a conscious rejection of the colour, since 
it made it more difficult to preserve colour harmonies (par-
ticularly bearing in mind the already limited range of pig-
ments available to the artists of Panjakent). Grass and leaves 
are painted using different colours, but the departure from 
‘truth to life’ is compensated by the tranquil harmony of the 
colour relationships. 

 Painterly devices and the visual system employed de-
pended on the tier in which the image featured. If paintings 
in the lowest tier used a minimal range of colours and the 
contours of all images were identical in quality, in composi-

tions of the highest and middle levels the artist paid much 
more attention to the relationship between areas of colour 
and to the nature of the lines. Even within a single figure the 
colour of the contour lines might alter from black to reddish-
brown, the latter used mainly for the faces and hands where 
it  created a softer effect when combined with the pinkish-
ochre of the skin. A similar device is found in some wall paint-
ings of East Turkestan. The thickness of the lines also changes 
all the time: thicker lines serve to emphasise a specific object 
or figure, finer lines indicate details of objects or attire, such 
as the ornament on silk textiles. Artists were virtuoso masters 
of their tools, whether brushes, reed pens or sticks; they ap-
plied their lines easily and with a confident hand, altering the 
pressure as required. 

 Such is the nature of glue-based paintings on plaster 
that once uncovered by excavation they are in considerable 
danger of rapid disintegration: the mineral salts of the soil, 
dissolved in ground waters, crystalise on the surface under 
the effects of the atmosphere. It is therefore important that 
they be removed from the walls, placed on a new support and 
transferred to museum conditions. In the 1940s and early 1950s 
a leading member of the Hermitage’s conservation team, Pav-
el Kostrov, developed a method of successfully doing this and 
the Laboratory for the Scientific Restoration of Monumental 
Painting was set up specifically to work with the wall paintings 
of Middle Asia. Kostrov’s method, updated and improved over 
time, remains in use within the Hermitage for the conserva-
tion of Sogdian and Central Asian wall paintings by a group 
of professional art restorers of a very high level. 

22|  B. I. Marshak (and grandson) 
and G. I. Ter-Ohanian cleaning 
lion sculpture. Panjakent, 1980s

23 |  Siege tower. Sogdia, 
Panjakent, citadel, room 5, 711–721
Wall painting, 78 × 63 cm 
Provenance: Hermitage archaeological  
expedition in Panjakent, 1971
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. Sa-16227
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‘the silk Road’ Is A Conventional term, silk Was 
Just one, Albeit the Primary, of the Goods that 
Were Moved Across the expanses of eurasia. 
the trading Process Was A Mutual one From the 
outset. From China to the West, Alongside silk, 
Lacquers, Ceramics And Porcelain Were transported, 
From siberia — Furs, From the Mediterranean 
to the east seventeen types of Fabric, Initially 
tapestries And Later Byzantine silk, Also 
Glassware Which Was Highly Prized And ended up 
In the treasuries of the Chinese emperors. From 
India And south-east Asia Incense, Henna, topaz 
And Diamonds And exotic Animals Were Furnished. 
Aside From this, Horse trading And objects 
of Gold And silver Were of Great Importance.

For centuries silk had been considered equivalent to gold 
in worth and had acquired currency as a universal standard 
of value. Silk was used to buy off enemies (accordingly Rome 
bought off the besieging Vandals with silk tunics) and also 
to win friends (one of many examples, the Persian monarch 
Shapur III gave a silk tent to the Armenian queen Zarmand-
uht). Silk was a mandatory part of high level diplomatic gifts; 
silk from Mauzac (The Lyon Fabric Museum) for example, 
was given to Pepin the Short by the Byzantine emperor, Con-
stantine V. The Vatican’s pontifical inventory lists donations 
to the church in the form of pieces of silk.

Towards the fourth and fifth centuries silk weaving ap-
peared in the Mediterranean and the Middle East, neverthe-
less silk maintained its high status as the principal privilege 
of the higher echelons of society. The situation remained 
unchanged at least until the tenth century, this is confirmed 
by documents of Byzantine legislation; Maritime Law (of the 
tenth century) had a provision for special compensation for 
lost goods in the case of silk and gold.

The technology of silk production is a laborious proc-
ess, consisting of various stages. Silk thread is naturally 
produced by the Domesticated Silkmoth (Bombyx mori). The 
adult butterfly lays up to 500 eggs that turn into caterpil-
lars  — silkworms. The caterpillars are fed on the leaves 
of mulberry trees, eating a huge number of them. The de-
veloping silkworms produce up to a few hundred meters 
of the thinnest of adhesive threads, and form it into a co-
coon. In order to obtain silk thread from the cocoons, be-
fore the caterpillars turn into butterflies, the whole sticky 
mass, including the grub, is separated by boiling and the 
thread is  unwound. The threads are spun and dyed, and 
the twisted yarns are woven on looms, weaving the thread 
in various sequences of warp and weave to create the fin-

est cloth of  smooth, patterned, plain and coloured silks. 
The silk is additionally embroidered with coloured and even 
gold  threads, using a variety of techniques and methods. 
Thanks to the different structure of looms, sometimes Chinese 
silk can be distinguished from Sogdian or Byzantine by the 
weft of the fabric.

fRom mateRial by  
А.А. yeRusalemskaya, P.b. luRie, m.l. menshikovaya.

24 |  Woman’s Coat [Kaltachak]
Uzbekistan (former Khanate of Bukhara), 
late 19th century. Brocaded silk, satin 
weave, metallic yarns and strips  
(made in Russia); lining: ikat-dyed, silk  
and cotton weave, trimming ribbon,  
card- or finger-woven, hand sewn  
(made in Bukhara), l 140 cm, W 196 cm 
The israel Museum, jerusalem



The name of the exhibition has been taken from the famous 
Chinese novel of the sixteenth century by Wu Cheng’en, based 
on the artistic writings of ‘Great Tang records on the Western 
Regions’ (the dynasty ruled in China from 618 — 907). The 
‘Records’ belong to the pen of the celebrated Buddhist monk 
Xuanzang, who in search of holy texts and burning with a de-
sire to pay homage to the sites connected with the life of the 
Buddha Shakyamuni, made a great pilgrimage to India from 
629 to 645. Xuanzang described the majority of lands, oases, 
principalities and smaller states of the Western regions and 
Central Asia which he visited on his journey to India and on his 
return to his homeland. It is to these territories that the exhibi-
tion is dedicated.

By ancient Chinese tradition, all the territories that lie to the 
West of the country’s border are called the Western regions. With 
a light flourish of his pen the German geographer Ferdinand von 
Richthofen in 1877 created the title ‘The Great Silk Road’, which 
became the common term used to describe the trade between the 
Far East and the western world that passed through these lands.

The term ‘Central Asia’ is often applied to these regions, 
this, however, is not entirely accurate. We understand it to mean, 
firstly, the north-western part of the People’s Republic of China 
(Xinjiang, Gansu Province, Ningxia, Qinghai and Inner Mongo-
lia), and secondly — the former Soviet Central Asia (modern Uz-
bekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan, 
the lands called in Russian tradition "Middle Asia"), as well as 

‘Journey to the West’ sounds 
Paradoxical For A european 
Viewer. A european Person Has 
to take A Mental Journey From 
West to east, In order to Reach 
those Regions that Figure In the 
exhibition “expedition. the silk 
Road. Masterpieces From the 
Hermitage”, shown In Amsterdam.

Pavel luRie, kiRa samosiuk

JOURNEY  
TO THE WEST

25
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the adjoining territory of Afghanistan north of the Hindu Kush. 
The geographical position of Central Asia is such that it was 
between the great civilizations of antiquity and the Middle Ages: 
India, Iran and China to the north it is bordered with the popula-
tion of the nomadic steppe.

 Journey to the West is a fascinating experience, but this is 
not the main goal of the exhibition. Its main goal is to demon-
strate the multi-ethnicity and the unusual diversity of the culture 
of Central Asia. The migration of the populations of Eastern and 
Central Asia that continued unabated from ancient times, the 
waves of conquest, the shifts of ethnic groups, religions, states 
and rulers and exposure to external influence, all these proc-
esses are reflected in the material culture and art and can be 
easily traced in the artefacts demonstrated at the exhibition. 

In recent years, in various museums around the world 
many exhibitions have been organized, on some aspect of the 
history, culture and art of the Silk Road. The uniqueness of our 
show is, first of all, in the breadth of its geographical scope, 
the collection of the Hermitage allows us to equally repre-
sent the eastern and western parts of Central Asia, separated 
by impassable deserts and the mountains of Tien Shan and 
Pamir. The artefacts from these two regions are very different: 
in the eastern (Chinese) part it is almost exclusively Buddhist 
art, in the western (former Soviet) — secular, with Zoroastrian 
connotations. The history of study and the selec-
tion of sources also differ; in Northwest China they 
are the results of expeditions of the early twentieth 
century, objects of art and ancient manuscripts, in 
Central Asia — the results of the systematic work 
of Soviet expeditions of a later period that didn’t 
so much reveal written sources, but carried out in-
depth study of masses of archaeological material, 
coins and tokens. 

the Chinese capital and get as far as the shores of the Black Sea. 
But that very rare event is recorded in the Hermitage collection 
of artefacts from Moshchevaya Balka in the North Caucasus.

Returning to the novel by Wu Cheng'en "Journey to the 
West", its main character is not Xuanzang, who is no more than 
a sidekick to the monkey leader, Sun Wukong, who is on a search 
for the Buddha's teachings. Therefore, another key object in the 
exhibition is a small sculpture of a monkey in a Central Asian 
robe, originating from Khara-Khoto.

The chronological framework of the exhibition covers the pe-
riod from the early centuries of the Christian era to the thirteenth 
century. In fact, the exhibition brings together several cultures, 
historical destinies, religions, ethnic groups, unconnected, at first 
glance, but linked not only by the fact that they existed at the same 
time, but also because at times they experienced a common politi-
cal history and were connected by the Silk Road trails.

The main idea of the exhibition, in our view, is illustrated 
by three works on display. These are the image of a pilgrim, 
a Buddhist preacher with a sutra box on his shoulders, found 
in the walled in 17th cave of Dunhuang; the figure of the Sogdian 
merchant from Kùchē and ‘The Feasting Merchants' mural from 
Panjakent. The pilgrim is not Xuanzang, as is sometimes consid-

ered; its anthropological look suggests that he is "Western" and 
not of Chinese origin. The representations of pilgrims of Chinese 
type (which can be cautiously identified with Xuanzang) were 
found in the same cave by European and Japanese expeditions.

The second artefact, opening the exhibition is a small stat-
ue of a merchant made of wood, in all probability, Sogdian. He 
is dressed in winter fur clothes and trimmed animal tails. He 
has leather boots and a tall pointed hat. He has "round" eyes, 
a big nose (as Chinese sources usually describe foreigners) 
and a full beard.

The merchants on the Silk Road are its main characters, the 
reason and the result of its existence. As early as in the second 
century BC the great Chinese historian Sima Qian writes about 
traffic on the trade routes: "One caravan will not let another out of 
its sight." Mainly the Sogdians travelled from Central Asia to China. 
The mural from Panjakent, "The Feasting Merchants" is a wonder-
ful example of the customs of the wealthy Sogdians, dressed in 
luxurious silk, and creates a mood of celebration and a special 
joy of perceiving the world unique to Sogdiana. Sogdians founded 
numerous colonies in the oases along the Silk Road, in Dunhuang 
and the territory of China proper. In the essay ‘Research into the 
foreign surnames of the Northern Dynasties era’, it is written: "No 
sooner had the young marakandets (i.e. from Samarkand) turned 
twenty, than he was sent to foreign countries (to trade). He made it 

to China, using his time here very profitably. Indeed, 
there was no place that they could not get to”. 1

In addition to the Sogdians, along the caravan 
roads of the Western region, caravans of Indian and 
Persian merchants would travel, cultivated nomadic 
Turks also took part in the sale of goods, and equally 
in the looting of the rich caravans. As a rule, the road 
was divided into separate sections and trade was the 
intermediary: it was a rare merchant that would leave 

1  Xiao Wei Yuan, Bei Xiao Husin Kao [Research into the 
foreign surnames of the Northern Dynasties era]. Peking, 
1958. Quot from: Lisevich, I. S. Mosaics of Ancient Chinese 
Culture. Moscow, 2010. p. 86.

25 |  Pilgrim. Dunhuang, Cave 17, 9th century
Paper, ink, paint, 51.8 × 29.8 cm
Provenance: the second Russian  
Turkestan expedition, 1914–1915
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. Dh-320

26 |    Monkey in western-style 
clothing (“Sun Wukong”)
Khara-Khoto, 8th–14th centuries 
Clay, wood, painting, H 44 cm (with stand) 
Provenance: P.K. Kozlov expedition, 1907–1909
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. Kh-2146
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It must be admitted that the European, particularly Dutch, 
museum visitor is well prepared for the experience of art with 
the help of modern teaching tools. He is able to read maps (in 
the case of this exhibition such a skill was essential in order 
to experience the whole exhibition), carefully read the ac-
companying notes to the exhibited works of art (writing such 
notes is an entire genre of exhibition preparation in itself) and 
is happy to spend time watching the video materials.

Again and again the State Hermitage displays its en-
cyclopaedic museum collection in Amsterdam. This time, 
replacing the French painters of the end of the nineteenth 
century, Gauguin, Bonnard and Denis 1, is a subject that has 
its roots in the early centuries of the Common Era.

EXPEDITION.  
THE SILK ROAD. 
MASTERPIECES FROM 
THE HERMITAGE

the title of the exhibition Which the Hermitage 
showed In spring And summer In Amsterdam 
Almost sounds Like the name of A James 
Bond Film. the story of the Largest system 
of trade Routes And Centres In the History 
of Mankind, that Received Its name In 1877 
thanks to the German Geographer Ferdinand 
Von Richthofen Was Indeed thrilling. 

svetlana datsenko
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heRmitage-amsteRdam exhibition CenteR
1 maRCh — 5 sePtembeR 2014 

27 |  View of the large hall 
at the exhibition "expedition.  
The Silk Road. Masterpieces  
from the Hermitage"

28 |  Speech by the Director 
of the State Hermitage,  
Mikhail Piotrovsky, at the 
opening of the exhibition  
in amsterdam

At the end of the nineteenth century the political in-
terests of the European governments turned to the East. 
A number of expeditions to China and Central Asian coun-
tries were organised, the conquest of which also fell to the 
Russian Empire in the second half of the nineteenth century. 
At the beginning the expedition was of a mainly geographi-
cal nature, focused on geology, meteorology, biology and 
mapping. Soon, however, the study of the East turned into an 
archaeological survey. In 1899, the International Committee 
for the Study of Central Asia was established and as a result 
areas of activity between countries were delineated by the 
participants in the research. Russian scientists were left be-
hind by the Europeans, who had returned from the first ex-

peditions with manuscripts, wall paintings and sculptures. 
Only at the beginning of the twentieth century did Russia 
organize an expedition to explore Central Asia, East Turke-
stan, Dunhuang and Mongolia.

After the 1917 revolution archaeological activity contin-
ued. From 1930 onwards it is possible to talk of the formation 
of a Soviet school of archaeology. The State Hermitage has 
always taken an active part in excavations on the territory of the 
Soviet republics. After the collapse of the USSR, the independ-
ent states; Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan continue re-
search which invariably involves scientists from the Hermitage.

The State Hermitage has brought to the exhibition 
in Amsterdam the best examples of archaeological research 

28 |



of the entire period discussed, from items of the expeditions 
organized in the pre-revolutionary era, to the objects found 
in excavations in the Soviet era.

The most spectacular exhibits in Amsterdam were nu-
merous monumental wall paintings. Among them was 
a 10-meter painting found in 1939 during excavations in the 
village of Varakhsha in the Bukhara oasis (Uzbekistan), from 
the VII-VIII centuries "A battle scene between the deity and 
predators" of the so-called Red Hall of the Palace of the rul-
ers of Bukhara. After coming to the Hermitage in 1955, this 

1 
The Exhibition ‘Gauguin, Bonnard, Denis. 
A Russian taste for French art’ which took place 
in the exhibition centre ‘Hermitage-Amsterdam’ 
from 14 September 2013 to 28 February 2014.

monument was not restored. Friends of the Hermitage Foun-
dation in the Netherlands paid for a large-scale restoration 
of paintings specifically for the exhibition, so that this unique 
artefact appeared before the public completely transformed. 
The exhibition was visited by more than 175,000 people.

archaeology is perhaps one of the most romantic of the sciences. 
to confirm this, ‘hermitage amsterdam’ together with leiden 
university organized a student expedition to the archaeological 
centers on the silk road. six students in the space of a month drove 
more than two thousand kilometers across Central asia, taking 
part in excavations and familiarising themselves with the culture 
of the modern east. with the assistance of the latest communication 
tools on the internet, you can follow the adventures of the dutch 
students in uzbekistan, kazakhstan and kyrgyzstan.

29 |   Head of a Monk
Khara-Khoto, 13th–14th century
Clay, paint, 15 × 10.5 cm 
Provenance: P.K. Kozlov 
expedition, 1926
The State Hermitage Museum
inv. Kh–2119
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32 |   Bukhara women’s dresses
Uzbekistan, early 20th century 
Silk, raw silk, tabby and satin weave, 
ikat dyed, l ca. 130 cm, W ca. 220 cm 
The israel Museum, jerusalem
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‘…THE TRUTH LIES IN THE FACT THAT WE ARE 
RACING AHEAD OF OUR TIMES. ARCHAEOLOGY 
IS THE SCIENCE OF THE FUTURE. EACH 
OLD IBM THAT IS THROWN ON THE SCRAPHEAP 
BECOMES AN ARTEFACT. ARTEFACTS ARE 
THE MAIN PRODUCTS OF OUR CIVILISATION. 
WHEN ALL THE COMPUTER GENIUSES BECOME 
UNEMPLOYED, WE’LL HAVE ENOUGH WORK 
TO LAST US A MILLION YEARS. IN THIS LIES THE 
FUNDAMENTAL PARADOX OF ARCHAEOLOGY. 
OUR SCIENCE WILL REACH ITS APOTHEOSIS 
WHEN THE WORLD ENDS’.

Nicolas Dickner. ‘Nikolski’(2009)
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The Fear oF Doppelganger
World Wars

The Conversation Between Artist 
Pepperstein And Philosopher 
Velminsky About World Wars 
And, Primarily, The first World War, 
Took Place in The Summer Of 2014, 
100 years After The events, in Zurich, 
Amazingly Coinciding Geographically 
With Other events Of 1914 Mentioned 
in Passing Or not Mentioned At All.

Pavel PePPeRstein 
a russIan artIst, WrIter, CrItIC, theorIst of arts, founDer 
of “InsPeCtIon MeDICaL herMeneutICs” art-GrouP. PartICIPant  
of the MaIn ProGraMMe of the euroPean bIennIaL  
of ConteMPorary art ManIfesta 10 (2014, saInt PetersburG)

vladimiR velminsky 
PhD In PhILosoPhy, stuDIes teChnICaL CoMPonents  
of CuLture (MeDIa, LIterature, arts, PhILosoPhy, 
sCIenCes anD CIneMa) at sWIss feDeraL InstItute 
of teChnoLoGy In ZurICh



P.P.we cannot avoid the analogies between what 
was happening 100 years ago and what we have 
today. the first world war was not only geo-

political but generally a pivotal moment; this was clear 
to all  cultural figures who were involved in the war all 
across the world and spoke about this war, even before-
hand. they expressed this feeling of the unbearable, the 
sense of stuffiness and inescapability that preceded the 
beginning of the war. our school text books described this 
war as an imperialistic one, a rapacious feud between 
large predators who were, as the following rapid escala-
tion demonstrated, in a moribund state. the war resulted 
in the downfall of the three most powerful conglomerates 
involved in it: the austro-hungarian, russian and german 
empires. the british empire survived, on the other hand, 
as well as france, which was not an empire. 

all the stuffiness and the strange atmosphere de-
scribed by so many people did not dissolve and noth-
ing resolved, unlike at the end of the second world war. 
it was a lot more atrocious, slaughterous and catastrophic 
but it also ended with a certain catharsis, everyone felt 
that something had been resolved. and indeed, something 
was resolved and this resolution of a global deadlock 
lasted by  all accounts until the current moment, un-
til the  situation that we are all witnessing now, which 
is the end of the after-effects of the second world war. 
the end of the train of this cathartic resolution, of a period 
when something was settled. 

the cuban missile crisis, the war in vietnam and 
many other catastrophic events happened during that 
period, yet everyone was certain that they lived in mod-
ern times. we have none of this certainty now, every-
one is convinced that we are living in the past. what’s 
more, it turns out that this past has multiple horrifying 
modern components in addition, which further aggravate 
the whole situation. 

V.V.i don’t fully agree with you, i think that period 
ended with the 9/11 attacks on the u.s. there 
was a feeling that it put an end to the post-

war atmosphere of the second world war, post-modern 
times, and another era started. the difference between 
what is happening now and what happened on 11 sep-
tember is in the perception of the enemy. after 9/11 the 
enemy was clear but impossible to localise, which led to 
obscure hysterical reactions in america. as for now, the 
enemies have been determined, they can be localised and 
all aggression is rather explicit. this is comparable to 
what was happening before and during the first world 
war. it should be noted, that these aggressions started 
developing quite a while ago, they have been noticeable 
both in the east and in the west over the last ten years. 
the current situation in ukraine is an outburst that made 
the way things are visible and provided an exit to the ex-

isting aggression. this is exactly the same as franz ferdi-
nand’s assassination in sarajevo: the pinnacle of aggres-
sion followed by reactions from mutually hostile countries.

i agree with what you said regarding the fall of the 
empires but the german empire did not collapse, it trans-
formed into the weimar republic, which led to a gradual 
surge of nationalism, also in italy. nationalism is quite 
relevant even today and for all parties. it is both chilling 
and interesting from the historical point of view in order 
to understand how such things happen and how pointless 
everyone’s actions are.

P.P.analogies also arise because europe, again, 
is  at  the centre of these events. this aspect 
is  unexpected, especially if we relate the cur-

rent situation to 11 september, when the previous era 
ended (and, i think, the second world stopped existing, 
leaving behind only the first and the third that immedi-
ately clashed), 1 but it seemed to have given birth to new 
transcendent political illusions. 

first of all, it looked like these global political con-
flicts were no longer hardwired to europe. secondly, 
it  seemed that they would not be transnational and 
in this new historical phase the states that by now have 
seemingly civilised on the one hand, and become more 
of a notional category on the other hand, would no longer 
have conflicts between each other but with savage illegal 
formations, such as al-qaeda and others that seemed 
to have a strong potential. 

it seemed that the states that had entered the cold 
phase would collide with these heated, highly provocative 
elements which are perilous, among other things, because 
of the impossibility to localise them, for the lack of at-
tachment to any particular territories and their nomadic 
character. it was rumoured that al-qaeda was some sort 
of nebulous cave network of afghanistan and saudi ara-
bia — spy games and all part of a new global game.

what is happening now is peculiar because there 
is a sense of returning to an old, long-forgotten game but in 
very harsh and radical forms. this generally rapidly changes 
our view of the past. everything that seemed to be way 
back in the past suddenly got closer and it became appar-
ent that getting rid of the past completely is  impossible. 
direct ties to europe are tangible and emphasized by every-
thing that is happening, namely, by the fact that the conflict 
originated in ukraine, at the geographical centre of europe 2 
(the town of rahkiv in western ukraine is the central point 
of the geoformation called europe). 

if we chose to be turgid in our terms we could logi-
cally refer to ukraine as the place of the ‘decline of the 
west’, of the ‘european project’. we can also observe 
something else which makes the situation reminiscent 
of the first world war and distinguishes it from the sec-
ond world war: the two sides of the conflict are actually 
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not at all different from each other. essentially, it is a duel 
between tweedledum and tweedledee, 3 two twins. 

this reiterates the first world war, when not only 
were the countries at war totally identical in their politi-
cal organisation, virtually a mirror image of each other, 
but even the monarchs in command were close relatives, 
which was described in detail in solzhenitsyn’s red wheel 
novels. historical documents give evidence that willy 4 and 
nicky, 5 two cousins, kept to their friendly correspond-
ence throughout the war. photographs show two identical 
moustached men, in identical uniforms, and it is clear that 
they did not differ in their minds either. with all his rus-
sian nationalism, nicky was as german as willy. 

i actually get the impression that throughout the war 
these two kept peacefully drinking tea together while their 
armies and peoples were going through severe pain, fight-
ing each other. they both were cruelly amerced by history 
and crumbled into abyss. it must have been their punish-
ment for such informality, for the lack of distinction. it all 
contributed to an atmosphere of heavy delirium, surreal 
and futile. 

today’s situation also evokes the feeling that all this 
is unnecessary. this was not the case during the second 
world war, despite all the monstrosity of what was hap-
pening. the first world war was nowhere nearly as cata-
strophic as the second one. and yet it did not feel stuffy, 
it was a war of concepts. there were three clear global 
positions that clashed in a military conflict, which was 
ideological, philosophical, economic etc. 

three ideologies — fascist, communist and western 
capitalist — entered a battle but, paradoxically, the fascist 
block was initially seen by the western world as a defence 
against communism. to begin with, the western world 
strongly encouraged both hitler and fascists. it was fol-
lowed by a phase when stalin started supporting hitler 
and the fascist regimes, seeing them, again, as a safety 
barrier between the ussr and the west. the shield in the 
meantime turned out to be so powerful, mighty and extrem-
ist in its intentions that it acted as a party in the conflict. 

as a result, to everyone’s surprise, the capitalist 
western side and the communist side suddenly found 
themselves in alliance. as if two people were at each 
other’s throat and at some point hired the same killer 
to get rid of the enemy but the killer suddenly attacked 
both of them, thus bringing them together. the killer ends 
up killing their animosity. 

hitler unintentionally acted as the healer of the world, 
of this tiring horrendous enmity, and the enmity was pre-
served but also took a ritualised form affected by the 
memory of this alliance.

it is quite symbolic that the union was officially estab-
lished in crimea, at the yalta conference. this is the only 
tie to crimea western people have, apart from the crimean 
war, a charge of the light brigade. 6 

when asked what they know about crimea and what 
associations their mind stumbles upon at the mention 
of the name, western people can only think of two things. 

the first association is very obsolete and vague albeit 
very painful memories of the crimean war of the 19th 
century (v.v.: essentially, it was the first such media war). 
it was a very important, innovative war, russia lost it but 
later, thanks to germany, somewhat even won it retro-
spectively, but not with its own hands but with german 
hands. the extent of the soreness from these memories 
is demonstrated by an english film that is quite important 
for this context, the charge of the light brigade, 7 which 
shows a total bloodbath. not long ago i read a book on 
the crimean war, which said that not only did people kill 
each other but it looked as though the circumstances 
themselves tried to get as many killed as possible. there 
were constant storms that sunk ships on all sides, epi-
demics caused more casualties than military actions; eve-
ryone who was in command also strangely died. it was 
clear that the war was not approved by anyone and un-
seen forces also condemned it. 

the second association is peaceful but is also related 
to war: the yalta conference, this moment that brought 
along this paradoxical trinity. the image of this trinity 
became imprinted in everyone’s mind but has dissolved 
by now. in the photographs from this conference the fig-
ures of churchill, roosevelt and stalin sitting together 
somewhat blend into one, which is of high importance as 
it looks like they are sitting on three different chairs but 
then form some sort of a three-headed creature which 
startles the collective mind by the mere fact that these 
three creatures cannot be one! 

the principal chasm between the different govern-
ment systems and leaders nearly justified this war which 
was like a peculiar philosophical debate.

the current situation is a lot closer to the first world 
war, and putin, who is hated in the west, is its iden-
tical twin and its mirror image, he is no different from 
western leaders, as nicky was no different from willy. 
this profound resemblance, the same systems, ideology, 
means and attitudes, generally speaking, make this situa-
tion thoroughly unnecessary. everyone is forced to choose 
between two identical options.

V.V.perhaps, this is where the fear lies: the west 
approaches its reflection which it probably was 
not even aware of as such, and it results in the 

current situation. 

P.P.you are right. here we have the ancient fear 
of twins, doppelgangers and reflections, the fear 
of similitude. in this respect it would be interest-

ing to study the well-known phenomenon of russopho-
bia in the west, made visible by the current aggravation. 
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in many aspects it resembles the anti-semitism of the 
20th century. i remember reading one of hitler’s letters 
where he says that it came as a shock that jews could also 
be fair-haired, blue-eyed and have straight noses. while 
he thought that they are very specific people in kippahs, 
with long payot and beards, while he thought that they 
are easily distinguishable, he didn’t mind them. but when 
he realised that the distinction could be questioned, he 
had an impulse of ill feeling: the desire to exterminate 
them manifested itself, first and foremost, in the desire 
to mark them, to set them apart and draw a line. every-
thing started with obliging all the jews to wear a yellow 
star. the fear of similitude is a fear of losing one’s own 
identity, as once we are unable to distinguish ourselves 
from others, we are no longer ourselves. 

hitler was obsessed with the jews. i saw a large 
photo album published in the third reich, dedicated 
to identifying a jew. this enormous photo album had 
various pictures — eskimos, chinese, norwegians — ac-
companied with explanations involving refined elements 
and texts saying that these people are still not quite 
norwegian, eskimos, chinese or african, that jews can 
transform into anyone. 

V.V. it reminds me of the tool for identifying eth-
nicity created by leonid sokov 8 (p.p.: “nos-
es!”): you put it next to a nose and it will 

define the ethnicity. 9

P.P.the whole horror of the rise of fascism starts 
when this device fails. this partly explains why 
conflict is unfolding on european soil again: par-

ticipants have to be indistinguishable in their looks, this 
is a key factor. conflicts with arabs and china seemed 
probable but the orient absorbs such controversies with 
its dissimilitude — it is announced straight away: we are 
different and in case you are still in doubt we even look 
completely different. in the current situation russians are 
partly replacing the jews in the anti-semitism scenario; 
acute neurosis related to the jews, as one cannot hate 
them now, and it is undoubtedly hitler’s achievement. 
by  radicalising his programme of nationalism towards 
the jews he set a veto on this option. 

someone has to play this role though. russians 
are  conveniently well-suited for it: as jews, they are 
the most amorphous, the most washed out, looking any-
thing, present anywhere, and not different from western 
people on the outside or on the inside. the mechanics 
of the fear of the doppelganger, of the inability to dif-

2 |    Pavel Pepperstein
Untitled (With Balloons and Soldiers), 2014
Watercolour and ink on paper, 30 × 40 cm
especially for the Hermitage Magazine
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ferentiate work perfectly. what failed with bin laden 
and  did not work with gaddafi suddenly works abso-
lutely fine, like in the old days. it turns out that old 
recipes work better than new ones.

in this retrospective it becomes clear why so many 
old symbols have been revived. in ukraine, for example, 
that started a revolution, half of the population is using 
nazi symbols, whereas the other half, which is in oppo-
sition, is using soviet symbols, realising on an intuitive 
level that the russian flag would not work unlike the so-
viet red one. this is key intuition and it is very important, 
but on the rational level they know that the russia they 
place their hopes on cannot stand communist symbols 
and refuses to have anything to do with this symbolic 
paradigm and this past. and yet they grab the soviet and 
not the russian flag. 

V.V.another important aspect of the post-war pe-
riod is physical suffering, it gave birth to a new 
medical and cultural project called prosthesis. 

prosthetic devices were used to reconstruct injured bod-
ies, and the russian avant-garde borrowed this concept 
and started treating the russian people as totally crippled 
and needing artificial limbs for recovery. today prosthetic 
devices as such exist on a symbolic level: they are artifi-
cial computer networks, uncontrolled and going beyond 
corporeity, boundless.

P.P.yeah, it reminds me of the wrong trousers from 
the wallace and gromit series, where wallace 
invents mechanical trousers, and a lonely nasty 

penguin creeps into his favour. to begin with, wallace is re-
ally keen on the trousers, they are comfortable, they make 
him run fast, and he can even walk on the ceiling in them. 10 
the problem is that when wallace falls asleep the trousers, 
controlled by the evil penguin, use him as a dummy and 
take him to a bank. the penguin is a baddy from the very 
start although he looks very sweet. 

all these networks of today, this electronic revolution 
that announces that the future has come, a new century 
has started, and that people can now chaotically speak 
to each other on a certain plane of the whole world, all this 
provokes a rapid archaism of the situation. this collapse 
into the past is the consequence of the cyber revolution. 

earlier the world was controlled by television, 
and everything was rather distilled, all officials, civil serv-
ants and heads of state, as well as official journalists, 
who worked on tv and for the official press, underwent 
a certain modernisation — they were revamped figures 

3 |    Pavel Pepperstein
Untitled (With a Flower and a Soldier), 2014
Watercolour and ink on paper, 30 × 40 cm
especially for the Hermitage Magazine
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and exercised the exclusive right to provide information 
to the public in one way or another. 

now, with the rise of the internet, the masses have 
started informing themselves or rather, mostly ‘disinform-
ing’ themselves, because, as it turns out, people disinform 
each other a lot more than any authorities. 

this enormous surge or archaism is also due to the 
fact that the masses, unlike political leaders, journal-
ists, professionals and certain other delegates from the 
caste, have not undergone any modernisation. they still 
live in that very past that has officially been declared 
gone and cancelled; for them it is a lot more relevant 
than it used to be believed. now this past has got a way 
out and all levels and layers of this aggressive past are 
now gushing through the web, in the absence of the 
caste filter that used to work. 

everything to do with modern times used to come 
from the authorities. the system has now collapsed 
and this discourse has also collapsed, also in the hands 
of the authorities. first and foremost, it was a discourse 
characterised by raised caution. the authorities demon-
strated their competence unlike the masses, the general 
public and some savage organisations; it manifested it-
self also in them being a lot more cautious and delicate 
towards each other. thus they demonstrated to the world 
that they are the people who are aware that everything 
is happening on a tinder box and one careless movement, 
one strike of a match can lead to a total explosion and 
collapse. all the trust and legitimacy of the authorities 
were not due to the electoral system but due to this 
extra care they demonstrated. and now, all of a sud-
den, this cautiousness collapsed before our eyes: they 
have started behaving like the tinder box does not exist, 
as it did not exist during the first world war. 

but it does. and this is the most important point in re-
lation to the second world war — the most important 
thing that happened and what put an end to it is the 
bombings of hiroshima and nagasaki. they symbolised 
the transition to a new, entirely different level and the 
start of a change.

now the promise based on these bombings has van-
ished and has been replaced with the realisation that even 
if the entire world perished in a nuclear explosion it would 
still be outdated and mouldy history repeating itself. 

there is no longer any delicacy or caution, that used 
to be the cornerstone. once again i feel like remember-
ing heidegger and giving him credit for warning against 
the development of cyber technologies 11 soon after the 
second world war, and he was absolutely right. this is 

4 |     Pavel Pepperstein
Lenin Is a Crescent Moon! Lenin  
Is a Heavenly Boxer! —  
Exclaimed the Sea Public, 2014
Watercolour and ink on paper, 24 × 32 cm
especially for the Hermitage Magazine



where the worst danger lies: not in the atomic bomb, 
unbridled imperialism, predation of states or the incom-
petence of authorities but simply in the people inhabiting 
the earth. people present the worst danger, they are the 
most wretched creatures in the world, no one else. 

no monster of a dictator can be worse than an ordi-
nary normal person who does not seem to be bad at all 
but who is potentially a thousand times as dangerous 
as all odious characters. when this ordinary person gets 
access, or rather an illusion of participation in every-
thing, this is when the situation becomes truly frighten-
ing. there is no more observation, the masses no longer 
think that they cannot affect anything, which was the 
most valuable achievement of the second world war, its 
most positive outcome. 

now everyone believes that they can have an impact, 
and immediately everyone gets involved in the interaction. 
and a very difficult question: how can this develop and 
are there any potential scientific or technological coun-
termeasures? can there be a certain counterrevolution 
which would respond to the cyber revolution that turned 
out to be so dangerous for humanity?.. 

this conflict [on the informational level] is to an ex-
tent a conflict between the web and television. an inter-
esting fact comes up: television has not lost its potential. 
what’s more, in certain situations, for certain models 

1  According to the mythological model of the world that P.P. is probably referring to, the first world is 
the real (human) one, the second one is magical (a world of games and magic) and the third world is 
transcendental. The characters of ‘Mythogenic love of castes’, a novel by S. Anufriev and P. Pepperstein  
(1999, 2002), live in the three 

2  The location of the geographical centre of Europe depends on the methods we use to define it and the borders 
we use as a reference point, whether we include remote islands or not. Rakhiv is the administrative centre 
of Rakhiv district of Zakarpatia province. Rakhiv is an ancient name, it can be translated as ‘the hidden sun’ 
or ‘the sun’s hiding place’: Ra means the sun, and khiv comes from the Ukrainian verb to hide. 

3  Tweedledum and Tweedledee are fictional characters in an English nursery rhyme: Tweedledum 
and Tweedledee // Agreed to have a battle; // For Tweedledum said Tweedledee //  
Had spoiled his nice new rattle. 

4 Wilhelm II.
5 Nicholas II.
6  The Charge of the Light Brigade was a charge of British light cavalry led by Lord Cardigan against Russian 

forces during the Battle of Balaclava on 25 October 1854 in the Crimean War which resulted in many 
casualties. The events are best remembered as the subject of the poem "The Charge of the Light Brigade" 
by Alfred, Lord Tennyson.

7  The Charge of the Light Brigade, a 1968 British war film directed by Tony Richardson; released 
on 11 April 1968.

8  Leonid Sokov – a Russian artist, a famous representative of Soviet Pop Art.
9  Leonid Sokov. The Tool for identifying ethnicity. 1977. Private collection.
10  The Wrong Trousers is a 1993 stop-motion animated short film directed by Nick Park at Aardman Animations, 

featuring his characters Wallace and Gromit. It was his second half-hour short featuring the eccentric inventor 
Wallace and his silent but intelligent dog Gromit.

11  “The atomic bomb had exploded in Parmenides’s poems…” — from an interview of Martin Heidegger 
to L’Express, 1969. “Careful with cybernetics. Soon people will understand that things are more complicated 
than it seems”.

12  They are referring to a 2014 American science fiction monster film directed by Gareth Edwards. 
It is the 29th film about Godzilla and the second American reboot of the Godzilla film franchise  
after the 1998 version by Roland Emmerich. The film was first shown in Russia in May 2014.

it works more effectively. television essentially means 
targeted vision, or, in other words, centralised vision. 
the web, on the other hand, is decentralised vision, with 
multiple screens. 

as regards the vectors of ideological development 
of humanity, it is not improbable that we would consider 
returning to the old forms of centralised media. an image 
needs to be focused. no matter which way you look at it, 
the primary problem of the earth and humanity is ecology, 
no matter how hard we try to conceal it with military con-
flicts; this problem can only be resolved with a very strict, 
anti-human control, because a human being, as a  psy-
chosomatic organism, has no ecological impulses. on the 
contrary, all our impulses are quite the opposite. a resolu-
tion of this global problem requires an assault of all peo-
ple and depriving them of the freedom of communication 
on the internet that they currently have. otherwise they 
will definitely destroy the planet and themselves.

V.V.it may be worth locking all politicians in a cine-
ma and making them watch the new godzilla, 12 
it would be a very tarantino-like approach.

P.P.t has to be done immediately. only after watching 
such a film for many hours, one can be allowed 
to have any access power.
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fifty years ago the hermitage hosted an exhibition of contemporary artists 
not intended for the eyes of outsiders. it was organized by employees  
of the hermitage for employees of the hermitage. it was not open 
to the public. but a handful of young artists who were working as art handlers 
for the exhibition — and whose work provocatively went beyond the official 
rules, and only later won fame and success — invited others. delighted 
by the unexpected “crack in the wall” of the official control of art, the artists 
and their friends made it a sensation around the city. hundreds of representatives 
of the middle class of the time queued up at the hermitage’s service entrance. 
people talked about the exhibition, they discussed it, they circulated manuscripts 
with handwritten reviews. it was a political scandal. the authorities ordered 
that the exhibition be closed. the director of the hermitage was fired,  
and for the next few years the museum’s activity was strictly controlled.

CroSSeS over ManIFeSTa
Mikhail Piotrovsky

 Photo: Rustam Zagidullin 



in the late 1950s the hermitage was visited by a special 
commission of the academy of fine arts of the ussr. its 
task was to shut down the permanent exhibition that had 
just opened — a gallery of impressionists, matisse, picasso, 
and the like. at the time, the art of early modernism was 
considered extremely reactionary and provocative. the ban 
did not hold, however. part of what stopped it was an order 
signed by lenin about the nationalization of the famous col-
lections that these paintings had come from.

in 2013 the chapman brothers once again caused a scan-
dal, but this time it wasn’t the authorities who were 
scandalized, it was the public. masses of people, provoked 
by an online news source, wrote letters of protest claiming 
that their feelings had been insulted, that they identi-
fied political extremism in the dark jokes about nazism 
and violence, especially in the crucified figure of ronald 
mcdonald. complaints were sent to the prosecutor’s of-
fice. the prosecutor examined the exhibition but did not 
find any extremism. more visitors came, and the director 
of the hermitage brought bodyguards to his lectures.

a particular cultural phenomenon thus appeared — the third 
floor of the hermitage. in the 1950s and 1960s the tem-
porary and permanent exhibitions constantly drew crowds 
of people — students, artists, young physicists and engineers, 
poets and architects. everyone fought about art. new ideas 
were born, and new acquaintances were struck up. today, 
the crowds of argumentative viewers have been replaced 
by crowds of tourists. there’s nothing to argue about now. 
all the “revolutionaries” have become classics.

5 |  Thomas Hirschhorn
Abschlag, 2014 
installation  
General Staff Building

6 |   Gerhard Richter
Ema, Akt auf einer 
Treppe (Ema, Nude 
on a Staircase), 1966
oil on canvas, 200 × 130 cm
Collection of Museum 
ludwig, Cologne 
apollo Hall, Winter Palace

7 |  Apartment Art 
as Domestic 
Resistance 
Manifesta 10 Public 
Program
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10 |   Katharina Fritsch. Frau mit Hund 
(Woman with Dog), 2004. Polyester, metal, 
wood, H 176 cm, D 134 cm. Collection Stefan 
edlis and Gael Neeson. Winter Palace

8 |  Tatzu Nishi
Living Room, 2014 
installation. Winter Palace

in 1987, during an exhibition of yves saint-laurent,  
activists marched on palace square to protest the profanation 
of the museum’s sanctuary with commercial art.

today, displaying contemporary art alongside  
the classics is a common occurrence. what manifesta 
offers is significantly more complex. on the one hand, 
it continues the story about the evolution of art, 
the transformation of a novelty into a classic, of the 
diminishing of social conflict and scandal as they are 
absorbed by anthologies and history books. in this 
sense it was important for manifesta to include names 
that combine contemporaneity with past stages  
of international art history.

even before that, in 1919, the winter palace hosted the first 
state-sponsored free exhibition of works of art. the ceremonial 
halls displayed paintings of artists working in various genres, 
including twenty-three paintings by pavel filonov under the collec-
tive title entry into world flowering. the exhibition was moderate-
ly successful. some of the paintings were purchased by the state.

in 1920 the hermitage celebrated the return 
of the museum collections that had been evacu-
ated to moscow during the civil war and then 
held there too long by the new authorities. 
the commissar who spoke that evening, a fierce 
proponent of the avant-garde, said that he 
sincerely wished that young artists would visit 
the hermitage as little as possible; they should 
reject the old in order to build a new bright fu-
ture. back then, the hermitage did not have a 
third floor. it did not show kabakov’s red wagon 
and there were no plans for a manifesta.
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9 |  Pavel Pepperstein. The Convict, 2013
acryl on canvas, 150 × 200 cm 
Nahodka arts & Place, london. Winter Palace
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12 |   Erik van Lieshout
Basement (working title), 2014
Mixed media installation 
HD, color, sound 
General Staff Building

11 |   Karla Black. Nature Does 
The Easiest Thing, 2014
Plaster powder, powder paint, cellophane,  
sellotape, paint, polythene, thread 
Twelve Column Hall, New Hermitage

13 |  Joëlle Tuerlinckx. The (Red) 
Room, 2014. an adaptation 
of ‘a Stretch Museum Scale 1:1’ (2002)
General Staff Building

we have the experience of struggle and defense 
(albeit not always positive). throughout the entire 
twentieth century, when almost all the crosses 
on buildings were torn down by militant atheists 
or knocked off by bombs, an angel defeating his 
foe with a cross proudly soared on the alexander 
column over palace square, and the golden cross 
on the dome of the great church of winter palace 
shone. this is a symbol and a lesson. they remind 
us of the background for today’s seemingly urgent 
and yet ultimately ephemeral conflicts. in their 
shadow a beautiful new art is born.

to conceive of new art in the broadest context possible is an old tradi-
tion for the hermitage. it began with the collecting practices of catherine 
the great and nicholas i, and continues today with the project hermit-
age 20/21. we are thrilled to have manifesta as a guest of the hermit-
age and to reinvigorate the memory of our walls as part of a new artistic 
phenomenon that is equally addressed to the future as to the past. 
the memory of these walls carries the tradition of defending the territory 
of art from wars and revolutions, from the whims of rulers and the destruc-
tive force of the mob, from forced evacuations, auctions and private sales. 
today this territory is impinged on one side by the proponents of censor-
ship and political control, and on the other by adherents of political activ-
ism and provocation. art has its own, special tasks, which can be seen 
with the help of the broad context of the hermitage, both as a collection 
and as a monument to russian culture.

furthermore, manifesta establishes connec-
tions not only between contemporary art 
and the museum’s collection, but also to the whole 
environment of the hermitage — its buildings, 
the sculptures on the facades, the square, 
the rivers, the staircases, the alexander column, 
and all of st. petersburg with its imperial, revolu-
tionary, and military history.
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14 |  Louise Bourgeois
The Institute, 2002
Silver, 30.5 × 70.5 × 46.4 cm
Steel, glass, mirrors and wood 
vitrine, 177.8 × 101.6 × 60.9 cm
New Hermitage

manifesta at the hermitage is the logical 
next step of the contemporary art department’s 
growth. after participating in arco in madrid 
and the venice biennale, we dreamed  
of organizing a biennial of contemporary art  
in st. petersburg. manifesta was this event.

every native of st. petersburg has felt the pressure of art since childhood. 
it exerts itself from the facades of buildings and in the proportions of streets, 
from the walls of museums and stages of theaters. the force of art in st. pe-
tersburg, as in rome or venice, sets expectations for moral norms and per-
sonal dignity. the center of art’s force is the hermitage, the source of the 
most decisive moments for the history of art in russia. the hermitage’s posi-
tion is authoritative, but it is this “authoritarianism” in questions of aesthet-
ics, as in questions of morals, that saves society from the impoverishment 
of the soul and degeneration. in st. petersburg we say that the hermitage 
grafts a taste for art onto the city’s people. the same word is used in horti-
culture, when speaking of grafting a tree to optimize its fruits.

after the fall of the soviet union the museum 
could show the new classics of the twentieth 
century — jackson pollock and andy warhol. 
the central nicholas hall of the winter palace 
has hosted exhibitions of fernando botero 
and pierre soulages. the return of ilya and emilia 
kabakov to russia in 2004 heralded the begin-
ning of a new wave of contemporary art at the 
museum, culminating in the hermitage 20/21 
project for contemporary art in 2007. and kaba-
kov’s red wagon in the permanent collection 
of the general staff building has come to sym-
bolize the contemporary art collection. 

15 |  Gluklya (Natalia Petshina-
Yakimanskaya). Debates 
on Division: When the Private  
Becomes Public, 2014. Performance
Manifesta 10 Public Program

16 |    Marlene Dumas. The Mediator, 2006
oil on canvas, 130 × 110 cm
General Staff Building

an oPen window. diMitri oZerkov
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17 |  Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster
The Handkerchief’s Opera, 2014
Mixed media 
General Staff Building

19 |  Unlooped-KINO
Manifesta 10  
public program

18 |  Hans-Peter Feldmann
Medici Venus, 2014
General Staff Building

manifesta  in st. petersburg enters history as a new 
phase in the role of contemporary art at the hermit-
age and as the first international event in russia 
on this scale. built by italian, french, and german 
architects, st. petersburg is a slice of europe in rus-
sia — a window through which russia looks at eu-
rope, as pushkin wrote, citing francesco algarotti. 
for manifesta  we chose a european curator and 
asked him to show us his vision of art today. this 
event will undoubtedly allow st. petersburg to ex-
perience a new turn in art’s development and once 
again feel like a part of europe. perhaps only 
as a window, but as an open one. 
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"manifesta is staged every two years in different places, many 
are perhaps disappointed that the next venue will be Zurich. i am very 
impressed with the work of kasper könig in st. petersburg, using 
the hermitage with its power and weight for manifesta was a wonderful 
pretext to mix things up, to give a new perspective on the winter palace, 
to give a uniqueness and internal tempo to the exhibition and to those 
complex and ambitious challenges that have been resolved jointly 
by european and russian artists.”

reM koolhaas at a Press ConferenCe 
at the Main offiCe in oCtoBer 201.

20 |   Thomas Hirschhorn
Abschlag, 2014. installation 
General Staff Building
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yasumasa moRimuRa

THe HeRMiTaGe   
1941–2014 

21 |   Yasumasa Morimura
The Hermitage 1941–2014, 2014
Colour photograph 
Courtesy of the artist
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22 |    Yasumasa Morimura
The Hermitage 1941–2014, 2014
Black and white photograph 
Courtesy of the artist
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yasumasa Morimura was Born in 1951 in osaka where he lives and works to this  
day. the Project ‘the hermitage 1941–2014’ was Prepared specially for the Main 
Programme of the european Biennial of Contemporary art Manifesta 10 (the state 
hermitage, june — october 2014). it is Based on drawings Made in the hermitage 
during the Blockade By vera Miliutina and vasily kuchumov.  soon after the Beginning 
of the Great Patriotic war More than a Million works from the hermitage Collection 
were evacuated. the drawings of Miliutina and kuchumov Captured the appearance 
of the Museum Bereft of its exhibits. yasumasa Morimura decided to reproduce 
some of them through the Medium of Photography. he himself entered the frame, 
dressed the same as his heroes — artists of the Blockade years, and reworked 
the Prints, shot in the Contemporary hermitage, taking Paintings out of their frames 
that wouldn’t have Been there during the war years. the Photo Project shows 
the hermitage of today and that of the Blockade of 1941. all six Photographs 
are exhibited in the same halls that were rendered in the drawings of Miliutina 
and kuchumov. in addition to the Main Project the artist Presented a series 
of Photographs and Collages Made during the Process of Preparation. they were 
exhibited alongside the original Blockade drawings from the hermitage Collection 
in one of the halls of the General staff Building. the Project has Been Passed 
on By the artist to the Collection of the state hermitage. 

23 |  Yasumasa Morimura. Sketch I from 
the project ‘The Hermitage 1941–2014’, 2014
Paper, mixed media, 27 × 18 сm 
Courtesy of the artist

24 |  Vera Miliutina. Clearing Up the 
Hermitage Halls. A series ‘The Hermitage 
During the Blockade’, 1942
Paper, pencil. The State Hermitage Museum



25 |    Yasumasa Morimura
The Hermitage 1941–2014, 2014
Black and white photograph 
Courtesy of the artist
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This time I have taken as my subject drawings done by the artists Vera Miliutina and Vasily Kuchumov. 
During World War II some one-and-a-half-million artworks were removed from the Hermitage for safe-
keeping; through the drawings of Vera and Vasily we have a record of what the museum looked like 
without any of its art on display. I have selected six of these drawings, which I have tried to reproduce 
through photography. Of course, this isn’t simply a matter of converting their drawings into photo-
graphs. My project team and I first went to the rooms in the museum that Vera and Vasily had drawn. 
We spared no effort in trying to find angles that were as close as possible to their original composi-
tions, and then we set up the camera.

After that, I dressed up as a wartime artist (lending Vera and Vasily an impression of anonym-
ity), posed in the rooms of the Hermitage and had myself photographed. Visitors who just happened 
to be at the museum at the same time also appear in the photograph.

After the photo shoot I manipulated the image, erasing the paintings from their frames to make 
the photograph appear to have been taken during the war. In this way, my photograph simultaneously 
captures both the present-day museum and the wartime museum, rendering the image a complex mix 
of present and past.

The “visible” and the “invisible”

After the war, the artworks were returned from safekeeping. This was a massive endeavor that was car-
ried out over many years. In the modern reconstructed Hermitage it is difficult to grasp the “art crisis” 
that the museum faced in the early 1940s. However, my idea was to daringly reinvoke, in the present 
Hermitage, the painful memory of the tragedy that occurred there in the past. One thing that is cru-
cially important to appreciating the artworks in the Hermitage, and which laid the foundations of the 
modern Hermitage, is the “art crisis” that happened here. By crisis, I mean the time when the artworks 
were removed from the museum. In appreciating the artworks today, we can become acutely aware 
of what happened here.  And so, when we are in the modern museum, we can imagine ourselves 
to have slipped back in time to the old museum, where the paintings have disappeared, leaving 
only their empty frames hanging before us on the walls. Although this happened in the past, we feel 
as if the paintings were still missing in the present.

Within what is visible (that is, the Hermitage of 2014), we can discern the invisible (that is, the war-
time Hermitage), as though we were looking at an X-ray image. And at the same time, in the invis-
ible — by which I mean the wartime Hermitage where empty frames hang on the walls — the missing 
paintings float into view like a hallucination. This is like a dream of a future when the artworks will once 
again be returned to the museum for exhibition. Through these photographs I have sought to pose 
a philosophical question about the relation ship between the “visible” and the “invisible.”

The art crisis

What exactly was the art crisis? I have used the expression “art crisis” several times when talking 
about the state of the Hermitage during the war. Nevertheless, while the artworks were gone from 1941 
to 1944, becoming the “invisible,” a genuine struggle between life and death was going on in the Her-
mitage. People were able to believe in the power of art more than ever before, and there were more 
artistic discoveries. In this sense, could we not say that the arts gave strength to many people?

We can definitely say that this crisis period shows just how resilient the arts are. 
According to my research into the history of the Hermitage in the period from 1941 to 1944, there 

is a paradoxical relationship between crises in the arts and those in wider society.
But what was that period actually like?
Seeing as I didn’t experience that time myself, 
I’m not qualified to answer this question…

Translated from the Japanese by Darren Craig
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26 |    Yasumasa Morimura
The Hermitage 1941–2014, 2014
Black and white photograph 
Courtesy of the artist
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27 |  Hiroshima, 1945
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‘THE PEOPLE WHO WERE BORN DURING THE FIRST WORLD 
WAR AND CELEBRATED THEIR TWENTIETH BIRTHDAYS AT THE 
MOMENT OF HITLER’S RISE TO POWER AND, SIMULTANEOUSLY, 
THE FIRST REVOLUTIONARY PROCESSES AND, TO COMPLETE 
THEIR EDUCATION, WERE FORCED INTO THE NIGHTMARES OF 
THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR AND WORLD WAR TWO, INTO THE HELL 
OF THE CONCENTRATION CAMPS, TO A EUROPE OF TORTURE 
AND IMPRISONMENT, TODAY HAVE TO RAISE THEIR CHILDREN 
AND UPHOLD VALUES IN A WORLD UNDER THREAT OF NUCLEAR 
HOLOCAUST. CONSEQUENTLY NOBODY HAS THE RIGHT TO 
EXPECT OPTIMISM FROM THEM. I AM EVEN OF THE OPINION THAT 
WE HAVE TO UNDERSTAND, AT THE SAME TIME NOT CEASING 
TO STRUGGLE AGAINST THESE PHENOMENA, THE MISTAKE 
OF THOSE UNABLE TO BEAR THE BURDEN OF DESPAIR, WHO 
RESERVED FOR THEMSELVES THE RIGHT OF DISHONOUR AND 
DISAPPEARED INTO THE ABYSS OF CONTEMPORARY NIHILISM.
 BUT THE FACT REMAINS THAT THE MAJORITY OF US, BOTH IN 
MY COUNTRY AND IN EUROPE AS A WHOLE, HAVE REPUDIATED 
THIS NIHILISM AND HAVE MOVED ON TO THE SEARCH FOR A NEW 
MEANING TO LIFE. THEY HAD TO ACQUIRE THE ART OF LIVING 
IN TIMES OF GLOBAL CATASTROPHE SO THAT RISING ANEW 
THEY WERE ABLE TO START A FIERCE STRUGGLE AGAINST 
THE INSTINCT OF DEATH THAT IS ASCENDANT IN OUR HISTORY.’

Albert Camus. Nobel prize acceptance speech (1957)
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LOSITSY. THREE MEETINGS
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these Meetings started With A Letter From Mother Veniamina 
Who Was Asking For Help to Create A Regional History 
Museum In Lositsy, A Village First Mentioned In A Late 
15th Century Cadastral Register. she Felt this Was necessary 
For Moral education And to nurture Love For the Motherland 
In the Pupils of the Monastery’s Children’s Home In the Village.
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 he monastery is hidden away in the Plyussky district in the Pskov oblast, several hours by car 
from Saint Petersburg. State Hermitage staff members met three times with the Lositsy children over 
the course of a year (from spring 2013 to spring 2014). 

Behind the bookshelf glass in my study is a souvenir from one of our trips to Lositsy, an issue 
of their local wall newspaper “Losi trubyat” (The Moose Bellow), No.568, in a book-like format unu-
sual for a wall newspaper. During our first visit to Lositsy in the spring of 2013, we — a small group 
of Hermitage employees — besides learning about the centuries-old history of the churchyard, meet-
ing with the inhabitants and the pupils in the monastery, part of the Mitrofan Voronezhsky church, 
and visiting the school built in 1915 thanks to the work of father Pavel Romansky, also saw the trust and 
responsibility that defines the relationship between the “older” and the “younger” generations. 

We, city dwellers, were amazed by many aspects of the lifestyle of the Lositsy community (to-
day about 20 people live there, both children and adults), first and foremost by the mature attitude 
of the pupils to their everyday tasks, both seasonal and all year-round: haymaking, field and gar-
den work, chopping firewood, tending to animals, milking, working in the kitchen and taking care 
of the elderly in the monastery. And besides that, attending school, music school and dance classes 
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(for everyone). A bus was purchased by the monastery to take the children to school in the village of 
Lyady and to the music school in the town of Gdov. There are also daily prayers and services in the 
church, many pilgrimages across Russia, and trips to Saint Petersburg museums or to the seaside. 
Most of all, however, we were impressed by the stories about the military and patriotic games taking 
place in Lositsy, with up to 150 participants. Both boys and girls learn to defend their motherland. 
They are used to 20 and 40 km skiing hikes. The young skiers are headed by mother Veniamina.

During our first visit to Lositsy we also visited the memorial house and literary museum of Al. Al-
taev in the village of Log (administratively part of Lositsy), which is a branch of the Pskov State History, 
Architecture and Art museum. Pupils from the monastery often come to this wonderfully warm and 
welcoming house. 

Hermitage staff members came to Lositsy once more several months later. One of the goals of the 
trip was to examine the former school building, which had served as a local club for a long time, 
in more detail. We had tea with the children on the terrace of the Al. Altaev museum and discussed our 
educational project entitled “Lositsy. The hope and heart of Russia in every corner”. The children had 
come to the monastery from different walks of life. For some of them their coming to Lositsy is a chance 
to change their attitude to life, an attempt at taking their destiny into their own hands. Many children, 
boys and girls alike, try to use this chance; they are educated in the ways of patience and love: love 
of their neighbours, love of Russia. The Lositsy children do not look like goody two shoes, but all are 
helped to find their talents and skills. They are united in prayer, study, games, and respectable indi-
vidual interests: this is how a personality is nurtured. 

Our trips to Lositsy surprisingly coincided with a publication announcing the assignment by the 
Russian President of his envoys to create departments for social projects aimed at patriotic educa-
tion, spiritual and moral education and partnerships with non-profit organisations. The project at the 
monastery in Lositsy is undoubtedly a possible version of such work.

1–2 |  Kids from 
Lositsy on a trip  
to the State  
Hermitage Museum, 2014
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We always come to the Altaev museum on Saint Olga day. It is our first cultural 
education venue. When we arrived here, we were not entirely like Mowgli, but the 
children, for example, had a saying: “Take off your shoes before going to bed”. The 
question was not whether to take off your t-shirt or not; it was the shoes. All of our 
cultural education, all our songs are here; the concerts, the events with our guests. 
After Christmas we stay up till 2 o’clock and sing here, with a guitar and a piano which 
is more than 150 years old. At first the children just watched; they had a different life 
before, they did not sing in their “other” childhood, they were shy when there were 
guests. But then they changed, and started to sing; it is so beautiful and so interesting. 

Mother Veniamina
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The last part of the Hermitage 
day took place in lositsy village. 
after a meal and discussion all the 
participants headed to the al. altaev 
memorial house and literary museum, 
where they had a guided tour (including 
the new exhibition about artur Felice’s 
work, prepared with the help of the 
“Hermitage XXI century” fund and 
the “Hermitage” review), and then 
in the reception room folk and church 
songs were performed by the guests 
from Saint Petersburg and children 
from the lositsy monastery.

Mother veniamina: “we create because we 
live. whatever happens, no matter what 
catastrophes, we have to create all the time. 
The point of our entire life is to create and 
give, to create and sacrifice. In this sense, 
it is important that our children learn not 
for entertainment, but with a readiness 
to transmit. That is why we do these theatre 
performances by the older children for 
the younger. we live on the lositsy land 
because it vibrates with the memory of the 
new martyrs, this succession is continuing, 
and will go on, if it’s god’s will. This is what 
russia is alive with: it is not that we’ll invent 
something here that will be interesting for 
everyone, but rather these simple, even 
primitive sacrifices; creating to sacrifice 
and sacrificing to give. There are interesting 
stories about the fathers: father Pavel 
etc., who left big cities to come and live 
here. we tell the children: he worked here, 
painted, wrote, and we are going to try 
to do the same thing now. we are alive, 
so we have to sing and dance and teach 
our future children to do the same. we say 
to the older children: you may not want 
to dance or to play the accordion yourself, 
but you are now acquiring the knowledge 
you can later pass to your grandchildren. 
we go to our hospital and give the old 
ladies the gingerbread we bake; we are 
speaking about what we are doing and we 
are moving all the time, we are inspired and 
transmit this to our children, and we want 
them to transmit it further. This is eternity, 
there is no forlornness here.”

on 28 February 2014 the Hermitage day 
was held in the lyady village middle school. 
Hermitage employees vladimir Matveev 
and evgeniya Suslova spoke about the 
250th anniversary of the Hermitage, 
andrey Mazukrevitch about an archaeological 
expedition in Pskov oblast, and a Saint 
Petersburg State university student, Maria 
Timofeeva, presented the department 
of museology and monument preservation, 
headed by the State Hermitage director 
general, Mikhail Piotrovsky. The meeting 
at the school ended with a concert of a music 
group led by arseniy Sokolov, an employee 
of one of the museum departments.
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Al. Altaev Is the Literary Pseudonym 
of the Writer M.V. yamshchikova (1872–1959), 
Whose Life Was Closely tied to the Pskov  
Land For More than 60 years. she Came  
Here Many times Between 1895 And 1958.  
the Museum Comprises A House Built  
In the First Half of the 19th Century Which 
Is A Listed Building, A Pavilion And Parts  
of the Former Log Park estate. 

Al. Altaev Literary  
Memorial House
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 he two-centuries-old house stands on the high bank of the Pskov river 
Plyussa. It is surrounded by old lime and fir trees, oaks, lilac and acacia 
bushes, lovingly planted a long time ago by the owners of this estate given 
the name Log. From the west the estate is fenced in by a deep ravine with 
huge boulders at the bottom, and a cold, fast-flowing stream runs through 
it before entering the Plyussa. 

One of the owners at the end of the 19th century wanted to rename Log 
and call it Lyalino, and decorated the southern façade of the house in the 
austere empire style, with carved “Olonets” window frames. But the new 
name did not take on. Log, which is mentioned in the Novgorod chronicles 
of the 16th century, and recalls its numerous inhabitants who fought for 
their motherland in battles against the Swedes, the French and the Turks, 
kept its ancient name. These inhabitants’ names — Nelyadinsky, Trofimof, 
Zinoviev, Butovitch, Shchetinin, Remmer — do not say much today even to 
the most informed historian. Their decorations and other insignia are com-
mon for officers who retired from the office of lieutenant-colonel, colonel 
or major-general. 

For 100 years the house belonged to noble military families. Local pea-
sants first interrupted this succession when they bought the estate, which 
was mortgaged at a land bank in 1884 by Lieutenant Colonel Wilhelm von 
Remmer. Then, upon leaving the Log estate, the brave lieutenant-colonel, 
who had served for 35 years in the Caucasus, sank the bronze mortar guns 
ta ken from the enemy during one of the Turkey campaigns in the Plyussa. 
They had been placed at the main entrance of the house and announced the 
arri val of guests or a family celebration. For indeed, why would the peas-
ants need mortars? 

The house with the columns was put on lease. In the beginning of the 
1890s it was bought, along with the garden and part of the auxiliary build-
ings, by the Pisarev family who wanted to spend summers there. The 
Log house would become a cherished haven for their younger daughter, 
Olga Gorinevskaya (1889–1978). The former noblewoman, student of the 
French Benedictine Saint Thomas monastery, the wife of the tsar’s architect 
S.Y. Sidortchuk who emigrated to Poland at the beginning of the revolution, 
would become a teacher in a village school and live in Log from 1917 to 
1967. After Nicolas II and the whole Imperial family were exiled, she left 
Tsarskoye Selo forever and came to live at her parents’ summerhouse. This 
house would hide her during the Civil War, collectivization, the dekulakiza-
tion and subsequent repressions. During World War II, under occupation 
she would hide partisans in her basement. Later, when leaving for far-off 
America to join her daughters she bequeathed the house with the columns 
to the state, for the creation of a new museum to the memory of her close 
friend Margarita Vladimirovna Yamshchikova, one of the oldest Russian 
authors of children’s literature, (1872–1959), known in literature under her 
male pseudonym Al.Altaev. 

Today’s young readers have barely heard of this name, but Altaev is the 
author of more than a hundred short stories, fairytales and historical and 
biographical novels. The list of Altaev’s works, started by the author herself 
in 1946, contains 144 books, most of them published before 1917. Al. Altaev 
wrote books about Galileo, Giordano Bruno, Carl Linnaeus, Gutenberg, 
Raphael, Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Beethoven, Schiller, Andersen, 
Cervantes, Zhukovsky, Turgenev, Lermontov, Agin, Repin, Shchepkin, Lin-

T

-7–10 |  Al. Altaev Literary 
Memorial House  
lositsy, Pskov Region, 2014

tatiana stePanova *

* 
T. N. Stepanova,  
Head of Conservation  
for the Log Museum-Estate

 Photo: natalia Chasovitina
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coln, Columbus, Luther, Garibaldi and many others — books of which the 
Al. Altaev literary memorial house museum, a branch of the Pskov State 
Historical, Architectural and Art Museum, does not have copies. 

Nonetheless, the museum was fortunate with the house, or perhaps 
the house was fortunate to host the museum. Nowadays you can rarely find 
a house where the old wooden floors recall the footfalls of one who fought 
at Borodino, or the high-ceilinged dry cellars — the low whisper of Soviet 
partisans settling for the night. 

There are also “singing” doors in the museum, which look like they 
were taken from the hinges of a house of Gogol’s Olde Worlde landowners 
and the attic which reminded its owners of an ancient Viking ship. 

What is the link with Al. Altaev here? Well she also loved this house, 
she loved Log; she wrote about it in her memoirs and came here almost 
every summer from 1895 to 1958. In 1926 M. Yamshchikova, born Roko-
tova, bought the estate pavilion built in 1910 by A. Konevsky, but when it 
became too cold and lonely there, she moved to the old estate house with 
Olga. “I live in an old estate house, surprisingly well-preserved,” Altaev 
wrote in 1955 to her friend, professor N.Y. Berkovsky. “The house is built 
in the empire style, with a mixed but old interior; there is some Karelian 
birch furniture from the time of Paul I. This house belongs to a friend of 
mine, almost a second daughter, a teacher, and I bought the pavilion. It 
is a village of teachers and a veterinarian; only six houses, and such vast 
spaces that the nurse who accompanied me sunbathed on the lawn by the 
terrace. There are wolves walking freely around the house. Three lynxes 
were shot here this year. I have known this land for 60 years now and I 
have been chronicling it since the very first day, when boot polish was 
used as a remedy for back pain, when there was an old man who walked 
75 verst for 20 kopecks, and a villager put a Saint Nikolas icon in his field 
to scare bears away, beating the icon with a belt when it did not help. I 
wrote down everything because I had a special relationship and friend-
ship with the peasants, because they had never heard of a doctor before, 
and would put grubs (May beetle larva) on a new-born’s belly. I was, for 
the villagers, a “sore-throat optician” (I gave them mouthwash for throat 
infections), and they said “May God help you” as a salutation while work-
ing, and they greeted those who were doing the laundry in the river with 
the phrase,“May it be white”. My friend and saviour, the doctor, knows that 
only there can I feel so well; the editor who came to visit this summer said 
he had been to Mikhailovskoye and was delighted, but that it was nothing 
compared to the beauty of our home, and he did not want to leave… I have 
written a lot in Log over these years, and this year I was writing at this old 
table, where I wrote Michelangelo in 1898, now for a book ordered by 
“Detgiz”. Now I am in Moscow, writing about Leonardo, and in the spring 
I will rewrite my Raphael. My eyes are bothering me though. It is hard to 
write, and I write very small, as you can see, and it is really hard to reread 
what I write. Moreover there is no optician in Moscow who can give me 
anything or prescribe the glasses I need, and I have searched endlessly 
among the doctors here! It’s really killing me. I was so cosy writing in the 
summer in my room, with a Sistine Madonna engraving above my desk. 
I almost needed to be physically carried to see it at the Dresden exhibition 
before I left… How can you describe everything you feel?”

One can only agree with Margarita Vladimirovna here.
Maybe one should consider coming to Log, to walk into the estate 

house and wander around its rooms, where the faces of people long gone 
look at you from the walls, to listen to the old cabinet piano standing on 
crystal balls or look at the embroidery on the cushions, to hear the fire 
crackle in winter behind the cast iron doors of the stoves and drink tea on 
the terrace in summer, remembering with gratitude everyone who once lived 
in the house with the columns.

11–15 |   Al. Altaev Literary
Memorial House. 
Interiors and locations 
lositsy, Pskov Region, 2014
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11–15 |   Al. Altaev Literary
Memorial House. 
Interiors and locations 
lositsy, Pskov Region, 2014
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ON THE ISRAEL MUSEUM, 
THE MASTERPIECES OF SURREALISM, 
CONTEMPORARY ART, AND BEAUTY

16 |  Nighttime view 
of the renovated  
Israel Museum, looking  
up Carter Promenade P
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James s. snyder, the Israel Museum Director, 
Is Proud of His 25-year Long Friendship With 
Mikhail Piotrovsky. He Has Fond Memories  
of His First Visit to the Frosty, And therefore
All the-More Mysterious, Leningrad During 
Preparations For two Important Matisse exhibitions 
For Which the Hermitage Collaborated With  
the Museum of Modern Art, Where He Was then 
Deputy Director. He thinks that the state Hermitage 
And the Israel Museum, Perhaps the two Most 
significant encyclopedic Museums In the “east,”  
Have Much In Common And understand each other 
Well, Despite the 200-year Gap In their Ages,  
And Both Are Very open to Joint Projects. 
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ON CONTeMpOrAry ArT
looking at new art is challenging, it is true. you need 
to have the capacity to see the past from which it emerges 
and to absorb it in this context. you need to make an 
intellectual effort for all of this to become part of a mu-
seum which also has a long collecting history. with its new 
initiatives in modern and contemporary art, the hermitage 
is at the very beginning of its journey. if you look at the 
art of your time, you have to do so with a wide perspec-
tive. only then can you begin to discern what really is high 
quality and reflects its time. 

i do not think that the situation now is more chal-
lenging than before regarding contemporary art. i think 
that what we see today needs to be ‘tested against time,’ 
if i can put it like that. someone told me this morning 
that it was very hard to look at manifesta here 1 and to 
form a view about it. in this context, i replied that it was 
a  genuinely smart move to host our “dada and surre-
alism” 2 exhibition at the hermitage, just now and after 
manifesta. exactly 100 years ago, dada made an attempt 
to understand how the world, in the wake of world war i, 
was disintegrating, and to originate an artistic language 
reflective of that chaos and confusion. the present exhibi-
tion allows us to look at what was happening 100 years 
ago, at a time which was very complicated for art. and 
it  is important to realize that art can help society find 
the means to understand the value of art in its time, 
both historically and in the present day. we have to look 
at exhibitions and study how the public reacts to them. 
of course, the reaction 100 years ago was mostly nega-
tive and perplexing. present day art gets this same reac-

tion — perplexity and even rejection — if we do not think 
about its potential for offering perspectives on our own 
time. looking at contemporary art is an educational proc-
ess. if you make an effort to explore it, it offers a new 
educational path for you. maybe what you need to do is 
to study art from 1915 onward, beginning 100 years ago: 
the critics of artistic phenomena over every 10 years, the 
movements themselves, the reactions to them, both then 
and now. look at pop art in the 1960s, which at the time 
was greeted with incomprehension, and now is consid-
ered to be a landmark, 50 years later. 

ON DADA AND SUrreAlIST MASTerwOrKS
among the works shown at the exhibition are some real 
masterpieces. i think you know there are probably three 
museums in the world with the strongest concentra-
tions of work from the dada and surrealist movements: 
the  georges pompidou centre in paris, the museum of 
modern art (moma) in new york, and the israel museum 
in jerusalem. we were very lucky: our collection started 
with donations from collectors from all over the world, in 
part recognizing that european avant-garde art from the 
period after world war i became one of the foundations 
for modern visual culture in israel. the current hermitage 
exhibition includes less than 10 percent of what we hold 
and includes some really great works which set the stage 
for developments throughout the 20th century and into 
our own time. an exhibition like this offers a platform on 
which you can build an entire program for a better under-
standing of social development through visual culture, of 
everything that has happened over the last 100 years. 

17
 |
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ON beAUTy
i concentrate on emotions triggered by beauty. and, in any 
sphere and at any time, i can be genuinely touched by an 
object — a work of art — if it is exceptionally beautiful. 
i  cannot grasp contemporary art in its entirety. my  own 
academic background dealt with the changes in the middle 
of the 19th century that created the platform for modern-
ism. impressionism, post-impressionism, and the avant-
garde movements of the early 20th century all absorbed 
influences from the art that existed several centuries be-
fore them. when i look at a work of art, i rely on my own 
instinctive response to it: when it is beautiful i feel a sense 
of tranquillity and of equilibrium — a feeling of being lifted 
up. it is not a question of love of a particular period of art; 
it is about what art can produce that is exquisite and 
unique in any period of time. 

ON MUSeUM TeCHNOlOgy
i think that high-resolution imagery is a very important 
new development, because it means you can disseminate 
images through websites or other available channels 
all across the world. our work now is not about protect-
ing images, which can be shared as widely as possible, 
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17 |  Opening of the 
exhibition “Dada  
and Surrealism  
from the Collection  
of the Israel Museum” 
The General Staff Building  
November 2014

18 |  The renovated 
galleries for Modern  
Art in the Edmond  
and Lily Safra  
Fine Arts Wing  
at the israel Museum, jerusalem

but about protecting objects. images should circulate 
as widely as possible; i am convinced this is the most im-
portant thing. 

a second important point, i think, is about the po-
tential of social media participation. whether it is good 
or bad, social media is a way to deliver content of any 
sort to a younger and wider audience. i strongly believe in 
these technologies. israel is a small country. our popula-
tion is  less than that of new york city, and if the public 
educational process slows down (including in the field of 
arts), we feel the disruption immediately. today at the mu-
seum we teach more than one hundred thousand students 
each year and over seven thousand teachers, so that they 
know how to teach art and art history to their students, 
from nursery school to high school. that is a lot. for teach-
ers and students, access to images via social media is 
a  new way to access museum content, and it provides 
a  great opportunity for the development of future gen-
erations. technology is developing, too, and soon we will 
have many more ways to access what we now call high 
brow content — without coming to the hermitage or to the 
israel museum. the function of the museum as a mediator 
in this aspect is changing right before our eyes. 

1  Manifesta 10 at the State Hermitage (June – October 2014).
2  The “Dada and Surrealism from the Collection of the Israel Museum” exhibition opened at the State 

Hermitage in November 2014.

18
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the Hermitage Museum Foundation Israel Was Created By Amir G. Kabiri 
With the support of the Director of the Hermitage Mikhail Piotrovsky, 
And thanks to the Help And Advice of nic Iljine. the Main Mission of the 
Foundation Is to Assist the state Hermitage In Its Artistic, scientific, 
Cultural And educational Activities And to Develop exhibition exchanges 
Between Major Israeli Museums And the Hermitage. 

 mir gross kabiri, an art collector 
who is president of the hermitage museum foundation 
israel and the m. t. abraham foundation, has been sup-
porting fine arts since his grandfather mansur tamir ab-
raham showed him the measureless beauty and fasci-
nating history of cultural heritage. a major part of the 
m. t. abraham foundation’s collections includes paintings 
by european artists, with a special emphasis on russian 
modernism. the collection comprises some artworks by 
well-known artists who worked between the early 1900s 
and the 1940s, such as kazimir malevich, natalia gon-
charova, el lissitzky and others which are less known in 
the west. the foundation’s activities aim at developing a 
deeper understanding of fine art and supporting curator 
projects all over the world. 

the foundation supports scientific research activi-
ty on art, sponsors publications on art history, biographic 
books on artists and exhibition catalogues. the foun-
dation’s publishing department encourages charity and 
educational projects within the framework of scientific 
research on european and russian modernistic art. 

in may 2012, with the participation of the m. t. abra-
ham foundation and support from the hermitage museum 
foundation israel, an international colloquium “posthu-
mous bronzes in law and art history” was held at the 
state hermitage. heads of well-known museums, art his-
torians and lawyers focused on the legal, aesthetical and 
curatorial issues related to reproductions and replicas of 
bronze artworks made after the authors’ death. 

the foundation’s publications are “the white city. 
bauhaus architecture in tel aviv”, “lissitzky — kabakov, 
utopia and reality”, “a glance at russian modernism: 
from avant-garde to modern installations”, “edgar de-
gas: figure in motion”. 1 in 2013 the book “selling rus-

THE HERMITAGE MuSEuM  
fouNDATIoN ISRAEL —  
M. T. ABRAHAM fouNDATIoN

sia’s treasures” was published — it describes a major 
cultural tragedy of the 20th century, when the soviet 
government sold treasures of art, collected over several 
centuries by the russian court, the aristocracy and the 
church, and nationalized after the october revolution. 

in 2015, with the support of the lissitzky founda-
tion and the van abbe museum in eindhoven, a mono-
graph will be published on el lissitzky’s “jewish period”.

in may 2014 in israel mikhail piotrovsky and amir 
kabiri, together with suzanne landau, the director of the 
tel aviv museum of art, announced the first step in the 
cooperation between the tel aviv museum of art and the 
state hermitage museum. the museum of art will lend its 
entire alexander archipenko collection to the hermitage 
for the exhibition lasting until september 2015, and the 
hermitage will lend a selection of its henri matisse col-
lection for exhibition at the tel aviv museum of art.

in november 2014, upon the initiative, and with 
the support, of the foundation, the israel museum lent 
to the hermitage the exhibition “dada and surrealism” — 
the vera and arturo schwartz collection, including amaz-
ing artworks by duchamp, man ray and others. 

on 21 december, at the tel aviv museum of art 
a gala banquet was held in honour of the state hermit-
age museum’s 250th anniversary. 

1 The publications are dedicated to 
the exhibitions held at the State Hermitage Museum 
in 2013–2014 with the support of the M. T. Abraham 
Foundation and the Hermitage Museum Foundation Israel. 

А Jill goldfy
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Amir Gross Kabiri, President  
of the Hermitage Museum Foundation  
Israel and the M. t. Abraham Foundation: 
“i try to make sure that our collections 
are constantly within sight of the public, 
for example via an active exchange programme 
which allows for organisation of artwork 
exhibitions in different places all over the world. 
One of the focuses of our activity is providing 
artwork from our collection to organisations 
which do not have the resources to realise 
exhibition projects on their own. Many of the 
projects that we support include educational 
programmes and events with the participation 
of or led by artists. These are family seminars, 
workshops for children, where teachers and 
specialists in art history help the participants 
to better understand fine art and its place 
in everyday life. These programmes are 
purposely designed by our educational 
department to attract an audience of all 
ages, regardless of their ethnic or religious 
background or their social or economic status. 
Historical connections between israel and 
russia date back to the late 19th — early 
20th century, when many russian Jews 
representing the cultural and political circles 
in which they moved had much influence 
on the creation of the bases of the future state 

of israel. There is a close relationship between 
the peoples of both countries, which is 
confirmed by the arrival of more than a million 
russian Jews to israel over the last 30 years.”

James s. snyder, Director of the Israel 
Museum: “Understanding that the aim 
of the Hermitage Museum foundation israel 
is stimulating cultural exchange between 
the State Hermitage and museums and 
other cultural organisations all over israel, 
i can only emphasise the importance 
of such an initiative.”

nicolas V. Iljine, educational Programmes 
Councillor at the M. t. Abraham Foundation 
and Chairman of the Advisory Board of the 
Hermitage Museum Foundation Israel: 
“The Hermitage Museum foundation israel 
has a promising outlook; it contributes 
to the strengthening of intercultural 
cooperation and is supported by the State 
Hermitage, including exchange of publications, 
art exhibitions and other cultural events 
between russia and israel.”

Marc scheps, Chairman of the Board of 
trustees of the Hermitage Museum Foundation 
Israel: “With this foundation we are creating 
long-term relations between our countries 
in the development of programmes with a 
strong potential — for a perpetual cultural 
exchange in different art domains, beyond 
state political initiatives. The main goal of the 
foundation is bringing a deeper understanding 
of russian culture and the State Hermitage 
to israeli society and showing the most 
important role that its rich and unique 
collections play in international cultural life.”

Rafi Gamzou, Deputy Director General for 
Culture and science at the Israeli Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs: 
“Creation of the foundation in israel will 
strengthen cultural exchange between 
israel and russia, which has worldwide 
cultural and diplomatic authority. during our 
meetings with the State Hermitage director 
Mikhail Piotrovsky we discussed various 
ideas, and several projects are already 
in progress. There is no need to emphasise 
the importance of close relations between 
israel and this great museum or to describe 
the opportunities that are opening up to us. 
Besides that, all israeli society will benefit 
from discovering the Hermitage treasures, 
from the possibility to see its rich collections 
and its educational publications.”

19 |  Natasha Kuznetsova
Amir, 2014
 acyl on MDF (medium-density  
fiberboard), 140 × 120 cm
Private collection



20 |  Nic Iljine by Marcel Duchamp’s 
work “Bicycle Wheel”  
(1913, replica 1964)  
at the “Dada and Surrealism  
from the Collection of the  
Israel Museum” exhibition 
The General Staff Building, Decemder 2014
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In May 2014 the unveiling of the Hermitage Museum Foundation 
Israel took Place In tel Aviv. the Foundation Is A new Institution 
Broadening the Hermitage territory In the Mediterranean Area. 
the Chairman of the Advisory Board of the Foundation Is nicolas 
(nic, nikolay Vladimirovitch) Iljine, A Man Who Has Been Closely 
Related to the Hermitage For A Long time. In the International 
Art World He Is Known As A networking specialist. In one of His 
Interviews, to the enthusiastic exclamation of the Journalist, 
“so you Are A Missionary”, He Replied: “one should Be More 
Modest. I Just Introduce People to each other”. 

Big 
N ic



Russian fRenChman
nic iljine was born into an émigré family in Paris in 1944. his father, vladimir nikolaevich ilyin, one of the major rus-
sian philosophers, was an associate professor at kiev university. in 1919 he was forced to leave russia. he travelled 
through odessa, Constantinople, Budapest and Berlin to Paris. in Paris he taught theology at the st. sergius institute. 
his mother, vera nikolaevna, was born in saint Petersburg and only emigrated in 1928, travelling via Germany to Paris. 
she worked as a secretary at the legendary émigré publishing house ymca-Press, where she met vladimir ilyin who was 
20 years her senior. 

he moved to her residence, at avenue de tourville, just around the corner from the hôtel des invalides and the 
field of Mars. their apartment — a typical emigrants’ apartment, full of books and icons — became a meeting place for 
all russian emigrants. among those who came here was nikolai Berdyaev, a friend and main opponent of ilyin (later 
in her memoirs vera nikolaevna explained the tension between them: “ilyin was a theologist and a philosopher, and 
Berdyaev only a philosopher”). “as in all émigré families,” nic iljine remembers, “the conversations at home were mainly 
about russia, what was happening there, who was doing what. i heard many such conversations, sometimes while sitting 
on Berdyaev’s lap.” (another childhood memory: “i was two or three years old, and my nanny took me for a walk. every time 
she saw a black man, she told me: ‘hide behind a tree, they love eating children!’ i was so afraid! she was such an idiot!”). 

vladimir ilyin taught, wrote books, mostly theological, for example, atheism and the death of Culture (1929), but 
there was not enough money in the family (with two children); they lived in poverty. vera nikolaevna opened a real estate 
agency, helping russian emigrants to find apartments. 

the family was very religious, but modern at the same time. “My father had a story: the head of the [st. sergius] 
orthodox institute at some meeting praised him as a devout believer — who prayed every evening and tapped his head 
against the floor etc. But my father later explained that he was in fact learning to dance the cha-cha”. 

“on thursdays i went to a russian church under the Moscow Patriarchate. in this church i later got married, and 
my mother secretly baptized our children there. when diana was four or five years old, we came to Paris, and my mother 
said, ‘i’ll take her for a walk to the field of Mars’. in the evening they came back and diana told us she had seen santa 
Claus ‘with a long beard like this’. we did not understand anything. But several weeks later we went to this church with 
my wife, and many people there told her, ‘your nadezhda is so beautiful!’ it turned out that diana was baptised nadezhda. 
later almost the same thing happened with our son.”

at the age of ten his parents sent nic to boarding school in england. “i was a problem child, i did not study properly, 
i changed schools in Paris all the time. at boarding school there was discipline. and then there was also the possibility 
to learn to speak english. i did not speak a word of english when i arrived there. and english children are cruel; they 
started mocking me, they called me ‘froggy’. i suffered for two weeks, and then i picked the tallest guy and broke his 
nose. no one mocked me ever again. for the holidays i went back home. My father wanted to speak to me: ‘kolya, let’s 
go for a coffee and have a chat’. i tried to avoid it by any means: i came for the holidays and had other things to do. 
later on i regretted it, of course.”

recently nic iljine republished some of his father’s books, published a book of his articles entitled fire of worlds, 
and in 2005 gave all of his archives to the russian expatriate Community house in Moscow: “this is my filial duty. two 
people already wrote their doctorate theses based on these archives. i am proud of this”. 

after boarding school in london nic iljine returned to Paris and entered the mathematics department at the 
sorbonne. there he met a German girl, Christa. “she worked as an au-pair nanny, and finished at 8 o’clock every evening. 
i picked her up — i had a motorbike — we went for rides all over Paris and then, as we did not have much money, we 
went to the Cinemathèque de Paris, the entrance being quite cheap there, only 20 francs. we stayed there till midnight; 
we would watch at least three films, and so we studied the whole history of cinema. then we got married, diana was 
born and i moved to frankfurt with Christa”.

— But i like Paris; i prefer it to london, nic says. 
— what about frankfurt?
— it is a wonderful city, of course; very comfortable. i have been living here for 50 years. 

nikolai molok
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nikolai Vladimirovich Iljine
Born in 1944 in Paris.

1968–1994 — employee at the 
German airline company lufthansa,  
from 1971 in the Pr department. 

1994–2008 — worked at the 
Solomon r. Guggenheim foundation 
as a representative for corporate 
development, sponsorship and Pr 
in europe and the Middle east. 

2008–2010 — vice-president 
for international development  
at GCAM (Global Cultural Asset 
Management Group), new york.

From 2010 — consultant on international 
cooperation issues in various european 
museums and cultural institutions. 

From 2014 — head of the Advisory 
board of the Hermitage Museum 
foundation israel. Honorary member 
of the russian Academy of Arts, member 
of the Paris Council of emperor Alexander 
iii for developing cultural and political 
ties between russia and france.  
in 2006 he was awarded the russian  
Order of friendship.

21 |   Nic Iljine with his mother, 
Vera Nikolaevna Iljine,  
and sister Alyona, 1949
From N. iljine’s archive

22 |   With his mother, 1960
From N. iljine’s archive

23 |   Father, Vladimir 
Nikolaevich Ilyin (1891–1974) 
From N. iljine’s archive

24 |    At English school, 1959
From N. iljine’s archive
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Russian geRman
after moving to frankfurt nic iljine started working in a tourist agency: “i dreamt of going to russia”. he came to russia 
for the first time in 1965: “i was accompanying a German delegation to a psychologists’ congress in Moscow. 40 psycholo-
gists with their wives. Most of them stayed in luxury hotels, but i was lucky enough to stay in a Moscow state university 
dormitory. i spent about three weeks there: i learned to get past the terrible guards — the old ladies; during the night 
there were volunteer community police patrolling the corridors, and we were listening to the Beatles and drinking vodka 
with Coca-Cola”. 

dreaming of russia, nic iljine became the deputy president of the ussr — federal republic of Germany friendship 
Committee: “unlike analogous committees in many other countries, for example in france, this one was not a communist 
organization”. this is an important remark, since his father was a fervent anti-communist. that is how nic regularly 
started going to the ussr. 

— i heard some stories that you brought “Playboy” at that time.
— it was not “Playboy”; it was the great russian poet Barkov! once alec flegon came to see me in frankfurt; he is 

a romanian jew who lived in london and published a rather strange magazine in russian called “student”. 1 i was inter-
ested in everything russian. i played him a tape recording of a russian actor reading “luka Mudischev” with tchaikovsky’s 
music playing in the background. he was overwhelmed and touched, he said, “i want this!” But i did not give it to him 
just like that; i traded it for a very beautiful repin-style painting, which we still have at home. he published “luka” as a 
tiny book, 5 by 10 centimetres. the book was published by flegon Press, but the cover said “Gospolitizdat”. there was 
a foreword by the minister of culture, furtseva, and the minister of defence of the ussr, which said that every soldier 
should carry this book with him. i was young, and i brought 100 copies of the book to Moscow. i came through customs 
in sheremetyevo; i was staying at the “rossiya” hotel. i gave out 50 copies to friends, and then, like a fool, i went to red 
square to give out the remaining copies to random people. a minute and a half later two men in grey suits came up to me. 
in the basement of the “rossiya” hotel there was a police department, or a kgb department: i had to sit there for five 
hours, they searched my room, they took my passport, they told me they were going to initiate a criminal case, but they 
finally let me go. everything looked fine, but a couple of months later i was on the visa ban list for a year. this was in the 
late 1960s. later on in early 1980s i was on the visa ban list for a second time. lenya Bazhanov 2 introduced me to slava 
sysoev. 3 he was already on the wanted list. he was put in prison soon afterwards, allegedly for pornography, and his 

1 
Alec Flegon, a British 
publisher, founded Flegon 
Press in London in 1962. 
The publishing house 
was the first to publish 
Bulgakov’s Heart of 
a Dog (1968), and also 
Solzhenitsyn’s books: One 
Day in the Life of Ivan 
Denisovich (1964), The 
First Circle (1968), and 
August 1914 (1971, this book 
was published without 
Solzhenitsyn’s authorization, 
the latter sued Flegon and 
won the trial). Flegon Press 
has published more than 
100 books in total.

2 
Leonid Bazhanov, art 
historian, curator. In the 
1970s–1980s he worked 
at the Moscow Pushkin 
museum, at the “Sovetsky 
khudozhnik” (“Soviet 
Artist”) publishing house, 
and gave lectures on 
contemporary art at Moscow 
State University. In 1986 he 
founded the “Hermitage” 
Arts Union, the first private 
artistic institution in the 
USSR. In 1991 he created 
the Contemporary Art 
Centre on Yakimanka, 
and in 1992 the National 
Center for Contemporary 
Arts where he is still 
working as artistic director.

3  
Vyacheslav Sysoev, 
caricaturist, a representative 
of unofficial art (before 
1987 his drawings were not 
published in the USSR). 
In 1979 a criminal case 
was opened against him: 
the artist was accused 
of pornography. In 1983 he 
was sentenced to two years’ 
imprisonment. In 1989 he 
emigrated to Germany.

4 
Alexander Glezer, poet, 
publisher, collector. 
One of the most active 
representatives of unofficial 
art. With Oscar Rabin 
organized the “Bulldozer 
exhibition” (1974). In 1975 
he had to emigrate, 
and went to France. 
In 1976 he founded the 
Museum of Russian Art 
in Exile in Montgeron, 
near Paris. Later Glezer 
and his museum moved 
to New Jersey.

25 |   Wedding with Christa Iljine 
Frankfurt, May 15 1964. From N. iljine’s archive
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wife stayed in Moscow. i decided to help him. i organized a charity auction of western caricaturists’ works in hamburg, 
and we collected 40 thousand deutschmarks. i was put on the visa ban list for 18 months.”

— how did you get into the unofficial culture circle?
— i have always been interested in unofficial art. in the west we still had some information about it. in Paris i met 

sasha Glezer 4 and we became friends. he introduced me to Misha shemyakin 5 who published a huge book appollo-77, 
with reproductions of many unofficial artists’ works — later i brought a whole suitcase of these books to Moscow and gave 
them out to artists. in Moscow i met oskar rabin. 6 one day we went to see rabin with Christa; he lived in Preobrazhenka 
then. we were looking for his house in the dark for a long time, then we come to the entrance, and suddenly there are 
headlights all around us, some people come up and ask, “where are you going?” i was already rather audacious then. 
“it’s none of your business; we’re going to see a friend.” there was a whole party there: diplomats, journalists, artists; 
joseph kiblitsky 7 was there, for example. 

nic iljine’s interest in unofficial (or contemporary, as we would say today) art later on became a profession. in Miami 
in 2006-2008 he organized three contemporary art exhibitions during the art Basel Miami Beach fair.

CaReeR
in 1968 nic iljine began working for lufthansa airlines, beginning in very basic positions: “as a new employee 
i had to get training in every department of the company. for example, i worked as a barman in the vip lounge 
at frankfurt airport. once i made a cocktail for joe louis, the legendary boxer. the cocktail had gin, Cointreau and 
champagne in it and was called the ‘frozen joe louis’, because if you drink too much of it, you fall over as if you’d 
been knocked out.”

three years later he was transferred to the pr department, first as a european countries manager, then as a general 
manager. it was at that time that he became professionally active in the arts. “i had an assignment to create a cultural 
sponsorship programme. very few people or companies did this at the time. we did a study and decided to work with 
fine arts. we had a budget of about ten million deutschmarks, quite a sum for that time.”

nic iljine published books on art and organized exhibitions, including the major exhibition “Marc Chagall and the 
jewish theatre” which was held at the solomon r. Guggenheim museum in new york (1992). in 1991 lufthansa, upon 
his initiative, shot a documentary entitled “joseph Brodsky. Continuation of water”. it was directed by harald lüders and 
nathan fedorovski. iljine is listed in the credits as the film editor. thomas krens, the director of the Guggenheim museum 
and iljine’s future boss, also appeared in the film. 

5 
Mikhail Shemyakin, 
artist, one of the major 
representatives of Leningrad 
unofficial art. In 1971 he 
had to emigrate. He lived 
in France, then from 1981 
in the USA.

6 
Oscar Rabin, artist, 
major representative 
of unofficial art, founder 
of the “Lianozovo group” 
(late 1950s), initiator 
of the “Bulldozer Exhibition” 
(1974). Has lived in Paris 
since 1978.

7 
Joseph Kiblitsky, artist, 
museum specialist, 
publisher. In the 1970s he 
belonged to the unofficial 
arts circle. In 1982 he 
emigrated to Germany. 
Later founded the “Palace 
Editions” publishing house. 
Now works as the publishing 
and exhibition programs 
at the Russian Museum.

“we thought of shooting a dialogue between krens and Brodsky 
against the background of the Peggy Guggenheim collection in venice, but 
while discussing various subjects at the ‘florian’ café in san Marco square 
the two main characters drank so much vodka that we had to cut about 
80% of what we had shot and leave only the phrases we could understand.”

soon after that lufthansa’s corporate policy changed: “a new 
president came to the company and he said, ‘enough working with 
culture; let’s sponsor golf, that’s more attractive to our rich clients.’ 
then i said, ‘i do not need a company car, an office, a secretary or any 
staff — these incur considerable expenses. i will stay on the lufthansa 
staff at  my current salary, and you will lend me: to unesco, to the 
wwf or to the Guggenheim. i have already agreed this with them all’. 
a day later i received a phone call, saying, ‘you can choose where you 
want to go yourself.’ this was a one-of-a-kind situation; many people 
at lufthansa were jealous of me.”

26 |   Nic Iljine near 
Ilya and Emilia  
Kabakov’s installation  
'Red Wagon' (1993)
The General Staff Building  
December 2014
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maCguggenheim
nic iljine got “transferred” to the Guggenheim at the right time: it was the “golden age” of the museum, mainly 

thanks to the policy of its director thomas krens (he came to the Guggenheim in 1988 and worked there for 20 years). 
“krens was an ingenious director who developed the Guggenheim brand — it was just a small museum with a modest 
collection before.” under kerns’ direction the Guggenheim became one of the world’s largest museum empires: two 
museums in new york (the main building on 5th avenue and Guggenheim Museum soho from 1992 to 2001), a museum 
in venice (the Peggy Guggenheim Collection), one in Berlin (the deutsche Guggenheim, 1997–2013), one in Bilbao 
(opened in 1997), and two in las vegas (Guggenheim las vegas, 2001–2003; the Guggenheim hermitage Museum, 
2001–2008). there were also projects announced to build museums in rio de janeiro, vilnius, Guadalajara, salzburg, 
taichung, and in the wall street area of new york (none of these was realized, however, mainly due to the events of 
9/11). Besides that, the Guggenheim signed cooperation agreements with the venice history museum and with the 
hermitage. there were also plans for cooperation with Prado museum. in 2006 the Guggenheim foundation signed the 
contract for the construction of Guggenheim abu dabi (to be opened in 2017). 

krens’ idea was very simple: the creation of what he called “an international museum”. But the Guggenheim 
expansionism gave rise to controversial reactions, of course. in early 2001 the london-based newspaper “the Guard-
ian” published an article by Mark honigsbaum entitled “macguggenheim?” where krens was accused of commercializing 
the arts and making the museum a corporation.

nic iljine, whom his colleagues at Guggenheim called ‘Big nic’, in fact became krens’ right hand and participated 
in all his expansion plans. Besides that, iljine worked on fundraising and exhibitions. “american museums are private 
organizations and you need sponsors to hold an exhibition. for example, i introduced vladimir Potanin to the Guggenheim, 
and he became the first russian member of the Board of trustees. he played an active role in the Guggenheim-hermitage 
museum project in las vegas, financed the foundation development and, of course, was the main sponsor of the “rus-
sia!” exhibition in 2005.”

nic iljine’s exhibitions at the Guggenheim were mainly about the russian avant-garde: “the Great utopia”, “amazons 
of the avant-garde”, and “kazimir Malevitch. suprematism” etc. not only because the Guggenheim Museum is traditionally 
linked to avant-garde, but also because of iljine’s personal taste. 

27 |  In Thomas Krens’s office at the 
opening of the ‘Russia!’ exhibition
The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum  
September 2005. From N. iljine’s archive

8 
Nina Nikolaevna Suetina, 
architect, family member 
of Malevich’s two closest 
pupils: daughter of Nikolai 
Suetin and daughter-in-law 
of Ilya Chashnik.

9 
In 2011 Nic Iljine donated 
his entire avant-garde 
library — several thousand 
books and magazines — 
to the arts department of the 
Faculty of History of Moscow 
State University.
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— why avant-garde? 
— it started in saint Petersburg when i met nina nikolaevna suetina who grew up in these circles. 8 she showed 

me some artwork and told me about that period. i was interested in abstract art; not only russian, but as i have russian 
blood, i focused on russian abstract art. then i went to museums, looked at paintings, bought books and catalogues — 
almost all literature on the russian avant-garde was then published in the west. 9 in 1987 i invited three people to a din-
ner at my place: thomas krens, Christoph vitali, director of schirn kunsthalle in frankfurt, and heinrich klotz, director 
of the frankfurt German architecture Museum. Christa cooked borsch, and we were drinking vodka, the right way. i showed 
them all these books. they were not really familiar with the russian avant-garde at that time. and i said, “Perestroika 
began 70 years ago!” krens said, “all right, go ahead, do the exhibition.” we began very complicated negotiations, both 
here in the west, and in russia. we made endless lists: what to take, what not to take. we were trying to convince the 
tretyakov Gallery to lend us the original Malevich’s “Black square” which had never gone abroad before. four years later 
“the Great utopia” was opened: first in frankfurt, then in amsterdam and in new york. and it was a great success; it was 
the first major exhibition of russian avant-garde in the west. 

in 2008 thomas krens left the Guggenheim and set up his own agency. nic iljine became his president. together 
with the famous french architect jean nouvel they worked on a major project (which was not realised) for the Baku 
Museum of Modern art which was conceived as an analogue to the Guggenheim in Bilbao. But then krens and iljine parted 
ways: “he began working with China a lot, which does not interest me much. But we are still friends and stay in touch.”

ContRoveRsy
during the last 30 years russian avant-garde has often been the topic of crime reports: thefts, counterfeit, the black 
market… these scandals have touched nic iljine, too. he has been accused of having connections with criminal gallerists, 
of “shuttle diplomacy”, of using his position, of many things. “i don’t know why i always end up involved in such stories: 
khardzhiev, filonov… But i only wanted to help each time,” nic says. 

the best-known scandal occurred at the end of 1990s and was connected to the illegal exportation of the archive 
of nikolay khardzhiev, an eminent researcher of the russian avant-garde, from russia. the archive consisted of several 
thousand documents (letters by Malevich, unpublished manuscripts by khlebnikov, Mandelstam’s and akhmatova’s papers, 
etc.) and more than 1500 drawings and paintings by larionov, Goncharova, tatlin, lissitzky, Malevich (seven paint-
ings, 140 drawings and 20 gouache paintings) and others. Most of the archive was taken to Germany in 1993, where 
khardzhiev moved himself. But several suitcases, containing 3500 documents, were retained at customs in sheremetyevo 
in february 1994, and after that a criminal case regarding illicit trafficking was opened. the details of this case were 
described in the press several times. 10 it consists essentially of two facts. 

first, according to russian legislation, exporting things which are part of the national heritage is prohibited. But 
according to western legislation (and russian public opinion) this was not state property, but rather the private archives 
of the researcher, so he had every right to do with it as he wanted. 

second, after part of the archives was transferred to amsterdam, people who helped khardzhiev and those who 
ran his foundation in fact robbed the researcher, selling the most precious paintings to big collectors, such as Peter 
ludwig and ronald lauder. 

nic iljine’s name was mentioned in the numerous journalists’ investigations of the “khardzhiev case”. he had a 
close relationship with the Cologne gallery owner Christina Gmurzynska who probably managed the process of exporta-
tion of the archives and selling the paintings, and with the minister of culture at the time, who negotiated returning of 
the archives to russia. 

“My role in this? i wanted to return something to russia! i don’t know who took it away. i think it was done through 
diplomatic channels. to export 100 paintings is no laughing matter. Gmurzynska was probably involved in this and she 
might know better who exactly did it. neither she nor her colleagues have gone to russia ever since, to stay on the safe 
side. when khardzhiev came to amsterdam he was immediately surrounded by a whole band of people, starting with 
lawyers. they changed the regulations of his foundation without his consent to be able to sell the artworks. then some 
emigrants appeared; they would not let anyone through to him, even old friends, and there was nothing he could do.”

after khardzhiev’s death in 1996 his foundation’s activity attracted the netherlands financial police’s attention, the 
council of the foundation was reformed and later on the russian Ministry of Culture came to an agreement for returning 
the researcher’s archives to russia. the negotiations were held by Mikhail shvydkoy in person with the participation 
of nic iljine. But the artworks collection stayed in amsterdam and was given to the stedelijk Museum. 

nic iljine had another story about khardzhiev: “i met him after he moved to amsterdam. he asked me to help him 
return four paintings by Malevich which had been stolen from him by jangfeldt.”

the story goes like this: in 1975 the swedish slavicist Bengt jangfeldt persuaded khardzhiev to emigrate; to provide 
for his living in the west and for his research projects he suggested selling four Malevich paintings from khardzhiev’s 
collection, and to give the money to khardzhiev when he arrived. khardzhiev agreed, and jangfeldt sent the paintings 
to sweden through diplomatic channels. khardzhiev did not get authorization to leave the ussr, but jangfeldt did not 
return the artworks. in reality he just kept them, and later sold two of them. 11 

10 
The article that achieved 
the greatest public response 
was the one by Grigory 
Kozlov and Konstantin 
Akinsha, “The battlefield 
goes to the looters. 
The destiny of Nikolai 
Khardzhiev’s unique 
collection: five years beyond 
the law” (“Itogi”, 1998, #19).

11 
This story was written 
in detail by Mikhail Meilakh 
in his article “Robbery 
of the century, or the 
Ideal crime: Khardzhiev 
against Jangfeldt”, 
on the OpenSpace.ru 
website (2012).



nic iljine continues: “when we were working on the exhibition ‘kazimir Malevich. suprematism’, i asked our curator 
Mathew drutt to go to stockholm and meet jangfeldt. he spent a week there but could not secure a meeting. as a sign 
of ‘gratitude’ we decided to make a note in the catalogue where we briefly described what khardzhiev called ‘the rob-
bery of the century’. then i mentioned this note to some journalists i know in finland and sweden and it created a huge 
scandal there.” the period of limitation had already expired, so there was no court procedure, but under public pressure 
jangfeldt had to give one of the paintings to the stockholm Museum of Modern art. 

finally, the third scandal in nic iljine’s biography is related to Pavel filonov. in the late 1970s six drawings 
by filonov were stolen from the russian Museum: the thieves made masterful copies, and the originals were transferred 
to the west, later on ending up in the Pompidou Centre. for the next ten years the russian Ministry of Culture tried to get 
these artworks back, but in vain. finally in 2000 they were returned to russia — with the participation of iljine: “i found 
a participant in the case, a former Pompidou employee; i hired a lawyer, paid him $25,000 of my own money. we proved 
that the Pompidou Centre knew that the drawings had been stolen when they were buying them. then the funniest part 
started: at the Pompidou they began to doubt whether they had really bought the originals or if the originals in fact 
had stayed in the russian Museum. they sent the artworks to saint Petersburg by diplomatic post; three experts were 
invited to the russian Museum to compare the drawings. it turned out that the originals were in the Pompidou. a rus-
sian Museum employee joked, “you were lucky; you bought the originals.” then they packaged up the drawings and sent 
them back to Paris! and after that the president of the Centre Pompidou, jean-jacques aillagon, who later became the 
french Minister of Culture, came to the russian embassy in Paris, delivered a speech on the eternal friendship between 
russia and france and turned over the drawings in a classy folder. from the embassy the drawings were immediately 
taken to the airport and flown to Moscow.”

Besides criminal stories, there were also some controversial figures in nic iljine’s life. for example, for several years 
he worked together with janna Bullock, the wife of alexey kuznetsov, the former minister of finance for the Moscow region 
and a defendant in several major criminal cases. Bullock sponsored some of iljine’s projects, including Matthew Barney’s 
film retrospective in Moscow and russian modern art exhibitions in Miami. “i worked on exhibitions and culture, and while 
she was helping me everything was fine,” nic says. “she was even a member of the Guggenheim Board of trustees for 
some time. this raised her status. and in this respect i appreciate what she did. then this period was over. i do not know 
and do not want to know the details. i am an old pr guy. the circle of your acquaintances has to be wide. as my wise 
wife says: at dinner do not talk about sex, politics or religion.”

the heRmitage
— i will tell you how i got kissed by dasha Zhukova for the first and the last time. it was in london, several years ago, 
at a gala dinner for the hermitage. there was a charity auction, and i bought something — a russian photograph from 
the late 1920s. when i was receiving it, dasha came up to me and kissed me. i was so touched that i immediately gave 
the photograph to the hermitage.

— what is the hermitage for you?
— i heard a lot about it when i was young. My mother is from Petrograd; she often went to the hermitage when 

she was a schoolgirl. and then she told me a lot about it. she said it was the best museum in russia. i first came 
to the hermitage in 1965, during my first trip to russia. and then i often went there later. while i worked for lufthansa 
we sponsored many hermitage exhibitions, including the Max ernst exhibition in 1995. i knew Boris Borisovich Piotrovsky; 
i know Mikhail Borisovich too, of course. so i have a special relationship with the hermitage, one which is not like my 
connections to all the other russian museums. not to mention that i like saint Petersburg more than Moscow in general. 
it is more pleasant to be there, especially in summer.

Probably iljine’s largest project connected with the hermitage is the Guggenheim hermitage Museum in las vegas 
which was opened in the autumn of 2001: “Mr krens often had such exotic ideas. he was a friend of the owner of the 
venetian hotel in las vegas and convinced him to lend out part of the building for a cultural institution. on the façade 
rem koolhaas ‘cut out’ this piece of brown steel, which emphasized the modernity of our project against the background 
of the ‘venetian’ decoration of the rest of the hotel. the project lasted for seven years. then the hotel owners decided 
it was no longer profitable for them. now there is a Prada boutique there. of course it was a risky project to some 
extent — both for the american and the russian sides. But Piotrovsky understood everything and supported us. i think 
it was a rather avant-gardist move for a director of a russian museum.”

at the hermitage itself nic iljine participated in organizing several major exhibitions. the first was the russian 
premiere of Mark rothko (2003): “i think it is very important that rothko was first shown in russia at the hermitage.” 
then there was the exhibition “ilya and emilia kabakov. incident at the Museum and other installations” (2004): “i am 
proud of having brought kabakov. he did not want to return to russia, he refused. fortunately i managed to find a part-
ner — stella kesaeva”. 12 later there was the exhibition “robert Mapplethorpe and the Classical tradition” (2004). finally 
in 2007 there was “dennis hopper at the hermitage”. 

“the hopper exhibition is a biker thing. hopper was a well-known biker, and krens was crazy about motorbikes. 
we often went for rides: jeremy irons, dennis hopper, krens and i at first, and later i accompanied them by car. hopper 

12 
Stella Kesaeva, collector, 
in 2004 founded 
the Stella Art Foundation. 
Organized more than 
100 exhibitions in Russia 
and abroad. In 2011–2015 
she was commissioner 
of the Russian pavilion 
at the Venice Biennale 
of contemporary art. 
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is a very nice man, and besides being a good actor, he was constantly taking photographs; he was a photographer. 
there were exhibitions of his works in america, and we thought about holding an exhibition at the hermitage. after 
the opening we went to Moscow on motorbikes, to the opening of the exhibition ‘the new world. three Centuries 
of american art’ which was organized by the Guggenheim in the Moscow Pushkin museum. we were riding for three 
days, escorted by the police — but only until we reached Moscow. and in Moscow we got stuck in a traffic jam and 
were late for the opening of our own exhibition. there were ministers and ambassadors there etc. finally we arrived, 
they opened the garden gate for us; we were all on motorbikes, wearing helmets and leather clothes. i had arranged 
beforehand with irina antonova that she would go for a ride with krens. But when she saw us she said she did not 
want to go with krens, but rather with jeremy irons: this photograph made it into the media. then there was a recep-
tion at the italian courtyard, and i was bewildered when i saw jeremy irons had lit a cigarette while sitting at the main 
table. But no one said anything to him.” 

in 2014 nic iljine became a consultant for the hermitage Museum foundation israel. among the foundation’s plans 
were exhibition exchange and charity. thus, in november 2014 the “dada and surrealism from the Collection of the israel 
Museum” opened at the hermitage, and in 2015 a major exhibition on alexander arkhipenko will be held. 

But nic iljine has participated in further projects: “in 2016 together with the hermitage and the Pushkin museum, 
and with the cooperation of sergei shchukin’s great grandson we want to organise an exhibition in Paris — we do not 
know in which museum yet — of the works shchukin bought there before the revolution. it is interesting to show Paris-
ians what they’ve missed.”

— nic, besides the major museum projects you have some perhaps more sentimental interests: you published books 
on the history of odessa, Baku, and the next one to be published is about tbilisi. and then there is also the amazing book 
'Pass to heaven', dealing with soviet and nazi propaganda leaflets from the time of the second world war. 

— this is a hobby. it is because i fell in love with odessa, Baku and tbilisi. i have been there many times. and the 
leaflets… i have this obsession about collecting all sorts of papers. i had a huge collection of these leaflets at home. 
i decided i should publish them. But it would be boring to publish only German leaflets, so i found some russian ones. 
later i gave it all to the Memorial Museum of German anti-fascists in krasnogorsk, near Moscow.

— and you also collect barrel organs…
— the barrel organ is in odessa; it is a temptation. if i become poor i will roam the streets playing the barrel organ 

and collecting money. 

28 |    With Mikhail 
Borisovich  
Piotrovsky
From N. iljine’s archive



In the begInnIng 
CaMe the Idea, 
the idea of creating an entirely new 
kind of  music radio station for 
Saint Petersburg. This station was 
to become an alternative to all the 
existing FM stations, which, even 
though quite varied, always kept to 
the same format: a DJ, commercial 
breaks, news programmes. Music 
got what time was left.  The new 
station was aimed at an available 
niche in the market and became 
the first in Saint Petersburg targeting 
a certain type of listener, rather 
than a wide and diverse public.

our audIenCe
These are accomplished self-
confident people. Our listener 
is educated, employed, well- 
to-do; he appreciates comfort 
and style in life and always 
preserves his individuality. 

naMe 
The name had to correspond  
to the spirit and atmosphere  
of Saint Petersburg. 

ForMat
The most difficult task was to choose 
a format which would adequately suit 
all the features of a new type of radio 
station. But the answer came 
by itself. The music chosen for the 
new station was jazz, blues, and jazz 
arrangements of classical music. 

So… 
In the spring of 2000 “Radio 
Hermitage” received all the 
broadcast licenses for the 90.1 FM 
frequency. The founder of the 
station was CJSC “Radiokompaniya 
“’Kultura’”. We became the first 
jazz radio station. We became the 
first music station without DJs. 
We became the first station where 
the commercial breaks consisted 
of two commercials maximum. 

The name “Radio Hermitage” 
was chosen for its distinctive St 
Petersburg feel. Besides that, this 
name pays tribute to the State 
Hermitage and personally to its 
director Mikhail Piotrovsky. We are 
proud to work in partnership with 
the main museum of the country. 
Every day except for Monday, when 
the doors of the museum are 
closed to visitors, “’Hermitage’ 
on the Hermitage” is broadcast, 
which is the oldest programme 
in the Saint Petersburg FM range. 
The programme explains about the 
new exhibitions and projects at the 
State Hermitage, about the people 
who dedicated their lives to it. 

SCePtICS
They were unanimously saying 
that the new format was too 
“intelligent” and would not have 
an audience, that the competition 
was too high and that listeners 
did not need us. They were wrong.

SuCCeSS
Two years later we were already 
a successful business. We are unique.
Every radio station has its loyal 
audience. Ours is the overwhelming 
majority of the intellectual and 
business elite of Saint Petersburg. 
A “Radio Hermitage” broadcast 
follows the basic rules applying 
to any professional commercial radio 
station. We studied the preferences 
of the target audience of our 
advertisers and based our format 
on them. For 15 years already 
“Radio Hermitage” has been 
an island of stability in the ocean of 
the rapidly changing modern world.

MaSter Key
This is a musical mass media award. 
In the first two years of our existence 
we received the “Master Key” award 
twice. In 2000 “Radio Hermitage” 
was recognised as the best debut 
radio station. And a year later it was 

awarded third prize for “Best music 
radio station of 2001”. 

ProFeSSIonalISM
Quality content and respect and 
love for our listeners are our main 
working principles.  

aCKnowledgeMentS  
“Radio Hermitage” expresses its 
deepest gratitude to the intellectuals 
who gave their help and support 
to the station during its early 
phase: M. Piotrovsky, D. Likhachev, 
A. Petrov, D. Granin, V. Gergiev, 
A. Charkin, M. Chulaki. 

radIo broadCaStIng
in Saint Petersburg is quite intensive. 
Only ten years ago we all heard 
the same information from our 
radios, the same music and the 
same people. Today everyone can 
choose a radio station corresponding 
to his or her taste in music, 
programme style, and the veracity 
and efficiency of the news spots. 

every radIo  
StatIon In SaInt 
PeterSburg  
IS unIque  
In SoMe way 
but there is a definite trend: the 
more a station tries to “please 
everyone”, that is, target a large 
audience, the more difficult it is 
for the listener to find his favourite 
music there and to stay with this 
radio station for a long time, which 
means that the probability for the 
commercials to reach their target 
audience is reduced to a minimum. 
On the other hand, it is difficult 
to expect that the listener who 
is not searching for a particular 
type of music, will tune into your 
station and not a competing one 
with the same choice of content 

and services. The “one size fits 
all” formula lost its magic meaning 
long ago. Now you have to target 
some one’s particular tastes. 

So whoSe 
taSte IS “radIo 
herMItage” 
baSed on? 

FIrSt,  
let uS thInK: 
what happened to the scent  
of a rose when chemistry found 
a way to generate it from sage? 
What happened to strawberry 
juice when, thanks to concentrates 
and flavours, it became “more 
strawberry-like” than natural 
strawberry, just like an artificial 
fir tree can be made greener 
than a real one? Yes, they became 
easier to use, cheaper, more 
widespread, but is it what we need? 
Not everyone can appreciate what 
is real and authentic as opposed 
to artificial or substituted.  

“radIo herMItage” 
does not try to replace music 
created by generations with a mass 
consumption-driven, ephemeral 
substitute. We provide our listener 
with the possibility to enjoy music 
which does not need commentary, 
which sounds unintrusive and 
is in tune with the listener’s mood.  

all oF thIS  
allows us to be sure about the 
commercial success of the project. 
It is 15 years now that “Radio 
Hermitage” has been connecting its 
listener to the advertiser that provides 
the services he needs the most. 

“radIo herMItage 90.1 FM”  
  IS CelebratIng ItS  
  15th annIverSary

This year “Radio Hermitage” turned 15 years old. We decided to retrace the history  
of the radio station to try and understand the secret of its success.
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29 |  Kids from Lositsy 
on a trip to the State  
Hermitage Museum, 2014





‘ON THE 20 APRIL HITLER IS CELEBRATING 
HIS 24TH BIRTHDAY IN A VIENNESE MEN’S 
HOSTEL ON THE MELDEMANNSTRASSE. 
THOMAS MANN IS THINKING ABOUT HIS 
‘MAGIC MOUNTAIN’, HIS WIFE IS AGAIN 
RECEIVING TREATMENT FOR ILLNESS. 
LYONEL FAININGER DISCOVERS A TINY 
WOODEN CHURCH IN GELMEDOR AND TURNS 
IT INTO A CATHEDRAL OF EXPRESSIONISM. 
FRANZ KAFKA SIGNS UP FOR VOLUNTARY 
WORK ON A VEGETABLE FARM AND PULLS 
OUT WEEDS IN THE EVENINGS AS PART OF THE 
TREATMENT FOR HIS ‘BURN OUT’. BERNARD 
KELLERMAN WRITES THE YEAR’S BESTSELLER 
‘THE TUNNEL’ A SCI-FI NOVEL ABOUT AN 
UNDERGROUND TRANSPORT LINK BETWEEN 
AMERICA AND EUROPE. FRANK WEDEKIND’S 
‘LULU’ IS BANNED. OSKAR KOKOSCHKA 
BUYS A CANVAS THE SIZE OF HIS BELOVED 
ALMA MAHLER’S BED AND SETS TO WORK 
ON A PORTRAIT OF THE LOVERS. IF THIS  
TURNS OUT TO BE A MASTERPIECE, ALMA  
WILL MARRY HIM, BUT ONLY IF.’ 

Florian Illies. ‘1913. The Summer of the Centuries’
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1 |  Franz Xaver  
Winterhalter (1805–1873) 
Portrait of Countess O.E Shuvalova, 1858
Fragment. acquired in 1925; 
Formerly in the Shuvalov  
collection, St. Petersburg 
The State Hermitage Museum
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Lace, that ‘Airy Foam’ of threads, Appeared In european Culture Relatively 
Recently, Just over 400 years Ago. It Was Born Into A Venerable Ancestry 
And Immediately took An Honourable Place Among other symbols of Beauty, 
Wealth And nobility, Adding to the Industry of Luxury. Lace Was Widely 
used In europe: It Held A strong Position In the Decoration of Both secular 
And ecclesiastical Interiors And, of Course, In Costume Making. 

european lace  
in the Hermitage Collection



2 |   Uknown artist
Portrait of the Empress  
Anna Ioannovna (1693–1740, 
empress from 1730), 18th century
oil on canvas. Fragment 
The State Hermitage Museum  
inv. eRZh-554
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           ot only did lace preserve the fla-
vour of a particular period but it also demon-
strated individual preferences and tastes. It  is 
practically impossible, however, to understand 
and discern all of that in a small feather-light 
piece outside the context of artworks. This dain-
ty material has been forever preserved in paint-
ed canvasses, stone, metal and even leather. 
Full-dress portraits, marble and bronze busts, 
reliefs and medals that eternised the great and 
the good, show in great detail the patterns and 
shapes of garments made of lace. Paintings of 
interiors serve as a topography of sorts that 
indicates where lace could be used for decorat-
ing the space. In secular interiors these were 
whole sets for bedrooms, including pillow cov-
ers, throws, table cloths and curtains. In church 
interiors lace was used for decorating altar cur-
tains, veils and other garments.

In costumes lace found favour on the shoul-
ders of royal family members, members of the 
nobility and the elite among the clergy; it would 
decorate coronation, ceremonial and day-to-day 
costumes alike. Depending on the fashion and 

style, it would either fully cover the shoulders — 
as a wide collar — or set off the low-cut dresses 
in a narrow line or froth on the chest as a vo-
luminous frill. It would decorate dress-shirts, 
skirts, gloves and even the cuffs of men’s high 
boots. In 17th century military attire it was used 
as a multi-layered scarf tied over the shoulder 
as a sash or worn around the waist (Frans Hals’s 
portraits brilliantly show these details in the cos-
tumes of gallant officers). In ecclesiastical attire 
it would decorate the hem of a pure-white alb — 
its cuffs and frilled collar — as a wide falbala. 
Studying the amazingly detailed portraits of car-
dinals painted by Italian artists of the  17–18th 
centuries allows us not only to admire the intri-
cate texture but also to ‘read’ the patterns in the 
lace. During the time of Louis XIV lace would 
perch on the bonnet crowned the hairstyle, and 
in the 18th century it would go down the sleeves 
of the dress in a cascade of falbalas. In the 19th 
it would be sewn onto the plain fabric of the 
skirt in wide stripes, so that the pattern would 
be highlighted against the dark silk. In the up-
per part of the costume they would come down 

tatiana kosouRova

N

3 |    A flounce of ‘Duchesse’ lace
Belgium, 19th сentury 
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4 |    Sèbastien Bourdon (?) 1616–1671
Portrait of a French Marshal 
Fragment 
acquired from the Prince l. lobanov-Rostovsky  
collection, St. Petersburg 
The State Hermitage Museum
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from the shoulders in a similarly wide strip but 
made with several narrower falbalas. Portraits 
of the beautiful women of high society by Carl 
Timoleon von Neff  1 precisely show these most 
gentle semi-transparent details.

Over time lace separated from the body of 
the costume and began serving not only as neck-
pieces and shawls but also as mantillas that were 
big enough to wrap around the body. These gar-
ments were most valued in Spain.

The special world of accessories eagerly 
included lace into its decorative toolbox. Para-
sols, gloves and mittens, purses and fans, hats 
and handkerchiefs — lace was used in all these 
charming supplements to the costume: white, 
black or colourful, in trimmings and in combi-
nation with other various materials.

For a long time lace was seen only as an at-
tribute of a costume albeit an integral part of the 
wardrobe. The women of high society would con-
stantly add new garments to their collections. It 
was only in the middle of the 19th century that lace 
started attracting the attention of professional col-

lectors who started purposely collecting both con-
temporary pieces and preserved garments from 
the past.

Italy is believed to be the birthplace of lace, 
and rightly so. Its origins can be traced to eyelet 
embroidery and at first they competed in the 
delicacy of the decoration. Needle lace would 
recreate geometric patterns in white linen 
threads, such as rose knots and stars that Italian 
mosaics from Ravenna were so famous for, thus 
preserving the stylistic continuity in works of ap-
plied art. Geometric shapes prevailed in early 
Italian lace. Their recurrence created a  clear 
rhythm in the pattern, emphasized by alteration 
of different-sized elements. Such even, orderly 
rows of ornament, assonant with the harmo-
nious spirit of Renaissance, were highlighted 
by a horizontal brim or the recurrent teeth of the 
bottom edge. Later, in the 17th century, similar 
rose knots and stars reappeared in the Span-
ish lace but in a  larger size becoming known 
as sol (‘sun’), and indeed they did resemble so-
lar discs.

the sheremetev Collection 
also  comprised samples 
from various countries 
and periods. large items 
for decorating  clerical 
costumes stand out. 
for example a splendid 
cardinal pelerine made 

of venetian guipure. 
apart from costume 
accessories, there 
are also some decorative 
works such ascushion 
covers and throws 
that used to decorate 
palace interiors.

laCe FroM THe SHereMeTev ColleCTIon

5 |   Insert for the bodice 
of a dress made  
of raised guipure 
Venice, 17th century
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1  Carl Timoleon von Neff (1805–1876) — a court artist for Emperor Nicholas I and a custodian of the Hermitage Arts Gallery.



6 |  Carlo Maratta (Camerino 
(Ancona), 1625–1715, Rome) 
Portrait of Pope Clement IX. Fragment
acquired in 1779; Formerly in the collection  
of Robert Walpole at Houghton Hall 
The State Hermitage Museum
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the yusupov Collection 
is remarkable for its large 
variety of both lace garments 
and their countries of 
manufacture. italian guipures 
are represented by amazing 
samples from venice. 
Collars, pelerines, cuffs 
and corsage inserts have 
a high profile and typically 
Baroque patterns. france is 
represented by needlepoint 
lace, guipures, garments 

from argentans, woven 
lace from alençon  and 
valanciennes. Chantilly 
items include veils, flounces, 
jabots, collars, hair pins and 
other details for decorating 
costumes. there are also 
some remarkably exquisite 
accessories: handkerchiefs 
and parasols made 
of Brussels lace, either 
entirely or with a fringe 
of finest linen batiste.

laCe FroM THe yuSuPov ColleCTIon 

7 |    Collar of raised guipure
italy, 19th century

Lace would promptly react to stylistic 
changes and smoothly imitated the language of 
the period. Seventeenth century baroque with 
its massive shapes and contrasts of light and 
shade brought along new lace techniques that 
featured prevailing high relief. Relief in nee-
dlework made ornamental shapes richer and 
more resilient, accentuating the chiaroscuro. 
Italian guipure was particularly famous: it had 
the highest profile and a multi-layered texture. 
Linen threads were used to create large curls 
of acanthus and flowers. The edges of the gar-
ments would have scallops which would empha-
size the intricate play of the threads. The pattern, 
designed to resemble foliage with tight curves 
would flow, filling its dedicated space. Its motifs 
would be connected with rare bars or brides 
which allow the pattern to float in the air. Italian 
guipure, especially Venetian, was fashionable in 
other countries as well. In the time of Louis XIII 
(1610–1640s) France imported guipure in huge 
quantities, which triggered decrees against 
luxury that would prohibit even wearing lace. 
Such persecution (which also existed in other 
countries, such as Spain), however, could not 

stop lace’s expansion. France started establish-
ing its own manufacturers. As the Minister of Fi-
nance, Jean-Baptiste Colbert made Alençon the 
capital of needlepoint guipure lace by founding 
a school there in 1665, where Venetian lace mak-
ers could relatively quickly pass their skills on 
to their French students. A year later King Louis 
XIV was presented with French guipure which 
rivalled Venetian in quality. The monarch liked 
the garments so much that he even banned the 
use of Italian lace to promote local manufactur-
ing. New lace-making centres started appear-
ing all over the country, in Argentan, Alençon, 
Sedan, Valenciennes etc. After that, being more 
exquisite, French lace started pushing back its 
Italian counterpart.

Although the French managed to steal fame 
in this craft from the Italians, they still had to 
compete with Flanders, famous for a different 
type of lace, known as bobbin lace, which ap-
peared a bit later than the needlepoint technique. 
Apart from the difference in the technique itself, 
this lace had a different planar interpretation of 
the pattern, which would densely fill the surface 
with falbalas, barbes and jabots. The famous 
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8 |  Francisco de Goya (1746–1828)
Portrait of the actress  
Antonia Zárate, 1810–1811
Fragment 
acquired in 1972; Gift of armand Hammer 
The State Hermitage Museum
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Flemish garments made of very fine flax yarn were 
amazingly feathery and delicate. Such centres as 
Binche, Brussels, Brabant etc. gave their name to 
the types of lace that were produced there.

The technical novelty of the eighteenth centu-
ry in Europe was using tulle lace (fine woven mesh 
with regular-sized tiny cells) as the background for 
the pattern. A separately-woven ornament would 
be sewn onto the tulle as an applique or interwo-
ven. The mesh cells had various numbers of sides, 
from four to six, and various configurations (dia-
monds, hexagons etc.). Every lace-making centre 
would prefer one pattern or another. The mesh 
could stay clear between the motives or be filled 
with small dots which made the whole garment all 
the more charming. Ornaments made of versatile 
and flexible forms (flowers, bows or rocaille curls) 
would alternate with openwork reserves filled with 
ornately-shaped mesh. The lightness and uncon-
straint of the pattern matched the frivolous and 
playful style of the 18th century quite well. Multiple 
lace rouches and frills which were abundant in 
the costume of that period made those who wore 
it even more charming and coquettish. 

Brussels was particularly famous for tulle ap-
pliques. Later on, in the 19th century, they were 
used to make wide flounces for dresses, shawls, 
scarves or even whole mantillas that were so pop-
ular with Spanish beauties. Lush vegetative motifs 
(single iris flowers, roses, fern leaves or garlands 
made of these), large in size and somewhat natu-
ralistic, were freely placed at the bottom of the 
garment creating a dense border for the pattern, 
or filling the space entirely.

Apart from flax, lace-making also used 
silk and metallic threads, either silver or gild-
ed. The latter was produced in Italy beginning 
in the 17th  century and later in Germany and 
other countries. These narrow strips of woven 
ornaments shimmering with a cold shine were 
most often used for decorating dresses by sew-
ing rows of it onto the fabric. Silk lace was only 
made in France: blonde, as it was called, could 
be golden or silver in colour. A particularly wide-
spread type was black lace made of Chantilly 
silk, named after the largest centre of manufac-
ture. It was in demand not only in France but also 
in other countries, especially in the nineteenth 

laCe FroM THe SaXen-alTenburg ColleCTIon 

the saxen-altenburg 
collection included  pieces 
of french and Brussels 
lace from the 18th–
19th centuries. flemish 
woven and needlepoint 
guipures were side by side 
with finer french garments. 
silk blondes, barbes 
and black mantillas 
embellished with beading 

and chenille embroidery 
are wonderful examples 
of Chantilly products. 
alancons and valanciennes 
are represented 
with decorative details 
in costume: collars, cuffs 
and scarves. a great  
number of small details  
and bonnet crowns are 
characteristic of Brussels lace. 

9 |    Bonnet with lace inlays
Spain, 17th century
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10 |  Carl von Steuben (1788–1856)
Portrait of Countess d’Asche, 1844
Fragment. acquired in 1924  
Formerly in the сollection  
of D.a. Benkendorf, Petrograd 
The State Hermitage Museum
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century Spain, where black in clothing had al-
ways been particularly popular.

Such a variety of techniques and patterns 
in lace is fully demonstrated in the wonderful 
collection of the Hermitage. Most of the items 
were acquired after the Revolution. The col-
lections from the former Von Stieglitz museum 
were handed over to the museum and joined 
large nationalised private collections that came 
to the Hermitage through the Museum Fund. The 
refined taste of several generations of St. Pe-
tersburg nobility was combined with the con-
scious and targeted interests of the collectors 
from the 19th century.

In the 1930s some items from the Hermit-
age collection suffered the same fate as other 
artworks: they were prepared to be sold abroad 

through Antikvariat. 2  Some of the excellent items 
chosen left the museum forever, whereas occa-
sional items were not sold for some reason. The 
labels with a stamp saying ‘Antiques’, that remain 
attached to them are mute witnesses of those 
times and now serve as historical documents.

Over the last decades of the 20th century 
the lace collection of the Hermitage swelled 
with new additions. This process became even 
more active at the beginning of the 21st century. 
Lace has attracted more interest lately and is 
often seen at Western auctions. The Hermitage 
collection keeps growing. Some of its show-
pieces play an increasingpart in the museum’s 
general and themed exhibitions, naturally inte-
grating into the comprehensive display of West-
ern European art.

among the works acquired from 

the former von stieglitz museum, 

apart from the later examples, 

are rare samples of early italian 

and flemish lace.

laCe FroM THe baron 
von STIeglITz MuSeuM

2  The National ‘Antikvariat’ (‘Antiques’) Society (as a part of Trade People’s Commissariat 
(later of the Ministry of Foreign Trade) of the USSR) was involved in organising sales of museum exhibits  
abroad in the 1930s.

11 |     Shawl of Brussels lace 
Belgium, 19th century
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12 |    Unknown artist
Portrait of A.P. Sheremeteva  
in a carousel costume  
(a Bellona costume)
From the original  by a. i. ligotsky 
No earlier than 1768. oil on canvas
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. eRZh-1872

13 |    P. Londigny
Portrait of N.P. Chernysheva 
From the original by F. Drouet, 1767
Paper, mezzotint 
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. eRZh-16145
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A dmittedly, Pushkin had good 
reason to worry — his old countess had rather 
sharp features, and those who venerated Prin-
cess Golitzine, who inspired the character, may 
have disapproved. According to a famous me-
morialist, at the end of her life Princess Natalia 
Petrovna  “was very unpleasant in her looks: she 
had a big moustache and a beard and for that 
reason was known as ‘Princesse Moustache’.” 2 
Although there is not a single hint of that in the 
text of The Queen of Spades, the resemblance 
between Countess Anna Fedotovna and Princess 
Natalia Petrovna was striking; in the first issue of 
the story the writer himself accidentally called 
the old countess ‘Princess’ three times …

It is not without reason though that through 
Anna Fedotovna’s grandson, first lieutenant of 
the Horse Guards Pavel Aleksandrovich Naru-
mov, the author lets us know that “about sixty 
years ago” in Paris “people would follow her 
everywhere to see la Vénus muscovite [the Venus 
from Moscow]” … 

Princess Natalia Petrovna had also seen 
better days: she used to be as beautiful and 
graceful as a young Amazon, which is well prov-
en by certain works in the Hermitage collections 
of graphics, paintings and numismatics. Argua-
bly the most amazing among them is a large gold 
medal coined at the St. Petersburg Mint in 1766. 

The front of the medal had a portrait of 
young Catherine II, skilfully created by Timofey 
Ivanov (1729–1803); the stamp for the back was 
designed by Johann Georg Wechter (1724–1800) 
and depicted an amphitheatre with a rider and 
a chariot racing around the arena. Over the am-
phitheatre is a soaring eagle with a crown in his 
beak. Above it is an inscription in a circle: ‘From 
the Alpheus to the Neva’. Below to the left is an 

allegorical image of the Neva as the successor to 
the Alpheus, the river flowing along the southern 
border of the Ancient Greek city of Olympia that 
gave its name to the famous games. Below at the 
edge is an inscription:

‘TO COUNTESS NATALIA CHERNYSHEV[A] 
FIRST PRIZE THIRD MEDAL
11 JULY.1766’.
Countess Natalia Chernysheva, who be-

came Princess Golitzine after marriage was 
given this medal for winning the famous car-
ousel, an equestrian contest that took place in 
St. Petersburg in the summer of 1766. Empress 
Catherine  II was going to hold the memorable 
event as a celebration of her third anniversary 
on the throne but the rainy weather that set in 
during the summer of 1765 made her postpone 
the celebrations until the following year. In the 
summer of 1766 Antonio Rinaldi put up a massive 
five-tiered amphitheatre on Palace Square. The 
top tier was fenced with a balustrade decorated 
with vases; the bottom one was painted with gar-
lands, trophies and lion masks; the painting was 
completed by Gavriil Kozlov and Pietro Gradiz-
zi. 3 The carousel, the equestrian contest that was 
meant to revive the old traditions of jousting, was 
to have four squadrons: Slavic, Roman, Indian 
and Turkish. The amphitheatre was therefore di-
vided into four sections with separate boxes for 
judges; they had three judges, two heralds and 
a secretary each. Special boxes located one op-
posite the other were designated for Empress 
Catherine and the heir to the throne, Tsesarevich 
Pavel Petrovich, who was then 11 years old.

The official announcement published back 
in 1765 said that the carousel had been organ-
ised “during  peacetime in order to prevent those 
members of the nobility yearning for glory from 

“My Queen of spades Is Very Fashionable now”, Wrote 
Pushkin In His Diary From 7 April 1834, soon After the 
story Was Published. “Gamblers Bet on three, seven 
And Ace. they Have spotted the Resemblance Between 
the old Countess And Countess n[Atalia] P[etrovna] 
At Court And Are seemingly not Angry.”. 1 

13
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14 |   Vigilius Eriksen
Portrait of A.G. Orlov
after 1766
oil on canvas, 398 x 356 cm 
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. Ge-9782

turning to idleness and corruption and to give 
them an opportunity to show their agility in mili-
tary exercises through this noble activity.” 4 

The first carousel took place on 16 June 
1766. The gathering of squadrons in the arena 
was turned into a theatrical show. The Slavic and 
Roman squadrons marched from the Summer 
Palace along Bolshaya Millionnaya Street to 
the main gate of the amphitheatre (opposite the 
Winter Palace). The Indian and Turkish squad-
rons set off from Malaya Morskaya via Morskaya 
Lugovaya Street 5 and entered the hippodrome 
simultaneously with the Roman and Slavic 
ones. “The concourse of people in the streets 
was so immense that it would be impossible to 
describe”, said the chamber-fourrier journal, 
“for in the amphitheatre and on the sides of the 
streets, in the windows of the buildings and on 
the roofs there were uncountable myriads; but 
the most magnificent of all was the Winter Pal-
ace of HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY — its halls, as 
large as they are, were not only full of audience 
members on all floors but even its roof was cov-
ered with people.” 6

Each squadron had a chief, two dames and 
four cavaliers. All participants of the carousel 
were dressed and armed loosely in accordance 
with the name of their squadron: the designers 
of the costumes did not aim to achieve historical 
and ethnographical authenticity. Their task was 
to create a bright and splendid image, a chal-
lenge they met beautifully. 

This we can judge thanks to the portraits 
by Catherine II’s court artist Vigilius Eriksen 
of Count Alexey Orlov dressed as the chief of 
the Turkish squadron and his brother Grigory 
dressed as the chief of the Roman one; the Her-
mitage also holds a portrait of Countess Anna 
Sheremeteva in her ‘Roman’ (?) costume for the 
carousel, painted by an unknown artist in the 
second half of the 18th century, this painting hav-
ing arrived at the Hermitage from the Fountain 
House of the Sheremetev Counts. 

The dames performed on magnificent 
chariots, each of them carrying one warrior and 
led by a charioteer from among the cavaliers. 
The other two cavaliers participated in the con-
test on horseback. Three judges were assigned to 
each squadron. The Empress appointed 83-year-
old Field Marshall General Count Burkhard 



15 |   Vigilius Eriksen
Portrait of G.G. Orlov
after 1766
oil on canvas, 392 × 358 см 
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. Ge-9783
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Christoph von Münnich (1683–1767) the Principal 
(‘First’) judge. 

The competing dames were to break their 
lance against a post with the head of Medusa 
as a target on top, hit another target with a pis-
tol (namely, the forehead of a bear between 
its ears), strike the tongue of a lion mask with 
a javelin, grasp a helmet placed on top of a small 
pedestal while galloping, behead a Hydra at full 
tilt and catch up with a rolling hoop. 7

Countess Natalia Chernysheva was a mem-
ber of the Turkish squadron with Count Alexey 
Orlov as the chief; her charioteer was Johann 
von Fersen. 8 The young countess completed her 
‘course’ impeccably.

At the end of the contest the participants 
were gathered in the Summer Palace. 9 Then, ac-
cording to the Chamber-Fourrier's journal, “the 
principal judge, Field-Marshall-General von 
Münnich appeared from the conference hall with 
the other judges, followed by pages of HER IM-
PERIAL MAJESTY with golden trays carrying 
expensive prizes. He stood in the middle of the 
room with six judges on each side. Then he ad-
dressed the youngest daughter of His Grace 
Privy Councillor in Deed, Senator, Gentleman-in-
Waiting and Knight of various orders, Count Petr 
Grigorievich Chernyshev, and Countess Natalia 
Petrovna, whom he greeted with the following 
words: ‘My dear lady! You are the person that 
HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY entitled me to award 
the first prize that your most charming agility 
has won you. Being full of respect and amaze-
ment for you, my dear lady, please accept my 
congratulations on this excellent achievement. 
Besides this, you also have the right to distrib-
ute the well-deserved prizes to all other dames 
and cavaliers with your wonderful hands. As for 
myself, in my old age and retirement, 65 years 
old and after years of service, I undoubtedly con-
sider myself a venerable soldier and the most 
senior Field Marshall in Europe, who has had 
the honour of leading the Russian army to vic-
tory many a time. I see it as a special reward and 
am proud of being not just a witness to, but also 
the principal judge of your noble exploits’. Upon 
greeting her in this manner he gave the first prize 
to Countess Natalia Petrovna Chernysheva — an 
expensive diamond hair pin. Having received the 
prize, she stood on the right of the main judge 



and gave out the other prizes both to the dames 
and the cavaliers and charioteers.” 10

Less than a month later, on 11 July 1766, 
the second carousel took place. “The arrival of 
judges and the march of dames and cavaliers 
occurred in the same manner as before”, the 
Chamber-Fourrier journal states. “At the end of 
the show HER MAJESTY retuned to the Summer 
Garden. Upon the arrival of all four squadrons 
the first prize again was given to her Excellency 
Countess Natalia Petrovna Chernysheva, and she 
was then entitled to give out the other prizes, 
namely gold medals, to the following people:

2nd prize of HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY to 
Lady-in-Waiting Elizabeth Nikolaevna Choglokova;

3rd prize of HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY to 
Lady-in-Waiting, Her Excellency Countess Anna 
Petrovna Sheremeteva.

On the judges’ decision, the first and second 
prizes for cavaliers Their Excellencies Counts 
Grigory and Alexey Orlov were retained as they 
were equal in their successes, and the destiny 
of the first prize was to be decided through fur-
ther competition; third prize was given to Lieu-
tenant of the Horse Guards, Count Steinbock. 
The following charioteers were awarded:

1st prize — Lieutenant of the Horse Guards 
von Fersen;

2nd — Lieutenant of the Guards Alexander 
Nikolaevich Zherebtsov;

3rd — HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY’S gentle-
man-in-waiting and President of the Medical Of-
fice Baron Alexander Ivanovich Cherkasov.” 11

“In the evening a dinner at the court was 
held for all the dames and cavaliers, followed 
by a masquerade ball. It was held in the Sum-
mer Palace, and the garden was lit”, recalled 
Princess Natalia Petrovna later. “This was the 
most beautiful and magnificent ceremony of the 
century, I think. All the dames and cavaliers were 
covered in diamonds, my sister and I were wear-
ing 400,000 roubles’ worth of them.” 12 

On 12 July 1766, a Wednesday, after three 
o'clock, the last carousel took place: Grigory 
and Alexey Orlov were competing for the first 
and second prizes; to the Empress’s great con-
tent, Count Grigory won …

While in the Middle Ages knights broke lanc-
es in the hope of winning the favour of beautiful 
ladies, the eyes of Countess Chernysheva, who 
had won twice at the carousels, were probably 
looking for her fiancé in the audience of the am-

16 |  T.I. Ivanov
Medal received by N.P. Chernysheva  
during a court carousel, 1766
Gold, embossing 
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. oN-M-az-242
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phitheatre, Colonel Vladimir Golitzin (1731–1798) 
of the infantry regiment of Perm — they had got 
engaged half a year earlier, on 15 January 1766. 
The rings were exchanged in the palace, when 
the young countess was on her lady-in-waiting 
duty, and Empress Catherine congratulated the 
future bride and kissed her three times… 13  

Prince Vladimir Golitzin and Countess Na-
talia Chernysheva were married three-and-a-half 
months after the carousel, on 30 October 1766. 
“Her Majesty herself decorated my hair with her 
diamonds, I was blessed in the Court Chapel and 
the Empress was present”, Princess Golitzine 
later recalled. 14 

Her example was soon followed by the win-
ner of the second prize, Elizabeth Choglokova, 
second cousin once removed of Empress Eliza-
beth Petrovna — in 1767 she married First Lieu-
tenant of the Izmailovsky regiment of the Life 
Guards Boris Zagryazhsky. She was meant to be 
followed into matrimony by the third prize win-
ner, Anna Petrovna Sheremeteva. In early 1768 
she got engaged to Count Nikita Panin (1718–
1783), chief master of the court for Tsesarevich 
Pavel Petrovich, her father, General-in-Chief 

Petr Sheremetev’s (1713–1788) friend and almost 
peer. An epidemic of smallpox broke out in St 
Petersburg, and among its first victims was Prin-
cess Natalia Golitzine’s youngest sister, 15-year-
old Maria. It then claimed Countess Anna Sher-
emeteva in her prime — she died on 17 May 1768. 
After the death of Elizabeth Zagryazhskaya on 
11 May 1771, Princess Natalia Golitzine was left 
alone among the winning dames of Catherine’s 
famous carousel; she would also outlive all the 
male victors: the last one, Count Alexey Orlov 
died in 1808… Natalia Petrovna even outlived 
the author of the Queen of Spade — she passed 
away on 20 December 1837, at 93 years of age. 

The gold medal that became Natalia Petro-
vna Golitzine’s main prize via her granddaugh-
ter, Natalia Pavlovna (1796–1872), ended up in 
her husband Sergey Grigorievich Stroganov’s 
(1794–1882) famous coin collection, which 
was later added to the Hermitage collection. 
One of the medal cases in the Hermitage nu-
mismatics department, in the tray with Count 
Grigory Orlov’s and Countess Anna Sherem-
eteva’s medals, still preserves the gold of the 
Queen of Spades…

1  A.S. Pushkin. Complete collection of works in 16 v. Moscow; Leningrad, 1937–1949, V. XII, p. 324.
2  D. Blagovo. Grandmother’s Tales. Leningrad, 1989, p. 86.
3  See: N.I.Glinka. The view of stern and grace. Moscow, 1992, p. 136. — The carousel amphitheatre was 

later transferred to the current location of Teatralnaya Square and Kryukov (formerly Nikolsky) canal. 
This amphitheatre, according to historian of Petersburg Heinrich von Reimers (1767–1812), ‘later held 
performances (Russian comedies) throughout the summer which had provided entertainment for the lowest 
classes for a long time but due to development of the square ceased’ (H. von Reimers. St. Petersburg at the 
end of its first century. St. Petersburg, 2007, p. 207).

4  Ibid, p. 205.
5  Morskaya Lugovaya street, before the Palace Square was reconstructed by K. Rossi, led from Nevsky 

prospect to Bolshaya Millionnaya. The remaining part of former Morskaya Lugovaya street connects Nevsky 
prospect with Palace Square and is considered a part of Bolshaya Morskaya.

6  Chamber-Fourrier's Journal 1766. [Б. м., б. г.] p. 115. Hereafter referred to as CFJ with a page number.
7  N.P. Golitzine. My Destiny is Me. Moscow, 2010, p. 34.
8  Ivan von Fersen (1747–1799), a baron and later a count and an infantry general. Could Countess Natalia 

Chernysheva ever imagine that 66 years later her granddaughter Olga Stroganova would elope with her 
charioteer Count Pavel Fersen’s grandson?..

9  The Summer Palace was designed by F.B. Rastrelli for Empress Elizabeth Petrovna and constructed in 
1741–1746;  following his accession to the throne Emperor Paul I ordered the dismantling of the dilapidated 
Summer Palace and built St. Michael’s Castle on its place.

10  CFJ, p. 113.
11  Ibid, p. 143. — ‘At the end of it all, the journal says, HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY demonstrated Her pleasure 

to all the participants in the same manner after the first carousel — through letting them stay at Her table 
for dinner, which was followed by a masquerade for all the nobility and the merchantry which lasted until 
4 a.m.’ (Ibid, p. 143–144).

12  N.P. Golitzine. My Destiny is Me. Moscow, 2010, pp. 34–35.
13  See: Ibid, p. 34.
14  Ibid, p. 37.



The turn of the 19th century. Classicism
At the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the 
nineteenth century, Classicism, with its worship 
of the Ancient World, vividly demonstrates itself 
in costumes. In vogue are dresses with a very 
high waistline, very low-cut and revealing; they 
are made mostly of light white materials. The skirt 
cascades down from the waistline in gentle pleats 
and ends with a train. “The principal feature of 
a contemporary costume”, says a chronicler for 
the Moskovsky Merkuriy (Moscow Mercury) maga-
zine in 1803, “is the contouring of the silhouette. 
If it does not outline the woman’s legs from the 
ankle to the body, then it is considered that she 
cannot dress.” 1 At the beginning of the century 

dresses become more and more revealing and 
transparent; often they are made with no sleeves 
at all, with straps and worn on top of nothing but 
flesh-coloured stockinet-knickers, since, accord-
ing to fashionistas of that period, “the finest skirt 
deprives the finest dress of all its transparency.” 2 

Contemporaries recall that ladies at balls of the 
time resembled ancient bas-reliefs.

Male costume, too, undergoes significant 
changes. It loses its vibrancy and decorativeness. 
Profusely embroidered silk, velvet and brocade 
French caftans disappear. Throughout the nine-
teenth century the lead role in developing men’s 
fashion belonged to England (while Paris re-
mained the trend-setter for women). 
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A Costume of Any Period Is A Work of Art, Very Complex In nature.  
Costume-Making Is Very sensitive to Changes In the Political, economic, 
social And Cultural Life of society And Is Inseparable From Changes 
of style. Within A Period of over A Century, From the nineteenth  
to the early twentieth Century, Female Fashion Went through A Rapid 
Change of silhouette And Dress Cut, Which Determined the Choice  
of Materials, And A Change In Decoration And Colour scheme. 

1 Moskovsky Merkuriy. 1803, August, p. 206.
2 V.A. Vereshchagin. In memory of the past: Articles and notes. St. Petersburg, 1914, p. 54.

“at the Russian imPeRial CouRt”, an exhibition of Costumes fRom the 18th — eaRly  
20th CentuRy fRom the heRmitage ColleCtion, took PlaCe in may-sePtembeR 2014.
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18 |  Visiting Dress of the Empress
Alexandra Fyodorovna (fragment)
St. Petersburg, circa 1903. Cloth, silk, muslin, 
velvet, lace, silk; applique. acquired in 1941 from  
the Russian Museum of ethnography; Formerly  
in the dressing room of the empress 
alexandra Fyodorovna in the Winter Palace  
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. eRT-8687 a, b
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The first quarter of the 19th century.  
empire style

The final stage of development of the Classicism 
of the first quarter of the 19th century, the Empire 
style, was born at Napoleon’s Imperial court with 
all its associated splendour, the brilliance of wom-
en’s attire and the opulence of full-dress uniforms. 

The artists of that period are no longer in-
spired by the rigorous and elegant forms of Greek 
art but by the ponderous and sumptuous artistic 
forms of the Roman Empire, more consonant with 
the spirit of the Napoleonic era. This ceremonial, 
monumental style with a typical striving towards 
geometrical regularity, precision of shape and 
love of ornate décor had an original reflection 
in the evolution of costume. As early as the first 
decade of the 19th century one could trace a de-
viation from the exquisite simplicity of the attire 
of the turn of the 19th century. Fine semi-trans-
parent fabrics, cotton and linen, in light shades, 
mostly white, are replaced with heavy, thick silks, 

velvet and woollen materials, more suitable for 
the new rigid silhouette of the dress. The range 
of colours also changes. Ensembles of more 
vivid shades start taking more and more space 
in women’s wardrobes, with dark blue, purple, 
green, crimson and yellow prevailing. The pro-
portions of dresses and their cut also change. 
The skirt was straight at the front, slightly flared 
at the sides and densely pleated along the back, 
forming a bell-like silhouette, which is retained 
by means of wearing it over a rigid starched pet-
ticoat. The waistline gradually traces down to its 
natural position. The corset makes another ap-
pearance and holds the bust high. The dress gets 
shorter, and loses its lightness and airiness of 
the ensembles of the Classicism era. The dress is 
heavily decorated with various frills, ruffles, puffs 
and rouleaux stuffed with cotton, which also serve 
to support the silhouette in fashion. Dresses are 
often decorated with voluminous artificial flowers 
and embroidery. Only the ceremonial attire worn 
at court retained the train. 

various shawls and 
scarves were an essential 
part of a female formal 
ensemble throughout the 
first half of the 19th century. 
they were worn all year 
round, and even at balls. 
Girls in aristocratic families 
were taught from early 
childhood the art of wearing 
a shawl, draping it around 
oneself and even the pas-de-
shawl dance. Craftswomen 
from the estates of n. Merlina 

and d. kolokoltsov were 
particularly famous for their 
amazing skill. the shawls 
were woven with fine 
goat and saiga yarn from 
tibet spun thinner than 
a hair in a complex double-
faced weaving technique, 
which meant that the 
outside and the inside  
of the garment were 
identical (unlike shawls from 
the east and west which 
always had a back).  

a fashionable garment 
of women’s clothing at the 
time was a spencer, a short 
long-sleeved jacket cut just 
above the waist. it was made 
of silk and was often lined 
with cotton for warmth. it was 
allegedly named for lord 
spencer. legend has it that 

the lord was sitting next 
to the fireplace at his club 
and the tails of his coat were 
burnt through. he cut them 
off and appeared in front 
of his fellow members in 
an unusual costume which 
soon came into fashion 
and was dubbed a spencer.

sPenCeR

sHAWL

19 |   Ceremonial court dress of a mourning dowager
Empress Maria Fyodorovna (fragment)
St. Petersburg, 1894. Workshop of a. T. ivanova. Silk crepe 
with an embossed texture, satin, lace, silk ribbons. acquired in 1941 
from the Russian Museum of ethnography. Formerly in the anichkov 
Palace. The State Hermitage Museum. inv. eRT-9429 a-v 



20–21 |   Afternoon dress (fragments)
Russia, 1850–1851
Faille, straw, embroidery. acquired in 1941 
from the Russian Museum of ethnography;  
Formerly in the collection of a. K. Rudanovsky 
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. eRT-9483 a, b 
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1830–1890. historicism:  
romanticism, rococo, renaissance

Over the period between 1830 and 1890, when a 
style known in the history of arts as Historicism 
reigned supreme, the costume goes through sev-
eral stages. The interest in the art and culture 
of various countries and ethnicities during the 
preceding centuries, typical of this style, is bril-
liantly embodied by the talented designers of that 
era – in changes of proportion, of the silhouette 
of the dress, its cut, in the character of the tex-
ture, decoration, the colour and pattern of the 
materials, the embroidery and lace. 

Romanticism, which flourished in Russian 
music, literature and painting, did not bypass 
fashion either. The original silhouette of a wom-
an’s dress at the end of the 1820s–1830s is de-
fined by an even fuller skirt, a top, tightly drawn 

with a corset, forming an hourglass shape, a very 
low neckline revealing the shoulders and puffy 
sleeves in a multitude of styles. 

The change in the silhouette of the dress 
also affects the materials suitable for it. Light and 
airy fabrics of white and ‘melancholic’ shades 
come back into fashion: black, grey and lilac. 
Some of them are given incredible names: a frog 
that has fainted, a toad in love, a dreamy flea and 
even a spider plotting a crime. A fascination with 
French fashion of the period often leads to amus-
ing incidents. Famous memorialist I.I. Pushkarev 
recalls that in order to appeal to potential buy-
ers, particularly enterprising dressmakers would 
often put on the signs of their ateliers something 
along these lines: “Boris Efremov, Parisian 
Dressmaker” with a translation into French. 3

In the middle of the century the tendency 
towards the Rococo style is particularly notice-

fashion magazines more 
and more often feature 
dresses, coats, hats and 
other accessories of a 
fashionable ensemble named 
after historical figures: Maria 
stuart mantilla, Metternich 
hat, Galileo hats, tudor hats 
etc. even the colour that was 
in vogue in 1867 was named 

after German Chancellor 
von Bismarck, and the 
preferred shade was similar 
to that of mahogany, “ailing 
Bismarck”. fashion reviews 
of those days openly state 
that “fashion has brought us 
back several centuries and 
has revived all those styles 
flaunted by our ancestors. 4

tHe GALILeo HAt

in the 1870–1880s 
women’s fashion is more 
and more influenced by 
the art of the 16th–17th 
centuries. designers find 
inspiration in the works 
of Cranach, holbein, van 
dyck, titian, veronese, 

Coello and other painters 
belonging to the schools 
of italy, spain, Germany 
and france. while in some 
costumes the historical 
references are more distinct, 
they are barely noticeable 
in others. 

CRAnACH, VAn DyCK, VeRonese

3  See: I. Pushkarev. Description of St. Petersburg and district towns of the area. Part 3. St. Petersburg, 1841, pp. 31–32.
4 New Russian Bazaar. 1882. No. 16, 18, p. 171, 191.



22 |  Ball gown of the Empress
Alexandra Fyodorovna (fragment)
Vienna, 1900-1901. ‘G. & e.Spitzer’ workshop 
Silk mesh, satin, lace. Chantilly, sequins, artificial 
flowers. acquired in 1941 from the Russian Museum 
of ethnography; Formerly in the Winter Palace 
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. eRT-8602 a, b
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able, primarily in the silhouette of the dress with 
a very full skirt, up to ten metres in diameter. 
In  the 1850–1860s skirts are so wide that pet-
ticoats are no longer enough to sustain this 
fashionable silhouette, and in 1856 a special 
accessory was developed. Made of steel hoops 
of different diameters connected with strings, it 
took the name of the petticoat of the previous 
period, the crinoline.

The silhouette of the costume becomes mo-
re and more flamboyant. The back of the skirt 
that fans out into a train is intricately draped. 
Crinoline is replaced with a bustle, a little cush-
ion worn below the waistline at the back that sup-
ported the pleats of the skirt behind and created 

the fashion world of the 
time was dominated by 
Charles frederick worth, 
english by origin, french 
at heart, who founded his 
company in Paris in 1857 
which played a great part 
in developing the global 
fashion of historicism, 
in russia among others. 

over several decades this 
company fulfilled orders from 
empress Maria fyodorovna 
and members of the russian 
aristocracy. the empress 
trusted worth to such 
an extent that, according 
to his son, costumes were 
made for her following her 
wishes expressed in a letter. 

tHe House oF WoRtH

the fashionable silhouette. Dresses of the time 
were made of thick silk, velvet and plush and 
lavishly decorated with bows, various draping of 
lace and bobbin net and feathers of exotic birds. 
Such costumes are distinguished by use of heavy 
fabrics of varied textures, colour and patterns in 
one dress, and the abundance of decoration and 
all sorts of edging. Embroidery with bugle beads 
becomes very fashionable. These costumes fit 
harmoniously into the interiors of the time over-
loaded with furniture (which is fully upholstered, 
particularly often with plush with a fringe), with 
voluminous and formidable draped curtains and 
an abundance of paintings in ornate moulded 
golden frames.

the most popular style 
of sleeve was very puffy 
at the shoulder and close 
fitted around the wrist. 
it was dubbed gigot 
(the french word for the 
hind leg of sheep) and 
made a second appearance 
under the influence of the 
renaissance period. Gogol 
gives a vivid picture of a 
crowd on nevsky Prospekt 
at the time: “a whole sea of 

butterflies seems to have 
flown up from their flower 
stalks and to be floating 
in a glittering cloud above the 
beetles of the male sex. here 
you meet waists of a slim 
delicacy beyond dreams 
of elegance, no thicker than 
the neck of a bottle. <…> and 
the ladies’ sleeves that you 
meet on nevsky Prospekt! ah, 
how exquisite! they are like 
two balloons…” 5

LeG-oF-Mutton

5  N.V. Gogol Nevsky Prospekt // The Complete Tales of Nikolai Gogol , V.1, University of Chicago Press, 
1985, p. 210.

23 |   Slippers and shoes belonging to the
Grand Duchesses — daughters of Nicholas II
Warsaw, 1895–1902. The 'jean Kamienski' company 
Satin, silk, leather, glass; embroidery 
acquired in 1941 from the Russian Museum of ethnography; 
Formerly in the Winter Palace. The State Hermitage Museum.  
inv. eRT-12389 a, b; eRT-12381 a, b; eRT-12395 a, b



24 |   Wet nurse costume (“Mamki”)
(Fragment). St. Petersburg, late 19th -
beginning of 20th century. Silk moire, tatting,silk 
and metal thread, metal, glass; weaving, punching, 
gilding. acquired in 1941 from the Russian Museum 
of ethnography; Formerly in the Winter Palace  
The State Hermitage Museum  
inv. eRT-7274, eRT-7275, eRT-7134
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1890s — 1900s. Art nouveau, Modern style

After the International Exhibition in Paris in 1889, 
it became clear that after a half century-long reign 
Historicism had given way to a style which in Rus-
sia became known as Modern. The new aesthetical 
ideal brought along a new comfortable and practi-
cal dress with exquisite and austere contours that 
reflected the new ideal of feminine beauty. Anatole 
France in 1894 compared a female figure in a fash-
ionable ensemble with a “living amphora”. 6 Narrow 
draped skirts and bustle were replaced with skirts 
that gently followed the lines of the body and flared 
out at the bottom. Very full sleeves densely pleated 
at the shoulder, clearly inspired by Renaissance at-
tire, briefly come back into fashion, as a tribute to 
the fading style. One of the typical characteristics 
of the vogue of the time was a high stand-up col-
lar that could even be seen in summer ensembles. 
Evening dresses were very revealing with an oval-
shaped neckline and short sleeves. Another interest-
ing feature was a new dress style that had one skirt 
and two bodices: a closed one with long sleeves for 
visits; and an open one with short sleeves and more 
ornate for the evening. This was an original manner 
in which a typical striving for rationalism manifested 
itself in costumes of the aristocracy. 

The 1900s became a period of the undivided 
rule of Art Nouveau in the art of dressmaking. A spe-
cial corset produced a particular curve of the figure, 
similar to the letter S. The determined in-vogue sil-
houette was emphasised by a bodice with a fall-over 
at the front, often with a lowered waistline and a skirt 
close-fitting around the hips and only flaring around 
the knees and fanning down along the ground. The 
silhouette of this dress represents the aesthetical 
ideal of the whole Art Nouveau style, with its attrac-
tion to wavy lines and flowing forms.

The colour scheme was also in complete har-
mony with the style. Dresses were made with fab-
rics of indistinct shades: straw-coloured, white, light 
blue, pearl-grey etc., using soft and pliable mate-
rials, often using multi-layering. Semi-transparent 
chiffon, bobbin net, gauze or lace, laid over satin 
or brocade, softened the shine of these materials, 
making them flicker depending on the lighting and 
creating a special effect. Another feature of these 
dresses is the abundance of decoration. The orna-
ments of the fabrics and embroidery performed in 
various techniques and using a multitude of materi-
als are predominantly botanical patterns made of 
creeping stems with flowers and drooping shoots 
in Art Nouveau style. This style created a complex 
system of linear ornament based on heavily-styled 
flower and plant motifs with typical graphical flex-
ibility of line. 

 

6  A. France. The Red Lily. New York: The Modern 
Library, 1917, p. 103.

the most remarkable 
russian designers of this 
period were t. ivanova, 
a. Brizak, who was the 
last russian tsarina’s 
favourite dressmaker, 

RussIAn DesIGneRs

in order to retain 
the required shape 
of the dress, it was worn 
over underskirts made 

“FRou-FRou”

and n. lamanova. it is 
their companies that 
produced most costumes 
on order from the 
russian imperial court 
and aristocracy.

of taffeta with flounce and 
pleated frills that rustled 
when moving, which gave 
the style its name — frou-frou.  

25 |   Sortie de bal of the Empress
Alexandra Fyodorovna (fragment)
Russian (?), 1899–1901. Satin, velvet, Brussels lace application,
Malin lace, chiffon, beads, imitation pearls, beads, silk lace; 
embroidery. The collar has a woven label with the sewn scarlet 
silk monogram 'aF' under the imperial crown
acquired in 1941 from the Russian Museum of ethnography;  
Formerly in the dressing room of the empress  
alexandra Fyodorovna in the Winter Palace 
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. eRT-8244



26 |  Tailored costume of the Empress
Alexandra Fyodorovna (fragment)
Russian (?), circa 1910 
Silk, velvet, lace, beads; embroidery 
acquired in 1941 from the Russian Museum 
of ethnography; Formerly in the Winter Palace 
The State Hermitage Museum 
inv. eRT-8610 а, b 
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1910s. neoclassicism

Another stage of development begins at the end 
of the first decade of the 20th century. The dif-
ference between daytime and occasional evening 
wear becomes more distinct. More and more of-
ten Neoclassicism that has become widespread 
in architecture, interior design and applied arts, 
echoes in the dresses of the period. They become 
shorter, with a more austere and slim silhouette. 
The bodice is now soft, with a little fall-over and 
a raised waistline; no corset is used. A kimono-
style sleeve is in vogue, as a tribute to the fas-
cination for Japanese art. The skirt straightens 
up, becomes narrower and is often decorated 
with overskirts of various shapes or is asym-
metrical, with close-fitted draping and finishes 
with a small train, sharply angular, oval or split 

254 255

like a  mermaid’s tail (the train remains only 
in evening attire). One of the particular features 
of this style was the combining of heavy fabrics — 
velvet, brocade and satin — with semi-transpar-
ent gauze, bobbin net and chiffon. The splen-
dour of the decorative elements of occasional 
wear reaches its pinnacle. It is not unusual for 
a dress made of thin airy materials to be dec-
orated with heavy embroidery in bugle beads, 
glass beads, sequins, metal thread and even fur, 
contrary to logic. Dresses of the 1910s combine 
light-coloured materials that were in vogue in the 
preceding period, with bright and often contrast-
ing shades: crimson, green and yellow, possibly 
in the same dress. 

The First World War and October Revolution 
of 1917 fundamentally changed lifestyles. A new 
era started in the history of dress.

the changes in tonality 
and shape of the late art 
nouveau dress in russia 
are primarily associated 
with the remarkable french 
designer Paul Poiret, whose 
style in turn was largely 
influenced by the russian 
ballet performances in Paris, 

the sets and costumes 
designed by leon Bakst 
and alexander Benois. the 
new forms, the daring and 
intense colour schemes which 
replaced the pale shades 
prevailing in dresses over the 
preceding decade, are largely 
rooted in the Ballets russes.

PoIRet, BAKst, BenoIs

27 |   Visiting Dress of the Empress
Maria Fyodorovna (fragment)
Russian (?), circa 1893
atlas brooches, velvet, shot silk, lace 
acquired in 1941 from the Russian Museum of ethnography;  
Formerly in the anichkov Palace 
The State Hermitage Museum. inv. eRT-8638 а, b 
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28 |  The Windsor Daily 
Star Newspaper, Feb. 9, 1945
Sgt. William Furia of Philadelphia, Pa.,  
wears a piece of a fancy lace curtain 
as a helmet cover 
Starting as a joke, the cover  
has proved practical as snow  
camouflage in luxembourg





‘FOR MANY BUSINESSMEN THE WAR WAS AN ANNOYING 
INTERFERENCE. THE POST BOXES ALL OVER EUROPE WERE 
FULL TO BURSTING WITH ANGRY CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN 
MANUFACTURERS AND SELLERS, CURSING DELIVERY DELAYS 
AND HALTS IN SALES. THE MANAGER OF A SMALL FIRM IN ULM 
IN A LETTER OF THE BEGINNING OF AUGUST, COMPLAINED 
ABOUT THE ‘INCONVENIENT WAR, FLARING UP’. ON THE 
20 AUGUST THE GERMAN ENGINE MANUFACTURER, WILHELM 
MAIBACH UPBRAIDED HIS SON FOR NEGLIGENCE: ‘EVEN THOUGH 
OUR THOUGHTS MIGHT BE OCCUPIED BY THE WAR, THIS 
IS NO EXCUSE FOR SPOILING THE DESIGN OF SUCH A SERIOUS 
COMPONENT AS THE TRANSMISSION’. IN FEAR OF SPIES 
POSSIBLY SENDING STATE SECRETS TO GERMANY VIA PIGEON, 
ARRESTS AND THE PUNISHMENT OF SUSPICIOUS CITIZENS 
OF THE ENEMY STATE STARTED IN BRITAIN. IN ONE INSTANCE 
A CERTAIN ANTON LAMBERT FROM THE PLAISTOW AREA, 
RECEIVED SIX MONTHS OF HARD LABOUR FOR THE POSSESSION 
OF TWENTY FOUR PIGEONS WITHOUT THE RELEVANT LICENSE. 
THE PIGEONS RECEIVED THE HIGHEST PUNISHMENT’. 

Max Hastings. ‘Catastrophe; Europe Goes to War 1914.’
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Exhibition: At the Court  
of the Russian Emperors.  
18th and Early 20th-century  
Costume in the Hermitage 
Collection
16 May — 19 october 2014

this large scale exhibition recreated the feel 
of the russian imperial court through works 
of art and objects from daily life reflecting 
the richness of the artistic,  so cial and spir-
itual life and the changes in tastes, styles 
and fashions over more than two centuries.

“Servants of the Imperial 
Court” Late 19th —  
Early 20th century Livery  
in the Hermitage Collection
16 May — 21 September 2014

over two hundred and fifty types of cos-
tumes and accessories from the unique her-
mitage collection of livery from the russian 
court of the end of the 19th and beginning 
of the 20th century.  a major component 
of the exhibition is its personal nature. 
thanks to accompanying notes that have 
been preserved and monikers on the livery 
costumes, the names of the owners of many 
of the costumes are known.

e x h i B i t i o n s  
a t  t h e  h e R m i t a g e

2 0 1 4

Claude Monet. Three Scenes  
from the Beyeler foundation, Switzerland
20 May 2014 — 13 May 2015

an exhibition from the series “Masterpieces from the world's Museums 
in  the hermitage” located in the impressionists’ hall, supplemented 
by the marvellous hermitage collection of early works by Claude Monet.

world war I in Russian and German Artist Graphics  
in the Hermitage Collection
29 july — 6 September 2014

an exhibition dedicated to the centenary of the first world war which 
displayed for the first time posters, drawings and lubok paintings created 
by russian and German artists from the hermitage collections.

Monologue in Praise  
of the Seashell
11 july 2014 —  
10 january 2015

the exhibition showcased more than one 
hundred and fifty examples of decora-
tive art covering a period from the an-
cient past (the fourth century BCe) up to 
modern times, from the collection of the 
state hermitage. the aim of the exhibition 
was to show the attractive nature of the 
seashell, this incredible natural creation, 
transformed in the hands of a master into 
a work of art. the hermitage collection 
 allows us to see the seashell in its vari-
ous forms: as a talisman, a ward, a table 
decoration and simply as a valued material 
for jewellers and stone cutters.
from the sixteenth century onwards, nau-
tiluses and turbo seashells were cleaned 
down to the layers of mother of pearl and 
inlaid into expensive casings. these highly 
prized items decorated royal and imperial 
treasure chests, private suites and the cu-
riosity cabinets of lovers of rarities.
Cowrie, tridacna and turbo seashells at-

tracted jewellers by the richness and refinement of their colour spectrum 
and their being pleasing to the touch.
from them snuff boxes, powder flasks were made, as well as a variety 
of  other boxes. the shells triton horn and turbinella rapa were used 
in many countries as ritual musical instruments, as warning trumpets and 
hunting horns. the beautiful and plastic form of the seashell afforded lots 
of opportunities for its interpretation in the creation of bowls, fountains 
and table decorations. 

New Acquisitions.  
1997–2014
19 September 2014 — 15 February 2015

this exhibition displayed the most interesting objects to enter the mu-
seum collection since 1997; approximately 400 outstanding examples 
of figurative and decorative art, archaeological and numismatic artefacts, 
rare books and documents.

1 |    Cup 
France, mid 16th century
Shell, silver, ruby; carving,  
moulding, embossing, H 16 cm 
The State Hermitage Museum

1
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Conservation in the Hermitage.  
Through the Prism of Time
29 october 2014 — 22 February 2015

the unique scale of this exhibition demonstrated the hermitage collection 
in all its variety, all the spheres of activity of the museum’s art restorers. 
the exhibition gave an insight into their painstaking and laborious work, 
familiarised the viewer with the tasks set before the specialists and re-
counted the history of the appearance and development of the department 
of restoration and Conservation. each section of the exhibition is supple-
mented with a thematically related video. a whole range of works, recently 
restored in the hermitage already hang in the museum’s galleries. among 
them are ‘the flight into egypt’, titian’s early masterpiece; ‘annunciation’ 
by Giovanni Battista Cima da Conegliano; the icon of an unknown artist 
of the siennese school of the early fifteenth century ‘Madonna and child 
enthroned with angels. scenes from the life 
of the Madonna and Christ.’(in framing pan-
els); a statue of athena made in the second 
century and many others.

The European Biennial  
of Contemporary Art.  
Manifesta 10
28 june — 2 November 2014

over the course of four months, thanks 
to Manifesta 10, residents of st Petersburg 
and visitors had the opportunity to view the 
works of the best contemporary artists in the 
galleries of the hermitage. Contemporary art 
was displayed in the hermitage in all its com-
plexity and with its characteristically critical 
view of the surrounding world. within the 
framework of the Manifesta 10 programme, 
the changes brought about in society and art 
in the period after the fall of the Berlin wall 
up to the present day were analysed and 
the diverse artistic approaches were on view.
two thirds of the main exhibition were 
located in the General staff Building, re-
cently restored and designated for art 
of  the nineteenth, twentieth and twenty 
first centuries, and a third of the exhibition 
was in the winter Palace and the new hermitage. 

Bill viola. The Silent Sea 
8–23 November 2014  

Presentation of the video installation ‘the silent sea’, a classic of con-
temporary video art by Bill viola was organised by the state hermitage 
together with the ‘Pro arte’ foundation, with the support of the General 
Consulate of the usa in st Petersburg as part of the 250th anniversary 
of the museum. Bill viola, himself, came to st Petersburg for the first time 
to the opening of his exhibition.

Expeditions. Archaeology in the Hermitage
11 November 2014 — 29 March 2015

the exhibition, dedicated to one of the most important areas of the hermit-
age’s research activity, recounts the history of twenty two archaeological 
expeditions of the museum to the most varied regions of russia and foreign 

lands both near and far, and also 
about a series of finished projects. 
the exhibition displays items that 
give an insight into the range of problems 
of contemporary archaeology. amongst the ex-
hibits are unique fragments of clay statues from 
the red river settlement, whose discovery was a real 
sensation at the time. of particular interest are the findings 
from the scythian burial mounds of altai and tuva, amongst 
which are items of gold and remarkably well preserved objects 
made from organic materials. the entire apse of an ancient russian 
church has been brought from rostov the Great. even a small bronze knife 
from the excavations of the trans kuban expedition is a very rare find for 
adygei. Contemporary archaeological technology is represented by a small 

drone helicopter for a camera used for the 
aerial photography at the Panjakent expedi-
tion. the exhibition also shows films of the 
excavations and electronic reconstructions 
of the discovered sites. this all provides 
a broad insight into the contemporary ar-
chaeological activity of the museum. 

Plastics in Metal and Stone. 
works of Contemporary 
Masters
14 November 2014 — 8 March 2015

when choosing works for the exhibition, 
the creators strived to show the state of rus-
sian jeweller’s and stone cutter’s art of the 
last ten to fifteen years and also the work 
of recognised western masters. the artists 
whose work was displayed operate in differ-
ent areas and in spite of their dissimilarity 
they are linked by what can be characterised 
as the Petersburg school. a significant part of 
the exhibition was formed by the work of the 
oldest stone cutting school in europe at  idar-
oberstein, where great craftsmanship and 
a deep understanding of precious stones are 
passed down from generation to generation.  

2 |  Tangka Showing White Tara 
after restoration. east Tibet   
XViith century 
Silk, canvas; glue, dyes 
The State Hermitage Museum

2
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Dada and Surrealism
19 November 2014 — 15 january 2015

the exhibition was organised by the state hermitage together with the is-
rael Museum with the support of the hermitage in israel foundation. 
the exhibition includes paintings, sculptures, collages and photographs 
of twentieth century artists, not represented in the hermitage. the works 
of Marcel duchamp, Man ray, rene Magritte and joan Miro were of par-
ticular interest. 

Marijke van warmerdam.  
Time is Ticking
21 November 2014 — 1 February 2015

this was the first project of the state hermitage to be completely devoted 
to one of the most leading and actively developing areas of contemporary 
art — video art. at the exhibition in the hermit-
age the artist showed four classic short films; 
‘wind’, ‘Couple’, ‘light’ and ‘in the distance’, 
created in 2010 and all part of the ‘life’ cycle. 
supplemented with new work on fabrics they 
were part of the installation focusing on an 
investigation of time as a fundamental medium 
and its properties.

Ekphrasis
28 November 2014 — 15 February 2015

this exhibition is a continuation of a series 
of projects of the department of Contempo-
rary art dedicated to video art. the viewer was 
offered a selection of works of contemporary 
artists investigating the nature and functions 
of a museum in contemporary society. in these 
works the view of the artist served as a tool 
for studying the interaction between the visi-
tor, the museum, the work of art and its crea-
tor. video here is a form of ekphrasis — a de-
scription of the museum through the works 
of art exhibited in it. 

PoST PAST: an Exhibition of Posters to Mark 
the 250th Anniversary of the Hermitage
1–18 December 2014

the exhibition displayed posters designed by famous poster artists of 
different countries given by the ‘hermitage 21st Century’ to the museum 
as a gift for the 250th anniversary of the state hermitage. 

Gifts from America: 1948–2013.  
Modern and contemporary applied arts  
from the Hermitage Museum foundation (uSA)
3 December 2014 — 8 March 2015

seventy four objects of jeweller’s art, ceramics, glass and textiles made be-
tween 1948 and 2013 make up the collection put together by helen drutt 
english and Matthew drutt, given to the hermitage in honour of the 250th 

anniversary of the museum. the exhibi-
tion familiarised the viewer with many key 
figures in the applied arts of the second 
half of the twentieth to the beginning 
of the twenty first century. a significant 
part of the exhibits came from artists 
of the usa (or who work there after emi-
grating). the majority of the artists were 
represented in russia for the first time.  
‘it’s a very professional and personal col-
lection: this generous gift by helen drutt 
english, a connoisseur, gallery owner and 
purveyor of culture.
our collections didn’t just acquire a new di-
mension all of a sudden. it is a new source 
of pride for us and an important cross sec-
tion of american culture. famous artists, 
interesting innovations and complex ideas. 
it is a reader in american aesthetics cre-
ated by one of its most prolific creators. 
the gift carries the family’s stamp: helen’s 
son, Matthew who has been working with 
the hermitage for a long time also was in-
volved in the gathering of the collection. 
he was able to harmonise sources of our 
tastes in this sphere: the russian avant 
garde and the hermitage’s world paintings. 

the hermitage Museum foundation (usa) was the donor of these wonderful 
items. in this way the rightly chosen and approved strategy of the museum 
to display american art in all its potential fullness in the hermitage, is being 
implemented. it is working out well. (Mikhail Piotrovsky).

Gifts from East and west to the Imperial  
Court over 300 years
3 December 2014 — 8 March 2015

the gifts of the great nations of the west and east represented in the 
exhibition reflect the history of the development of relations between rus-
sia and the west and east, starting with the eighteenth century up to the 
end of the russian empire. over the course of many centuries the tradition 
of presenting gifts on the occasion of military victories, the signing of peace 
treaties, dynastic events and official visits. items made from precious met-
als, porcelain, arms, coins, books, carpets, exotic objects, works of figura-
tive art brought to the imperial court over three hundred years provided 
a tangible witness to russian history.

31 |  Mark Burns (USA, b. 1950)
Moon-Mad, 1986
earthenware, wood; hand-build,  
paint, 30.4 × 43.2 × 29.2 cm
Gift of Mathew Drutt (New york, Ny)  
in honor of the artist
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The History of the Hermitage  
Reflected in its Showcases
5 December 2014 — 31 May 2015

for the first time in the repertoire of the hermitage, showcases as exhib-
its in themselves were displayed in forms, materials, constructions and 
decoration in which all the phases of existence of the hermitage find their 
reflection. More than fifty showcases and also photographs and drawings, 
show the evolution of the museum space from the time of Catherine ii 
to the beginning of the twenty first century. the exhibition was housed 
in the former imperial Manege, a new exhibition gallery opened for the 
museum’s 250th anniversary.

Masterpieces from the British Museum
from 5 december 2014 in the roman 
courtyard of the new hermitage a statue 
of the river goddess ilissus from the west-
ern façade of the Parthenon has been ex-
hibited. this work made in the studio of the 
great Greek sculptor Phidias in 438 — 432 
BCe, in the golden age of  athens, is an 
artefact of world significance and has left 
the walls of the British Museum for the 
first time in honour of the 250th anniver-
sary of the hermitage. 

francis Bacon and  
the Art of the Past
7 December 2014 — 8 March 2015

the state hermitage and the sainsbury’s 
Centre for the visual arts (Great Britain) 
with support from the friends of the her-
mitage foundation (Great Britain) have put 
together an exhibition dedicated to one of 
the greatest masters of the twentieth cen-
tury, francis Bacon. for twenty five years 
his work was engaged in a dialogue with 
the art of the masters that had preceded 
him, in which he drew inspiration and 
from which he learnt artistic techniques. 
the rich and diverse collection of the her-
mitage has enabled the display of Bacon’s 
works alongside a multitude of sculptures and paintings: from the art 
of ancient egypt to Picasso, Matisse and soutine. archive material from 
Bacon’s studio, books, torn pages from albums and magazines, news-
papers, unfinished paintings alongside photographs of his studio, help 
to get into the mind of the artist and are partly a key to understanding 
his method of working.  

The Hermitage  
of Her Imperial Majesty
8 December 2014 — 10 May 2015

the exhibition is based on the description of the hermitage in the guide 
book of st Petersburg of 1794, written by i.G. Georgi. in the space of the ni-
cholas hall of the winter Palace sculptures of the hermitage of the time 
of Catherine the Great and the main sections of the empress’s collection 
are on display; picture galleries, rooms of drawings and engravings,  a  li-
brary, a collection of naturalia, a collection of rarities and eastern artefacts 
and art from the time of Catherine ii

unfading Colours.  
A Roman Mosaic  
from Lod, Israel
19 December 2014 — 24 May 2015

Mosaics from the end of the third century 
to  the beginning of the fourth century found 
during construction work in 1996 in the city of lod 
in the central part of israel will end their five year jour-
ney through the countries of europe and america. the area 
of the open mosaic is around 125 square metres. in Petersburg 
its most well preserved section is on display — the northern panel 
(thirty two square metres).

Inspired by the Hermitage
24 December 2014 —  
29 March 2015

a traditional exhibition from the series 
‘Christmas Gift’ presented around two hun-
dred works of original porcelain created 
by artists of the ‘imperial Porcelain works’. 
‘inspired by the hermitage’ is a  special 
project realised to mark the 250th anni-
versary of the museum. 
twenty artists of the porcelain works 
have taken part in it, making especially 
for this exhibition new forms and deco-
ration that recall the famous exhibits 
of  the hermitage collection, their first 
visit to the museum, its exhibitions and 
the names and artistic movements con-
nected with it. 

we Draw and Paint  
in the Hermitage 
28 December 2014 —  
1 February 2015

a traditional exhibition of drawings created 
by participants in the workshops of the her-
mitage school centre.
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4 |  Copying images 
on an Oshkolskaya  
carving with the help  
of gel ink and film  
for lamination
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Stock Exchange  
building handed over  
to the State Hermitage
18 april 2014

the official ceremony took place in the central 
hall of the stock exchange. the agreement 
was signed by the head of the City Property 
Management Committee M.k.smirnova and 
the state hermitage director M.B.Piotrovsky, 
in the presence of saint Petersburg Governor 
G.s. Poltavchenko. G.u.Pirumov, the deputy 
Culture Minister, greeted the audience. at the 
end of the ceremony, “hymn to the Great 
City” by r.Glière was performed by the admi-
ralty orchestra of the leningrad naval base. 

Israeli friends of the 
Hermitage presentation
26–28 May 2014

the presentation of the israeli friends of the 
hermitage society (the hermitage Museum 
foundation israel) took place in tel aviv and 
jerusalem. the mission of the new organisa-
tion, which joined the five already extant her-
mitage friends organisations, is to support the 
hermitage’s cultural projects. the Chairman of 
the Board of trustees is the well-known art 
historian Marc scheps; its president is the art 
collector and philanthropist amir G. kabiri; the 
Chairman of the advisory Board is nicolas v. 
iljine and the honorary Chairman is the her-
mitage director Mikhail B. Piotrovsky.

opening of the second part 
of the new “Staraya Derevnya” 
Restoration and Storage Centre
11 September 2014

the official opening of the second part of the 
new “staraya derevnya” restoration and 
storage Centre was timed to coincide with 
the international “Museums and Politics” 
conference held at the state hermitage. the 
“e” building hosts new laboratories for the 
restoration of furniture, monumental painting, 
works of applied art, and photographs. the 
building also houses the new open reserves 
of the archaeology of eastern europe and si-
beria department, the department of Classical 
antiquities and the oriental department.

Auguste Renoir. Bal du moulin 
de la Galette. Musée d’orsay, 
Paris (from the "Masterpieces 
from the world's Museums  
in the Hermitage" Series)
16 March — 7 july

Lorenzo Lotto. Madonna  
and Child with St Catherine  
of Alexandria, St Augustine,  
St Sebastian, St Anthony  
the Abbot. The Altarpiece  
from the Church of the Holy 
Spirit (Chiesa di Santo  
Spirito), Bergamo
27 March — 21 july

Contemporary Danish 
Tapestries
10 april — 5 july

“we shall remember  
those years…”.  
A Hermitage Chronicle  
of war and victory
24 april — 5 july

m a i n  e x h i B i t i o n s  
a t  t h e  h e R m i t a g e
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Self-Portrait and Romantic 
Landscape by Thomas 
Gainsborough, the Royal 
Academy, London  
(from the "Masterpieces  
from the world's Museums  
in the Hermitage" Series)
24 april — 26 july

Candida Höfer. Photographs
23 july — 26 September  

the interiors of the libraries  
and museums of st Petersburg.

Cosmos in a Teabowl.  
Raku Ceramics  
from Japanese Collections
10 july — 6 September

"A Gift to Contemplators".  
Ibn Battuta's Travels
8 September — 13 December

“Abode of Charity.” Tibetan 
Buddhist Art
9 September 2015 — 17 january 2016

4 |   New exhibition space
in the "Small Hermitage", 
designed by Rem Koolhaas 
for the 250th 
anniversary of the  
State Hermitage Museum
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Presentation of the new  
official website of the  
State Hermitage Museum  
(www.hermitagemuseum.org)
29 october 2014

the website is based on a completely new 
conception; its basic ideas include maximum 
openness and accessibility of information 
about the museum, collections and events; 
modern design, adaptability to different 
screen types and logical structure. the 
updated informational resource meets the 
needs of different user groups — tourists, 
students, journalists and experts in the field 
of world art history.

Completion of the restoration 
of the “Small Hermitage” 
exhibition complex 
5 December 2014

restoration work at the small hermitage 
(architects j.-B. vallin de la Mothe and 
y.M.  velten, 1764–1775), completed for 
the 250th anniversary, was conducted as 
part of the museum complex reconstruction; 
the reconstruction concept was developed 
by rem koolhaas's architectural office (stu-
dio oMa). a spacious exhibition hall is now 
housed in the former Great riding acad-
emy. the stalls house a packaging area. the 
open passage between the Palace square 
and the Palace embankment will be used as 
an independent exhibition space in the fu-
ture. all the architectural details have been 
preserved and the vaulted ceilings with 
brick masonry have been restored. facade 
and fencing lighting has also been installed.

opening of permanent 
exhibitions at the  
General Staff Building
7 December 2014

in its 250th anniversary year the state her-
mitage is opening permanent exhibitions in 
the General staff building. the restored 
halls hold a new museum complex featuring 
19th–21st  century paintings, impression-
ist and post-impressionist art works from 
the famous collections of s.i.shchukin and 

i.a.Morozov, as well as collections of rus-
sian and european decorative and applied 
art. the complex also includes the Museum 
of Guards and halls devoted to Carl fabergé. 
there are also dedicated areas for contem-
porary artworks. the exhibition space also 
includes the restored historical interiors — 
the gala halls of the Ministry of foreign af-
fairs of the russian empire, private apart-
ments of the Chancellor k.v.nesselrode and 
the halls of the Ministry of finance.  

opening of a new laboratory 
in the “Staraya Derevnya” 
Restoration and Storage Centre
8 December 2014

a new laboratory for scientific restoration 
of glass, ceramics and porcelain — a branch 
of the laboratory for scientific restora-
tion of works of applied art of the scien-
tific restoration and Conservation depart-
ment — was opened in cooperation with the 
Coca-Cola Company.

Armourer’s Art  
of the Middle East  
of the 15th – 19th centuries
9 December 2014

this new permanent exhibition was opened in 
the white Columns hall of the winter Palace. 

it presents weapons from arabia, the otto-
man empire, north africa and iran, as well as 
a number of objects created by smiths from 
the Caucasus and Central asia, due to the 
close ties of these regions with the islamic 
countries of the Middle east. the historical 
aspect of the items is undoubtedly of interest 
as well. Besides the spoils of the eastern wars 
of russia of the 18th–19th centuries, there 
are objects created by famous armourers and 
weaponry presented on different occasions to 
the russian imperial house by foreign rulers 
and diplomatic missions.

Russian Culture of the Second 
Half of the 18th Century
9 December 2014

the renewed permanent exhibition was 
opened in seven restored halls of the win-
ter Palace. it includes about 400 items from 
the museum reserves and is devoted to the 
artistic, scientific, social and political life in 
the russian empire and its place within the 
european context. the exhibition is organ-
ised according to major topics and gives a 
comprehensive view of the characteristic 
features of the development of russian cul-
ture and the variety of artistic movements 
in the art of the ‘Golden age’, as this time 
of Catherine ii’s rule is rightfully named. 
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“Delphic oracle or Subject  
of Law?” Round Table  
(The 4th Saint Petersburg 
International Legal forum)
19 june 2014

this roundtable presided over by the state 
hermitage director M.B.Piotrovsky was de-
voted to a particularly challenging issue: the 
expert examination of cultural property. 

The Christian East: interaction 
with other cultures
4–6 September 2014

this is an international conference held 
at the hermitage every two years. in 2014 
the conference was attended by experts 
from russia, armenia, Germany, italy, the 
usa and japan. Conference topics covered 
a range of issues related to literature, his-
tory, art and the material culture of the 
Christian east from the early Middle ages 
to modern times.

Museums and Politics
8 September 2014  
(Saint Petersburg, ekaterinburg)

this is an international conference organ-
ised by the international Council of Muse-
ums (iCoM), the saint Petersburg govern-
ment, the sverdlovsk regional government 
and the state hermitage. the topics dis-
cussed included regional development and 
international political issues, the methods 
and opportunities museums have of an-
swering “complex historical” questions, and 
the main positions of the Code of ethics for 
Museums. the conference had a special fo-
cus on movements of cultural objects and 
museum strategies in solving social prob-
lems. 500 museum experts from 30 coun-
tries took part in the event. 

Issues of Innovation 
Development and  
the Informatisation  
of the Cultural Sphere
10–11 october 2014 (Sudak)

the conference was organised by the rus-
sian Ministry of Culture. at the plenary ses-
sion the hermitage director, M.B.Piotrovsky 
gave a speech on “websites as a form of 
virtual museum”. issues of virtual museums 
were discussed with the example of the new 
hermitage website created for its 250th an-
niversary. deputy director, s.B. adaksina pre-
sented the report “from letters to numbers” 
and summarized the results of the work on 
electronic database creation. 

Actual problems of the history 
and theory of art
28 october — 1 November 2014

this is an annual scientific forum on issues 
of the theory and history of art and architec-
ture and of the interaction between russian 
and the art cultures of other nations. the 
main topic of the 2014 international confer-
ence was “images of classic antiquity. art of 
the ancient world and its heritage in world 
culture”. More than 200 specialists from 24 
countries took part in the conference. 

Territory of freedom
10 November 2014  
(Hermitage Theatre)

this scientific conference organised by the 
state hermitage and the ‘Pushkinskaya-10’ 
art Centre, with support from the Culture 
Committee of st. Petersburg, was devoted to 
the anniversary of some famous exhibitions 
of unofficial art from leningrad: the 50th 
anniversary of the ‘takelazhniki’ exhibi-
tion in the hermitage, the 40th anniversary 
of the exhibition in the Palace of  Culture 
named after i. i. Gaza, and the 25th anni-
versary of the ‘Pushkinskaya-10’ art Centre 
and the “free Culture” Partnership. these 
events were important milestones in the 
establishment of non-conformist, free art 
in soviet leningrad and post-perestroika 
st. Petersburg.

Dialogue of Cultures
18–19 November 2014

More than 340 journalists from 42 rus-
sian regions and 30 countries participat-
ed in the 9th international Media forum. 
the main topics included “russia and the 
european union: Myths and reality in mass 
media. Confrontation or dialogue?”, “na-
tional identity and the dialogue of cultures 
in media space”, “the russian world and 
the global information space”. the fo-
rum was covered by more than 40 televi-
sion channels.  

Current Research  
in the field of Photography
18–21 November 2014 
(Staraya Derevnya Restoration  
and Storage Centre)

this international conference was held by 
the laboratory for the scientific restoration 
of Photographic Materials, the youngest of 
all the hermitage laboratories. it is equipped 
with modern restoration and conservation 
equipment for the unique photographic col-
lection of the museum. the laboratory art 
restorers have participated in international 
programs and workshops.

s c i e n t i f i c  
c o n f e R e n c e s
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‘ h e R m i t a g e - a m s t e R d a m ’

Dining with the Tsars.  
fragile beauty from  
the Hermitage 
6 September 2014 — 1 March 2015

eight services (more than a thousand 
items) of the finest hermitage collection 
of european and russian porcelain were 
exhibited. the basis of the exhibition 
was formed by table and dessert serv-
ices acquired in the period from 1745 
to 1894 by the russian imperial family 
or presented to them as gifts. in order 
to recreate the atmosphere of the balls 
and banquets of the court the curators of 
the exhibition have placed porcelain from 
the hermitage collection in accordance 
with the conditions where strict court 
etiquette was juxtaposed with the luxury 
of imperial celebration. a key exhibit is a 
service of the porcelain manufacturer 
herend, a gift by the Minister for heavy 
industry of hungary on the occasion of 
stalin’s seventieth birthday, displayed for 
the first time since 1949.

‘ h e R m i t a g e - K a z a n ’

The Results of all Centuries.  
The Age of Historicism  
in Russia. 1820–1890s
20 November 2014 — 11 May 2015

the exhibition is dedicated to an illustri-
ous period of russian culture , spanning 
the rule of three emperors; nicholas i, 
alexander ii and alexander iii and com-
prises more than 600 exhibits — paint-
ings and graphic works, costumes and 
items of furniture, porcelain, glass, silver 
and work in stone, bronze and metal. 
they are supplemented by unique photo-
graphs, architectural monuments and por-
traits of people of the nineteenth century. 
More than half the work is being shown 
for the first time.
the oil paintings of views of the interior of 
the winter Palace after the fire of 1937 
the finishing of which was regarded by 

contemporaries as a ‘historical chronicle’ 
bearing witness to the latest tendencies 
in art. views of the palace halls and also 
original examples of their furnishing are 
a  leitmotif running through all sections 
of the exhibition. 

‘ h e R m i t a g e -v y B o R g ’

Ancient weaponry  
from the State  
Hermitage Collection 
23 May — 16 November 2014

More than two hundred and fifty unique 
artefacts of weapon craft and paint-
ing from four departments of the state 

hermitage were exhibited. the exhibition 
demonstrated the development of arms 
and weapon craft from the viking era to 
the ‘smith and weston’ revolver of the 
twenty first century. visitors were able to 
see a whole spectrum of weapon types; 
military and hunting weapons, ceremo-
nial and sporting weapons, weapons for 
duelling and tournaments, experimental 
and army weapons. these examples were 
created in the largest armament centres 
of europe (Germany, italy, france, spain, 
holland, england and denmark), and asia 
(Persia, india, turkey, the Caucuses and 
japan) and russia (Moscow, tula, Zla-
toust and st. Petersburg).
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7  D e C e M b e r  2 0 1 4  —  8  M a r C h  2 0 1 5 

FRaNCiS BaCoN  
aND THe aRT oF THe PaST

the British artist francis Bacon (1909–1992) is one  
of the Greatest Masters of the twentieth Century.  
his works occupy an important Place in the halls 
of Modern art of Museums worldwide and Private 
Collectors Pay fortunes for his Paintings.  
numerous exhibitions are dedicated to his work,  
and it has Become an object of study By researchers  
(art historians, Psychologists, and Philosophers).  
like any Major artistic Phenomenon, his work reflects 
not only the Complex inner world of the artist,  
But is also a Model of the time and Circumstances  
in which he lived and worked.

 Photo: Rustam Zagidullin 
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6 |   Exhibition view in the 
General Staff Building

7 |   Opening of the exhibition 
in the General Staff Building 
Decemder 2014

 acon was born in Dublin into the family of a mili-
tary man who was descended from an ancient, but impov-
erished family (among his distant ancestors was Francis 
Bacon, the  famous philosopher of the 16th century). How-
ever, despite this noble origin, the artist did not even receive 
a formal education, he was prevented by poor health and the 
frequent moving of his family due to World War I, and then 
the Irish War of Independence. Because of serious disagree-
ments with his father, he left home at the age of seventeen. In 
1926, he travelled to Berlin where he first became acquainted 
with the films of Fritz Lang and Sergei Eisenstein. As he lat-
er admitted, these films made such a strong impression on 
him in his formative years, that they were often reflected in 
his work later when he was trying to create “the best image 
of a human scream”. Visitors can see a picture from “The 
Screaming Pope” series (Study of the “Head of the Scream-
ing Pope”, 1952, Yale Center for British Art, New Haven), 
inspired by the scene with the nurse at the famous Odessa 
stairs from the movie “Battleship Potemkin” and by illustra-
tions from the “very beautiful, hand-painted book on diseases 
of the mouth”. According to the artist himself, he could not 
surpass Eisenstein in his numerous experiments.

Bacon started painting after visiting the Picasso exhibi-
tion in Paris in 1928. His early attempts to paint in oil were 
combined with work as an interior designer, which was pretty 
successful. “Crucifixion” (1933, Moedemi collection, London) 
was one of the first paintings created under the influence 
of Picasso, it drew the attention of critics. It  is very different 

7
 |

from his other works on the same subject which he consid-
ered very important in his oeuvre, believing that “there is no 
more appropriate scene for the expression of human feel-
ings”. There are only a few remaining works dating from the 
1930’s, since subsequent failures forced the artist to destroy 
many of them. He considered the triptych “Three Studies for 
Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion” (1944, Tate Gallery, 
London) to be his first mature work. In autumn and  win-
ter of  1949, his first solo exhibition was held in London, 
he was considered to be one of Britain's leading artists, and 
his works became an integral part of contemporary art exhi-
bitions worldwide. Starting in 1961, the artist settled in South 
Kensington, London, where he stayed until his death and 
where he created the famous large triptychs, which became 
his favourite compositional forms (“Three Studies of the Hu-
man Body”, 1970, the Ordovas collection, England). He died 
in Madrid in 1992.

Bacon had no professional art education, he consid-
ered Michelangelo, Rembrandt, Titian, Ingres and Velázquez 
his teachers. The image of Pope Innocent X created by the 
Spanish painter (1650, Doria Pamphilij collection, Rome) 
was persistently present in the works of Bacon for many 
years (“Pope I. Study after Velázquez's Portrait of Pope In-
nocent X”, 1951, City Art Gallery and Museum, Aberdeen). At 
the exhibition the visitors can also see the bust version of the 



painting by Velazquez from the collection of Lord Welling-
ton, provided to the Hermitage by its current owner Marquis 
of Douro (Apsley House, London). Bacon believed that “it 
is one of the greatest portraits ever painted” and admitted 
that he was “just obsessed with the Pope, because he liter-
ally chased me, giving rise to the most contradictory feelings 
and touching different areas of my mind... I think the whole 
thing is in his gorgeous colours”. He studied the technique 
of the application of brushstrokes and enriching the palette 
from the great painters of the past, trying to recreate reality 
by a frenzy of paint. He wanted in his case for the methods 
of the old masters to have a different effect, “not like before, 
not for the purposes for which they were originally created”.

Always feeling dissatisfaction, he called almost every 
one of his works a study. He often destroyed his works com-
pletely or partially. The exhibition presents a picture with 
a cut-out piece and canvasses which he used as a palette 
(Hugh Lane Gallery, Dublin). The human figures and faces 
depicted by Bacon are usually deformed, twisted and dis-
torted. But those whom he painted, recognized their similar-
ity to the image and the accuracy of the reflection of their 
personality (the exhibition presents several portraits of Lisa 
and Robert Sainsbury and Isabel Rawsthorne). According 
to the artist, when creating images, he surrendered to the 

8 |   Exhibition view in the 
General Staff Building
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occasion and imagination. He took little interest in the way 
a body looks, it  was important to convey what and how 
the  body feels. By distortion he tried to give greater re-
ality to the imagined object. Rembrandt served for him 
as an example of the  depiction of reality by the wonder-
ful technique in which an important role was played by the 
stroke texture and the contrast between light and shadow. 
He studied the self-portraits of the great Dutchman, not-
ing how his face changes from time to time and how “this 
difference affects different areas of our senses”. Bacon 
regularly painted his own reflection in the mirror (“Portrait 
of a Man” 1960, Sainsbury collection, Norwich), “observ-
ing  the  work  of  death”. The  phantom of the inevitability 
of death lurks in his “Study for Portrait II (after the Life Mask 
of William Blake)” (1955, Tate Gallery), a replica of which 
was kept by the artist (now in the Hugh Lane Gallery). Obvi-
ously, he was interested in posthumous Ancient Greek and 
Roman funerary masks and portraits. A variety of pages with 
reproductions, torn out of books were at hand in the studio 
(now in the Hugh Lane Gallery). Numerous “Heads” and por-
traits of Bacon do not correlate so much with oil paintings, 
as they do with Egyptian masks and sculpted busts similar 
to those of Roman antiquity. It is impossible not to draw at-
tention to the artist’s love for incomplete sculptural forms 
and fragments which  excited his imagination, appearing 
capriciously in his works. 

Francis Bacon did not sculpt, however, the relationship 
of his work with sculpture is unusually deep. In the study 
“Imaginary Portrait of Pope Pius XII” (1955, Sainsbury col-
lection) one can obviously see a fixed form characteristic 
of the sculptures of Egyptian pharaohs, for example, a fig-
ure of Amenemhat III (the State Hermitage Museum). One 
of the main sources of artistic images for Bacon was the work 
of  Michelangelo, the greatest representative of the classi-
cal tradition. The “Crouching Boy” from the State Hermitage 
collection was cited by Bacon almost openly in the paint-
ing “Two Figures in a Room” (1959, Sainsbury collection). 
In  other paintings the images of Bacon's figures refer us 
to “Day” and “Night” figures created by Michelangelo for the 
Medici tombs in Florence (the exhibition presents terracotta 
copies of the XVI century from the State Hermitage collec-
tion). The artist was not necessarily familiar with the originals 
being content with the illustrations in books and albums (now 
in the Hugh Lane Gallery).

The art of Van Gogh became a powerful source of in-
spiration for Bacon. Bacon created a series of paintings in-
spired by the works and letters of Van Gogh to his brother, 
Theo, in which Van Gogh expressed his attitude to copying 
paintings of predecessors. When sick, he was comforted 
by  copying black-and-white reproductions of Delacroix 
and  Millet, which he used as a source for stories. He ex-
plained to his brother that he improvised with colour try-
ing to remember their paintings. Bacon's own interpretation 
of Van Gogh sketches can be seen in the “Study for a Portrait 
of Van Gogh I” (1956, Sainsbury collection) and “Study for 
a Portrait of Van Gogh IV” (1957, Tate Gallery).

A dialogue with the art of the prior masters in which Ba-
con drew inspiration and artistic techniques is one of the very 
important aspects of his work. The rich and varied collection 

of the State Hermitage Mu-
seum allows us to display 
the paintings of Bacon from 
England, Scotland, Ireland and 
the United States, alongside with the 
works of sculpture and painting from 
the era of Egyptian pharaohs and finish-
ing with the works of Bacon’s senior con-
temporaries — Picasso, Matisse, Soutine — not 
in order to strike the visitors with direct analogies, 
but to make them think about the enduring value of 
great works of art, about the inexhaustible resources 
that they provide for inspiration, and about those creative 
processes and interpretations that they generate in an ex-
traordinary creative personality.

Archival materials from Bacon’s studio (photos, books, 
sheets torn out of art albums and magazines, newspapers 
and damaged and incomplete paintings) as well as photos 
of the studio made by Perry Ogden, recording its mess, pro-
vide insights into the psychology of the artist and are partly a 
key to the understanding of his working methods. Bacon ad-
mitted that “in this chaos it feels like home”, that chaos cre-
ated images in him. He compared the studio to a chemical 
laboratory. It was for him “a place for experiment, creation 
and destruction”. Photos and album sheets were scattered 
on the floor of the studio especially for stepping on them. 
Crumpled, broken, consciously torn and crookedly recon-
nected with paper clips, they took unexpected forms, ac-
quired unusual connections and were combined and trans-
formed into something new, forcing the imagination of the 
artist to work. According to Bacon, “it gives new meanings, 
for example, to a painting by Rembrandt, which he did not 
put in it”. The collection of the artist numbers about three 
hundred prints made by the photographer John Deakin, from 
whom Bacon ordered the pictures of his friends. He used 
the prints as a tool, they helped him to give “some features” 
and “details”. Most of the prints were torn and crumpled, 
like all his other valued visual sources, in this form they were 
of particular interest.

The materials for this exhibition were carefully chosen 
from the rich collection of the Hugh Lane gallery in Dublin. 
They were given to Hugh Lane by Bacon’s estate after his 
death along with his vast collection of his own works, his 
expansive library and everything else that was stored in the 
tiny apartment at Reece Muse, where his studio was located 
on the first floor. During his lifetime, very few visitors from 
the outside came to this highly personal space, that perfectly 
reflects the artist’s vivid personality and on which his creativ-
ity, which defies understanding, is still imprinted. 

Thirteen paintings of Francis Bacon were loaned by the 
Sainsbury Centre for Visual Art (The University of East An-
glia, Norwich). They come from the collection of Liza and 
Robert Sainsbury, the first and most generous patrons of Ba-
con providing the artist with substantial moral and financial 
support during those years that were difficult for him.

The exhibition was organised with the support of the 
Fund of the Friends of the Hermitage in Great Britain. In the 
summer of 2015 it will be displayed in the Sainsbury Centre 
for Visual Art. 



 

GiFTS FRoM eaST  
aND WeST To THe iMPeRial  
CoURT oVeR 300 yeaRS

this exhibition showcased the items 
which were the Most Characteristic  
of the art of the donor Countries. 
the artistic value of these objects 
is as Great as their historical value. 
with their Gifts the foreign states 
demonstrated, on the one hand, their 
deep respect for russia, and on the 
other hand, their interest in developing 
relations with russia. all these Gifts 
Provide traces of historical events and 
are Material evidence of russian history. 

3  D e C e M b e r  2 0 1 4  —  8  M a r C h  2 0 1 5

T9–10 |   Exhibition views in the 
General Staff Building
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 he exhibition represented more than 400 works of fine 
and decorative art, weapons, books and numismatic valu-
ables presented to Russian rulers from Peter I to Nicholas II.

The gifts were presented during diplomatic visits and 
meetings; they commemorated military victories and peace 
treaties; they were given at coronations, which were carried 
out with special solemnity. There was a custom of giving silver 
or porcelain sets for weddings. Sometimes the offerings were 
private; they were given during trips abroad. The imperial 
courts often exchanged gifts for family and calendar holidays, 
such as Christmas or Easter. Some items had additional se-
mantic implications. 

“…The objects that were given as gifts were the best 
things that were created, which means that these objects were 
the most characteristic of the art of the donating countries 
and their artistic value was as great as their historical value. 
These objects reflected the striving of the leading statesmen 
of past centuries to cooperate with Russia. They gave jewel-
lery, weaponry, artworks by gun-makers and porcelain art-
ists, stonecutters and weavers; books in beautiful bindings, 
many of which contain information about historical events. 
These items, besides their aesthetic functions, often have 
a special meaning. It should be noted, however, that these 
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female characters personifying seasons were inspired by the 
graphic figures of Jules Cheret based on the sketches from 
which they were created.

Unfortunately, not all the gifts have lasted. A golden gob-
let decorated with diamonds that was presented to Nicholas 
I by the Serbian Prince Milos Obrenovic was withdrawn from 
the Hermitage collection in 1922 for sale; a golden snuffbox 
with 60 diamonds from 4 to 1.2 carats given by Mahmoud II to 
Nicholas I in honour of the conclusion of the Peace of Adrian-
ople and a golden star decorated with tafelstein (a flat-faced 
gemstone) and 8 diamonds also disappeared at that time.

The Hermitage collection includes gifts from Western and 
Eastern nations relating to the period when the state capital 
was moved to St. Petersburg. Many of these works have been 
exhibited several times at various exhibitions in the museum 
and abroad. Presented for the first time together, they serve 
as valuable evidence of the development of relations between 
Russia, the West and the East from the eighteenth to the early 
twentieth centuries.

The ancient custom of gifts in our time is also perceived 
as the norm of good neighbourly relations between countries. 
These silent witnesses of “fragile diplomacy” quite clearly 
characterise the importance of this kind of communication.

objects were not always specifically created as gifts; they 
were often chosen from manufactured items already avail-
able.” (T.V. Rappe. “Diplomacy in Gifts”)

Donation snuff boxes are an interesting example of the 
diplomatic language of the 18th century; they were particu-
larly valued, often not less than a medal. Those decorated 
with a monogram or a portrait of the emperor were especially 
valued. The popularity of snuff boxes at the Russian court 
is  largely due to the commitment of Peter I to a European 
style of behaviour. 

Much attention was paid to the recording and storage 
of gifts. This was one of the duties of the Cameral Department 
of the Ministry of the Imperial Court, which was in charge 
of the imperial regalia and crown diamonds room in the Win-
ter Palace, the storage room of precious items, stones and 
wardrobes of the highest noblemen, as well as the storage 
room of stone products supplied by factories in Yekaterin-
burg and Kolyvan.

Among the gifts to the Russian imperial court kept in the 
State Hermitage Museum, four tapestries of the “Seasons” se-
ries became the last; they were presented by Raymond Poin-
caré, the French President, to the Empress Alexandra Feodor-
ovna during his visit to St. Petersburg on 20-23 July 1914. The 
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MaRijKe VaN WaRMeRDaM.  
TiMe iS TiCKiNG
Marijke van warmerdam (Born 1959) works with different Media, from 
sculpture and Painting to Photography and video. it is to a large extent 
thanks to her work that looped films Can Be Considered a separate Genre 
of video art today. in 1995 they Brought her international recognition  
at the venice Biennale where the artist, together with Marlene dumas  
and Maria roosen, represented the netherlands Pavilion. her works have 
Become Classic now and are exhibited in the stedelijk Museum (amsterdam), 
the Pompidou Centre (Paris), the Museum Boijmans van Beuningen (rotterdam) 
and the Museum of Modern art (antwerp). this symbolically named exhibition, 
“time is ticking”, is the artist’s debut Project in russia. 

2 1  n o v e M b e r  2 0 1 4  —  1  f e b r u a r y  2 0 1 5
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11–12 |  the four classic films presented 
at the exhibition — “wind”, “Couple”, 
“light” and “in the distance” — were created 
in 2010 and compiled into a series, “life”. 
together with the works on cloth they 
are an attempt at an artistic interpretation 
of the nature of time. the phrase “time 
is ticking”, which became the leitmotiv 
of the exhibition, refers not to the fact 
of the passing of time in itself, but to 
the realisation of the linearity of time. on the 
one hand, time (lifetime) is limited: it goes 
away together with a person; on the other 
hand, the realisation of being involved 
in the world’s history gives rise to the idea 
of absolute time which exists independently 
and does not end with one’s death. 

N
 Photo: natalia Chasovitina

 ever in the history of humanity has man been 
able to measure time with such high precision as nowadays. 
This diligence of measurement is counterbalanced by fussi-
ness and haste: in our everyday race towards ambitious goals 
we do not notice the carefully measured hours passing by; we 
have almost completely lost the ability to enjoy the moment. 
In a world where business is synonymous with success, where 
we only skim through, glance through and thumb through, 
where the newsfeed perception devaluates success, it is more 
and more difficult to slow down and look at something careful-
ly; to stop and feel, to experience something. Maybe this is why 
Marijke van Warmerdam’s films have an effect that is somewhat 
similar to a reaction to hard braking, when one suddenly real-
ises the significance of the present moment. 

In her minimalistic and narrative free videos Mari-
jke van Warmerdam turns to simple objects and situations, 
separating them from their original context by endless 
repetition, and turning them into a kind of object in and 
of themselves. Each iteration of the film can thus evoke a new 
wave of associations and reveal a new layer of meaning, 
explaining and adding to the previous ones. The narrative 
free flow of recursive visual images, on the one hand, fo-
cuses viewers’ attention on the repetitive process itself and 
makes them perceive it as a unique temporal experience, 
while on  the  other hand it  engages them in the process 
of  co-creation and co-invention of a story, and stimulates 
the revelation of a narrative immanent to the genre of video. 
Marijke van Warmerdam’s videos are the opposite of what 
we usually expect from film as a  form of art. They do not 
start and do not finish; they do not have any didactic mean-
ing and do not seem to tell any story of their own. They only 
tell the stories with which viewers endow them. The range 
of such possible stories is endlessly wide and varied thanks 
to the obvious simplicity and accessibility of the visual mo-
tives used by the artist. 

The visual representation of the idea of “personal time” 
for Marijke van Warmerdam is the twelve massive wool can-

12
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vases with  clock-faces placed above the videos. Awkward, 
imprecise and almost disintegrating, these clock-faces were 
drawn by elderly people for a medical study of brain function. 
The closer the drawing is to reality (to a real clock-face), the 
healthier the person, and the more accurately he perceives the 
difference between personal and absolute time. Among the 
drawings there are those where this relation is completely lost, 
where the clock-face cannot get back to its usual round shape, 
as if it were trapped in the web of someone’s personal time. 

Entering the exhibition hall space, the viewer becomes in-
volved in a kind of closed-loop rotation which refers to the cir-
cular flow of time; an endless movement around the clock face. 
Some people can think of the loop video genre as a post-mod-
ernistic reincarnation of the medieval Uroboros — a serpent 
eating its own tail, the symbol of the cyclical nature of  life. 
The moments captured by the artist in her films become ex-
tracted not only from their context, but from the global flow of 
time. They call for experiencing the duration of a moment, for 
watching and listening carefully and perceiving the fugitive 
present. They remind us that time is ticking.



eKPHRaSiS

the exhibition, Planned to Coincide 
with the anniversary of the department 
of Contemporary art of the state  
hermitage together with the national 
Centre for Contemporary arts is dedi-
Cated to the Problematics of ekphra-
sis in Contemporary video. the object 
of study here is the Museum with  
its unique nature and its social func-
tions. the Museum today is a Complex  
organism which long since does not  
simply ‘keep and study works of art’.

 he word ‘ekphrasis’ comes from the Ancient Greek verb 
meaning ‘I say, I express’. In art criticism ekphrasis is a tech-
nique consisting in the description of a work of visual art 
or architecture through a text, in cultural terms it is in a wider 
sense the reproduction of one art form by means of another.
The prevalence of ekphrasis in the ancient world led to its 
being marked out as a self-standing genre of antique litera-
ture. One of the earliest examples is the well-known tract by 
Philostratus the Elder, ‘Imagines’. In it the early thinker de-
scribes paintings that he has seen on the wall of his friend’s 
villa in Naples and explains their contents. In the introduc-
tion the author announces his desire to talk of ‘those paint-
ings, about which I had conversations with young people. 
I started it with the aim of explaining these paintings to them 
and to foster an interest in them in the things that are worthy 
of attention’. In this way the first historical example of ek-
phrasis has as its goal questions of ethics and is directed 
towards improving moral awareness.

The technique of ekphrasis can be as straightforward 
as it can be affected, the approach can be applied to the 
most varied styles and genres. In practice ekphrasis is not 
only an exercise in eloquence and composition but is also 
the result of a contemplation of aesthetic experience invari-
ably leading to the ethical basis of aesthetics. The analyti-
cal potential of ekphrasis is a call to deepen, supplement 
and explain emotional and aesthetic preoccupations, which 

vIdeoS, SHown  
aT THe ‘ekPHraSIS’ eXHIbITIon 

Shahar Marcus (Israel) 
the Curator, 2011. 04:25

Hermine Freed (uSa) 
art herstory, 1974. 21:20

Francis alÿs (belgium/Mexico) 
nightwatch, 2004. 06:17

olga Chernysheva (russia) 
russian Museum, 2003. 06:00 
tretyakovka, 2002. 05:00

original work of the director  
of the State Hermitage Museum,  
Mikhail Piotrovsky 
My hermitage, 2012

T
 Photo: natalia Chasovitina
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has ensured the popularity of the approach in the litera-
ture of recent eras and its spread to other forms of art. The 
liminal nature of ekphrasis on the one hand widens the cir-
cle of problems which are raised by defining artistic forms 
and on the other provides an opportunity to answer those 
complex problems which require an ‘outside perspective’. 
Naturally, ekphrasis inevitably contains within itself infor-
mation about the world view and the socio-cultural identity 
of the author and his era.

The dual optics through which ekphrasis examines the 
art source allows the author to relate to his own text exclu-
sively as a means to an end, to detach himself from it and, 
avoiding any form of decorativism, concentrate on the es-
sence of the ethical ideas of the work under scrutiny. But 
taking ethics as its basis, ekphrasis, as an approach, allows 
its author to achieve a more complex artistic result. 

Thus Heinse’s work “On Several Paintings in the Düs-
seldorf Gallery” became the unique herald of German Ro-
manticism and “Painting” by Pseudo-Cebes describes non-
existent works, operating as pure allegory.

Ekphrasis requires a transition from one artistic form 
to another. Of the use of this time honoured technique one 
can speak with regard to specific frames from ‘Caravaggio’ 
by Derek Jarman or ‘Rembrandt fecit 1669’ by Jos Stelling, 
where famous paintings are tightly woven into the cinemato-
graphic narrative and acted out by contemporary actors. 

One could also include book illustrations under this ap-
proach, for example the famous graphic editions of the Old 
and New Testaments by Gustave Doré.

The contemporary museum is involved in a complex 
structure of varied social, cultural and economic relations. 
A museum suggests certain modes of behaviour and dictates 
to its viewers certain specified forms for the ‘consumption’ 
of art. But the museum in the eyes of a contemporary art-
ist is something more than that; it’s an architectural monu-
ment, an educational space, a research centre, a means for 
creating historical memory and an eternal space for a dia-
logue between the viewer and the artist in which art serves as 
the medium.

How can one describe a museum in the entirety of its 
various functions? In the exhibited works, the artist’s per-
spective is the instrument for studying the means of the in-
teraction between the viewer, the museum, the art and its 
creator. The videos at the exhibition are a form of ekphra-
sis, a description of the museum through the works of art 
exhibited in it. It is pleasant to consider that in the dialogue 
between the contemporary artist and the museum, the mu-
seum always emerges the victor, for the artist is mortal and 
cannot but feature within its historical walls. The ‘Ekphrasis’ 
project demonstrates that the last word can be with the artist 
though, rigorously constructing that image of the museum 
that is to go down in history.

‘three years ago the head keeper of the Museum of art in Petah tikva (a museum of contemporary israeli art — 
ed.) asked me to make something on curatorship. My response was markedly different from other projects which 
were shown at the exhibition, which were extremely weighty and sombre. we filmed in two museums and an institute 
of contemporary art. the israel Museum at that moment already had several of my works in its collection. we set 
a deadline and started, they even closed off a wing of the building especially for me. the narrative is now completely 
finished and the prototypes of the character of the curator were several international curators that i know personally’.

_Shahar Marcus on his film ‘The Curator’

14 | 15 |



16 |  Herbert Bayer
Lonely Metropolitan, 1932
Gelatin silver print, photomontage 
The israel Museum, jerusalem
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the exhibition displays Paintings, sculptures, Collages and Photographs 
Made By artists of the twentieth Century that are not represented  
in the Collection of the hermitage. the works of Marcel duchamp,  
Man ray, rené Magritte and joan Miró are of Particular interest. 
the influence of dada and surrealism on the art world lasted for quite 
a long time, thus the exhibition includes More recent works as well, 
for example, the works of joseph Cornell, Brassaï and alexander Calder.

T cepted principles and to destroy the traditional 
vocabulary of art, the Dadaists turned to radical 
ideas and methods of artistic expression. Col-
lage, assemblage, montage, ready-mades, films 
and performances of Dadaists were regarded 
as nihilistic anti-art.

Surrealism, originating in Paris from the 
Dada “fermentation” after 1919, was the incar-
nation of the revolution of spirit and the search 
for a new reality. Guided by the observations 
of Sigmund Freud regarding the unconscious, 
in the manifesto of 1924 Surrealism gave voice 
to irrational and creative forces hidden in hu-
man nature. 

Chance automatism, biomorphic forms, 
dreams and manipulations with everyday objects 
are the hallmark of such different artists as An-
dré Breton, Max Ernst, Joan Miró, René Magritte, 
Salvador Dalí and many others.

Although decades have passed since the 
introduction of these fundamental movements, 
the creativity, criticism and irony inherent in 
Dada and Surrealism are still able to take on 
new forms, to shock and provoke the audience. 
When creating the Dadaist and Surrealist col-
lages and objects, the use of found objects of 
various kinds and ready-mades destroyed the 
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he exhibition provides insight into Dada 
and Surrealism as the universal intellectual and 
ideological movements that broke boundaries 
and redefined existence and ways of viewing the 
world. Representatives of these movements chal-
lenged tradition, introducing innovative materi-
als and approaches that would change the very 
language of art. Unexpected juxtapositions of 
images, the development of automatism, meta-
morphosis and fantastic landscapes are the key 
components of the movements demonstrated at 
the exhibition.

Dadaism began in Zurich in 1916 fostered 
by the tragedy of World War I, shortly thereafter 
spreading to Berlin, Hannover, Cologne, New 
York and Paris. From the point of view of the 
Dadaists, the war finally confirmed the failure 
of rationalism and bourgeois culture of the late 
nineteenth century. The movement was started 
by the anti-war speeches in the “Cabaret Vol-
taire” in Zurich. In the Dada manifesto of 1918 
written by Tristan Tzara, the Romanian poet, it is 
stated that the word “Dada” being childish, yet 
making one think (dada in French means “hob-
byhorse”), randomly taken from the French-
German dictionary, in reality does not mean 
anything. Intending to break the generally ac-



‘the exhibition explores the key themes of dada and surrealism; unexpected  
juxtapositions, a developing automism, biomorphism, metaphor, fantastic land-
scapes and sexual desire. the exhibition and catalogue shed clear  
light on the artistic vectors that demonstrate an increasing diversity  
in the techniques and approaches applied; painting, graphic drawing,  
collage, sculpture, ready-mades, assemblage, photography, photomontage  
and photo-collage. the exhibition provides insight into dada and surrealism 
as universal intellectual and ideological movements that broke boundaries  
and redefined existence and ways of viewing the world.
one hundred and twenty exhibits from the general collection of the israel  
Museum familiarise the viewer with the outstanding works which collectors  
from all over the world have bequeathed the museum, in particular  
the art collection of dada and surrealism of vera and arturo shwartz.’.

Dr. Adina Kamien-Kazhdan, David Rockefeller Curator,  
Stella Fischbach Department of Modern Art (20th century),  
Israel Museum, Jerusalem 

boundaries between art and life. Familiar things 
presented in unexpected juxtapositions intrigue 
and disorient the audience. This allows a libera-
tion of the poetic potential of objects, resulting 
in the object of dreams “extracted from the un-
known depths of the subconscious”.

Dadaism used the rapid development of ra-
dio, cinematography, industrial production and 
illustrated print. Kurt Schwitters, Hannah Höch, 
Max Ernst, Marcel Janco, Man Ray and Marcel 
Duchamp can be called members of the inter-
national Dada group, and some of them later 
became surrealists. Their methods included the 
acquisition, editing and layout of ready-made 
objects, texts and printed images. Chance and 
irony were their main weapons.

The ready-mades challenged the works 
of  art created by artists in the classical style, 
as well as the concept of self-expression. Aes-
thetization of ordinary things (combs, dryers for 
bottles, hangers) exhibited as found, questioned 
the transformation of an object when exposed in 
museums and galleries. Henceforward, the idea 
behind the exhibit became an act of creation that 
anticipated the conceptual art of the late twenti-
eth century. Dadaists deliberately minimized the 
value of the original work of art, as well as the 
value of labor and the skill of the artists.

The radical creations of Duchamp ap-
peared before the war independently of Dada. 
André Breton called his ready-mades predeces-
sors of the surrealist object. They became visual 
analogues of powerful poetic metaphors found 
in the key texts of surrealism.

Later, collages and objects inspired art-
ists (such as Joseph Cornell) and turned into the 
main form of modern art becoming a source for 
the development of installations, design of a spe-
cific location and advertising.

Biomorphism in art is a tendency to depict 
strange organic shapes causing vague asso-
ciations with natural objects. Anatomy, fauna, 
bodies of water and astronomy inspired art-
ists to create paintings, reliefs and sculptures. 

17 |    Philippe Halsman
Dali’s Skull, 1951
Gelatin silver print, 33 × 27.2 cm
Gift of Vera and arturo Shwartz 
The israel Museum, jerusalem

18 |  Exhibition view in the 
General Staff Building
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Jean (Hans) Arp, Yves Tanguy and Raoul Ubac, 
each working in a distinctive style on the border 
between figurative and abstract art, developed 
their own language of “biomorphs”.

Surrealists glorified magic and the trans-
formation process of metamorphosis and hy-
bridization. Metamorphosis in the works of Pi-
casso influenced the surrealists of the 1920’s. 
It became both a subject matter and a pro-
cedure in the figurative paintings of Leonora 
Carrington and in the more abstract automatic 
works of André Masson. Metamorphosis con-
firmed the ability of the human imagination 
to  go beyond reality, rationality and towards 
the incomprehensible. The culture and mythol-
ogy of American Indians and the inhabitants 
of Oceania have served for the Surrealists as 
models of uncensored expression and sources 
of images of human-plant metamorphosis. Max 
Ernst, taking interest in exotic cultures, alche-
my and supernatural phenomena, believed that 
the artist must return to the spiritual harmony 
with nature inherent in the mythological con-
sciousness, which has been lost with the spread 
of Christianity, Western rationalism and techno-
logical development.

‘in the 250 years of its existence the hermitage has never 
acquired any examples of dada or surrealist art. this is despite 
the fact that lenin, it is said, whilst living in Zurich used to fre-
quent the birthplace of dadaism, the ‘Cabaret voltaire’ and even 
played chess with tristan tzara. Bolsheviks and dadaists 
had long preached of defeatism but the swedish authorities saw 
in the dadaists a greater threat than in the ‘russians’. today we 
are temporarily filling this gap and in the framework of the project 
‘hermitage 20/21’ with the help of one of the best collections 
of surrealists, which belongs to the israel Museum, the basis of 
which is the famous collection of vera and arturo shwartz. this 
source provides a strong dadaist tendency to the exhibition, 
where dali plays a minor role but duchamp and Magritte feature 
heavily. surrealism is a diverse phenomenon.
this major world art movement formally remained outside russian 
cultural history. there were no collections nor were there any art-
ists. But there were literary movements, the splendid absurdism 
of the oberiut and there was a great interest in reproductions, 
in the foreign books such as ‘Manifesta’ by andre Breton that 
appeared in the shops. there was also the almost folk expression 
‘sur’ which was used to signify many features of our soviet life, 
which often really did have an utterly surreal quality.
there was also an optimistic surrealism in our lives. how else 
are we to understand the hermitage of the blockade with its 
evenings dedicated to the memory of poets of the ancient east 
and excursions around the halls full of empty picture frames…
 the collection of the israel Museum gives a brilliant and defini-
tive cross section of surrealist art in its entirety; the revelation 
of the subconscious, its admiration and its translation into the 
language of tangible forms. we see clear attempts at unexpect-
ed juxtapositions, incredible reactions, strange sensations and 
contact with elusive mysteries sometimes pure, sometimes not. 
in front of us are manipulations of the resonance of instincts, 

the content of dreams given life by the artist’s hands  
and because of this even stranger than real dreams.  
it is a world where the intangible is made tangible, where  
it is frightening but fascinating, where there is joy.
it is this joy, to my mind, that is the specific nature  
of the selection of exhibits of the show for which i am deeply 
grateful to the creators, the employees of the israel Museum 
and the hermitage. the renowned collection has acquired 
a new image in the hermitage. we have already presented 
exhibitions of arp and Magritte but this is new for us. it might 
be said that it is overdue but i think that it has come at the right 
time. firstly the time has come to reassess the role of dadaism 
which now seems more significant than it did earlier. this play-
ful and almost optimistic view of the revelation of the horrors 
of the world has acquired a new attraction.
secondly, the collection is a sign of a new phase in relations be-
tween russia and israel. once again, as used to be the case long 
ago, israelis and russians have started to understand each other 
well. the russian language has returned to israel. the society 
of friends of the hermitage in israel has been founded. it took part 
in preparations for the exhibition. we are thankful to everyone 
but especially to the director of the israel Museum, my old friend 
james snyder and my new friend, head of the hermitage fund in 
israel, amir kaibiri. we have already done no small amount of good 
things together and we will do even more in the future.
the exhibition is both beautiful and instructive. it contains 
masterpiece that define the genre. it has the major names. 
all the genres of dadaist art and its movement towards sur-
realism are represented. it is a fascinating narrative full of life–
affirming works of art. elegant dadaist surrealism awaits the 
reaction of the st Petersburg gallery goer. it is a good present 
to mark the 250th anniversary of the hermitage’.
_Mikhail Piotrovsky
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In the second half of the 1990s the Hermitage entered 
a new era. In 1996 Russian President Boris Yeltsin allocated 
significant resources from the country’s reserve fund to re-
plenish the museum’s collections, ordering the Russian Gov-
ernment, when drafting the budget as of 1997, to set aside 
expenditure related to Hermitage maintenance as a separate 
element. The special status assigned to the country’s leading 
museum, presidential protection, intensive international con-
tacts, re-energized exhibition efforts, and an influx of foreign 
tourists gave the Hermitage new means and opportunities to 
replenish its collections. Thanks to a presidential grant, the 
Hermitage was able to acquire first-rate works of Western 
European, Oriental and Russian pictorial and decorative ap-
plied art. These acquisitions marked a new reference point in 
the history of the replenishment of the Hermitage’s collections 
and rightfully serve as one of the focal points of the exhibi-
tion. Among them: the painting “Rue Custine à Montmartre” 
(1909-1910) by Maurice Utrillo, and a 17th century silver and 
gold-plated cup by the Augsburg master Karl Schuch, which 
Peter the Great presented to the Nerchinsk military governor. 

By the start of the new millennium, the museum had ex-
panded its activities so much that in 2000 a New Acquisitions 

19 |    Fabergé’s Egg from the 
Rothschild collection — 
Russian President’s gift, 
at the exhibition  
of New Acquisitions 
the State Hermitage Museum

on 19 september 2014 at the Conference and exhibition Complex  
of the staraya derevnya restoration and storage Centre the director  
of the state hermitage, M. Piotrovsky, opened the exhibition “new acquisitions.  
1997–2014”. the exhibition, timed to Coincide with the state hermitage’s 
250th jubilee, showcases the Most fascinating items added to the Museum  
Collection since 1997 — in total, roughly 400 outstanding specimens  
of Pictorial and decorative art, as well as archeological finds, numismatic 
Pieces, Books and documents. on 30 december the last exhibition of the 
year 2014 was opened at the hermitage. traditionally it shows the Most 
 interesting items Given to the Museum in the Past year. in 2014 these  
were Gifts to the state hermitage for its 250th anniversary. 
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Sector was created, tasked with ensuring the productive work 
of the Expert Fund Procurement Commission (EFPC).

The work of the EFPC is primarily aimed at the system-
atic replenishment of the museum’s long-standing funds. Over 
the past decades, however, a few new trends have emerged 
in the Hermitage’s collecting efforts, as is reflected both in the 
ongoing collection formation of the Hermitage’s older depart-
ments and the creation of new collections. In terms of textile 
collections, particularly noteworthy is the acquisition of the 
tapestry “Blaze of Fire”, created in the 1950s from a sketch 
by Jean Lurçat, the distinguished French artist responsible 
for the revival of weaving in the 20th century. 

Acquisition of the Lurçat tapestry allowed the Hermit-
age not only to enrich its collection of artistic textiles but 
also to open an entirely new section: the section of con-
temporary weaving. Collections of  applied art are being 
expanded thanks to the acquisition of glass art from the 
second half of the 20th century — start of the 21st century, 
particularly those of the Russian school. The main source of 
new acquisitions of modern jewellery art and armament art 
are gifts from artists and sponsors. In 2011, the philanthro-
pist M.A. Artsinovich presented the Hermitage with 16 works 

by Russian and foreign jewellers, one of which — the “Sum-
mer” jewellery box (1999) made of rock crystal by the St. Pe-
tersburg-based stonecutter Gennady Pylin — is on display 
at the exhibition. 

Works of contemporary and current art are being added 
to the collection of the new fund division of the State Hermit-
age — the Department of Contemporary Art. Traditionally, 
the Hermitage collection has been expanded with works of 
prominent foreign contemporary artists whose monographic 
exhibitions are held at the museum. In 2012 the Hermitage 
successfully hosted an exhibition entitled “Santiago Calat-
rava: In Search of Motion”. Upon its closing the author made 
a gift to the museum of several sketches and two models — the 
Cathedral of St. John the Divine and the Terminal of the World 
Trade Center in New York. One of the models is showcased 
at the exhibition. 

From 1997–2014 museum funds received more than 
90,000 storage items. Along with the purchases made with 
its own financing, the Hermitage supplements its funds 
thanks to support from domestic and overseas sponsors and 
the  many donations made by Russian and foreign citizens 
and organisations.

in the st George’s hall of the winter Palace works by the faberge  
firm given to the museum by russian President v. Putin are exhibited: 
a mantel clock made for the 25th anniversary of the wedding of alexander 
iii and the empress Maria feodorovna, and the “rothschild egg clock”, 
which is so called because it belonged to the rothschild family for more 
than a century. a whole range of exquisite gifts is exhibited in the apollo 
hall of the winter palace. the “Portrait of G.G. orlov” (1763, oil on canvas) 
by the eminent italian painter s. torelli was given on behalf of the Prime 
Minister d.a. Medvedev by the russian Minister of Culture v.r. Medinsky. 
the saint Petersburg governor G.s. Poltavchenko presented the museum  
with a vase with an image of the opening ceremony of the alexander Column 
in the Palace square in 1834, which was created at the kornilov brothers 
porcelain manufacturing plant in the 1830s. 
the charity fund “transsoyuz” donated a highly valuable historical  
artefact in the form of a briefcase of alexander i for official ceremonies  
of the Congress of vienna in 1814. 
the st. Petersburg english assembly (english Club) donated to the Museum 
a work by a.i. Charlemagne “napoleon on the Battlefield of austerlitz”  
(gouache and white paint on paper, 1887).
a relief depicting Catherine the Great (wood, 1782) made by o.-a. j. Parane 
was purchased for the state hermitage Museum by d.M. yakobashvili.
a marble statue of jupiter made by the famous venetian sculptor a. tarsia 
in 1717–1718 that used to be a part of the summer Garden decorations 
will be reunited with its partner, the statue of juno, at the state hermitage 
Museum, thanks to Professor yu.sh. abramov.
some selected coins displayed at the exhibition will give an idea of the 
brilliant collection of 10th century coins from the Middle east and Central 
asia donated by v.o. levin.
another gift was offered to the state hermitage Museum at the opening 
ceremony. n.n. Gordeev, President of ofk Bank, donated to the museum 
twenty works from the famous st. Petersburg photographer Boris smelov.
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‘Post Past : an exhibition of Posters to Mark  
the 250th anniversary of the hermitage’  
exhibition is Prepared as a Part of the Programme  
By xxi Century foundation of the hermitage Museum 
‘the Classics of Contemporary Poster art’. 53 well-
established Graphic designers from 15 Countries 
were invited to Participate. the artists were 
Chosen By the expert Board of the foundation 
Based on the analysis of their longstanding artistic 
activities and their Contribution to Contemporary 
art, with a view to Building the hermitage 
Collection of Contemporary Posters starting 
with the works displayed in the exhibition.

D.O.: I would like to ask you: what is a poster? you have 
answered this question many times but I’d like to be 
more specific: what is a poster today, in the era of digital 
technologies?
a.sh.: Posters have always had distinct and clear param-
eters: a poster has to suit the requirements of the client 
at the very least and has to have a certain message which 
the audience has to decipher themselves and consider 
the conclusion they come to as their own. formalistic and 
constructivist posters are a separate category. what we 
see today mostly demonstrates not a formalistic but a me-
chanical approach. there are artists who, regardless of the 
theme, treat it with the same old fonts. the main idea of 
a poster — a substitute for a verbal message — has now 
been totally nullified. 
Posters appeared around the end of the 19th century as 
a result of the inflation of words and became the first her-
ald of new forms of visual communication: when it became 
clear that “a thought once uttered is untrue”… 1 “and the 
word was with God, and the word was God”, 2 that it is 
enough to curse a person with words and they are already 
in agony, — there is none of this, the words “liberté, égal-
ité, fraternité” 3 are a lie and the nineteenth century is like 
an iron hand in a velvet glove.
this is a return to the language of three thousand years ago. 
as the Chinese saying goes, “where do i find a man who 
has forgotten words to have a talk with him?” 4 — we have 
somewhat returned to ideography, the language of ancient 
books: one correlates two pictures to express something that 
words cannot express and this task is up to the ‘reader’.

D.O.: look, we now partly have inflation of the image, just 
as we had inflation of the word 150 years ago: there are so 
many images, they are everywhere, every image is predict-

an inteRview of andRei shelyutto  
with dimitRi oZeRkov

20 |   Ewa Bajek-Wein (Poland)
Untitled, 2013
5 pantones, offset, 128.5 x 90.5 сm  
Posters to Mark the 250th  
anniversary of the Hermitage

1 – 1 8  D e s e M b e r  2 0 1 4
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able and permitted. Despite this, posters continue to exist 
in certain forms, as an image, as a unique hieroglyph, to use 
your words. How long do they have before they disappear? I 
know that at the Venice biennale a poster is made for each 
exhibition, and these posters are all over Venice, on fences 
and on special billboards: it is such an old form of expres-
sion for me, a Venetian antiquity of sorts. How long do you 
think posters will last as an applied means of advertising?
a.sh.: a poster is not an advert, it is an artwork. since 1964 
posters have had their own biennials: in Brno, warsaw, 
st. Chamond and lahti. since the very bloom of this biennial 
tradition, actually, keeping in mind that it has existed in the 
art of posters for as long as contemporary art, pretty much 
every biennial has been followed by discussions of whether 
the poster has died or not. this was stated in 1972 and then 
again, even more firmly in 1984, and yet the poster kept 
developing. it was the driving force of practical design in 
general. Poster artists have always been known for particular 
selflessness as the royalties were rather low as a rule, even 
with the highest creative achievements. several generations 
of Germans grew up with theatre posters by holger Mat-
thies, posters by henrik tomaševski gave birth to the Polish 
poster as a phenomenon. and yet they never failed to say, 
‘that’s it. now it’s definitely the end.” But it wasn’t; ironi-

cally, poster’s decline coincided with the end of socialism. 
the media itself that we know today disappeared: city lights, 
banners etc. when there is nothing to post for money, we get 
something that has nothing to do with a poster, but a large 
printed sheet of paper. it is not a poster as a poster conveys 
a very particular message, it is not a cover, not an illustration, 
not an advert — none of that. yes, there is an abundance 
of images and yet a poster offers the viewer two images to 
correlate and derive a third one of their own. this mecha-
nism invented by the Polish school goes back to the ancient 
Chinese tradition (then it was immediately taken up by the 
japanese — this is their mother tongue of characters: one 
writes a character for ‘open door’ followed by a character for 
‘baby’ and gets the verb ‘to cry’). it is a universal and unique 
language of visual communication.
it would not be enough to say that a poster is a message. 
when you saw a poster in the street while running or driv-
ing in warsaw in 1979, you left with a symbol imprinted on 
your retina. this is like looking out of a dark room at the 
moon and then closing your eyes and seeing the window 
sash and the cactus on the window sill. a poster is a mes-
sage, a composition and typography which is a separate 
subject altogether. just look at how the mistakes of modern 
hipsters multiply: they first think where to put the stripes 
and then where to squeeze the text in. this is different 
in a poster; even if there is only one letter, a small one 
in a corner — it will still account for 60% of the perception. 
a poster artist combines the composition and the arrange-
ment of the typography: these are the rules of this genre 
which are rarely taken into account today. 
any panel of judges used to immediately disqualify any 
poster with a commonplace arrangement as not meeting 
the requirements of the genre. 
i insist that a poster is essentially a short circuit in the 
visual environment, in reality. as it pretty much matches the 
goals of contemporary art of the 70–80s, asking questions 
about its own purpose and designation will probably remain 
the last of poster’s functions. 
when contemporary artists, such as Catella, think of some-
thing original, they get awfully happy. But if we analyse 
some of the most acutely-relevant messages of contempo-
rary art, we will see that they are basically a juxtaposition 
of two objects in one image or in adjacent images. the point 
is that no one believes anything but if you lead a viewer to 
a realisation which they appear to make independently — 
they believe this conclusion as they arrived at it themselves.
i don’t know whether the poster will exist in the 100 × 70 or 
128 × 90 format and whether it will live outside so that peo-
ple could walk past and derive aesthetical pleasure. But it will 
definitely continue to exist as a way of manipulating society.

D.O.: Tell us about the participants. we are showing a cer-
tain number of posters, not a great amount. why these 
particular artists? 
a.sh.: these are people who have made special contribu-
tions to developing this medium; they created it. Many of 
them are very famous; some of the younger ones became 
known to me recently and i was astounded. there are sev-
eral iranian artists, and they are fantastic. there is ewa 
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Bajek from the Polish school, completely different but ab-
solutely part of that tradition. half a year has passed since 
the start of the project and the choice was very subjective: i 
really like all of them. sadly, some of the greatest artists did 
not live to see the anniversary of the hermitage, otherwise 
i would definitely have invited them too. 
for this particular show we didn’t take already complet-
ed works. there are more successful and less successful 
works, there are true masterpieces but they were all made 
specifically for this exhibition; the royalties to the artist 
in  this case are the participation itself and some prints 
of their poster. almost all these artists have kept their mis-
sionary approach to what they do. 
the artists who made posters for the hermitage, even the 
young ones, represent a culture that is fading away. even 
those who have only just appeared. we are hoping that the 
hermitage will be able to document it in its usual capacity 
as a museum. 

D.O.: The subject is important for a poster. when you invited 
artists to participate, you told them that we are celebrat-
ing the 250th anniversary of the Hermitage, is that right? 
a.sh.: yes, exactly. as a rule, a poster should have at least 
one commissioner. a designer should accept the request from 
at least one person who spotted the spark of his talent. 
artists do not have to do it, they are sparks in themselves. 
this nuance is that very detail which is tiny but makes all 
the difference. 
Posters were the reasons why the advanced forms of to-
day’s graphic culture are the way they are. the way this 
genre worked in the 60–70s will continue to influence 
artists, designers, architects, illustrators and many other 
people for a long time. on the other hand this influence has 
‘one foot in the grave’ but while some are still alive we have 
made this exhibition for the hermitage.
i think that ten posters, a quarter of the total number, 
are excellent, and this is a good result. 

D.O.: I have looked through the whole series. The one that 
sticks out in my mind has a portrait of Catherine II with 
the letter ‘M’ falling down her chest. Is ‘M’ a mistake? we 
are talking about the Hermitage, are we not?

so you are asking whether alain le quernec, one of the 
greats and a hero of the events of ’68 in france is mistak-
en? the point is that the words heritage and hermitage are 
very close. that was the intention. le quernec is one of the 
three most famous poster artists in the world; and i think 
that this poster is one of the best ones. By the way, one of 
the first ideas for the image of Manifesta at the hermitage 
that i suggested was the word heritage with the letter M 
inserted. the mechanisms and the algorithms of creating 
the visual images are similar here. 
as i have already said, this genre is past its prime, so not all the 
works are of the same level. But it is wonderful that 20 years 
after the decline of the genre the solar flare is still reaching us. 

D.O.: The poster bloomed as an art for quite a short time, 
when the artist saw the task and found the perfect solu-
tion. when did this stop?
a.sh.: it started with the first biennial in warsaw in 1966; 
and ended as a social phenomenon visible to everyone in 
1996, probably. so thirty years — and amen. 

D.O.: One generation.
a.sh.: Certainly. But florentine art is also one generation. this 
is always the case. it cannot be by accident that Michelange-
lo, Botticelli, da vinci and lippi are also one generation.

D.O.: Is there a history behind such a specific genre as post-
ers for a museum anniversary? A poster made for such an 
occasion sells nothing after all, except perhaps for tickets 
to the museum.
a.sh.: you know, it doesn’t even sell that. it is a sort of a 
compensation, and in case of the hermitage, totally justi-
fied: it documents the fact that it is a major museum. they 
have a special side corridor at the stedelijk Museum where 
they put up posters for all their exhibitions.

D.O.: we store posters in a special depository. 
a.sh.: i didn’t know that but i suspected that unlike those at 
the stedelijk they were not made by world stars of design. 
i wanted to make up for it slightly. after all, not everything 
in the soviet and Post-soviet times was integrated in to 
the history of leading design.

1 A line from Silentium by F. Tyutchev, translated by V. Nabokov
2  John 1:1.
3  French for liberty, equality, fraternity.
4  «Words are used to express  meaning. Once the meaning 

has been conceived, the words can be forgotten. Where 
do I find a man who has forgotten words to have a talk 
with him?” (Feng Youlan).
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this was Comparable to Creating the set design for the Grand opera. the stage 
needs to look in such a way so as to emphasize the Plot and the drama But not 
overshadow the Music and the soloists. for us an item from a Museum is always 
a Prima donna, it is the start and end Point of the design.
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i see museum experts and designers as a single team of crea-
tors of the exhibition when they determine its contents, the 
principles of display in terms of preservation, advertising, 
educational programmes, management and design. all these 
components are key factors in achieving the final goal. i am 
not an autonomous artist, i like intense discussions at the 
beginning of each new project. what sort of an exhibition is it? 
what do we want? what is our collective point of view? how 
do we want to inspire the visitors with the splendour of the 
collection? how do we deliver quality and the unique nature 
of the objects to the audience? what are we going to attract 
visitors with? what will they find out and what impressions 
will they share with their friends? and who are our visitors? 
what are they like and what do they expect, why have they 
come and what are they hoping to see?

is it possible to keep the balance right between 
the items and the subject? will the exhibition be a novel or an 
encyclopaedia? such questions are discussed among the or-
ganisers, first in a rather abstract manner; this is where the 
design starts. and most importantly, the answers are different 
for each exhibition, there is no single design strategy that 
would work for everyone. some experts think that the item is 
secondary to the idea it represents. others say, “let the ob-
jects speak for themselves”, but their language and messages 
are often difficult to understand without a relevant context. 
therefore every exhibition is unique.

the team that prepared the exhibition could take 
an encyclopaedic approach but decided against it for vari-
ous reasons. we worked with jeanine aalfs, one of the top 
stylists in the netherlands, from the moment of developing 
the concept throughout its implementation. she was perfect.

the hermitage Museum amsterdam is not a museum of 
design, as, say, v&a. the exhibition centre also lacks the mag-

nificent authentic context, provided in abundance to the visitors of the hermit-
age in saint Petersburg. i see the natural habitat for the porcelain in st. Pe-
tersburg — history is where it happened, as they say.

i knew that russian visitors are familiar with the history of these fa-
mous items which represent a part of a common cultural background and 
are an object of national pride. the other visitors to the exhibition in the 
netherlands, mostly european nationals, require more information in order 
to fully appreciate the value of these stunning pieces. the audience at the 
hermitage Museum amsterdam centre is varied: different age groups, levels 
of education and nationalities. we needed to provide all these people with 
enough information, details and history while being serious and entertaining 
at the same time. 

dining with the tsars is a lavish exhibition which marks the fifth an-
niversary of the hermitage Museum amsterdam centre and pays tribute to the 
hermitage in saint Petersburg with its priceless vast collection.

in this case we decided to apply the principle of combining several 
contextual layers, without overworking the design, of course, not to push the 
exhibits themselves into the background.

21 |   Exhibition view in the 
‘Hermitage-Amsterdam’ 
exhibition centre

an exhiBition of faMous PorCelain dinner sets at   the ‘herMitaGe-aMsterdaM’ exhiBition Centre. sePteMBer 2014 — feBruary 2015

Lies Willers (born 1960) is an independent 
designer from the netherlands and a professor 
at the Utrecht School of the Arts. in 1984 she 
graduated from the Gerrit rietveld Academie 
specialising in Architectural design. Her latest 
projects include a permanent ceramics exhibition 
at the Victoria and Albert Museum in london, 
the Victoria revealed exhibition at Kensington 
Palace in london and the entrance zone  
for the Amsterdam Tropical Museum.
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Here are two more exam-
ples from my own experi-
ence that demonstrate the 
differences in approaches 
to designing exhibitions. 
in 2009–2012 my design 
company worked on two 
permanent expositions; both 
were close to each other, 
in the centre of london: 
Ceramics Study Gallery in 
Victoria and Albert Museum 
and Victoria revealed instal-
lation at Kensington Palace, 
Hyde Park. 
V&A hired us to create instal-
lations using their collection 
of ceramics. it was meant 
to be an installation over 
an area of a thousand square 
metres, where curators 
could work and visitors and 
students could study the ex-
hibits. And most importantly, 
all the 26 thousand objects 
were to be displayed with 
no prior selection but only 
divided into groups by their 
age, material and origin. 
This installation represented 
an ‘encyclopaedic’ museum 
in its original sense.
At the same time Historic 
royal Palaces commissioned 
us to design a permanent 
exhibition about the ‘love 
and loss’ of Queen Victo-

ria within the renovated 
Kensington Palace. it was 
intended as a very personal 
story. not about a queen 
and an empress as such 
but rather about a working 
mother and a faithful wife 
to her husband Albert, who 
died young leaving Victoria 
to mourn for as many as 
40 years, until her death. 
for the team of the organis-
ers it was obvious that Victo-
ria would be at the forefront. 
Her diaries served as a vast 
resource for the exhibition. 
Her personal belongings, 
jewellery, dresses, love let-
ters, children’s shoes and 
widow’s weeds were equally 
important and brought ex-
cerpts from her diary to life. 
Since we were also in charge 
of the restoration of the 
palace interiors, in order 
to create a complete story, 
we extended the story onto 
the fabrics, the finish of the 
walls and the floors. 
We added details wherever 
we could: romantic paper 
inserts around Victoria’s 
wedding dress, embroidery 
on pillow-cases, artistic 
insets in the show-cases etc. 
This exhibition is “a love  
story in letters”.

one of the usual problems with organising an exhibition is keeping the 
balance between wanting to provide plenty of detailed information (like in a 
textbook) and wanting to offer a more entertaining, more open experience 
which would appeal to a wide audience. i am well aware of the tightrope 
that contextual design balances on. when too much attention is paid to the 
arrangement, the exhibits pale by comparison. 

first layer. we tried to recreate the atmosphere of the historical context 
and used the colours and shades typical of the interiors of the 18th–19th 
centuries throughout the space of the exhibition.

second layer. it seemed obvious to choose a separate table for each 
set over panoramic show-cases. the tables were decorated with historical ac-
curacy: laid for 24, 12, 20 or a different number of guests. we did some prior 
research of existing similar exhibitions where various sets were displayed on 
one enormous table and did not find it suitable.

as a result, we had five laid tables and decided to add some extra deco-
ration based on the historical context, some amusing stories about the owners 
or some matching decorative details. we made this choice as designers but 
the concept was discussed with the whole team of the exhibition.

the third layer was the subtle decoration of the tables with fruit and 
flowers, so that the sets stay untouched but the tables look livelier.

the fourth layer is more abstract and emphasises how unique every 
set is. for this purpose we used medallions, stuffed peacocks and a little 
chipmunk, a cloud of flowers and cameo-embroidered portraits of Catherine 
the Great and Prince Potemkin.

the fifth layer is a set of obstacles. we designed elegant and very ef-
fective barriers that divide the exhibition and the visitors and symbolise chairs 
for the guests. a state of the art alarm system finishes the picture. 

the sixth layer is factual information, texts for the exhibition and 
the audio-tour.

we wanted to keep away from any imitations, reconstruction and styl-
ing in design. the difference between the authentic real object on the one 
hand and design and pastiche on the other has to be absolutely clear to eve-
ryone and at all times. 

By combining impressionist abstract installations with refined elements, 
bright colours and amusing details, we strived to create a suitable setting for 
this amazing porcelain.

an exhiBition of faMous PorCelain dinner sets at   the ‘herMitaGe-aMsterdaM’ exhiBition Centre. sePteMBer 2014 — feBruary 2015
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The State Hermitage. ‘Relocated Art’. 
1945–1958: Archive Documents
The State Hermitage. — St. Petersburg. 

Publishing house of the State Hermitage, 

2014. — P. 1. — 408 pp. illustrated —  

(Pages from the history of the Hermitage).

in the current edition of the series ‘Pages from 

the history of the hermitage’, documents bear-

ing witness to the fate of ‘relocated’ art collec-

tions classified secret in the ussr are published 

for the first time. the material presented in the 

book covers the period from the establishing 

of the principles for confiscating these objects 

from the museums of countries belonging 

to the fascist block to the moment of the return 

of the said items to Poland and the German 

democratic republic. so that the story of the 

appearance of the collections in the ussr and 

in particular in the hermitage is more detailed, 

our publication's documents from the archival 

collections of the state hermitage are supple-

mented with material from the state archive 

of the russian federation, the russian state 

archive of literature and art, the russian state 

archive of social and political history and the 

Central archive of the state museum of Berlin. 

the published material sheds light on the plan-

ning of the confiscation of the museum exhibits 

from Germany, how they were transported from 

occupied Berlin, the details of their arrival at the 

hermitage, the conditions in which they were 

stored at the museum and the events connected 

with the consequent transfer of art valuables to 

Poland and the Gdr.

The Hermitage. 250. Masterpieces 
The State Hermitage. — St. Petersburg. : 

Publishing house of the State Hermitage; 

Moscow; Kuchkova Pole, 2014. — 644 pp. 

illustrated.

the album is dedicated to the 250th anniver-

sary of the hermitage, a universal encyclopae-

dic museum, one of the most famous museums 

in  the world. over the last century it has col-

lected artefacts relating to different eras and 

civilisations. the album comprises masterpieces 

that are the pride of the museum. at the same 

time the publication demonstrates the variety 

of the hermitage collection. the album is aimed 

at all fans and appreciators of art, for those who 

have uncovered for themselves the wonderful 

world of the hermitage.

250 Tales of the Hermitage: ‘A Collection
of Assorted Chapters…’ : in 5 books 

The State Hermitage. — St. Petersburg. 

Publishing house of the State Hermitage, 

2014. — 296 pp.. illustrated.

the first book of the current publication is a col-

lection of stories about the founder of the her-

mitage, Catherine the Great, about the masters 

and painters that created masterpieces for her 

and about the expensive gifts brought to the 

empress. the second book features stories 

of how the collections of the imperial hermitage 

grew and the appearance of new exhibitions; 

about how the hermitage fared in the new rus-

sia; about the losses after the october revolution 

and about the building up of its assets, about 

the outstanding academics that worked there 

and the transformation of the museum into one 

of the largest cultural study centres of the coun-

try. from the third book the reader will find out 

how the image of the modern hermitage came 

about, about the people that were with it during 

the terrible war years, about the finds and the 

unexpected discoveries, about how temporary 

and permanent exhibitions are put together and 

much more that occurs behind the scenes…

the fourth and fifth books are being prepared 

for print. the publication is intended for a wide 

circle of readers.

KoNIvETS A.v. The winter Palace: 
from Imperial Residence  
to the Kavshkoly osoaviakhima 
A. V. Konivets. The State Hermitage —  

St. Petersburg. Publishing house of the State 

Hermitage, 2014. — 416 pp.. illustrated.

the book recreates the history of the winter Pal-

ace from the beginning of the twentieth century 

to the end of the 1930s. using archive material 

the author writes about pre-revolutionary court 

life, the court servants and the guard of the 

czar’s residency; about many significant events 

that took place in the winter Palace in  the 

years of the rule of the last russian emperor, 

nicholas ii and of those who were close to 

the palace and after the revolution dedicated 

their lives to  the  hermitage. the reader will 

also learn of what happened in the winter Pal-

ace in the days of  the october revolution and 

immediately after it; about post-revolutionary 

life in the palace, demonstrations and mass cel-

ebrations on Palace square and museum activity 

in the 1920s and 1930s.

the publication is intended for a wide circle 

of readers. 

PASHKovA T.L. Emperor Nicholas I and His 
family at the winter Palace: in two parts 
The State Hermitage — St. Petersburg. 

Publishing house of the State Hermitage, 

2014. — (The life of the imperial residence)

the main subject of the book is the everyday life 

of nicholas i and his family in the winter Palace. 

nicholas Pavlovich received apartments at the 

moment of his birth and lived in them for the 

whole thirty years of his rule. the larger part of the 

interiors did not survive to modern times as they 

were refurbished many times and after a major 

fire in 1837 were completely reconstructed.

however an analysis of surviving depictions 

of  the halls of the palace, plans of all floors, 

information from archive documents and mem-

oirs of contemporaries have allowed a concep-

tion of the architectural and decorative finish-

ing of the interiors and their functional use in 

1796 — 1855. a key part of the current research 

is the reconstruction of everyday life and the 

ascribing of events to the specific places where 

they occurred. the reader will learn where mem-

bers of the imperial family took breakfast, where 

they dined, in which rooms their children played, 

where concerts were held and how they held 

funeral ceremonies for the deceased.

the publication will be of interest to specialists 

as well as a wider circle of readers. 
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